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digital radio, first takes apersonal look
at the history of FM broadcasting, and

used to living under the black clouds
of relentless press criticism, to wake up

notes that in some ways the problems
of FM have increased over the years.

one morning and find, if not The Sun,
at least the quality papers smiling
warmly on them once more. After

Next month, Angus will bring us up to
date with afull assessment of the Arcam

getting it wrong so many times, Radio
3was suddenly doing everything Wright.

The big questions for digital radio
will be to do with transmitter coverage

One of the BBC's sternest critics, and
one of the most eloquent, had been

and take-up of the system, rather than

David Sexton of The Sunday Telegraph.
On 7 February, Sexton welcomed the
changes initiated by Roger Wright after

reduced, but the 192kb data rate used
for Radio 3 (though not by all other
stations) makes it far more credible as

Picture problems
We're sony that
three picture in last
month's 'All- Time
Greats' were
mcorree,
illustrated the laipsch
La Scald instead of
the original
Klipschorn, si recent
Krell instead of the
anginal ' 100 and the
Apogee Diva instead
of the anginal Full
Range. Also,
regrettably, repro
problem spoiled
pages 11, 12 and 63,
when 'taw res'
images were used in
error. Apologies to
Nain, and Castle. A
real picture of Julian
Vereker appears in
this month's `News'.
Next month
Our full HiFi Show
report follows up the
'Highlights' in this
issue. See page 145
for more on the
January issue.

sound quality. The signal is data-

three months at Radio 3, in a piece

hi-fi than MP3. And just as the BBC
knew how to make the most of 13 bits,
it may know how to get the best out the
limited data-rate of DAB. Perhaps the

Sexton wrote of Wright: ' He has, quite
sanely done away with Kenyon's
innovations.., he's aman doing what he
believes in, and you cannot say that of

treasures of Radio 3 — those original
solid floorboards, as David Sexton
would have it — are safe after all.

everybody in the BBC'.
A few months later [
The Sunday

PIONEER ON AMISSION

Telegraph, 18 July], Sexton welcomed
Wright's changes to the schedule,
although he went on to say: ' In fact
these changes are no more than high-

Prices omitted
We regret that the
following prices were
omitted from recent
reviews: in October,
the Zingali Overture
(J1395, stands
‘275); in November,
the Amazon One
turntable (,,C2500),
Mords DP-6arm
(C800); TAG
McLaren AV32R
(Z1995.95). Also,
TAG McLaren
Audio's address
details are: The
Summit, Lcaham
Road, Huntingdon,
Cambs PE18 6ZU.
Tel: 0801) 7838007.

digital radio tuner in use.

whose headline summed up what most
people thought about the Kenyon era:
'Normal service will be resumed shortly'.

effective 13 September, as 'admirable',
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tmust have been nice for the BBC
Radio public relations people, long

quality repairs and restorations. Wright
is aiming to restore the fabric of Radio
3 in an appropriate style, sensitive to
local tradition. Unfortunately, as is so
often the case, lots of ill-advised and
horribly botched "improvements" made
by a previous tenant, Mr Kenyon,
apparently an uncontrollable DIY
fanatic, will have to be removed first.
There's the pebbledashing and the PVC
double-glazing, the false ceilings and the
absurd partitions to be stripped out...
Still, all that work is worth it when you
begin to see the original structure in all
its glory...'. Sexton concluded: ' The
improvements Mr Wright plans to make
to the distressed property he inherited
can hardly be faulted. They are simply
what every committed Radio 3listener
would have wanted. It is much to be

But no-one should confuse 192 kilobits
per second with 192 thousand samples
a second. At the Hi-Fi Show,
passionately enthusiastic presentation of
DVD-Audio by Pioneer's John Bamford
won

praise

even

from

rival

manufacturers. ' I'm on amission!' he
said afterwards.
For consumers, who were probably
still wondering when they'd actually be
able to buy DVD-Audio players in final
form, and even more important, what
there will be to play on them, the icing
on the cake comes from Pioneer's
subsequent announcement that its top
model DVD-V/DVD-A, the DV-AXIO,
is atrue 'universal player' — it will also
play Super Audio CD. Admittedly,
Pioneer's 'real world' model, the £ 1400
DV-939, won't. But it's entirely possible
that by the time DVD-A and SACD
really get going, the brands that offer
one but not both formats may be the
exception rather than the rule.

ENJOY THE MUSIC.COM

hoped that his new landlord, Mr Dyke,
said by some to be arough diamond,
will appreciate that sometimes asingle
such example can effectively re-brand

In the run-up to The HiFi Show, we'd
promised aspecial exhibit from a US

the whole neighbourhood.'

another audio webmaster was ready to

But what of the sound quality?
Enthusiasts

of a certain

age

will

remember the truism of the 1970s, that
alive stereo broadcast by the BBC was
the best hi-fi source you could get. And
in the early days of CD, whenever an

audio website. Regrettably, Audiocafe
had to pull out at short notice. But
step into the breach to provide a 'virtual
Show' by putting up daily reports during
the event. We'd like to say abig thank
you to Steve Rochlin of Enjoy the
Music. He did agreat job covering the
Show and bringing it to life on the net

analogue diehard extolled the excellence
of FM stereo, apro-digital technocrat
would point out that this wonderful

— and he even captured Ken Kessler
for posterity.
The site now offers sound-streaming

sound had been sent from studio to

of KK in full flight, recorded during one
of his ever-popular 'Meet the Experts'
sessions at the Show. Not be missed!
HFNIRR hopes to co-operate closely
with Enjoy The Music, so watch this

transmitter in digital form, using the
BBC's purpose-designed 13-bit digital
system. This never seemed to mangle
the signal as other digital processes did.
In this issue [page 75], Angus
McKenzie, welcoming the arrival of

(or rather that) space.
Visit gueow.enjoythemusic.com today!
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NEW FORMAT CONFUSION
Dear Sir, It is regrettable that on
the eve of the launch -of
DSD/SACD you appear to have
added to the general confusion by
publishing conflicting assessments
of the rival formats DSD and
PCM. In your September issue
Martin Colloms directly contradicts
the findings reported in your July
'Comment'. There you described
your ' instructive day listening to
some high-sampling-rate masters
made by Tony Faulkner' on his
EAR 559.1Quad ESL63 monitoring
system, and whilst preferring the
176.1kHz master to the standard
44.1kHz116-bit CD master, you
concluded: However, it was when
Tony played the DSD master that
we [
sir] suddenly felt we were
hearing asound much more like
analogue'. (Praise Indeed!) This
was not surprising, as Tony
Faulkner has been reported
previously as strongly advocating
the merits of DSD.
In September, MC reported on
comparative tests conducted with
Tony Faulkner's assistance using
his own ' high-end' replay system
and stated: We found that, good as
it is, the DSD/SACD equivalent
replay did not match the
176.4kHz/16-bit alternative in my
test system'. These tests were
evidently not the further
investigation — promised in your
July Editorial — of the possible
effects of alleged out-of-band noise
from DSD/SACD on ultrawidehand high-end hi-fi systems.
Nor were the critical comments on
DSDPSACD attributed to such a
phenomenon.
MC does not explain why he
chose to compare each of the other
formats tested with the
176.4kHz/16-bit rather than the
DSD{SACD format: achoice of
remarkable prescience! How did he
know that this would turn out to be
the one to beat? His surprising
conclusion is that 'the future for
SACD is not as bright as we
thought two years ago', and he ends
Ma NEWS &RECORD REVIEW
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by stating that Tony Faulkner has
no axe to grind. The inference is
that Tony Faulkner agrees with his
findings. Does he?
If he does agree, then this is an
apparent volte-face of some
significance. But if he does not,
then your readers have been
seriously misled. Tony Faulkner is
one of the most respected recording
engineers in the world. His
recordings are regularly acclaimed
as being of the finest quality. It is
reasonable to assume that he has
selected his monitoring system with
the utmost care to provide the
most faithful and accurate
reproduction of the original source
that can be achieved in the present
state of the art.
Reviews of equipment used in
MC's system that Ihave read
suggest that such 'high-end' items
have strong sonic signatures of their
own. They do not appear to aspire
to the last word in neutrality.
Whilst they may produce atype of
sound that is popular in certain
quarters, it may be questioned
whether they reveal accurately and
faithfully more of the recorded
music than Tony Faulkner's
monitoring system.
My experience suggests that
there are manufacturers who prefer
to tailor the sound so as to evoke an
emotional response as close as
possible to their perception of a
narcotic fix. This may fit their
profile of the average hi-fi nerd. But
serious music has rather more to
offer than emotional impact. It may
also appeal on the spiritual,
aesthetic and intellectual level. It is
important that we hear the actual
notes that the musicians play —
neither more nor less.
Mimicry is no substitute for
verisimilitude, no matter how much
the foot is induced to tap (or how
much deference is paid to the
PRAT factor). Martin Colloms's
damning indictment of
DSD/SACD is based on areplay
system that belongs to the ratified
(and idiosyncratic?) world of the
tiniest minority of audiophiles, in
tests that seem to raise some very
real doubts.
If DSD/SACD is demonstrably
the front-runner in Tony
Faulkner's system, as you have
found, isn't that good enough? In
this commercially sensitive time,
the evaluations of the rival formats
that you print are bound to
influence consumer choice.
Ambiguous messages should be
scrupulously avoided. You owe it to
your readers to clarify whether so
respected afigure in the industry as
Tony Faulkner does indeed now
consider that quad-speed PCM

sounds 'significantly better' than
DSD/SACD.
Geoffrey Burgess, e-mail
Tony Faulkner responds:
Iwas sorry to read that Mr Burgess was
disappointed by the recent HFNIRR
article about alistening session of various
high density audio formats. Since the
article to which he makes most reference
was written by Martin Colloms and
expressed quite reasonably Martin's
opinions rather than mine, Iinterpret Mr
Burgess's letter as anudge that Ishould
add some of my own comments in
qualification.
For me, the enjoyment of pre-recorded
music is enhanced significantly by higher
resolution digital audio reproduction.
Whether Iprefer quad-speed PCM
(176.4kHz or 192kHz) or DSD
(2.8224MHz I
Ibit) for recording original
sessions is largely irrevelant in the bigger
picture. Quad-rate PCM and DSD
twin-track both occupy four times the
amount of data available in comparison
with regular CD; both offer wide
bandwidths. Theoreticians will argue the
pluses and minuses of high-speed PCM
in comparison with 1-bit, but in my
experience there are three obvious truths.
Firstly, both quad-rate PCM
(176.4kHz and 192kHz sampling) and
64fS DSD are consistently more
pleasurable to listen to than normal
(44.1kHz) CD if refinement of sound
quality is an issue for the listener.
Secondly, while 96kHz sampling rate
improves performance over 44.1kHz, the
enhancement is inconsistently
overwhelming to my ears, and Ibelieve it
is unreasonable to expect most consumers
to abandon the existing 44.1kHz
standard on quality grounds alone, unless
the surround potential of DVD-Audio at
96kHz is amajor mitigating feature.
Thirdly, agoodly proportion of the fine
audible differences between quad-rate
PCM and DSD may be put down to the
audibility of many options of different
low-pass filter characteristics, and also to
the impact of high-frequency output noise
if an output filter is chosen
inappropriately for the sensibilities of the
particular following amplifier or preamplifier.
My response is to opt for recording
technology which is most compatible with
my audio ideals, and also of necessity
compatible with the practicalities of
running an efficient independent
recording business. In the real world of
professional sound recording, quad-rate
PCM is, for the time being at least, an
attractive alternative to 64fS DSD on
many practical grounds while DSD gains
acceptance. 176.4kHz PCM brings very
smooth and transparent sound quality
with minimal technical complications for
astudio with existing 8-track PCM
facilities. Further, it converts very well to
44.1kHz for regular CD release, to DSD
for SACD, and finally it is also anative
7
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DVD-Audio two-track format. Ilave the
depth and weight of 176k4I192k
recordings and would challenge any
existing digital format to see it offfor
sheer pleasurable sound quality if the
recording is decent.
Mr Burgess's remarks about the
differences between professional
monitoring and audiophile home sysiems
are interesting. Professionals and home
enthusiasts will always have different
approaches: this is like comparing a
farmer with ahome gardener. Ilike my
Quad PRO63 speaker monitoring and
EAR monoblock power amplifiers, and I
have got to know what they tell me when
Iam at work. Still, not everyone likes
their steak rare: some like it cooked abit
more, or with aspecial sauce on the top,
some do not like it at all, it is their
prerogative - especially when enjoying
themselves in their own home.
Martin Colloms's article was a
personal statement on his own behalf,
and Ihave no problem with the technical
wisdom and good faith behind his
personal judgments. That is not to say
that Iagree with his every thought and
conclusion, any more than he would with
mine. Whether we end up with DSD,
quad-rate ¡'CM, or something else will be
decided by individuals further up the food
chain than Mr Burgess, Martin Colloms,
or me. My serious concern is that we
may end up with no available improved
format at all this time round, if
consumers and record companies are
confused by the endless waffle of
promotional press releases, and opt for a
'zero option' in frustration. It was for this
reason that Iprovided equipment and
recordings for Martin's tests and also took
time to play high density quad-rate and
DSD recordings at The HiFi Show.
After years of extensive press coverage
making promises and undermining
confidence in top-end CD, fullspecification DVD-Audio is still not in
the shops, but SACD is already in its
first year as areal product available on
sale. For what Iconsider the best quality
currently available, the DVD-Audio
format only offers two-track quad-rate,
where SA CD format offers full surround
DSD. My continuing enthusiasm for
SACDIDSD as acarrier is explained by
these two realities.
KENNEDY'S HENDRIX
Dear Sir, After reading Christopher
Breunig's piece on the Kennedy/
Hendrix CD [` Point of View',
October] Ithought Iwould take up
his invitation to write. Itoo
purchased the Sony CD — this was
after hearing, on radio, Kennedy's
live performance as part of the
promotion launch for the Rover 75.
What struck me was the sheer
spontaneity and verve of that live
performance: slightly diluted on the
CD Ifeel. Yes, alot of his playing
appears screechy, and will
8

obviously offend some ears; even I
found it so on first hearing.
A little softening of tone would
certainly make the music more
palatable, but therein lies the rub:
do you tone down Hendrix and in
doing so risk emasculating his
music, or take the hair-shirt
approach that Kennedy obviously
prefers? The latter is, perhaps, less
appealing on the ear but far more
thought-provoking and — praise be
— original. In many ways it is a
classic example of awork that
should not be dissected by the
critic's pen. It is for each individual
to assess its merits and take from it
what they will.
No! Kennedy's approach to
Hendrix is musically valid and, I
think, with repeated listening
rewarding.
MG Jenkins, Dorset
UNN'S VW CUP-HOLDER
Dear Sir, Has anybody seen the
recent TV advertisement for the
VW Passat in which an orientallooking gentleman supposedly at a
factory in Kyoto is looking at aCD
player that looks suspiciously like a
Linn CD12? He is apparently doing
some development work which, it
turns out, is for acup holder
drawer. Perhaps you can shed some
light on this?
P Maine, Cwmbran
Yes, it is aCD12. The ad was shot at
Linn Products in Glasgow — Ed.
WORDEN MEMORIES
Dear Sir, On reading your article by
Andrew Harrison — ' Project
Thorens' [
HFNIRR Aug, p54] — I
was suddenly transfixed by the
record on the turntable. It was our
record, ie, the record that Wilfred
Worden, Michael Blayney and I
produced in 1975-9. In fact, the
piano sonata on that record was still
in pencil form in 1974, where it had
been for 25 years untouched, until I
persuaded him to finish it. Then we
started on the record project.
Ihad been apupil of Mr Worden
at the Abbey School of Fort
Augustus (sadly now closed) and
had kept in touch with the Wordens
after leaving school. We had shared
interests in the Worden horn
loudspeakers and gramophone
pick-ups, as well as hi-fi in general
— great days! Wilfred had known
Michael Blayney (an estate agent
living near London) even longer. So
it came to be that we ended up
working on this project together.
The record was finally cut by Mr
John Martin of Bracknell, who did
asuperb job. It was on the market
by January of 1979, most copies
delivered personally by Wilfred to

the London record shops. We had
aimed to produce 1000 pressings of
John Martin's master initially.
However, 500 had to be scrapped
because two of the four pressing
machines were faulty, and we
ended up with 500 good copies. By
the end of May, with 350 sold,
Wilfred suddenly died of aheart
attack. It was asad end to a
wonderful lifetime, especially as a
second record was already in the
planning stage.
Istill have 120 LPs remaining.
Anyone who wants one need only
send £ 13.00 (including postage and
packing) and Ishall be happy to
send acopy. Perhaps one day we
could cut aCD from the master
tapes, as it really would be ashame
to let such beautiful music die; but
for now the records are nearly all
that remain.
Over the years, Ihave also been
working on big modifications to the
Worden horn loudspeakers and I
hope to reintroduce them in the
future. All the development work
has been done, and the sound is
unbelievably good. They should
eventually be available for about
£5,000 each. However, at the
moment there is no capital to back
commercial production.
David JSwift, VVhitehaven

READERS'
LLITERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

The Worden LP (also seen in February's
Platine Verdier review) contains the
composer-pianist's B-minor Piano
Sonata, asonata for violin and piano
and some short lyrical pieces. Besides the
speaker design, there was an articulatedheaddrell pickup arm which Iused
successfully for some years — Mus Ed.
KNOT RIGHT
Dear Sir, Though Ihave been an
audio enthusiast from the age of
eleven Ihave never before had the
opportunity to attend the HiFi
Show. It was pleasing to see that
vinyl continues to be the format of
choice in the top end.
However, Iwas quite shocked to
see, and indeed hear, that
Avantgarde Acoustic (of all people)
had failed to grasp even the most
straightforward principles behind
vinyl replay. The knot that they had
used in their turntable pulley string
was not the well-established
bowline, nor even the nowdiscredited reef knot. In agross act
of audio ignorance they had used
the sonically disastrous granny
knot. The loss of midrange
definition and musical ' glue' was
quite evident to even the most
casual listener.
Tim Eyre, Enfield
There'll be space for serious comments on
the Show next month
Ed.
DECEMBER 1999
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Product of the Year
(AV processors/Amps/Receivers)
Recelver STR-DB930

Product of the Year
(Recorder)
MD Player MD- S.18930

NeJAMIROQUAI:
13f,

47ru9stf******
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Best Buy
(R2014300)
CO Player CDP-58930

Best Buy
(£151-£200)
Tuner STS- B920

QS

SONY

Me•Aeor
A5M

BBC

R3

A_

Tuned specifically for the British ear. ( Sounds incredible, doesn't it?)
A hi fi : uned for Britisn ears? Are you hearing things? Well, only what you're meant to hear. Our sound
specia ,ists understand how demanding the Bri•ish ear can be. And, being the perfectionists that we
are, we felt obliged to tune our QS separates

-o suit

that ear. Even going to the extent of tilting the

circuit board within each component by 2 degrees. But this. attentiol to detail doesn't only let
yowl ears piick up the finer nuances of sound. It also helped us pick up a raft of awards from
Whatt Hi -Fi? magazime. Awards won: Best By (£ 201-E300);- CD Player CDP-X13930E. Best Buy
(£1E -1-.-2200)

S

NY-

Tuner ST-SB920. Product of the Year ( Recorder); MD

layer MDS-JB930. Product

(AV Processors/Amps/Receivers); Receiver ST2-DB930.
Sony is o registered trademark of the Sony Corporation, Japan.

www.sony.co.uk

Avalon Acoustics conrad-johnson
FOR the LOVE
the Love
of MUSIC
of MUSIC
FOR

IWillie association of
technical excellence
and brilliant musical'
performance. Art,
emotion and
technology combined
in products and
exemplary quality
and visual
distinction.

rr

•
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Valve and solid state technology applietl iii
a manner othcrs can only seek to achieve.
¡be fast Of the big names to remain
dedicated to pure ralve circuits.

AUDIOPREAKS

AUDIOPREAKS

Distributors opine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment

Distributors orline Audio (7- Home Theatre Equipment

15, Link Way, Ham, Richmond, Surrey TW10 701. Tel: 020 8948 4153
Fax: 020 8948 4250 email Info@audiofreaks.co.uk www.audlofreaks co uk

15 Link Way Ham Richmond Surrey TW10 701 Tel 020 8948 4153
Fax 020 8948 4250 email . mfo@audiofreaks co.uk www audiofreaks co.uk

.
and other fine AILICHOPREAKS products

Harmonix

Muse

Sonographe

Audiostatie

SEVENOAKS HI-FI 2Reindeer Court, The Shambles,
Worcester WR1 2DS Tel: 01905 612 929
Fax: 01905 613 353

Canlits

Resolution Audio

THE AUDIO CONSULTANTS Camden Town, London NW1
Tel 020 7380 0866 Fax: 020 7383 5028
E-mail: stephen@audioc,freeseme.co.uk

AcousTech • Audiostatic • Avalon Acoustics • Benz-Micro • Cardas • conrad -Johnson • Esopoirer • Expressive Teclmologies • finite elemente • Golden Tube Audio
llormonix • Kuzma • Magnum Dynalab • McCormack • Muse Electronics • Power Wedge • Resolution Audio • Shun Mook • Sonographe • Sound Lab • kiplanar
DISTRIBUTED EXCLUSIVELY BY AUDIOPRIMAKIII

news
VALVE AMP GURU KONDO JOINS
FORCES WITH MARSHALL
a joint design, manufacturing and marketing agreement with
Marshall Amplification. The two firms may seem like strange
bedfellows, Kondo's strong audiophile reputation contrasting with
Marshall's standing as the most famous maker of guitar amplifiers
in the world. But the two are united by their love of valves.
planned include two integrated amps, a preJim Marshall began making valve guitar
amp, two power amps and a DAC, and the
amps in 1962, while Hiroyasu Kondo

then a relentlessly solid-state world. The two
companies' assets also dovetail nicely.
Marshall will send its designers to Japan to
learn the hi-fi ropes, while manufacturing will

first fruits of the collaboration are expected
to see the light of day in autumn 2000.
While this new range will be marketed under
the Marshall-Kondo banner, Kondo's
existing high-end products, such as the 2A3
Push- Pull power amp and the M100 pre-

take place at the Marshall plant in Milton

amp and DAC, will continue to be made in

Keynes, which employs more than 250
people. Marshall's massive component buying

Japan and branded simply Kondo. (There is

power and ability to conduct all relevant
type- approval testing in-house should mean
that most if not all of the new products will
retail for less than £ 1000. Products currently

now no longer any connection between the
products of Kondo and those of AudioNote
UK.) For more information on MarshallKondo, call distributor PM Components,
01634 848500.

Dan Goldstein

MUSICAL FIDELITY ADDS 24- BIT CD AND TUNER
THE new A3 FM RDS tuner and A3CD
24-bit CD player from Musical Fidelity,
designed primarily for sonic neutrality
and technical excellence, are intended to

ill111111•31
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000
j

match the A3 and A300 amplifiers in
terms of performance and aesthetics.
Five regulated power supplies in the A3
tuner help isolate the signal path from
the digital control circuits. Musical
Fidelity emphasises the ' immense effort'

player. Convert DVD and
SACD at higher quality.
Drive the power amp direct
-Wadia players do it all.

JAPANESE valve equipment maker Kondo (right) has entered into

founded AudioNote in the mid- 1970s,
remaining true to valve designs in what was

Play LPs through your CD

VAN DEN HUL REFINES
PURE CARBON

it has expended on the product's
mechanical and circuit layout, claiming

Six years after pioneering pure carbon hi-fi

that the tuner yields high signal-to-noise
ratio performance even from average

technology in the form of First Ultimate (£270 per
0.8m stereo pair) and First Ultimate Digital (£ 145).

strength signals. As for the CD player
(illustrated), this uses a 24-bit Burr

These two new interconnects are entirely metal free, using vdH's unique Linear Structured Carbon

Brown DAC, a clock re- timing circuit
aimed at reducing jitter to 150

conductors in co- axial configuration with LSC

interconnects, van den Hul has refined the

Anott000e

Co plcjers
Wadia's new AID converter for
less than £ 1000 means that their
CD players can now be the centre
of an ultra- high quality ANALOGUE
AND DIGITAL system and dispense
with conventional preamps.
All their CD players now accept up
to 24/96KHz digital inputs, eg from
DVD/SACD or digital tuners — and
older ones are upgradeable.
Results with the two-analogue- input
converter are spectacular, even
from HIGH Q UALITY LP SOURCES
sampled at 24/96kHz and passed
through the DAC section straight to
the power amplifier. Altogether, it
makes the players remarkable value.
Customers say we make some of the best
sounds they have ever heard. Our advice
takes account of your best components and
guides you where change is needed, in stages
you can afford. You

MISTAKES,

AVOID EXPENSIVE

enjoy music along the way and
save money in the long run.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW
CD: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS,

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, dCS ELGAR AND PURCELL,
MERACUS, PASS, SUGOEN, W ADIA.

VINYL: BASIS, CROWN

carbon screening. The single linear carbon crystal
used in the conductors is said to preven the audio

J
EWEL, DNM ,GRAHAM, LEHMANN, MICHELL, STRATOSPHERE,
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL, TRANSFIGURATION.

Musical Fidelity says it aims to make the
A3CD as consistent as possible. Prices

quality loss inevitable when signals cross the
multiple thousands of metal crystals in conventional
cable. Spring loaded, Teflon insulated 24ct gold

AUDIO TECHNOLOGY (
BAT), CAT ,DNM ,LUMLEY, NAGRA,
PASS, SIEMEL, SIRIUS, SONNETEER, SUGDEN, XTC .

are £ 599 for the A3 tuner and £ 1200 for

plated plugs are used for long term consistency

picoseconds, and a five-pole analogue
filter to minimise spurious noise, and

the A3CD player. Further details from

and mechanical stability. Further information from

Musical Fidelity Ltd, 0181 900 2866.

van den Hul UK, 020 8 997 4280

AMPLIFIERS: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, BALANCED
LOUDSPEAKERS:

AUDIO PHYSIC, BKS,ETHOS, HALES,
HARBETH, LUMLEY, MAGNEPLANAR, MIRAGE, NEAT,TOTEM.

TUNERS: ACCUPHASE, FANFARE, MAGNUM DYNALAB.
CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM ,NORDOST,
SONIC LINK, TICE, YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC

TEAC EXTENDS
MINI- REFERENCE

The
Right
Note
I
II
HI Iii. II.„„‘

TEAC's latest ' lifestyle' mini
component system, the
Reference 100, combines a

H.

20W/ch stereo CD/receiver
unit with an optional MiniDisc
recorder and/or cassette deck.
Up to 30 AM/FM stations may be stored
using the CD/receiver's preset tuning, and 32
tracks may be programmed for quick access
by the high-speed CD servo system. The

auto-reverse record/playback mechanism and
auto tape selection. Beech-finished two-way
bass reflex loudspeakers complete the system.
Prices are £230 for the CRH100 CD/

matching MiniDisc recorder features a 20-bit
64-times oversampling ADC and a 20-bit
128-times oversampling DAC. Meanwhile,

receiver, £ 250 for the MD- H100 MiniDisc

the slide-loading cassette deck has afull logic

TEAC UK Ltd, 01923 819630.
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recorder, £ 120 for the R- H100 cassette deck
and £ 70 for the L-S100U loudspeakers.

13 As..-F 1-1
01225 874728

II

TECHNICS.
THE CLOSEST
YOU'LL GET
TO THE SOUND
IN HIS HEAD.
If god is in the details, then

the simplicity of John Tavener's

music aspires to the divine.

His devotion deserves heavenly

sound reproduction. A miracle

that is made flesh in the

Technics SU range of Variable

Gain Control Amplifiers. The

sin of deterioration in the
dynamic

range is washed

away, transubstantiating even

moments of silence into pure
sound in which the music lives

forever. For more information

telephone 08701

578 577.

Technics
Technic5>

www.technks.comk

ecer.1

SPONSORS Of THE TECHNICS MERCURY MUSIC PRIZE

news
YBA DESIGNER TIES
UP TAIWAN DEAL
DIVERSIFYING beyond the more upmarket YBA
brand, French hi-fi electronics specialist YvesBernard André has created the Audio Refinement
Complete Series for world-wide availability.
Initially, a50W/ch stereo integrated amplifier,
FM/AM tuner and 18-bit CD player (right) will form
the heart of the Complete range. Audio Refinement
products are said to be designed by André, and
produced under license by Vincent Electronics, YBA's
Taiwanese distributor. The goal has been to achieve
economies of scale, yet retain ' the essence of the YBA
philosophy, with precision, innovation and pure musical
enchantment.' The Complete range relies on custommade power supply capacitors, discrete audiophile grade
components, double C-core transformers and nonmagnetic aluminium. Prices are £699 for the amplifier,
£490 for the tuner and £649 for the CD player. A
system remote control retails for £40. Details from UK
distributor Sound Image UK Ltd, 0181 255 6868.

NAIM AUDIO
CELEBRATES
25 YEARS
OF NAP 250
As Naim Audio gears up to
launch its NAP 500 power
amplifier in January 2000,
the company celebrates the
25th anniversary of its most
famous design, the NAP 250
power amp. Julian Vereker,
Naim's founder and managing director ( right), points out that
during the last financial year, the NAP 250 still accounted for
production worth around £750,000. One reason that the ' 250
made amark on the hi-fi world may be its pioneering use of
afully regulated power supply. Roy George, Head of Research
& Development at Naim, says that the amplifier's innovative
power supply is largely responsible for the low intermodulation
distortion and consequent ease with which listeners are able to
distinguish different instruments and performers within apiece
of music. In designing the new NAP 500, Naim has used
'cutting edge' technology, and is confident that its performance
will surpass 'anything we or our direct competitors have ever
produced'. Naim Audio, 01722 332266.

EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENT

With TRANSCEND, our highly
acclaimed CD Transport, we redefine
the boundaries of sound reproduction
by means of Isolation, Elimination
and N-Code.

MITSUI MARKETS
CD- R BLANKS
MITSUI, which set up its UK
divisior in March 1999, claims i(s
new Consumer CD- Raudio blank
discs ( csround £ 2.80 each) define
the state of the art in performan:e.
Each disc has a layer of
Phthalocyanine organic gold dye,
globall7 patented, which Mitsui say
is ' the most stable and enduring
medium for digital information
storage currently available.' The
dye lay-er is covered in a metalised
silver reflective layer for optimum
consistency of performance.
I
MitsuiMitsui Advanced Media,
01274 544 837.

IELIPSON TRIALLED
IN LONDON
ELIPSON, the 50-year old
French loudspeaker brand,
has started to test market its
new Morgane, Column,
Futura reference series and
home cinema products in
'selected' London specialist
dealers. Elipson holds a
number of patents covering its
triple resonator, Symmetrical
charge, acoustic phasing of
drivers and speakers, and the
electronic phasing of filters
for digital reproduction.
Further details from Elipsini,
1-33 (0)147 359910.

EVENTS 'EVENTS EVENTS

6-7 NOVEMBER The Dublin Hi Fi Show,

13-16 DECEMBER Seoul Audio/Visual &

Burlington Hotel. Contact organiser Cloney

Music Fair, Coex, Seoul, Korea. Contact + 82

Audio on 01288 9449 or e-mail

2 551 1147 or e-mail avm@star.coex.co.kr

info@cloneyaudio.corn

6-9 JANUARY 2000 International CES, Los

12-14 NOVEMBER Audio 99 Show,

Vegas, Nevada. Contact CES organisation

Jan III Sobieski and Sheraton Hotels,

on + 1 703 907 7600

Warsaw, Poland. Contact the organisers on

21-24 SEFTIMBEt 2000 The Hi Fi Show,

+48 22 602 268620
21 NOVEMBER Chester Hi Fi Show, Queens
Hotel, Chester, 11.00am-5.30pm. Tickets

Novotel London West, sponsored by

£2.50 from Acoustica, 01244 344227.

(Internationale Funkausstellung), Berlin
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TRANSCENDENTAL
AUDIO

HFN/RR. Contact 0208 774 0847
25 AUGUS1-2 SEPTEMBER 2001 IFA

Mechanical Isolation is ensured by
installing aheavy die-cast mechanism
tuned with nested mechanical filters
and encased in 17kg of machined.
non-ferrous mass.

To Eliminate the manufactured
imperfections present in all optical
discs we begin by creating an
ultra-low noise, spring mounted,
Stable Master Oscillator. This forms
the heart of the Eliminator, used to
eliminate imperfect timing waveforms
read off disc and replace with
immaculately formed originals.
Combining these now perfected clock
and data waveforms into the usual
SPDIF format would result in audio
degradation due to data- induced jitter.
alimitation on the SPDIF interface.
To remove this final compromise we
have developed N-Code, our
proprietary digital interface and auser
switchable facility on all 5digital
outputs of TRANSCEND.
Nobody does digital better.

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING

P.O. Box 50, Nottingham NG9 I
DZ
Tel: 0115 922 4138, +44 1159 224138
Fax: 0115 922 9701, +44 1159 229701
audiosynthesis.co.uk
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www.chordelectronics.co.uk

email: sales@chord.softnet.co.uk

T 01622 721444 F01622 721555

Kent ME16 9NB, UK

The Pumphouse, Farleigh Bridge, East Farleigh

Chord Electronics Limited

Robert Ritchie Hi Fi, Montrose. 101674 673 765

Scotland

Moores Hi Fi, County Down. T 01247 812 417

Northern Ireland

River Crossing Audio, Norfolk.1 01263 741230

Audio Reflections, Wakefield. T 01132 528850

Doug Brady Hi Fi, Warrington. T 01925 828009

North

Music Matters, Birmingham. T 0121 429 2811 / 742 0254

Leicester Hi Fi Company, Leicester. T 0116 253 9753

Midlands

Audio T, Reading. T 0118 958 5463

Audio Excellence, Swansea. 101792 474608

West

Progressive Audio, Rainham. T 01634 389004

Phase 3 Hi Fi, Worthing. 101903 245577

Musical Images, Edgware. T 0181 952 5535

Musical Images, Covent Garden. T 0171 497 1346

London and South

vailable from the following dealers:

news
TECHNICS' DIGITAL RADIO TUNER
HAS FM TOO
TECHNICS has launched the
world's first DAB hi-fi tuner
equipped with an onboard
FM/AM/RDS analogue tuner.
Once tuned into aDAB
multiplex, the new ST-GT1000
(£500) displays station name,
Programme Type (PTY) and
whether or not PAD (Programme
Associated Data) accompanies the
broadcast. Examples of PAD
include song titles and composer/
artist information, which can be
selected for display if present with a
broadcast.The memory preset
system allows storage of up to 49
DAB, 29 FM and 19 AM stations.
An optical digital output enables
listeners to record on to adigital
audio recorder; the TosLink output
fitted to the ST-GT1000 also
enables DAB data transmissions to
be downloaded using the RDI
(Radio Data Interface). Technics,
Panasonic UK, 0990 357357.

DENON SLIMS DOWN ITS
MINI STAR
REPLACING Denon'
popular D- F88 mini
system, the slimmer,
more affordable
•
•
•
•
D- F100 is supplied
with newly developed loudspeakers developed cooperatively with Mission. The core system comprises a
stereo receiver rated at 30W/ch into 4ohms, CD player
equipped with 8-times oversompling digital filter, and
horizontal-loading outoreverse cassette deck. Features
include EON FM/AM radio 'uner, auto-tape select Dolby
B/C/HX Pro cassette deck, and atotal of five inputs
including two recorder circuits. An optional MiniDisc
recorder may be added to the system, featuring auto-edit
record sync in conjunction with the CD player. Price of
the D- F100 including matching loudspeakers is typically
£600, the optional MD recorder £300. More details from
UK distributor Hayden Laboratories, 01234 741 200.

SENNHEISER'S latest flagship dynamic
headphones, the HD- 590 Prestige is
designed around anew generation of
light, self-damping, Duofoil
transducers. Diaphragam damping
elements made from sintered material are said to be
more effective in reducing distortion than previously used
paper or fleece dampers. Lightweight aluminium voice
coils are used with neodym-iron magnets in acomputer
optimised configuration for deep, low distortion bass.
Pure oxygen-free copper signal leads, replaceable leads
fitted with modular plugs, and soft velvet replaceable
earpads complete the image of luxury. Typical selling
price is £ 160. Details from Sennheiser UK, 01494 551 571.

PIONEER MAKES
CD RECORDER
LIFESTYLE OPTION
Pioneer has added afifth system to
its NS-Series, the slimline satellite/
subwoofer NS-8/9 package (£399).
It is supplied with an easily-found
remote control that bleeps when its
owner claps his/her hands. The NS8is sold with silver/grey satellite
speakers, the NS-9with Rosewood
finished speakers. An optional
matching £ 100 cassette deck, £200
MiniDis-cor £300 CD-R recorder
may be added to either system.
Pioneer (UK), 01753 789789.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH's new
two-way bass reflex bookshelf
speaker, RStatus S20 ( right) at
£150 per pair features silk
tweeter, 6.5in coated cellulose
woofer. Call 0161 702 5000.
CIRRUS LOGIC's latest Crystal
DSP, CS4630, is for addGREAT PC AUDIO!
in PC Audio cards and
OEM PC applications. A
new audio/modem
comms chip, CS4298, is
for set-top box/PDA use.
Call 001 510 623 8300.
ETHOS ACOUSTICS' new Performer speaker
(£1495/pair) is to be installed at the new Roytil
Opera House, Covent Garden for on-stage and
auditorium infill use. Call 020 88420020.
JOB has upgraded its DAC ( US retail $ 1000),
using Goldmund Alize 2technology to deliver
24-bit 96kHz capability. See www.jobsys.com.

DECEMBER 5999

AC-2Power cable - Silver clad, Teflon insulated at
10awg; this is the largest
gauge of power cord we
know of. The design of our
shielding system effectively
AC-2
eliminates interferences
OWER CORD
from RF and EMI sources.
For the money,
Fitted with aMK Tough plug
that's no mean feat'
111-F1 World June 99
and IEC or Fig of eight
connector. European
connectors also available.
Solder connections with Wonder solder. 2ft £49, 3ft
£59, 4ft £69, 6ft £89. Other
lengths to order. 4, 6and 8
way black all steel
distribution boxes with 3ft
Fi World August MA
'gained spedecl. control and Involvement of cable & MK Tough plug
be"'""""'""'" £149, £179, £209.
Analogue Interconnects, IC-50, IC-80, IC-100, IC200. Speaker Cable SS800, SS1000 and BIWIRE.
HiFi World Sep 99 "IC-50 - this months bargain"
-

SENNHEISER ADDS
LUXURY PHONES
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LG has alightweight portable MP3 player, the
MF-PD330 (£ 129), and the world's first pocketsized radio/cassette/MP3 player, AHA-FD770,
selling for £ 199. Call 01735 500400.
PIONEER announced the launch of the world's
first truly Universal SACD/DVD-A player at the
Japonese Electronics Show in early October.
(See 'Hi Fi Show Highlights' and 'Comment')
TECHNICS' SL1210 Mk2 disco turntable wi I
appear (alongside Stephen's 'Rocket' and the
Apollo 10 capsule) in an exhibit of 150 items
that most affected people's lives in the last 250
yeas at he Science Museum's 'Making The
Modern World' Gollery, to open June 2000
VALVE AUDIO of South Africa plans to export
its valve and valve/MOSFET hybrid amplifiers.
Black Widow is a200W dual- mono power
amp with a 1000VA toroid and four 6922
tubes. Integrateds are the 200W valve Predator
plus the 100W Model 802 and 50W Exclamé
hybrids. Valve Audio, + 27 (0) 12 547 1649.

941,14:14001.44t 14C041.4teed.
Avante Garde RX20 - amere 36"
tall and 12" x12" at the base Absolute Sound review - "
atrue
torture test with abass line that's
big, super fast and continuous the Getshman's handled it
beautifully, servo driven Infinity
RS1 towers have more power but
are way too slow. The Magnepan
M63.5/R's, can't match the low
bass impact of the Avant Gardes,
only the Thiel 3.6 can handle this
track with aplomb and even they
don't sound quite as fast. Unquestionably, the Avant
Gardes are atremendously musical loudspeakers".
X-1 Specter, Enigma 500-X, GAP-520X

SUNFIRE CORPORATION
2700 watt True Subwoofer MklI
11 inch cube, 18Hz, 100db SPL
235 cubic inches air movement
2700 watt True Subwoofer
Signature 13 inch cube, 16Hz
360 cubic inches air movement

SUNFIRECLASSIC
TUBE
PRE AMP
optional all valve phono stage ( MM/MC)
with CD input ( reverse RIAA equalisation)
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER load invariant, 300
wpc HEXFET with no heat sinks CINEMA GRAND
five channel power amplifier 200 wpc x5 HEXFET with no heat sinks THEATRE GRAND
PROCESSOR
PRE AMP
with phono
stage, tuner,
Dolby Digital.
DTS, auto source sensing, intelligent remote

TIPLIM1111; -flat

speaker cable

418 Biwire ***** What Hi Fi
also 420, 212, 215, 218. 222

ewe

4 Arundel Road, Kingston Upon Thames
Surrey KT1 3RZ
Tel: 44 ( 0) 181 241 9826
Mobile: 07967 652629
Fax: 44 (0) 181 241 0999
E- Mail: cweere @ mcmail.com
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Fl AvantGarde Loudspeaker
Using Formula One Composite Sandwich Technology,
precision drive units and astate-of-the-art crossover,
distortion and coloration are kept to aminimum.
Music conveyed with all the emotion and passion
of the original performance.

e ssential
sh la tio n
TAG McLaren Audio, The Summit, Latham Road, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 6ZU
freephone ( UK only): 0800 783 8007
e-mail: helpdesk@tagmclarenaudio.com

•

tel. 01480 415600

fax: 01480 52159

news
AKIO MORITA
26 January 1921 - 3 October 1999

SONY'S reputation as a globally expansive, vigorous, youthful, innovative company
owes its origins to its co-founder Akio Morita. A maverick creative marketeer and
businessman, Morita -san had studied Physics at Osaka University before
collaborating with the late Masarti Ibuka to co-found Tokyo Tsushin Kogyo KK in
1946. At Mr Morita's insistence, in 1958 the company was controversially renamed
the Sony Corporation. He reckoned this more easily pronounced, Westernised name
would help the company grow internationally.
By 1960, the company had already made its
mark, producing Japan's first tape recorder,
pioneering the introduction of domestic transistor
radios and launching its first all-transistor
television. Coinciding with the establishment of
Sony Corporation America in the same year, Mr
Morita and his family moved to America. Sony
became the first Japanese company listed on the
New York Stock Exchange, in 1961, paving the
way for Japanese companies to raise foreign capital.
Eager to expand Sony's horizons beyond
electronics, Mr Morita forged an alliance between
Sony and CBS in 1968, culminating 20 years later
in the acquisition of CBS Records. Within ayear
of that acquisition, Columbia Pictures
Entertainment, Inc was also under Sony's wing.
Notable successes for Mr Morita and Sony
during this period were the Walkman, launched in
1979 (at first called Stowaway), and, in partnership
with Philips, the compact disc, launched in 1982/3.
The CD and Walkman sealed Sony's status as
an icon of enterprise. Yet the mid- 1970s also saw
the still-birth of the Elcaset audio tape format,
followed by Sony's long and eventually lost battle
to establish the Betamax VCR format, its rival
VHS eventually gaining ascendency thanks to the
wider availablity of pre-recorded software.
Following the Betamax saga, Mr Morita reiterated
the need to ensure better integration of software
and hardware interests. It was after having
belatedly adopted the NC VHS format that Sony
acquired both CBS Records and Columbia Pictures.
Akio Morita received numerous prestgious
honours and awards in recognition of his
achievements. He counted among his friends,
Kiichi Miyazawa, the former Prime Minister of
Japan, Henry Kissinger, the former US Secretary
of State, and the conductors Zubin Mehta and the
late Herbert von Karajan. Such was Mr Morita's
pre-eminence that he played an influental role in
seeking to resolve US/Japanese trade difficulties at

Weia
chub®
loudspeakers

AD
REVOX
atime (the late 1980s) when Japan was
enjoying ahuge trade surplus.
Norio Ohga, Sony Corporation Chairman,
who studied music in Europe, remembers
how, when travelling to the USA with Mr
Morita, ` he ardently persuaded me to join
Sony, by saying, "You were born to be a
businessman". Iremember the day as if it
were only yesterday.'
Describing Akio Morita as his hero,
Nobuyulti Idei, Sony Corporation President
and CEO, paid this further tribute: 'Mr.
Morita gave Tokyo Tsushin Kogyo the Sony
brand and created its soul', without which
'Sony would not have become the global
company that it is today.'
Jonathan Kettle
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TANNOY FITS
CHAMPAGNE FRONTS
MATCHING the fascias of products by Marantz (which shares
UK distribution with the loudspeaker firm), striking champagnegold front baffles now help set the Tannoy Saturn loudspeakers
apart from most of their rivals.

Dual Concentric driver technology, borrowed From Tannoy's
professional monitor speakers, is at the heart of the seven-strong
line-up, designed for hi-fi and home cinema use. Three biwirable floorstanders range in price from the S6 at £500 to the
SI 0 at £900 per pair.
Two magnetically shielded stand- mount models, the S6Lcr and
S8Lcr are priced at £400 and £500 respectively. Magnetic
shielding is also a feature of the two new centre front models,
the S6c at £200 and the S8c at £250.
UK distribution of Tannoy products is through Marantz.
Tannoy Ltd, 01236 420199.

Visit our web site at

www.mdc-hifi.co.uk
The Musica . esigri Co
Tel; 01992 573030,
Fax; 01992 574030
e-mail; mdc.hifi@virgin.net

Hi- Fi Show

Now in its 17th year, und its first a! a
great new London venue, this September's
Hi -Fi Show was the busiest ever

by KEN

M

oving the Hi -Fi Show
from Heathrow Airport
to Hammersmith resulted
in the busiest, most bustling show
in the event's history. That alone
was enough to mark the nowundeniable status of the London
fair as one of the most important
high-end audio shows in the world
(America's CES, of course, is tradeonly). As you'd expect, the local
manufacturers supported the HiFi
Show with world launches, but
further testimony to the exhibition'
greatness is the calibre of world
launches from foreign brands. The
first-ever Mark Levinson integrated
amp? A new flagship ConradJohnson pre-amp? The world debut
of Kondo? Then there were major
public demonstrations of both
SACD and DVD-A, a trio of
new DAB tuners, turntables
galore, new Quad valves,
Yellow Submarine as the
most popular demo DVD,
queues
around
the
Acoustic Energy room
to see ' that model'this year's Show was a
monster.
Special mention
goes to Absolute
Sounds, which
spared neither
cost nor effort
in transforming its
massive suite into
something truly exotic.
18

It was almost
too much to
take ir, with
76 rooms on
the first flcor
alone. All told,
there must
have been
several
hundred
brands, from
well over 100
exhibitors

KESSLER

The effect — palm trees, piles of
fruit and vegetables, rare carpets,
ivory-inlaid furniture — was that of
a Moroccan bazaar. Iexpected
Sidney Greenstreet to appear with
Peter Loire in tow. Naturally, the
room was filled with exotica worthy
of the setting, including the Krell
newbies Isaw in Milan, the WATT
Puppy 6, the full range of MartinLogans and more, so they weren't
quite overpowered by Françoise
Franassovici's striking embellishments. Now this is how high-end
should be presented!
It was almost too much to take
in, with 76 rooms on the first floor
alone. All told, there must have
been several hundred brands from
well over 100 exhibitors. and we
mean real brands, not the list of
drinks in the bar. What a way to
mark the end of the Millennium...
Bow Technologies continues to
lead in the styling stakes; noone even comes close.
Following the Wazoo• and the
Wizard is the stunning
Warlock dual-mono, linelevel pre- amp (£ 2495)
and
the
equally
gorgeous
150W/ch
dual- mono Walrus
power
amplifier
(£2995). Ihope the
pictures come out
OK,
because
words won't do justice
to these aluminium works of

art. Suffice to say, the on-off button
is the ` 0' in Bow...
Carfrae showed a system which
almost has me rethinking my stance
against horns. The Little Big Horn
— worth adoring for its name
alone, one which I'm surprised the
Yanks hadn't grabbed by now —
looks like no other, the horn
looping back from the driver to the
throat; the side view would make a
Roy Orbison fan dub this speaker
the Big ' 0'. Up front is amodified
Lowther drive unit, loaded by a
2.01m Tractrix horn, with the
frequency response cited as 4422kHz. As you'd expect, the Little
Big Horn is sensitive — 108dB/1W
— so the recommend amplifier
range is only 4-20W/ch. Could
work nicely with the Nimis below...
Chord drove the latest version of
Wilson-Benesch's The Bishop with
the
hairy
SPM4000
power
amplifier, good for 480W/ch into 8
ohms — or 750W/ch into 4 ohms.
It features both balanced (XLR)
and single- ended inputs, 30dB
gain, WBT hardware and prices of
£8500 or £9040 depending on ' leg'
configuration. Driving it was the
fully-loaded CPA4000E pre-amp,
with remote and manual control
with full display system, two sets of
independent balanced outputs and
a pair of single-ended outputs, 0.1
percent hand-matched components
and asub-£7000 price tag.
Conrad-Johnson arrived with a
DECEMBER 1999
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Left and aboie: Pioneer and 1'6:link's played. DI'D-zIodio.

they:online oil

rcoted by

Sounds. Bottom of

page: at last,AvantGanie Trios reached the UK Opposite peg: Shadow Sound's Orion speaker, each one awork of art

superb new pre- amp, coming in
just below the ART series. The
Premier 17LS wears its valves at
the front, in a nest centred behind
the front panel. Line level, it offers
full remote control, Class A
operation and a low-profile frontal
aspect.
Densen finally showed a partner
for the successful Beat integrated
amp: the £ 1000 Beat B-400 CD
player. As handsome, slim and
clean as its sibling, the B-400 uses a
custom-made Sony transport, two
.microcomputers ( one to handle
digital transmission and one for the
secondary
features),
Pacific
Microsonic's new PCM100 chip
with HDCD processing, modular
construction
allowing
easy
upgrading and more. Looks like
another outrageons bargain from
the Danes.
lEAR's 864 pre- amplifier is the

Alzo;e: Mark Levinson', integrated amplifier
11141 NEWS 1, RECORD REVISE
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The effect —
company's folded- foil ribbon
palm trees,
tweeter, said to possess 10 times
piles of fruit
the surface area of a25mrn tweeter
and
and alleged to deliver sound to
vegetables,
30kHz. Below it is a 180mm bass
rare carpets,
unit with 37mm voice coil and
ivory-inlaid
throw of nearly 30mm. What makes
furniture —
this system so novel is its enclosure,
was that of a
made from 6.5mm thick aluminium
Moroccan
and profiled to follow the contours
bazaar. I
of the drive units, thus providing
expected
the system with an absolutely
Sidney
minimal baffle area — very neat.
Creenstreet to
Priced with a dedicated stand, the
appear with
CL330 jet costs £ 2500 per pair.
Fase displayed the product I Peter Lorre in
tow. Naturally,
personally choose as the Best of the
the room was
Show: the Nimis integrated valve
filled with
amp. OK, so it isn't really new,
audio exotica
because this 15W/ch stereo
worthy of the
integrated amplifier has been in the
setting
catalogue in standard black- withwooden-trim form for awhik. But
Fase showed true Italian style and
plate. No messing around: tape
wit by offering the unit in five
inputs and outputs aside, this is
ice-cream colours, quite
balanced-only. the main output and
blatantly indulging in
the three line inputs being XI,Rs.
some Apple iMac-style
To match it is the sleek top-loading
marketing..,
right
The Last Record Player. This CD
down to an overhead
spinner has an output stage bearing
four highly- visible E88CCs, a catalogue shot of the
five amplifiers seen
passive analogue filter and a not
in a five- pointed
inconsiderable mass of 18kg!
array.
This
little
Byes CL330 jet loudspeaker is
unashamedly a ' lifestyle' product, a treasure comes with a
cream-coloured top plate
high-tech construct containing the
but a with a choice
of yellow, mint
green, Bugatti'
blue, orange
or purple for
transformer
covers,
knobs, base
and all the
lettering. It's
cute, dinky
and probably
designed for a
market which
doesn't exist —

latest in the Yoshino line-up, an
tube design from the fertile mind of
Tim de Paravicini. It provides phono
plus five line inputs and one
balanced fine input via XLR. The
tube complement consists of one
ECC82 and four ECC43s, housed in
a solid
cabinet
measuring
380x305x100mm ( wdh)
and
weighing ahealthy 5kg. Based on the
circuits in the classic 834P and 834L
phono and line stages, this looks like
just the thing for those who want
something more luxurious.
Einstein, the most radical of the
German
high- end
brands,
demonstrated a couple of tube
products which show off the valves
as design features. The Tube is a
fabulous, true dual-mono pre-amp
with full remote control, containing
18 E88/CCs and alone E82CC,
sprouting from the back of the top

Clockwise from top left: accessories galore;
Acoustic Mania playing live: Monitor Audio's
latest ranges; B&W's impressive display; and
(bottom of page) Cura flying the flag

customers like Barbara Gartland,
Barbie'n'Ken, My Little Pony and
half the population of San
Francisco — but, hey, anything that
makes people smile is worth
supporting. Completely dual-mono,
right down to separate volume
controls and input selectors, the
Nitnis has four line inputs and tapeout. And even though Ihate dualmono controls, I'm buying the
review sample. Price? 1,900,000
lire...or £ 665!
Final from Holland appeared with
a cute -as -a-button electrostatic
loudspeaker selling for a meagre
£1495 per pair. The 0.3, available
in silver or wood finishes. Measures
only
1200x270x400mm,
the
dimensions containing a MartinLoganesque
panel
and
a
conventional woofer in its own
enclosure. Sensitivity is 88dB/1W
and the minimum amplifier
requirement is only 50W/ch.
Correct me if I'm wrong, but is this
the
least
expensive
electrostatic on the UK
market? Nice one!
Hentutopla's Lowtherbased Cornucopia not
surprisingly, turns
out to be yet
another fascinating
horn, and Isay that
as one who thinks
most horns suck,
however much they
blow. Istill haven't
figured out how it
works, but Ican tell
you it looks just like
a classic 1930s
floor -standing
radio/gramophone, with
the
driver
visible
through doors at the top
Acoustic Energyi models kept
their clothes on thmughoue
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of the 813x330x588mm enclosure.
The active ingredient is the hot
Lowther DX4M, which makes men
out of 10W amps. Price ¡Or a pair
of Cornucopias start at £9950.
Hondo ArapiticaMon arrived at the
show, intent on putting to rest the
worry Kondo's legion of fans have
been suffering since the split with
AudioNote. Now linked to the
awesome Marshall guitar amplifier
concern, Kondo looks set to lead
the way into the next millennium
with a fresh line-up. Launched to
the world at the London show are
the 2A3 PP Push-Pull stereo power
amplifier, the M100 DAC and the
M100 Pre-amp; in away, all will be
familiar to those who have
worshipped at the Kondo
shrine,
the
units
featuring
clean,
minimalist styling and
beautiful finishing,
each adhering to
the philosophies
which
made
Kondo aname to
revere.
The
2A3PP produces
8W/eh from four
2A3s, the MIDO
DAC ( with tube
output stage) uses
le
chips
per
channel for optimal
16 -bit
decoding,
while the M100 preamp is an all- tube
affair with phono
stage, three linelevel

inputs and two uutputs. but most
interesting is that which will follow:
Marshall/Kondo products to sell at
less £ 1000 per unit.
Kunna's Stabi XL is avery limited
edition turntable selling for £9000
exarm. Only 25 will ever be made,
the XL weighing 80kgs, driven by
two belts and run by a50W Class A
power supply. Scary!
Mark Levinson graced us with the
debut of the No 383, the
company's first- ever integrated
amp. Bearing the new black-andsilver styling of the flagship power
amps, the No 383 is a nocompromise device delivering
100W/ch into 8 ohms and
200W/ch into 4ohms. To warrant
the
name
of
Reference
Preamplifier, it boasts dual-mono
power supplies, balanced gain
stages, comprehensive protection
circuitry, a proprietary softwarebased operating system and full
communication with other ML
products. Naturally, it features a
nifty display system and it looks
seriously meaty. This has gotta
be the contender for the title of
King Of The Hill integrated unit.
Maim, like Sngden (see below),
arrived with avery Yank-looking
super-duper power amplifier.
Forget the slim-line tonic — the
NAP500 is a big. handsome
and impressive two-box, dualmono affair with outboard
power supply. It's rated at
250W/ch into 4 ohms, and it
looks like the company finally

Kuzma's
Stabi XL is
avery
limited
edition
turntable
selling for
£9000 exarm,
weighing
80kg...
Scary!
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Full 4 way system • 5th generation Uni-Q technology • 15" dual suspension LF driver

RE" ERFNCL.

individually selected crossover components • 3 dedicated separate enclosures • 25mm

THE M AIDSTONE

braced MDF construction • bespoke gold plated hardware • fine veneer and lacquer finish

Designed on computer • fine tuned by ear • hand built by music lovers

RENT

Suiui.s

ENGINEERING

&

M OD1 I 109

FOUNDRY

1961

For clouds on KEF Reference Sertes please contact KEF AUDIO !, UK) LIMITED, DEPT HEN27. FREEPOST MA1332, ECC_ESTON ROAD. TOVIL. MAIDSTONE, KENT ME I
5 68,R. FREEPHONE 0800 731 5620
KF Fand Uné-Q are regtstered trademarks. UnnQ Is protected under GB Patent 2 226929. U.S. Pat. No. 5,548 .657 .Worldwide patents pendtrg.
www.kef.corn
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with Avalon speakers: Billy Woodman of ATC at the keyboard with his jazz group, entertaining
at the exhibitors' cocktail party; and HENtRler stand (with Jane, Emily and Mitchell)

has something to satisfy those who
want their power amplifiers housed
in something larger than a shoebox. It also sports avery Yank-like
price tag, somewhere in the £ 10k
region. At last, Julian, something I
might like!
ProAc's two Futures are slopefronted tower speakers sporting
something rare from a British
maker: ribbon tweeters. Icouldn't
quite identify them — they
reminded me of certain very
popular Japanese offerings — but
they are tweaked to ProAc spec.
The Future One stands 1219mm
tall with a 495mm wide base, the
Future Two stands 1524mm tall
with a584mm wide base; the other
difference is the driver line-op;
while both use the ribbon tweeter,
the smaller One has a 125mm mid
and a 180mm carbon fibre woofer,
the Two using a 165mm mid and
two 180mm woofers.
Quad, given the esteem in which it
is held, launched one of the most
talked- about, eagerly- received
products at the entire show: the
Quad II-forty. This update of the
classic Quad II monohlocks is so
cleverly styled that you'd swear the
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evolution was an unbroken chain —
it's just too gorgeous to be true.
With an extra brace of valves, it's
good for a far more useable 40W
per unit, the predecessor's 12W
being something of a limitation in
modern terms. Better still, the IIforty is not alone: equally ` right' is
the Q24, an all-tube update of the
original control unit. The two were
heard through the soon- to- ship,
next-generation Quad ESLs. Nice
to know that the company is now in
the hands of those who care.
RT Services always has something
nifty , not least being the Nagra
goodies, but the new toys from 47
Laboratory lake the biscuit. This
strangely-named set of modules —
I can think of no other way to
describe ' em — creates a system
consisting of the Progression DAC,
the Gaincard 25W power amp, the
Input Chooser, the Flatfish CD
player, the Phono Cube and the
Humpty and Dumpty power
supplies ( Ikid you not). They're
tiny, linked by what looks like
hollow tubing, beautifully- made
and, well, downright weird. £9995
is alot to pay for novelty value, but
this stuff ranks right up there with
Swiss Army Knives.
SlIverooto appealed to the fringe
element of the turntable fanciers
with some costly, custom-made
designs recycling bits from classic
decks of yore. While the purist in
me shrieks in horror at the thought
of butchering and bastardising an
increasingly rare Thorens TD- 124
chassis, Ihave to admit that the
four decks on show — and ranging
in price from £4995 to £ 19,995 —

Silverrote
appealed to
the fringe
element of the
turntable
fanciers with
some costly,
custom-made
designs
recycling bits
from classic
decks of yore

ONext year,
The HiFi Show
will be held at the
same venue, the
Novotel London
West,
Hammenmith.
Dates am 21-24
September, 2000.
For more
information call
020 8 774 0847

are really novel to say the least!
Steen, never one to Now its own
trumpet, has quietly and stealthily
emerged as one of the great hopes
of the British high-end: who
expected the luscious Masterclass
components? Rattling my cage are
the Masterclass AA Preamplifier at
£1995 and the matching AA Power
Amplifier at £2995, both boasting
iconoclastic, fresh styling (aSugden
hallmark) and sublime build
quality. The pre-amp features one
balanced and four single-ended line
inputs, two full lape loops, goldplated PCBs, and balanced and
single- ended main outputs. The
matching power amp is rated at
75W/ch pure Class A into 4 ohms,
the sucker running as warm as real
Class A suggests. Not enough
power? Then opt for the 180W
monoblocks. To follow? A CD
player with Class A output stage. +
23

The Sweetest Feeling

CARY SINGLE-ENDED TRIODES
The Cary Audio Philosophy continues with arange of amazing
single-ended triode amplifiers, which will take your breath away and give
you goose bumps. Unequalled performance in the single-ended domain,
from the 5watts 2A3 monoblock to the 100 watts double decker, with
prices from around £2000. And we have 4ranges of speakers to
match
A Revolutionary Concept need not cost the earth:
TRULY TRANSPARENT. ACCURATE. DYNAMIC & HOLISTIC

Harmonic Technology
SINGLE CRYSTAL COPPER CABLES

TOS

TRUE DIMENSIONAL SOUND
RESTORES STUDIO SOUND STAGE

0

ARCICI

zen

AIR HEAD
ISOLATION STANDS

..•••

805 Monoblock

Exclusive UK Distributor

The Audiophile Club

PO Box 6477
London N13 4AY
Tel: 020 8882 2822 Fax 020 8372 3772
e-mail: saleseaudiophileclub.co.uk
www.audiophileclub.co.uk

LIQUID CABLES
SHIN DV
r I & SPEAKERS
TURNTABLES
SOTA & RECORD CLEANERS
TICE SOLILOQUY
SPEAKERS:. A SINGLE-ENDED
KR
INSPIRATION FROM CARY

POWER BLOCKS

including adesign for the Cary 5W 2A3
monoblock; will match amps of 2to 20W.
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Tibre, Anew star is born...
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COMPETITION

WIN!

A £2000 Mirage speaker system
"Is it real or is it aMirage"

F

ounded in
1973, Audio
Products International ranks
among the world's ten largest
speaker makers, employing more
than 280 people at its 165,000 sq ft
facility in Ontario, Canada.
Alongside its ' prestige' Mirage
brand, API offers the Energy and
Sound Dynamics product lines.
Mirage launched ` The Original
Bipolar Loudspeaker' in 1987. A
dual set of identical drivers radiated
sound, in-phase, to front and rear. In
1997 came the next logical step, the
Omnipolar spéaker. Now Mirage has
used its expertise and resources to
create the FRx series of forwardfiring speakers, for both music and
home theatre. Our lucky prize
winner will receive acomplete FRxSeries home theatre speaker system.

MIRAGE FRX-NINE
Flagship of the FRx series, the
FRx-Nine might look like atwo-way

(hwd), the FRx-Center normally
sells at £ 149.90. Bringing up the
rear are the FRx-Rear speakers. In
this Omnipolar design, two 19mm
pure metal dome tweeters are
matched to asingle 115mm unit.
Retail price is £249.90 per pair.

tower speaker - but it's actually a
very powerful three-way. In addition
to the 19mm Pure Metal Hybrid
Dome
tweeter
and
lei5mm
polypropylene mid unit mounted on
the sculpted glass-resin baffle, each
FRx-Nine contains an inbuilt 100W
MOSFET amp to feed the 2DOmm
side-firing woofer, operating below
100Hz. This unit has an injectionmoulded co- polymer basket immune to the ringing problems of
pressed metal chassis - and like the
midrange, features a moulded
polypropylene cone. Dimensions of
the FRx-Nine are 1016x175x 330mm
(hwd), finish is black ash, and normal
UK retail price is £ 1099.90/pair.

MIRAGE FRX-S12
Adding a truly awesome bottom
end to our prize speaker system is
the FRx-12 subwoofer, which
normally retails at £499.90. With a
built-in 150W MOSFET amplifier
(discrete, not an IC type!), with
muting, clipping and thermal
protection circuits to guarantee
long life and reliability, the FRxS12 accepts input either at speaker
level or line level as required. The
truly massive 305mm ( 12in) drive
unit has a 60oz magnet and 2in
diameter voice coil, to take you
right down to 20Hz. Whew!

MIRAGE FRX-CENTER
AND FRX-REAR
Completing the frontal array of this
FRx-Series home cinema set-up, the
FRx-Center centre channel/dialogue
speaker is timbre-matched to the main
speakers - it uses the same 19mm
pure metal dome tweeter, plus apair
of 115mm polypropylene midrange
units. Measuring 140x431x 267mm

Tit, prize: Mirage
FRx- 4 front speakers
(above), FRx-Center
(below), FRx-Rears
(far left) and
FRx-S12 powered
subwoofer (right)

THE QUESTIONS
1. In which year did Mirage launch its Original Bipolar Loudspeaker?
a) 1973
b) 1987
c) 1997
How to enter To win this superb

prize, simply answer the three questions
and send your completed entry form to:
Mirage Competition, HiFi News &
Record Review Editorial, Link House,
PO Box 531, Croydon CR9 2ZA.
Entries must arrive by the closing date
of Friday, 14 January 2000.
RULES: I ) This competition h open to UK readers only.
Photocopie, of the entry () inns are acceptable, but only one set
of entries per mader
disqualified).

allowed ( multiple entrants will be

2. Which feature of the Mirage FRx-Nine elminates the `ringing' problems associated with pressedmetal driver chassis?
a) glass-resin scupted baffle
b) butyl surround
d) injection-moulded co-polymer basket

the prim,: offered. Winner(s) will be the first correct entries
opened. 1) Employees of Link House Magazines, API or their
agents, will not be eligible to enter. 4) Entries must be received
by first post on Friday, 14 January 2000. The Editor's decision
will be final and binding No correspondence will be entered into
regarding the compe . 5) Prirewinners will be notified by
post, the results will be published in HI ,N ,RS, AIM' 2000. ô)
Entry forms received become the property of IPC Magazines Ltd.
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c) built-in 100W amplifier

3. What is the confirguration o
fthe Mirage FRx-Rear loudspeaker?
a) Bipolar
b) Forward- Firing
c) Omnipolar

other , orrespondence should be enclosed with

the entry form. 2) There will be no cash or other alternatives to

d) 1999
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OPEN YOUR EARS AND SUCCUMB
TO THE SOUND OF ARMONIA.
THEN OPEN YOUR EYES AND SURRENDER
TO ITS TRULY ITALIAN ELEGANCE,
SMOOTH CURVES IN PRECIOUS WOODS,
A SHAPE DISTINCTLY ARMONIA.
ARMONIA BY NIGHTINGALE.
THOSE WITH GOOD EARS
CHOOSE WITH OPEN EYES.

NIGHTINGALE IS MANUFACTURED BY SIMETEL S.P.A., VIA PIEVE TORINA 42 - 00156 ROMA - I
TALY
TEL. (+ 39) 0641 10546 FAX (+ 39) 0641 10557 E-MAIL: nightingale©simetelit
http://www.simetel.it

technology
a European launch and hired staff
to set it up. By early 1999 Circuit
City had spent $207m on the project

DIU, RIP:
in America,
Chula
Cry's paypei-view
DM) system
fizady bit
the dust in
tk summer,
but there'll
be a
longterm
aftermath

Right: The new
Dreamcast games
conwies will
mrorporate 'pay w
nellock' technoloe

S

tores in America are now
selling off Divx DVDs with
cheeky 'Available Only While
Supplies Last' stickers. The truth
behind the stickers is that the Divx
system was killed off less than ayear
after it was launched, and thankfully
before the company ever had the
chance to try alaunch in Europe.
Ordinary ' open' DVD players
went on sale in Japan in November
1996 and in the USA in March
1997. Engineers and lawyers who
had previously worked on America's
digital pay satellite system then
modified Open DVD so that the
viewer had to pay to play adisc.
The system was orginally called
Zoom TV, and later renamed Digital
Video Express. The big breakthrough was getting backing from
Circuit City, America's biggest chain
of electronics stores.
Diva relied on a modem in the
DVD player which connects by
phone fine to a billing computer.
Movie discs cost only $ 4.50 but
played for only 48 hours. After that
the owner had to pay extra. This was
handled by the modem in the prayer;
each disc is individually numbered
with a laser-etched bar code and
encrypted to control playback.
Although aDiva player will play
an ordinary DVD disc, an ordinary
DVD player cannot get anything
from aDivx disc. If Divx had been
launched ahead of DVD it might
just have succeeded, because DVD
would then have looked like a cutprice version of Diva. But launching
the other way round was a surefire
recipe for confusion.
Toshiba and Warner, DVD's most
ardent supporters, refused to back
the modified format. But Circuit
City's buying clout encouraged
Zenith,
RCA/Thomson
and
Panasonic to make Divx players.
Hollywood
studios,
including
Disney, were only too happy to
release movies on Divx discs, so long
as Circuit City paid upfront royalties.
Discs and players went on sale in
San Francisco last June and rolled
out across the USA. Diva promised
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and was looking in vain for partners
to share the cost. Although Circuit
City's Chairman Richard Sharp
insisted that talk of Diva's demise
was ' premature' and continued to
make gung-ho noises, the board of
directors met on June 15 and voted
to cut their losses.
The company is now having to
give $ 100 to everyone who bought a
Divx player because„ that is the
premium they paid over the price of
an ordinary DVD player. Diva is also
cutting the cost of all existing players
by $ 100. Pay-to-play discs, which
cost $4.50, are down to $ 1.99. The
pay-to-play service on existing discs
will be kept going for two years.
The hidden cost to Circuit City is
in the guarantees it gave to
Hollywood.
These
leave
the
company paying around $ 100m in
royalties over five years, even though
it
was Hollywoods's failure to
release hot titles early on the Divx
format that killed it.
Although Diva is dead, the idea
of hooking a DVD player or DVD
ROM drive to the phone line to
unlock hidden material is very much
alive. Panasonic and Microsoft have
already developed similar systems.
Hitachi, Nippon Columbia and Sega
teamed up with a company called
Hirano Design to build similar
technology into the new Dreamcast
games console. It is only aquestion
of time before someone tries offering
DVD audio discs that play only
teaser tracks or excerpts until full
authorisation has been bought off
the Internet.

MORE ON THE SDMI
GOLDEN EARS
When Ifirst asked the SDMI for
information on their golden ears I
was given the tomfool answer that
'an expert listener or "golden ear"
typically develops his or her skill
through years of repeated critical
listening experiences; this is not a
formal recognition process and we
don't maintain alist of these people'.
But, probably now sensing that
the audio industry is rising up to
discredit the SDMI/4C tests, a
trusted insider has explained
that the listening tests were
conducted as a cooperative
effort
between 4C and the
Big Five music
companies.
It
was the music
companies
which
selected the
material to be `
embedded, the

test locations (LA, NY, Nashville,
with both the music companies' own
'studios and outside mastering
houses), and the actual participants.
4C knows the names of the studios
and the number of participants in
each location (atotal of about 25 to
30). But 4C does not know the
names of the participants. Only the
music companies know these names,
and the tests were conducted under
non-disclosure agreements.
The tests on robustness (ability of
the watermark to survive various
signal processing stages) were mostly
conducted prior to the listening tests,
and relatively early in the year. The
logistics of the listening tests,
including equipment preparation and
wide availability in several locations,
made 96/24 the only viable choice.
So all the 4C listening tests were
done at 96/24, except for one master
that was 88.2/24. No test results
from 192 kHz were included in the
analysis. If tests were done by the
music companies at 192 kHz, they
were done outside the 4C testing
process. And Ans has admitted that
it did not test at 192 kHz, either.
This
is
an
extraordinary
admission. The main point of DVDAudio is that it extends DVD-Video
from 96 kHz to 192 kHz. David
Leibowitz,
President
of Ads
Technologies, had previously said
'we have no reason to believe that
this [ 192/24] was not part of the 4C
and/or other tests of our system'.
4C's testing was with 12-bit and
72-bit payloads, the 72-bit payload
being a combination of abasic 12bit load for copy-control (including
the 1- and 3-bit flags) and a 60-bit
load for ISRC copyright information.
The record companies will probably
need to pay an extra royalty if they
use MusiCode for ISRC.
But at the end of September Anis
was still negotiating terms for the
basic SDMI licence ( 12 bit loading)
and the royalties that manufacturers
must pay. As aresult Thomson/RCA
is launching its Lyra MP3 portable
without the Aris/SDMI software
which will be needed for taking
SDMI-protected music off the
Internet.
Thomson has said that users will
later be able to download the Ads
software, but may have to pay ext.
=
when they do. US observers
believe it is the first time
a manufacturer
has sold a
consumer
device and
then charged
extra to keep it
working. It may
well be illegal,
too.
Barry Fox
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Less costly than the
existing models, this
new turntable and arm
still set the highest
possible standards
by KEN KESSLER

E

veryone loves surprises. And,
hey, who wouldn't be tickled
pink at the thought of anew
treat from SME? While the
antithesis of fertile, SME never
fails to issue a new wonder every
time Alastair Robertson-Aikman
feels the need to stretch his
abilities. We are, after all, talking
about a company with a design
team, aphilosophy and machining
capabilities second to none in the
world of precision engineering for
audio purposes; maybe there's a
watchmaker or two in Switzerland
who could ' worry' SME. The
finish, inventiveness and sheer
intelligence of every SME product
ever made give this company a
track record without fault. Yes,
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even that blip in the lineage, the
lightweight SME Series III arm,
oozes cleverness, excellence and
desirability.
'So what's left?' you might be
wondering as the analogue
playback market continues to
shrink down toward relative
insignificance*. Do we really need
anything more ' right' than an SME
20 or 30 turntable? Isn't the Series
V tonearm as good as it gets?
As the millennium ends, as the
curtain closes on the century which
gave us the LP, SME has decided
to issue a new turntable which
comes in below the SME 20, at
£2643.75, anew entry-level player
which departs from the ' 20 and ' 30
in so many ways that it may
confound those who find deviations
in a ' true path' to be something
unholy.
But if AR- A wants to make a
plinthless turntable with no
suspension per se, one which does
away with so much of the 20/30
approach, then it's something you
have to assume is worth pursuing.
For Alastair is aman who does not
make decisions lightly, nor issue
new models with rapidity. Maybe
he and Peter Walker come from the
same ` anti-prolific' school. At first

*.4s

1will foreseer

argue with acurrent
purveyor of LPs,
who thinks that
selhng 5000 of a

particular tide is a
big deal: 5000 is
what EMI or
Columbia or Decca
would have
considered to be a
respectable weekly
figure for faulty
preçsings in vinyl'sheyday.

glance, the SME 10 calls to mind
the plinthless turntables which
precede it, working back from the
Wilson-Benesch Circle through
countless (usually British designs)
designs forgotten in the mists of
time. Ariston, Transcriptas and
others have released decks which
would fit snugly under a dome,
and all have appealed for
compactness
and
aesthetic
aptness. An LP is a 12in diameter
disc, so why not create aturntable
which is no larger, save for the arm
mount, which exploits the
perfectly round shape? Thus, the
SME 10 will find instant favour
with those who fancy a bit of
DEMMER Ufa

Mg
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TURNTABLES
space- saving and who find a
rectangular plinth something of a
stylistic fault. Even the earliest
round decks still look ` modern'; the
SME 10 looks positively futuristic,
in a sinister, Stealth fighter way.
And yet, by virtue of its build
integrity, it is utterly devoid of any
of the frivolity which usually
accompanies the deliberately

ultramodern. This is no exercise
in gimmickry, even though it
bristles with novelty. The first thing
Inoticed was its simplest, least
expensive, yet most desirable
feature: a cartridge guard in the
form of a bent wire defence
surrounding apick-up which would
otherwise be unprotected from
accidents. However minor afeature
this may seem, it is in its own way
the most telling of the thought
processes which created the ' 10.
Nothing, and Imean nothing, was
left out; neither was anything
superfluous left in or on the SME
10. As one who lives in an old
house, in which dust is endemic, I
asked about a dust cover — ahe
curse of plinth- less decks. AR- A
immediately replied that dustcovers
affect the performance, confirming
what others have always argued.
But the fastidious AR-A is not the
type to allow dust to settle on his
wares, so he whipped out a
perfectly- shaped soft cover, its
precedents being those supplied
with every ' 20 and ' 30.
Because the ' 10 follows years
after the ' 20/'30, it benefits from a
*FINE»
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new power supply and housing
which Iwouldn't be surprised to
see supplied with the older
turntables in future production.
Most notable is the sloped front
panel, making it much easier
to use than the vertical
panel of the earlier unit.
It contains a row of three
buttons
which
operate

stop/start and choose 33I/3rpm or
45rpm. Five LEDs indicate main
power on (the °weft' rocker is at
the back), ' on' mode when the start
button is pressed, the chosen speed
and speed lock to indicate that the
deck is up to 33 or 45, as measured
120 times per revolution by a
crystal reference.
Because the power supply is an
8-bit micro- processor- controlled
device with regenerative braking,
the table possesses an eerie sort of
behaviour, as if unseen hands are
whipping the deck up to speed
when called into play, then
applying ultra- smooth braking
when the stop button is pressed.
It's most impressive, almost aparty
trick: the kind of behaviour rarely
seen in audio since the days of topend, costly and highly-sophisticated
open-reel tape decks with superior
tape handling.
Its connection to the deck itself is
via a small connector of the Svideo/PS mouse type, the socket
positioned at the rear of the SME

10's solid aluminium base. This is
a circular plate resting on three
screw-in feet filled with a polymer
reminiscent of Sorbothane. The
broad feet are finely threaded, so
adjustment for levelling is quick,
easy and very precise. Fitted to the
base plate are the motor housing —
so silent that it's positively creepy —
and three pillars also filled with the
squishy material found in the feet.
The polymer inserts in the feet
and pillars are, effectively,
the
sole
forms
of
isolation. Positioned

Because the
power supply is
an 8- bit microprocessor controlled
device with
regenerative
braking, the
table possesses
an eerie sort of
behaviour, as if
unseen hands
are whipping
the deck up to
speed when
called into play,
then applying
ultra- smooth
braking when
the stop button
is pressed

on top of the
pillars is the Tshaped sub- chassis,
with arm- mount cutout and the bearing
assembly into which is
positioned the machined subplatter and taper-top bearing.
(Note that a minor adjustment
for the bearing tightness can be
performed by the user, via an
adjuster at the base of the bearing
housing, but Iwould always opt
for factory or dealer tweaking.) The
belt is fitted over the pulley and
placed around the sub-platter. The
massive main platter is covered in
the same finely grooved, mustardcoloured material found on the
SME 20 and 30, which mates
beautifully with your LPs for ideal
contact. Slightly changed from the
complex clamping arrangement
found in the 20/30 is anew singlepiece screw- down clamp — a
marvel of machining — and a
special washer placed over the
spindle to raise the LP at the
centre. SME recommends that the
user taps the LPs at three
equidistant points to make sure the
disc mates securely with the platter.
Whatever the verbiage in this
report suggests, the set-up is so
simple and straightforward that
anyone with even a modicum of
experience can have the SME 10plus-arm up and running in under
an hour. SME has a tradition of
producing the sort of owner
manuals which are beyond
criticism; the SME 10's is no
exception and you'd have to be a
certifiable moron to mess up this
installation. Ifitted a much-loved
Lyra Lydian into Musical Fidelity
29

from Italy - con amore
What you see is a slender floorstander of classic elegance. Made in the grand manner ertirely from solid
hardwood. No MDF, no veneer, no compromises. The high mass and ngidity of a properly built solid
hardwood cabinet ensures freedom from resonance and gives a clear, natural sound. And the super- slim
form (just 14cm wide) makes for superb imaging. Finest quality &lye units. crossovers and 24kt gold plated
b.rass harcware complete the specification. SuperPavarotti is, as you can see, a class act.
What you don't see are the internal :win asymmetric bass chambers which give SuperPavarotti its
amazingly fast, deep and tuneful bass. Or the fully shielded construction which make it suitable for AV and
home theatre use.
Like all Opera products, SuperPavarotti is made — con amore — by our small team of expert craftsmen.
And dedicated to people who love their music.
For more information please contact
trig \

23 Richings Way, Iver, Bucks, SLO 9DA, England
Tel: 07000-853443 Tel: 01753-652669 Fax: 01753-654531
www.ukd.co.uk

TURNTABLES
X- LP and EAR 834P phono
sections, Lexicon MC- 1 and
Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista preSELLING FOR a cost-effective £689.33,
secure method and ' old hands' used to the kid amps, Nu-Vista 300 and Acurus
the new arm is the latest in a series of
glove techniques required when installing
3X200 power amps, and Sonus
variants which make the SME V's
cartridges will barely miss the SME V's more
Faber
Guarneri,
Wilson
primary virtues available to the many
refined approach
WATT/Puppy 6 and Martinat a reduced cost. Unlike models sold
But the most important change to the SME 10 is
Logan Scenario loudspeakers.
on an OEM basis to other
asimplified arm base, featuring locating pins and
What Iheard merely confirmed
manufacturers, which vary in colour or
only Iwo screws to affect the proper mounting; it
the results of the ' preparatory
merely do without the damping or
still retains grip when the set screws are loosened
sessions' when Ifirst experienced
some other feature, the SME 10 is a reto keep the arm in the position you've set it prior to
the SME 10 in AR- A's own
design which aspires to greater
final tightening. The cut-out on the SME 10 arm
legendary Audio
Research/
simplicity and ' universality'.
board accommodates both the new arm base arid
Krell/Quad system; how little did
Most noticeable is the separate headshell,
the traditional SME four- screw type. In all other
Irealise after leaving Steyning that
allowing for cartridge azimuth alignment; the
respects - anti- skate, height adjustment, etc, the
Iwas ready to write the review,
SME V pre- supposes absolutely perfect set-up
SME 10 arm mirrors the SME V.
unaware that the SME 10's
from the outset. The counterweight assembly is
So is the SME 10 clever? Complete?
absolute consistency was so utterly
simpler, if slightly cruder, the SME 10's weight
Ergonomically perfect and above criticism?
trustworthy. Nothing Iheard later
lacking the Vernier- style wheel which allows you
You'd better believe it. In fact, the only product
in my own systems contradicted
to move it back and forth in small, controlled
Iknow of which comes close to the SME 10 arm
the findings, despite different
increments. On the SME 10, you slide it back
(and the SME Series V, of course) for such
ancillaries. Istayed with the same
and forth by hand, your own delicate ( or not)
thorough ' rightness' are the Leica M- Series
recordings Itried at Alastair's: the
touch determining how coar,ely to make the
cameras. And, boy, how I'd love to let AR- A
Mobile Fidelity 180g pressing of
changes. It does, however, lock with the same
loose on their few remaining faults...
Sonny
Terry &
Brownie
McGhee's Sonny & Brownie and a
vintage Peggy Lee LP, augmented
you are ever lucky enough to meet
The massive
It also serves to confuse the
by the new soundtrack to Yellow
main platter is
AR-A, you'll know what Imean:
digitalians just because it is so
Submarine, some mono Mickey
this is aman who must be acloset
covered in the
damned quiet. Like, uh, near- to Katz on ' purple label' Capitol and
same finely
Buddhist, because he takes the
CD-quiet. In this respect, it comes
the new Vivante pressing of the
grooved,
concept of being ' unruffled' to
close to depriving CD of its only
Police's Outlandos d'Amour.
mustardextremes beyond that of a mere
true virtue (beyond remote-control
When pressed, AR- A might
English gentleman. And the
coloured
convenience):
between- track
admit that the ' 20 and ' 30 offer
turntable reflects this: it is polite,
material found
silences.
more weight or solidity, or
well-bred, refined.
on the SME 20
Whatever it takes, Iwill one day
whatever virtues we lump in with
and 30, which
But, ahh!, you're thinking — it
make an SME 10 the deck in my
sonic mass, scale and lower-octave
mates
therefore must lack soul. This is
reference system. And why not a
supremacy. But to focus on this
not the case, unless you travel
beautifully
'20 or a ' 30, you might wonder,
would be to imply that the ' 10 is a under the misguided assumption
with your LPs
should price not be an issue?
lightweight. It isn't. In fact, Ifind
for ideal
that turntables have rhythm, ad
Simple: the SME 10 is the only
its bass to be among the most
nauseum. What the SME 10 reveals
contact
turntable I've ever seen which
harmonious, listener- friendly,
to me is that the soul, the rhythm
makes me think it was produced by
smooth, tight and coherent that
and the funk are in the music, not
a watchmaker. Slap a Breguet
I've ever heard. In all other
the hardware. And the SME 10 let
badge on this baby, and you
respects, it's pure SME, the sound
syou hear the music and
wouldn't raise an eyelid.
exhibiting grip, precision, fine
nothing else. Indeed, it is so
But then you'd have to
detail, consistency — we're talking
eerily quiet and uncoloured that,
add an extra nought to
about a tool, a turntable
while one of the best ambassadors
the price.
e
equivalent of the Wilson WATT
yet for the greatness of analogue
Puppy approach to monitor-grade
replay via vinyl,
speakers. The SME ` experience' is
all about low coloration, the
minimising of residual noise, the
banishment of any intrusion which
might upset one's equilibrium. If

SUPPLIER
SME Ltd,
Stryning, SUS*.a
BN44 3GY.ni
01903 81432e
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From digital maestro
dCS comes the Purcell,
a domestic version of
the professional dCS972
digital- to- digital sample
rate converter.

urcell

Use with CD to clean up
the Red Book sound
by ANDREW HARRISON

T

echnically speaking, digital
audio is agreat idea. Why not
exercise
the
power
of
computing science to try to capture
music in aperfect form? To capture
for eternity all the power and drama,
the tiny nuances and delicacies, all
the art and emotion, the history of
human expression, to represent
music as a string of numbers that
can be passed around, duplicated
and reproduced at will with
numerical certitude? This could
explain the almighty success of
the Compact Disc, which holds
perfect sound, and forever.
Well, ' perfect' for most
people who, in the rush to accept
the clean, dynamic bright sound
of CD, forgot to notice a whole
new set of vices, insidious and
subtle, but all- too- apparent for
entrenched luddites who still reach
for the bedtime reading or cotton
wool at the sight of the seedy CD.
But in the build-up to new highresolution digital formats there is a
fiendish solution for milking amore
convincing
sound
from
the
mountains of compact discs already
in circulation. It isn't a new supercable or a leyline-defying isolator,
but a digital upsampler. It costs
£3450 and yields startling results.

UP, UP AND AWAY
An upsampler is adigital-to-digital
converter — it converts PCM digital
audio of one sample rate or wordlength to another rate/length, all in
the digital domain. Cambridge-based
digital specialist dCS already had the
professional 972 unit, used in studios
to convert, for example, from proformat 20-bit/48kHz to consumer
16-bit/44.1kHz. Then rumours
started
circulating
that
the
company's high- end Elgar DAC
could better even itself at CD replay
if fed CD data that had been
upsampled to 24/96 by a 972
converter. And so the way was paved
32

for a consumer unit, cosmetically
enhanced to match the Elgar, but
with the facility to downsample
removed: ostensibly to reduce costs,
but additionally discouraging any
pros intent on securing a 972performance unit at areduced price!
The Purcell will accept digital
audio of 16, 18, 20, 22 or 24-bit
resolution and convert to any other
of these formats. It will also accept
this data at various sampling rates.
from 32 to 96kHz, expanding these
up to a maximum of 192kHz. For
most users, it will be set to take a
16/44.1 signal and convert this to
24/96 or 24/192. The 24/96
datastream is just passable by a
single S/PDIF or AES/EBU
connection, or even an optical
TosLink ( although the latter is not a
guaranteed method). To provide an
output at the higher sample rates of
176.4kHz and 192kHz adual AES
connection is mandatory, with the
AES cables each taking one stereo
channel.
Standard audio Compact Disc
contains audio data measured
44,100 times per second, with the
size of each sample taking any one of

What did this
reviewing
human
experience,
when the
Purcell was
used with a
CD transport
on one side,
and a newly
revised,
192kHzcapable Elgar
on the other?

65,000- odd voltage values. This
gives an audio bandwith of about
20kHz and a dynamic range, from
noise floor to greatest peak, of about
96dB. While the two new formats
(SACD and DVD-Audio) extend
bandwidth and resolution by using
intensely sampled raw audio and
commensurately higher data- rates,
the Purcell can create, from aregular
CD, astream of data with the same
'envelope' as DVD-Audio
When the Purcell converts 16bit/44.1 data up to a DVD-like
signal through upsampling and
word-expansion, it obviously cannot
increase the amount of musical
information previously recorded to
disc. But it can present it to ahighresolution DIA converter to make
the best use of that DAC's
capabilities. The Purcell upsamples
with straight interpolation to over
1MHz before processing by dCS's
proprietary DSP. At this point,
Noise Shaping and Dither may be
applied, although the Purcell's
handbook only recommends this
processing for 16- to 22-bit output
words.
Even dCS admits that upsampling
CD with an external D—D converter
to improve audio quality flies in the
face of accepted digital knowledge.
DECOACER 199
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DIGITAL UPSAMPLING
After all, the upsampling undertaken
by the Purcell is not that dissimilar to
oversampling that is routinely
exercised by most converters' digital
filters, using for example eight-times
oversampling techniques. In the
words of dCS, ' the Purcell is that
rare product that defies the accepted
laws of physics... published theories
suggest that the resultant signal
shouldn't sound any better than
straight CD. But our fundamental
understanding of digital audio is still
developing; so when human
experience kicks in, all doubts are
consigned to recent theoretical
history'. So what did this reviewing
human experience, when
the Purcell was used with
a
CD
transport
(Audiolab 8000) on
one side, and the
latest
192kHzcapable Elgar on
the other?
Ihad heard an
earlier preview of
the technique at dCS
HQ last year; and it
wouldn't have taken too
long for even a casual
listener
to
spot
the
difference. Music took on an
extra- wide quality, where a
relaxing influence eased and
opened
the
high
treble.
Improved spatial cues were an added
audiophile attraction. What was
curious was the differing range of
benefits available; at that time, it
seemed
dependent
on
the
provenance of the source material.
Some older acoustic jazz clearly took
on these improvements, while a

recent Pink Floyd remastering
showed little difference.
It was after using a loaned
Purcell/Elgar combination for alittle
more time that the differences
started to become more quantifiable.
From The Beatles' Revolver, guitar
lines and vocals lost their stridency,
allowing volume levels to be raised
before the sound became
too
wearing. In ' Got To Get You Into
My Life', lead vocal became forward
and exciting rather than ` shouty' and
nasty, as it was previously perceived
when played at realistic volumes.
Bass guitar, both here and in ' And
Your Bird Can Sing', became easily
more fluid and articulate, almost as
if McCartney was

more
focused
on his playing. Other music tried,
including recent chart material,
Leftfield, and diverse trip-hop and
ambient pieces, all showed asimilar
transformation: multiple layers of
music were separated
better.
Analogue/
acoustic recordings
especially, became
deeper and wider
in physical scale.
Meanwhile,

From The
Beatles'
Revolver,
guitar lines
and vocals lost
their stridency,
allowing
volume levels
to be raised
before the
sound became
too wearing

Above: rear view of
the Purcell
(underneath Elgar!)
showing the
comprehensive
connection options,
inc RCA and BNC
in, and RCA, BNC
and dual AES out

SUPPLIER

The dCS Purcell's
internal layout
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studio multitrack and electronic
music recordings had their artifice
stripped bare, with any disparate
reverberations added to singular
instruments seemingly more at
conflict with a composite whole.
Gated reverbs on snare drums and
stereo- panned delay effects were
shown up beautifully. As the dCS
combination was allowing this
breathtaking insight, my thoughts
turned to the good fortune Ihad in
hearing the recording in this barest
and, Isuspect, most honest manner.
Moreover, technical presentation
aside, the sound was engaging and
musical enough to hold me for
longer than just about any prior CD
player Ihave used.
To summarize the overall changes
heard is simple; to detail every aspect
less so, but here's astart: bass became
more fluid and ` resonant', alead vocal
would
sound
more
threedimensional
and
better
enunciated — and arguably
more
emotionally
charged,
where
relevant. In atrack
where different
musical influences
have
been
combined, such
as Paul Weller's
`Wildwood'
remixed
by
Portishead, the
restyling stood
apart from the core of the
original composition, with hallmarks
like the Portishead tremelo guitar,
previously blended into the mix, now
clearly separate yet musically
inclusive. Compact discs generally
could now be played louder without
sounding overbrash and ' noisy'.
Tiresome, caustic treble was toned
down without ever sounding flat, and
finally, ' over- clustered' stereo CDs
sounded more like true stereo, with
the sound now naturally expanding
between speakers.
In short, the sound was uncannily
approaching that of a good 24/96
DVD. That's not to say as good as
24/96 — perhaps it was granularity in
the 16-bit recordings that still seemed
to withold all the essential
microdynamics, with the finest of
details still lost in the quantisation
noise floor. But the decay of notes
into acoustic space was portrayed far
better than can be appreciated from
most CD players alone. As ameans to
make CD amore musical format, the
Purcell could not be faulted, and
while not exactly abudget upgrade —
especially if added to the natural
companion, the Elgar — it deserves
the highest merit for advancing, subtly
but highly significantly, the playback
quality of the most successful and
prolific of all modern audio formats.*
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have been looking forward to
the arrival of Krell's longawaited CAST technology: a
proposal and specification for anew
way of joining audio components,
in particular pre- amplifiers to
power amplifiers. Krell's claim is
that, at essentially no cost to the
revised models, the technique can
substantially improve the sound
quality of the connected audio
components; and in addition,
thanks to the way the audio signal
is transmitted, less demand is made
on the interconnect cable. In the
early stages of CAST development
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Krell's new current- drive interface is
exemplified in the heavily- revised
KPS25sc CD playerlcontroller and
FPB65Ornc monoblocks. Here was a
chance to assess the latest from Krell,
including the effects of CAST..

by MARTIN COLLOMS

Krell even suggested that the cable
influence might be so small as to be
ignored — not very good news for
makers
of
luxury
audio
interconnect cable.
So, although ostensibly this was
to be areview of the latest series of
Krell KPS25sc CD player/digitalanalogue control centre and the
matching Class A series FPB650mc
power amplifier, it was also an
opportunity to assess the matching
CAST technology. It is anew signal
interface and has its own dedicated
connection practice. CASTequipped audio components will
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SACD Key Technologies

Direct Stream Digital Technology
Keeping the audio faith

SUPER AUDIO CD

"Listening to music this way should be aright, not aprivilege.
The lost audio dimension is back again with DSD..."

David Walstra, head of the Sony European Super Audio CD Business Centre
SUPER AUDIO CD

Super Audio CD attracts music lovers

Though the compact disc transformed the way music is recorded
and replayed, the music industry still strives for better digital sound.
Even today, there are many audiophiles who still prefer analogue
sound over CDs because they maintain it provides a more faithful
reproduction of the original performance.
Now Sony and Philips, the original team responsible for creating CD,
have developed Super Audio Compact Disc (SACD) - a radically
different approach to digital recording and playback. SACD delivers
superior sound quality thanks to Direct Stream Digital ( DSD), the
advanced recording technology at the heart of the new SACD.

We asked David Walstra, head of the Sony SACD Business Centre in Europe,
to explain what makes DSD and SACD technology different.
Why such a radical approach?
We wanted to make really significant improvements in digital sound quality. To
achieve this required acompletely different
approach.
Pulse Code Modulation ( PCM)-based
equipment - the technology that makes CD
sound possible - has been the industry
standard for years. However, the potential
for further improvements in PCM is limited.
Ultimately we decided that an entirely new
encoding technique would offer far greater
improvements over agreater period of time.
Through DSD we have achieved a real
breakthrough in audio technology. It
enhances everything from studio recording
to home listening.

How is DSD different from
PCM technology?
They are completely different. DSD is aonebit recording platform that samples the
audio signal at amuch higher rate than conventional CDs - creating an extremely wide
dynamic range at an unprecedented bandwidth. Also, it no longer needs the decimation and interpolation filters necessary for
the PCM digital recording process.
How does this benefit the listener?
DSD is an ultra- high quality recording
system delivering a refined, precision audio
performance. It reveals even the tiniest musical nuances and ambient acoustic details.
And since it's digital, DSD allows for numen -

cal encoding, which ensures degradationfree recording on tape and disc. What's
more, DSD recordings sound remarkably like
the original analogue sound - and conversion back to analogue is incredibly accurate.
Do we have to make amajor investment
in new SACD players to experience the
benefit of DSD?
No. One of the great features of SACD is its
flexibility. You can upgrade to SACD when
you want, but you can start to enjoy the
sound benefits from day one.
To hear the DSD sound you need an SACD
player. But you can buy a hybrid SACD
today and listen to its CD layer on your CD
player. In addition to the high quality of the

Sony Music Entertainment has installed acomplete DSD recording and editing system
at its Whitfield Street Studios in London. Seen here is mastering engineer Tony Bridge
at work using the Sonic Solutions DSD editing system. The new system lets Sony
Music record, edit and master in DSD, thus building up its SACD catalogue.

DSD

Direct Stream Digital

Pip

Pit Signal Processing
Using the newly developed Pit Signal Processing ( PSP) technology, each
SACD has an invisible watermark that protects consumers and artists against
illegal copying. In addition, avisible watermark in the form of atext or
image can also be imprinted on the disc. This ensures that you will
always have original versions for the best sound possible

original high definition DSD recordings, professional listeners find that once the DSD
signal has been down-converted into the
conventional CD format, the resulting sound
is significantly better than normal 16bit
PCM recordings.
Of course, when you buy an SACD player,
you can feel safe knowing that your SACD
collection will play back at full DSD quality.
Also, all your existing CDs can be played on
the same system - what could be simpler?
How certain can we be that an SACD
is not pirated?
Absolutely certain. Physical watermarking
technologies enable the SACD system to
piracy tools, so
offer extremely effective antiSACDs can't be copied by any known piracy method today. This level of security has
never been available from a commercial
audio carrier before.
Who is using DSD?
Many organisations - from multi- national
record
companies
like
Sony
Music
Entertainment to smaller audiophile labels are busy recording, editing and mastering
in DSD.
Sony Music Entertainment has produced
numerous SACD titles to support the hardware launch and its catalogue is expanding
each month. Also, a number of labels in
Europe and North America have introduced
SACD software.

DSD is new. So what's the potential for
future development?
The potential is huge. DSD alone makes a
highly natural reproduction possible with
incredibly accurate ambience. The multichannel sound built into the SACD system
specifications improves this ambience even
more. Although we still have much to learn
about the recording and playback of multichannel music, we've already started to
make real progress - and music industry professionals are astounded by the early results
What difference will multi-channel
sound make?
DSD provides a more natural acoustic
image. Even in an environment which isn't
acoustically optimal, you can enjoy the natural sound offered by the infinitely accurate
reproduction of the original recording. The
acoustic image seems to detach itself from
the loudspeakers - it's really all over the
room - with much greater depth than
ever before.
Even more than stereo DSD, multi-channel
DSD playback reveals every detail of the original music performance. Just as we experienced with the move from vinyl disc to CD,
a new level of detail is audible. Artists have
told us they can hear each tone individually,
instruments can be heard with higher clarity
because they don't mask each other as
much. Once you have experienced DSD,
you'll realise what you've missed and how
much more there is to come.

Differences in recording-to- playback processes for Super Audio CD and conventional CD
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SACD - superior audio technology
developed out of experience
Direct Stream Digital DSD audio technology
2.8224 MHz sampled 1- bit audio for 100kHz frequency
range, more than 120dB dynamic range within the audible
(frequency) range and apure waveform very closely resem-

Part 1:
SACD Format

DSD

Direct Stream Digital

Preview
Part 3: SACD Software

bling the analogue oiginal.
SACD provides backwards and forwards compatibility with CD
SACD offers three disc variations, including ahybrid disc which can be
played by SACD players and standard " Red Book" CD players.
Sony's top London studio fits DSD Mastering & Editing
DSD Mastering and Editing at Whitfield Street Studios is hailed for its high
standard and ease of use.
SACD ensures complete copyright protection
Mandatory invisible watermarking; optional visible watermarking; and optional
encryption protects copyright holders against unauthorised copying
and piracy.
Many record companies produce SACDs
Since the launch, many leading record companies, including key audiophile
labels and multinationals have started producing SACDs.
• Interview with Alan Phillips,

Sony launches new state-of-the-art amplifiers and wide- range
loudspeakers to optimise SACD playback

Vice President New Technologies
at Sony Music Europe

SACD launched in Japan on 21 May, in Europe on 27 August
and in North America on 31 August

• The benefits of SACD technology:
arecord company's perspective
• High Density Discs: why musicians,
producers and sound engineers are
interested in this new format
• The importance of anti-piracy measures
and copyright protection for the music
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recording industry and consumers
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Part 4: SACD Systems

— AMMO

SCD-777E5
Sony SCD-777ES, the second SACD player launched by Sony
and part of the ES series.

Sony Consumer Products Group
Registered Head Office:
Sony United Kingdom, The Heights, Brooklands
Weybridge, Surrey, KT13 OXW

SONY"
Sony

line

http://www.sony-europe.com

CD PLAYER/AMPLIFER
Balanced
achieved, often with comparatively
three-wire
modest resources — for example, in
connections...
terms of amplifier power and cable
allow for the
cost. It is generally accepted that
cancellation of
this has been achieved by the
CAST: THE WAY FORWARD?
interference
adoption
of
an
in-house
Present connections use audio
signals which
interconnection practice, which
signal voltage as a means of
may be
employs a centralised system
transmitting information between
imposed on
ground
and
ensures
close
components. Voltages are easy to
the connection
agreement between the connection
read, perhaps even easier to
and the cable.
impedances,
source
and
understand. A voltage source is
But Krell has
termination, and even the optimal
conveniently
designed
and
now gone one
audio
bandwidth
of
these
understood as a low impedance,
better with
interfaces. DNM-Reson and Naim
which means that the rated voltage
CAST
are key systems successfully
is stable for a range of sensible
subscribing to this philosophy.
higher impedance loadings which
Balanced three-wire connections,
might be applied at or by the
(which are essential for long, lowreceiving component. By stable, we
level connections to microphones,
mean a steady frequency response,
for example), while using the
low distortion and constant or
established voltage domain, address
nearly constant transmitted voltage.
The receiving part, constituting a the inter-unit grounding issue by
separating chassis grounds from the
'termination' should not load the
voltage source unduly, which might
signal path. In addition, their plus
and
minus ' balanced'
or
impair its fidelity. Thus pre-amp or
`differential' signal lines allow for
CD sources might have afairly low
the cancellation ( common mode
output impedance of 10 to 50
rejection) of interference signals
ohms,
while
termination
which may be imposed on the
components will have an input
connection and the cable.
impedance figure of 10,000 to
But Krell has now gone one
500,000 ohms; some authorities say
better with CAST. Not only is the
'the higher the better', to reduce
new link balanced, its adoption of a
the loading effect even further.
current connection allows the
One can say that the receiving
ground to be dispensed with. In
component ' measures' the voltage
effect, the signal current flows in a
at the source. It may only do so
with high accuracy if there is a loop formed between source and
load, in Krell parlance ' transmitter'
common reference point, which for
and ' receiver,' and a ` ground'
single-ended connections is defined
reference is not required.
as the signal ' earth' or ' ground'
In recent years Krell has moved
point. This is the assigned baseline
from amplifier circuits which used
and the sending and receiving
voltage amplification at their core
components have to agree on it.
This sounds easy enough but it is
to designs based on current, with
fast current feedback as the
not so easy to accomplish in the
differentiating factor. Certainly,
real world. A perfect link or
correspondence between the
newer generations of current
feedback circuits, including some
grounds of two separated audio
silicon chip op-amps, show amazing
components is in practice hard to
aspects of performance, particularly
achieve. The connector, the
in wide bandwidth and highinterconnect cable and the
frequency linearity, even though
equipment get in the way to some
complications can arise when
degree. Connected units may, and
interfacing these circuits to the
often do, have stray noise,
established voltage world.
moderate power line currents in
their chassis and grounds, which
For a circuit designer presently
achieving success in the current
may be cross-linked via the audio
cable. Additionally, radio signals
domain, then, it is logical to
are often induced in the cable and
consider the optimum interface
With
between these new circuits: for
appear as an error voltage.
reference
example, acurrent amplifier may be
Furthermore the receiving device
cables on
must by definition be a voltage
present in a source component, an
board, Isailed
LP pre-amplifier equaliser or a CD
amplifier, providing a suitably high
into the
player with perhaps another in the
input impedance for such signals.
listening
operational core of a power
With careful design these
sequences.
amplifier. The best way to join
difficulties are by no means
If the question
them is by linking their currents,
insuperable, as the high quality of
was simply
modern audio electronics testifies.
something which isn't possible with
'Could Ihear
Expensive
cables
are
one
the existing internationally-agreed
a difference?',
interface for voltage transfer.
consequence.
Ican answer a
To make this work, Krell has had
Yet in a few ' one brand'
resounding
audiophile systems, consistently
to formulate design rules for its new
'Yes!'
high performance has been
proposed current mode interface
also retain universal connections,
RCA phono and XLR balanced
where appropriate.
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and has chosen a new multi -wire
connector of sufficiently high
quality to carry the audio
connection. Discussions are under
way with other manufacturers on
reaching an industry agreement,
but up to now, Krell is on its own
so far as commercial product is
concerned.
The new signal connection must
also be made in areliable, troublefree manner. Owners aren't going
to
put
up
with
major
inconveniences or unwelcome
clicks and bangs. This means that
the interface should preferably have
auto switching and muting,
equivalent system gain or loudness,
and all DC offsets and matching
must be taken care of. Krell does
appear to have dealt with these
issues, judging by the good
behaviour
of
the
review
components.

CAST LISTENING RESULTS
For these sessions Ihad two CAST
KPS25sc players, one well run-in
and one brand new, apair of Krell
FPB650M power amplifiers and, of
course, the latest version the
FPB650mc, CAST compatible.
Longer-term comparison amplifiers
included the Cary 300 SE LX20,
Naim NAP250 and ConradJohnson Premier 8a. Line control
units included those of the Krell
CD players plus the ConradJohnson
ART ( with
Krell
unbalanced- to- balanced cable
coupler), backed by an Audio
Synthesis DAX Decade DAC and
Wadia 16 CD player. CAST cables
were 5m, by Krell and Transparent,
with balanced and single- ended
signal cables by Transparent and
van den Hul; speaker cables were
by Transparent (XL), Siltech and
van
den
Hul ( Revelation).
Equipment tables were by Mana.
Some sense had to be made of
the numerous listening combinations: for example, the provision of
A/B comparison, or nearly so, of
CAST and voltage drive (obtained
by engaging the ' amplifier display'
button on the system remote
control) was too good to resist.
With reference cables on board, I
sailed into the listening sequences.
If the question was simply ' could I
hear a difference?', Ican answer a
resounding ` Yes!'. Determining a
preference was another matter, so
complex were the differences. In
fact, aside from a reporting of the
following events, in my view the
touted A/B test was of no great
import. Finding the real answer to
sound quality of the new system
took agreat deal longer.
CAST sounded, when directly
compared with voltage drive,
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A Perfect
Ten
For the past 18 years the
Wharfedale Diamond has been
the UK's most popular speaker.
In contrast to almost every other
loudspeaker manufacturer,
Wharfedale designs all its own
components and builds almost
every part in its own factories.
These award winning speakers
incorporate the finest acoustic
engineering that Britain can offer.
The advanced technology of the
decoupled cabinets; the 'Audio
Stealth' moulded rock front and
backs; elliptically cut mineral
loaded sandwich cones;
magnetically linearised pole
pieces; double wound voice coils;
all continuing the dominance of
Wharfedale's technological lead
since 1932.
Across the world, the UK's No.1
best selling loudspeaker enjoys
the same reaction:Sound Quality

Value for money

Again confirming that in every
way she's aperfect ten.

Wharfedale International Ltd.
Ermine Business Park
Huntingdon
Camhs PE18 6WA
Tel: 01480 447700
www.wharfedale.co.uk

Diamond 7.1* £ 99.95
Diamond 7.2* £ 129.95
Diamond Anniversary £ 149.95

CD PLAYER/AMPLIFER
smoother, significantly more
distant, with better, deeper image
perspectives. Stage width was
clearly increased, with almost
palpable images presented almost
to the sides of the listening room.
These effects were not in the least
vague; areal sense of presence and
perceived solidity was heard tight to
the edge of the virtual sound stages.
Correspondingly, image focus was
enhanced, with a feeling of a more
convincing, stable structure to the
sound field. This also sounded
richer and deeper than before,
revealing layers of separated space
and recorded detail. There was
truly more information provided,
even from very familiar recordings.
Conversely, at least at this stage
of the listening, CAST somehow
sounded slightly less involving, less
impactful, less dynamic and less
truly rhythmic. This was rather
frustrating in view of the above
advances, not to mention the
deeper,
more
linear,
more
differentiated bass, and the greater
air and delicacy in the treble range.
However, the awkward feature of
this section of the test reporting was
the simple fact that the sound
quality of the new Krell system in
voltage mode was not as good as
with my old 650m combo with the
old KPS25s, even when the new
gear had enjoyed some three days
of use. Yes, Iknow that this is not a
full running- in period, but Imust
admit Iexpected a stronger result
even at this stage.
Seeking
answers
to
this
conundrum Ibegan to experiment
with the rig, beginning with the
removal of the CAST cable
connection. Now, in voltage mode,
awretched noise assailed the ears, a
brittle
sound,
dynamically
uncompressed on peak levels to the
point
of audible,
splitting
distortion. Clearly something was
wrong. It turned out that when
switched to CAST, the KPS25sc,
while still capable of operating in
voltage mode, cannot properly do
so if the CAST connection/
termination is removed, this
condition producing incorrect
operation of the output board
circuit, with a consequent obvious
loss of fidelity.
Continuing with the voltagedrive listening, Ithen reset the
player menu to voltage-only mode
and immediately found the sound
making sense. There was some
doubt concerning the presence of
the remaining ' open' lengths of
CAST cable still plugged into the
power amps, even if not enabled.
Sure enough their presence was
clearly audible as a ' rough sheen'
overlaying the sound, plus aloss of
MR NEWS
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CAST sounded,
when directly
compared
smoother,
significantly
more distant,
with better,
deeper image
perspectives.
Stage width
was clearly
increased, with
almost
palpable
images
presented
almost to the
sides of the
listening room.
These effects
were not in the
least vague

transparency, aspects easily heard
when the cables were finally
detached. Whether this was aresult
of the connected if unused cable
length acting as an aerial to RF
interference or whether it was due
to the plug capture assigning CAST
mode within the innards of the
FPB650M, Ido not know. This
odd result was despite the fact that
'voltage' mode had been correctly
and independently assigned via the
remote facility.
With the CAST choices and
cables out, the voltage mode
connection began to show rather
more of the power, integrity and
listener involvement of my own well
run-in Krell set. Only time would
tell how the new components
would mature during the review
period.
Ialso repeated the test for pure
CAST with the voltage mode links
similarly detached. The same
significant improvements were
established for CAST when used
alone. Two issues thus emerged.
First, Krell has succeeded in
delivering
a difficult
A/B
comparison of the standard and
new connection technologies.
Second, both formats are, however,
significantly degraded by the fact of
their simultaneous connection. For
what it's worth, by lowering the bar
in this way for both the critical
customer and the interested
reviewer, we might not be
sufficiently exposed
to
the
performance potential of the
product to take it seriously.
Fortunately that bar can be raised
after all; and Irecommend that
separated- mode auditioning is
undertaken, which Idid for the rest
of this review.
In the past I've noted the
particularly high attainment of the
Krell Class A series, especially the
directly-coupled combination of a
KPS25s with a FPB600 or ' 650m.
At this level, the available
transparency is high, but I
encountered a further difficulty in
reaching this known potential for
either the reference or the review
system when both sets were
simultaneously operating, even

though separated ( 60A equivalent)
supply spurs were available for the
power terminals.
For example, when auditioning
the
CAST ' 650mc/'25sc
combination you could clearly hear
whether: ( a) the second ' 25 was
powered or not; (b) whether the
'650 power amps were in standby;
and ( c), rather worse, when they
were fully active but still not driven
by audio signals.
To reach the true performance
limit of the system, once all the
necessary comparisons had been
made, the new set had to be
allocated the full resources of the
installation, and all the redundant
references powered down and even
physically removed. Who said highend reviewing was easy?
KRELL KPS25SC CD PLAYER
Krell's CAST feature is a useful
addition to the latest version of the
established KPS25s CD player
control centre, now dubbed the
KPS25sc, handsomely restyled to
meet the challenge of the
competition and to match the
restyle of Krell's Class A series.
This by the way is the generic name
for the FPB amplifiers which all
have the ' plateau biasing' Krell
'Class A' technology.
There's
been
a
logical
reorganisation of the transport
control buttons, and the output
board is now revised to include the
CAST interface circuitry and
connector.
One of the most expensive CD
players ever made, this one- box
design builds on the experience of
the much admired KPS20iL, while
incorporating the facilities of a
complete high performance line
control centre in the package.
When you buy a KPS25sc you are
actually getting alarge collection of
intelligently connected audio
components, so no wonder it is so
heavy!
Thinking
of
that
comprehensive package, you might
correctly anticipate some sensitivity
to environmental influences, and a
good audio equipment table is
really worthwhile — treat it much
as you would a reference grade

Restyled in black and
bearing the revised
Krell logo, the
KPS25sc retains the
earlier model's
imposing acrylic
cover. Rear view
shows the revised
array of socketry,
including the CAST
connections
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turntable.
This top-loading reference grade
CD
transport
comes
in
a
surprisingly trim package, of
standard width and depth. Now all
black with Art Deco style fascia, the
new model still has that spectacular
lid of cut and polished acrylic, with
an electronically controlled light
`shutter' to opaque the central
window during play.
A digital audio differential
decoder operating in partnership
with a digital control section for
input/output interfacing has asidechain digital filter path that
includes the HDCD function. A
custom software DSP looks after
the straight stereo PCM material.
Then there is the analogue preamplifier, balanced and singleended, both on the input and
output side.
A high resolution digitally coded
volume control is provided, while
the entire system is under the full
control of a table- top infra- red
transmitter with a long operating
range. A second, pocket- sized
handy remote is also included with
reduced functions.
Despite these revisions and the
inclusion of CAST, the price has
not increased. Owners of KPS25s
may have the CAST interface
installed as an upgrade for about
7% of retail, though this doesn't
include the restyling. Other
revisions include a beefed-up lid
damper pin (a few have broken in
service!) and a lower- resonantfrequency suspension for the CD
laser transport section.
A review of the available facilities
is in order. There's alot to cover so
I'll try to keep it brief. Take that
electronic light shutter. You may
leave it clear or have it ' closed'
during play, or stay ' closed'. The
volume control which has 152 steps
of typically 0.15dB (according to a
16-bit equivalent software code,
and no, this does not describe its
resolution, which as an analogue
circuit is better than 140dB) and
may have its ` rate' or control speed
adjusted. Let me mention here that
the user transferable warranty is five
years; three years for the laser
transport unit only.
With an ability to account for
different sources on different
inputs, individual gain offset may
be programmed for those inputs to
achieve matched operating levels.
Using the alphanumeric display
for readout, the selection of inputs
may be given assigned names from
asmall library held in the memory.
It's worth setting this up since it
speeds up operation when using
multiple sources. Examining the
array of available inputs, on the
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digital side we have at up to
24/48kHz (higher rates provided for
the future as and when available)
AES/EBU on XLR, SPDIF on
RCA, and two TosLink optical (for
video disc and satellite sources). All
these digital terminals are also
duplicated as outputs with the
available sources also including the
player's transport function.
On the analogue side, as a line
pre- amplifier, there is a set of
single-ended RCA tape-in/tape-out
connections, associated with a tape
monitor circuit controlled on the
front panel and main/remote. One
set of balanced XLR inputs is
provided, accompanying three
further sets of SE- RCA pin jack
inputs (Si, S2, S3).
Where the pre-amplifier function
isn't needed there are sets of
balanced and SE outputs at fixed
level with optional remote muting.
Via the volume control and output
circuitry there is another duplicate
set, now of fully variable 'pre-amp'
control. Both sets may be used,
together or individually. The
controlled output is subject to
absolute phase control, a facility
accomplished in the analogue
domain.
There is one CAST socket (by
Lemo) per channel for the variable
output modes only, while there are
further connections for remote
linking of Krell equipment for
synchronised power control and
RC- 5 linkage to custom central
control installations.
Krell notes that the CAST
facility allows the use of slender
interconnect cables over long runs,
ideal for remotely placed power
amplifiers, and where the wiring is
to be concealed. Even the closure
rate of the hydraulically damped lid
may be controlled by an adjuster on
the rear panel! The main power
switch is also located here, near the
IEC detachable power receptacle.
All the usual transport facilities
are present on the front panel,
including track cue and review, fast
forward and reverse, plus repeat for
whole disc, track, programme and
A/B phrase repeat. To optimise the
digital decoder quality for external
sources and for best analogue
inputs, the CD drive may be
powered down. Nice touches
present on the table top controller
include remote power ` up' for
matching power amplifiers; the
related ` display' button which may
switch over asuitable power amp to
CAST mode or back; display
dimming; mute for the transport
section and the user menu facility.
Finally, there is a balance control,
inbuilt with the volume circuit,
providing 0.5 dB resolution to any

The
selection of
inputs may
be given
assigned
names from
asmall library
held in the
memory. It's
worth setting
this up since
it speeds up
operation
when using
multiple
sources

Dan D'Agostino,
founder of Krell

depth. Both provided remote units
are machined from solid alloy,
black anodised.

CLAIMED PERFORMANCE
Some of the specifications are
interesting, for example, the
relatively high, kind to source
analogue input loading of 99k ohms
and the load-driving, powerful, 17
ohms output impedance. A very
wide line input frequency response
is claimed 0.1Hz-1MHz, - 3dB,
together with aglobal maximum for
total harmonic distortion of better
than 0.08% for any output, any
audio range frequency. Channel
separation is 97.8dB (frequency not
stated) and the signal to noise ratio,
wtd, at 97dB (IHF). The preamp gain is programmable to a
maximum of x2, 6dB single-ended
and x4, 12dB balanced working. It
will of course happily take a
balanced source and output SE and
vice versa, no converters required.
Maximum output level is 6.5V SE,
13V balanced. It weighs 45 lbs
(20.5kg).
On test in HFNIRR [
Feb ' 99],
the very similar KPS25s was found
to perform very well with low noise,
low distortion (high frequency IM
was -99 dB), low DC offsets and
strong output amplification. It also
proved accurate for channel
balance and volume tracking. The
CD section was equally impressive,
well resolved, well balanced, low
jitter and with accurate deemphasis responses.

TECHNOLOGY
First, the transport. Digital life
begins in this player with avery low
jitter master oscillator whose output
is multiply buffered to feed
respective operation centres, eg, the
DSP section, the DACs and the
CD transport processor.
The transport is the result of
extended development at JVC
laboratories, addressing some key
issues. Built on adiecast sub-frame
the disc drive shaft is oversize and
built to LP main bearing standard.
Direct
drive,
the
powerful
neodymium magnet energised
motor is designed with overlapping
field coils to generate acog-free low
noise drive. Above, the precision
alloy hub takes Krell's damped disc
clamp, the grip on the disc
enhanced by further magnetic
coupling.
Laser head tracking is via a
backlash- corrected lead screw
drive, energised by a low inertia
motor which is also decoupled via a
belt drive. The whole transport is
bolted to Krell's own suspended
sub-chassis made from a plate of
solid copper.
DECEMBER 1999
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CAST IN ACTION
A conceptualised diagram for one
channel of the interface is given in
the diagram. To the right, a
differential voltage is available, for
example from abalanced DAC. In
the transmitter section this is
converted to adifferential current
by the V/I block, via aset of current
mirrors MI, 2, 3, 4. The transmitter
includes aDC servo corrector for
each phase. A high- impedance,
balanced audio signal current is
then output to the CAST connector
cable set. On arriving at the
receiver, the signal current is
allowed to flow in the loop via the
very low impedance input terminals
SI and S2. Via an array of
symmetrical current mirrors it then
arrives at the pair current to voltage

Operating at an 80MHz clock
rate, there is a Motorola 56009
DSP chip for each channel. They
Operate with Krell proprietary
filter/interpolation software which
from 16 bit xl CD data provides 20
bit 16x re-sampled data in digital
differential form for the DAC
section. Each channel caries a pair
of 8- times 20- bit digital- toanalogue converters operating in
parallel to reach the input sample
rate, interleaved by time-shift data
from the DSP. The DACs are of
the multi -bit which type, in my
experience tends to provide optimal
dynamics.
Turning to the analogue section,
at the heart of this circuit is a high
input impedance low distortion
buffer. Balanced and SE- input
capable. It is executed in a
symmetric DC- coupled array of
transistors which provides a low
drive impedance for the MOSFET
ladder volume control. That low
impedance ensures low noise and
good clarity from this resistive
network when switched by the
programmable R-2R CMOS array,
the latter controlled by a 16- bit
word code. There are four volume
sections for true balanced, two
channel stereo operation.
A wide- bandwidth current
feedback amplifier follows the
volume control delivering real
'Class A' power to the output
terminals, sufficient for the more
sensitive moving-coil headphones if
so required. (Use an adapter to the
spare output terminals.)
Despite its compact size, there
are
three
toroidal
power
transformers on board, respectively
for the transport, the DSP section
and the analogue pre-amplifier/line
control. Heavy duty discrete power
HI-fl NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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I/V stages to deliver abalanced output
voltage, areplica of what was
originally fed to the transmitter. All the
elements may not be required in a
given link according to the allowed
connection.
No ground connection is required over
the current interface and the use of
balanced working rejects common mode
interference noise. The very low
termination impedance lin the case of the
Krell circuit, direct connection to the
emitter of agrounded base stage) largely
removes the effect of cable capacitance
and related dielectric effects while the
high transmitting impedance negates the
effect of cable and connector resistance
and finally cable inductance
Seems to solve just about everything,
doesn't it?

regulators are associated with these
supply sections.

SOUND QUALITY
Bearing in mind the numerous
options which this player/controller
provides, the listening issue is
further complicated by the three
connection alternatives: SE,
balanced and CAST; never mind
the optimum choice of interconnect
cables. With early misgivings
concerning the sound quality of the
first, brand-new sample, Ilocated a
well run-in model of the player to
check on this aspect. In the event
there wasn't much in it. But at least
Inow knew where Istood.
Leaving the CAST issue (dealt
with above), the following concerns
the voltage mode connection, je,
the standard mode.
The new player did not match
the old. It showed a thinner
brighter tonal balance, and some
listeners felt that it was potentially
more fatiguing. Stereo depth was
very good, as was the sense of
ambience and low-level detail.
More disappointing was the loss in
listener involvement, and here the
older player was more convincing
in its communication of the
musical message. Dynamics were
less expressive, and while that
harder tonality was initially found
to be some sort of compensation
for the softer mid range of the new
'650 power amplifier, ultimately it
did not satisfy me or my fellow
listeners as much as the older
pairing.
It has to be said that, despite
these criticisms, this is actually a
top grade machine; however the old
model showed just what has been
achieved, and it is not to the
advantage of the new.

Transmitter

The notably
clean and
effective
performance
of this series
of amplifiers
may also be
attributed to
the choice of
huge regulated
power
supplies,
unusual even
for small
designs, never
mind monsters
such as these

On my scoring, the new is still of
reference grade, achieving 45
marks, while the older version gets
the prize with atop grade 50 points
for overall sound quality. While I
did not listen in any detail to the
pre- amplifier facility, the changes
which Ihad heard on CD were
largely present on the analogue
inputs too.

KRELL FPB650MC
For afull description of the ' 650M
see my earlier HFNIRR review
[Sept ' 98]. In summary, the
existing FPB design is abig device
with nominally 900W per channel
in a very load-tolerant monoblock
form, too heavy for asingle man to
lift. Mains connection is via a
detachable cord with aspecial highpower 30A connector. A balanced
bridge design, this has speaker
output terminals set above ground
potential and should not be
connected
to
grounded
or
common- channel accessories, eg,
sub-woofers.
Convenient operating features
include a remarkably low standby
power consumption and remote
actuation of power up. This may
also be synchronised with other
equipment in the chain.
It boasts plateau bias technology,
which generally gives the benefit of
Class A operation without the
longterm power penalty. It tunes
itself to the required signal
envelope in an unobtrusive
manner, acting in advance of the
signal arriving at the loudspeaker.
The notably clean and effective
performance of this series of
amplifiers may also be attributed to
the choice of huge regulated power
supplies, unusual even for small
designs, never mind monsters such
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CD PLAYER/AMPLIFER
as these. It also has no loop
negative feedback, which confers
unconditional stability and which
factor in some cases promises
better sound.
Both XLR balanced and RCA
single ended SE inputs are catered
for. A highly capable output stage
means
that
it
is
virtually
independent of the severity of
speaker loading; it is rated down to
1 ohm loads with a maximum
output of 5200W/ch.
Moving on to the version under
review, you first notice the
handsome restyling, which is
certainly more eye-catching than
the old. The SE input has been
replaced by the CAST socket. SE
inputs are still possible with aKrell
or similar XLR-to-phono coupler.
The CAST compatible input
circuitry has been added, while the
microprocessor code has been
amended to include the ' display'
command as an instruction to
change over from CAST to Voltage
coupling and vice versa.
A further upgrade is the
substitution of a fixed hardwired
high power mains cable to
eliminate the detachable socket.
This in itself makes quick
demonsrations a little more timeconsuming since it requires a
dedicated spur: it is too big to
install in a 13A UK plug. The spur
usually adds a sonic benefit,
helping the amplifier performance
even for this review.
On test, the standard model
FPB650M proved to be even more
powerful than claimed with over
900W into 8 ohms and an
extraordinary 5440W into 1ohm, a
testament to this amplifier's
amazing load tolerance. Peak
current topped 115A; output
impedance was very low and the
response very wide, for - 0.5 dB
better than 0.5 Hz to 78 kHz.
Distortion was low: typically
0.005%. It ran silently, had
virtually no DC offset and was very
low noise. It does, however, need
3.6 V input for full power.

SOUND QUALITY
While the details of the CAST issue
are dealt with earlier in this feature,
here is an appraisal of this the latest
version of this big FPB monoblock.
(The listening system remained as
listed above.)
Over a mix of sources and
speakers,
some
interesting
differences emerged between the
old model and the new, working in
established voltage- connection
mode. Judging which was better
was at times amatter of taste rather
than absolute fact, although it was
clear that the new model did score
memunammamammw
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in afew areas. In the bass there was
astill more convincing reach to the
lowest audible frequencies, allied to
agreater evenness and clarity to be
found in the upper bass. It is
possible that the new hard-wired
mains connection had something to
do with this result.
The stereo presentation was also
improved in some areas, for
example, a first impression was of
significant gain in image- depth
together with a more spacious,
expansive perspective, also greater
image width and a superior
recovery of recorded ambience. In
addition, front-stage images took a
step backwards compared with the

A first
impression
was of
significant
gain in imagedepth together
with a more
spacious,
expansive
perspective,
also greater
image width
and a superior
recovery of
recorded
ambience

older amp, giving a more relaxed
presentation.
In the treble it was more explicit,
certainly more revealing, if a little
thinner in balance and more
'obvious' in this region. In
combination with the latest player
this aspect of the treble was
highlighted.
First impressions of the midrange
were encouraging: asweeter sound,
more
forgiving
of rougher
programme.
However,
with
continued assessment, it seemed
less well-integrated with the treble,
the latter `harder' than before.
The
change
in
midrange
character is sufficient to perceptibly
alter the tonal balance on familiar
voices, for example Ricki Lee Jones
and Joni Mitchell. In this respect,
the old 650 is of significantly
greater accuracy, and indeed has
lower coloration.
Whether associated with this
change or in consequence, the
overall sound of the new amplifier
suffered areduced level of dynamic
expression, an aspect which was
also bound up with the quality of
transient timing, and the sense of
rhythm.
In
the
USA's
league
of
audiophile amplifiers, big Krells
have not disappointed us so far,
showing a special combination of
great power, load handling,
dynamic expression and rhythm,
leading to a dramatic yet involving
sound. Certainly, the power is still
there, the thrill factor; but for me
the new model does not boogie as
well as the old.
Intriguingly, there were similar
questions concerning the matching
CD player, and Ifound that Iwas
drawn back to the older version.
My listening-test score for the old
650 was an outright 50 marks, a
true reference level. The new
model scores a still reference-level
44 for voltage mode and 41 for
CAST mode — the latter,
inevitably, with the new player as a
current source.

CONCLUSION
Iwould be the first to admit that
this was an unexpected outcome.
The new interface looks clever and
worthwhile, and may still show
better performance. Better sound
was also promised for the two new
audio components which have been
designed for CAST. However, the
cold reality based on my exhaustive
listening tests (Ireckon 100 hours
for this report) was disappointing,
the more so given the strong prelaunch fanfare from Krell itself.
As Ihear it, the new FPB650mc
is not as neutral or as dynamic as
the old in the vital midrange. Pace
is diminished, as is listener
involvement. It is not enough that
the new version achieves greater
transparency, deeper perspectives,
extra treble clarity and superior
bass. Certainly these are welcome
developments but Ibelieve that
they should not be exchanged for
diminished musical interest. (Take,
as a general example here, the
Wilson Audio speakers, which may
not always be the most neutral, but
which do, better than most, convey
the essence of the musical message.
My standard FPB650M has
comparable quality, in keeping with
its smaller brethren.)
Almost in defiance of Dan
D'Agostino's promise for his new
technology, I cannot reconcile
myself
to
the
presentlydemonstrated sound of the CAST
format, much as Iempathise with
the stated objectives. While still
greater resolution, still more perfect
bass lines, still more space and
depth are apparent in CAST mode,
together with almost creamy
instrumental textures, there is even
less rhythm and dynamic interest in
the reproduction. For me, it was a
clear win for the conventional
voltage mode when judged using

SUPPLIER
Absolute Sounds,
58 Durham
Road,
London
SW20 ODE.
Tel: 0181 971
7909

the review components.
CAST sounds so different that at
first you might well be seduced,
certainly in early listening, but
ultimately
you
may
be
disappointed. Please, please check
it out for yourself: you might
disagree with
my findings.
Meanwhile Ishall stick to the ` Mk
l' versions of the FPB650M and
KPS25s until the case for CAST is
better presented.
Even so, it is still the high quality
level which remains in the memory.
These two products are still
exceptional; fine systems may be
built around them. If the merit
sore is in my view less than before,
it is still of reference quality.
However, the higher standard set
by their predecessors has set the
pace. In this race the newcomers
are in second place.
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the battle of the

ANTS

Two more majorJapanese companies have joined Sony

in offering hi-fi MiniDisc recorders. We compare Pioneer's
Mf-D508 and the Technics SJ-MD100 with Sony's MDSJB930
by TONY BOLTON

0

fthe plethora of new digital
audio media introduced to
consumers at the start of
this decade, MiniDisc is the one
that survived. While Digital Audio
Tape is confined to professional
and ' semi- pro' users, and the
Digital Compact Cassette has
virtually disappeared, MiniDisc has
become the alternative to the nowageing analogue Compact Cassette
for domestic recording purposes.
Introduced by Sony in 1992,
MiniDisc has become very popular
in Japan, where it is regarded as a
'lifestyle' accessory as well as a
music-carrying format. Europe has
been slower to take to MiniDisc,
with sales only beginning to
accelerate within the last couple of
years. In practical terms, MD has
many features to recommend it,
especially the convenience of CDstyle instant track selection, not to
mention the wide diversity of
editing features available.
For the hi-fi enthusiast, all this

convenience has been marred by
generally average sound quality, the
digital format's performance being
easily bettered by a good- quality
cassette deck. But more recent
models claim to have improved the
sonic performance of the medium.
To see if this is true we gathered
together three examples — this test
covers the Pioneer MJ-D508,
retailing at approximately £ 230;
the Sony MDS JB930 at £300; and
the Technics SJ-MD100 at £230.
Each machine was fed a variety
of sources, including a Thorens
TD160 IIB/Pro-Ject 9.2/DNM
Mica; TEAC VRDS1OSE and
Arcam Alpha 7SE CD players; and
a Yamaha
TX340
tuner.
Interconnects included QED Qnect
42
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SPOFC 75 ohm, and optical links

comparison between

for the digital inputs; analogue
leads were Chord Company Cobra
2 and Chameleon, and Straight
Wire Rhapsody. The majority of
listening was via Beyerdynamic
DT311 headphones and through
the Quad 33/bi-amped 303s into
Kelly KT3s. Recordings were made
with both Sony and Panasonic 74
minute MiniDiscs.

versions. However, the compressed
and restricted sound that has so
plagued this format in the past was
not so obvious. The most
noticeable difference was the
introduction of sibilance to the
vocals. High frequencies seem to
acquire a `varnished' effect through
this model, which, although not
intrusive at moderate listening
levels, could become tiring when
higher volumes were used.
This was confirmed when
replaying the recording which Ihad
made of the Weber Clarinet
Quintet [Musical Fidelity: HFNIRR
covermount CD April ' 98]. The
clarinet has particular prominence
in the mix and the Pioneer seemed
to spotlight this, occasionally
becoming rather congested in the

PIONEER MJ-D508
The Pioneer ‘,% as the first to be
unboxed and plugged in. This is a
well-presented machine with easily
accessible controls, laid out either
side of the centrally mounted
`letter- box' where the disc is
inserted. The display is easy to
read, and the editing facilities are
operated by a combination of
buttons to select the appropriate
menu, and ' jog' controls.
At the back it is comprehensively
equipped with analogue input and
output, optical in and out and acoaxial input. Inbuilt features include
a long- play facility ( the machine
records in mono, thus doubling the
available recording time), which the
manual suggests may be useful for
recording speech, and a digital
noise reduction system, which it is
suggested may help remove noise
from analogue sources as well as
any extraneous digital interference.
In practice, Icould not say that I
noticed much difference with this
facility. Even through headphones,
vinyl surface noise and FM hiss
from a deliberately poorly tuned
station seemed the same whether or
not the Noise Reduction system
was engaged.
In use the Pioneer proved quite
user-friendly, the instruction
booklet being well laid out and
detailed, making some of the more
complex editing features easier to
comprehend. It is possible to just
plug in and play a MiniDisc deck,
but careful study of the manual is
required to understand properly
what these machines are capable of.

SOUND QUALITY
First impressions were good. The
sound was clear, clean and precise,
without any harshness or edge to it.
Vocals were especially well
projected, giving the impression of
space around the performer. Nina
Simone's Mood Indigo [
Charly
Records
CR
30217]
was
reproduced in a dynamic fashion,
losing little of the drive which
makes the record so foot-tappingly
enjoyable. Imaging was a little
more restrained when compared to
the vinyl source, and there was a
definite sensation of listening to a
recording
when
making
a
NHINEWS
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the

two

higher registers. The effect was not
unpleasant in general, giving the
impression of a wide and dynamic
sound; however Iwould question
the accuracy of the reproduction
over the top two octaves and the
forwardness that this produces.

SONY MDS 16930
Moving on alphabetically, the Sony
was the next to be plugged in. This,
as befits the most expensive of the
trio on test, boasts a few extra
features not found on the other
machines. The first thing to be
noticed was the comprehensive
range of sockets fitted to the back.
Apart from the usual analogue inand out sockets, there are two
optical inputs, and the associated
optical output, and coaxial input
and output, further supplemented
by sockets labelled ' Control All'.
This is to connect the deck to other
Sony equipment to enable fully
integrated remote control of all
Sony products thus connected,
both digital and analogue.
Moving to the front, there are the
usual stop, play, fast forward, etc,
controls located on the right hand
side. Above these are a rotary
control for setting recording level;
an input selector; stereo/ mono
switch; and a multi-purpose knob
(called the AMS control) which,
depending upon the menu chosen,

As befits
the most
expensive of
the trio on
test, the Sony
boasts afew
extra features
not found on
the other
machines
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will select tracks, set the time,
select input characters or access the
menu. The display is in the middle
above the ' MD Insertion Slot', and
contains aminor irritant. When the
deck is switched on, and there is no
disc inserted, the display starts to
scroll the make and model across
the screen, followed by a short list
of some of the facilities available,
such as digital record level, and
'Pitch Control'.
Whilst this is all very well when
the machine is sitting in a shop
surrounded by other equipment,
and needs to draw attention to
itself, in the home environment this
becomes superfluous and ultimately
annoying, since the movement onscreen is noticeable from the corner
of the eye, and distracting.
The features themselves work
satisfactorily, the pitch control
having a coarse and fine setting
adjusted by the multi- function
AMS control with a range from
-98.5% to + 12%.
There is also a variable filter
system with four settings which
only affect the analogue output,
and the headphone jack. The
choice is ` Standard';
described as ' asound that is clearly
positioned and smooth'; ' Plain', ' a
fresh and powerful sound'; and
'Analog', ` a resonant and mellow
sound'. After experimenting with
both the filter and pitch controls I
tended to leave them on the factory
pre-sets, since Idid not feel that
their
use
resulted
in
any
improvement in the reproduction,
merely altering its presentation,
which was mostly a matter of
personal taste.
The
remote
control
is
comprehensively equipped and
large enough to require two-handed
operation, whereas both the
Pioneer and the Technics have
remotes which are mobile phone
sized, and are easier to handle.

SOUND QUALITY
The musical reproduction was
good. The sound is abit drier than
with the Pioneer, perhaps ' organic'
is agood description. It avoids the
slightly synthetic, shiny sound

MINIDISC VERSUS DAT
To see how MiniDisc fared in comparison to other digital recording formats, aSony DAT player DTC
750 was borrowed from one of my friends. This example is in good condition despite three years of
use, and proved an interesting comparison to MD. The latter wins in the convenience stakes, the DAT
requiring time to wind through to the selected track, whereas there is the instant access with MD
which we now take for granted in most digital formats. Sonically it was close.
The DAT proved the more dynamic and capable performer in astraight back to back contest with the
Sony MD. Instruments had better separation and definition, and amore realistic timbre with a
noticeably wider staging area in which to place themselves. MD is getting better, but then, it needed
to, if it is was to receive any serious consideration as ahi-fi component. However, where the
difference would once have been pronounced, the performance gap is closing.
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MINIDISC
apparent on the MJ-D508, and
proved very pleasant to listen to.
The cello accompanying the
Weber had a fuller, more rounded
sound, and seemed to reach alittle
deeper down the musical scale. The
clarinet, whilst retaining its
prominence, again had asmoother,
solid feel to it. The images
presented were clearly defined in
the room, and there was an
apparent space in-between the
performers. The presentation was
only let down by a lack of stage
depth. The sound is not twodimensional, but it did not extend
very far into the room.
A track called ' Get Me Away
From Here, I'm Dying' from Belle
and Sebastian's If You're Feeling
Sinister LP [Jeepster Records
JPRLP 001] showed the superiority
of vinyl over CD as asource, with a
more spacious presentation. This
machine, out of the test samples,
best displayed the differences
between the sources, and the two
CD players used in this test. It does
not force itself upon the listener,
but displays the music in a very
agreeable manner.

TECHNICS SJ-MD100
Last in this triumvirate is the
Technics SJ-MD100. Here the
styling is pleasing to the eye, but
there are afew impracticalities. The
display screen and the record level
control are, along with other minor
switches and buttons, situated
behind a smoked Perspex dropdown flap, which is just waiting for
the average inquisitive toddler to
play with and break it. The display
itself is small, and not as easy to
read as those on the other two
machines — especially the record
level indicator, which is at the lower
right-hand corner. The main
controls are neatly batched
according to function on either side
of the disc insertion slot. The back
contains the usual analogue sockets
and an optical input, but no
coaxial, which is disappointing
since the latter gave appreciably
better recordings when used on the
other machines. The manual was
comprehensive and easy to follow,
and the deck quite user-friendly.

SOUND QUALITY
In use this was a bit of a mixed
performer. Recordings were of
reasonable quality and were better
on Panasonic blank discs than on
Sony ones. It differentiated
between the different CD players,
retaining their sonic characteristics.
When fed with music from vinyl
sources, however, differences were
not as noticeable as with the
Pioneer or the Sony. It is worth
WI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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noting here that each MiniDisc
deck has its own recording
characteristic, and after
getting accustomed to all
three machines it became
very easy to tell which
version of the same material
was recorded on which
machine. The Technics
recordings were the most
obviously identifiable by their
somewhat restrained and
compressed quality, when
compared with the others.
Whilst
the
recording
capabilities are adequate, the
sound produced when playing
back any material, whether
recorded on this deck or either of
the others, was disappointing. The
sound was flat and congested in the
higher frequencies. Nina Simone's
'Mood Indigo' lacked both punch
and passion. The cymbals had a
clicky quality, and the whole
performance felt cold and
rather uninteresting. The
Weber fared little better, the
clarinet especially sounding
quite hard and forced.
This remained aconstant
characteristic no matter
which interconnects,
brands of MDs, sources
or even equipment
supports were used.
(The deck was sited on a
Target wall mounted isolation
shelf, and various support cones
and sorbothane feet were tried, but
to no avail.) More difficult
recordings, such as `Miserloo' from
the Pulp Fiction soundtrack [Simply
Vinyl SVLP 0027/compact disc
MCD11103] were edging towards
aharsh sound, which was tolerable
but did not make for relaxed
listening. Acoustically- based
music, like the Belle and
Sebastian track, was easier on
the ears, but the flatness and
two- dimensionality of the
reproduction made it easy
for the listener's attention
to wander. Imaging was
average,
with
the
performers neatly lined
up, shoulder to shoulder
between the speakers.
Overall, the replay quality was
more akin to a (very) budget CD
player — and was, to be honest,
disappointing.

CONCLUSION
Bearing this in mind, it is relatively
easy to award winners' and losers'
medals in this test. Taking the
results in the customary reverse
order, third place goes to the
Technics. It is visually well
presented but the fussiness of the
design makes the deck a little less

tntenUr of Pioneer
114j-D50.2

interior of Sony
MDS IB930

interior of Techuics
SIMD WO

P1•11

convenient to use. The recording
capabilities are reasonable but it is
badly let down by the sound quality
when replaying recordings. It
provides a representation of the
music but does not hold the
listener's interest, its most
obvious characteristic being a
flat, held-back sound, which
with
a hard- sounding
recording can get muddled
and indistinct.
In second place comes
the Pioneer, convincingly
outperforming
the
Technics at the same
price. The sound is musical and
very listenable, although the higher
frequencies do display a slight
sheen, which is mildly intrusive at
louder
volumes.
It
performed better with jazz
and acoustic music than
with full-scale classical
productions, where violins,
flutes and female choruses
tended to emphasise the
high-frequency gloss finish.
Ithink that, if partnered
with
a
lean- sounding
amplifier, long periods of
listening would get a bit
fatiguing. However, when
partnered with a warmer
system the results were pleasant
and easy to live with. It was
quite happy using either brand
of MD involved in this test, and
generally acquitted itself well. If
budget
considerations
are
uppermost in the purchaser's mind
then this is the machine to buy.
The gold medal goes to
the Sony. Although, in my
view, it still cannot match a
good quality cassette deck
such as Nakamichi's DR10, it remains a calm and
controlled device with
whatever genre of music you
care to record on it. I
described the sound earlier as
organic, and Ithink this best
sums this machine up. There is
no extraneous brightness
added to programme material
at either the recording or replay
stages. It handled the almost
jarring high frequency edge of
`Miserloo' without complaint, but
managed to avoid flattening the
sound out. It does not produce a
perfect facsimile of a piece of
music, but gives a very acceptable
representation of what went into its
input sockets.
It is only out of its league when
compared with other digital and
analogue recording equipment [
see
box]. The variety of sockets makes
the MDS JB930 very versatile and
allows the use of the onboard DAC
by other digital sources. •/45
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any CD players now sport
badges to show their
membership of the 24-bit
club, even though there is no such
beast as a 24- bit CD to play
through them. Of course, the extra
digital word- length capability
merely implies improved accuracy
of conversion of the CD's 16-bit
words from digital to analogue.
The
difference
with
Tube
Technology's Fulcrum transport is
that it does happen to provide a24bit digital output from regular CDs,
ready for processing through the
192kHz-capable Fulcrum DAC.
To date Tube Technology has
been known principally for its valve
amplification. Not wishing to miss
the action now that digital replay is
achieving great results, Tube
Technology initiated the Fulcrum
project in mid- 1998, enlisting the
help of two notable designers, John
Westlake, former digital engineer
with Pink Triangle and Cambridge
Audio, and Rob Watts of DPA.
With a hybrid digital filter
(switching between a dedicated
HDCD chip and a FPGA filter,
depending on input source) and a
discrete output stage using triode
valves, the Fulcrum promised to be
something a little out of the
ordinary.From the outside the
Fulcrum boxes reflect the
company's distinctive

tu
Tube Technology presents the
Fulcrum CD transport and converter,
combining FPGA digital architecture
with some good ol' vacuum-state
analogue technology

by ANDREW HARRISON

styling, using black casework with
chrome and gold metalwork,
embuing them with the appearance
of some retrofuturistic apparatus,
at home in the laboratory of HG
Wells' Victorian time- traveller.
Controls to the transport include
the typical eject (named ` Tray'),
Play, Skip, and Scan, using
rounded-top gold buttons. Two
amber- coloured
LEDs
indicate Clock lock [ see
later] and CDQI, an
acronym for Compact
Disc Quality
Indicator.
This will flash
as the laser pickup encounters
groups of errors
read from the disc. It
won't flash at every singular
error — apparently, this was tried
originally but found to be too

Tube
Technology
initiated the
Fulcrum
project in
mid- 1998,
enlisting the
help of two
notable
designers.

disconcerting, especially worrying
for CD aficionados content that
discs are nowadays fault-free — but
instead it now blinks only after a
series of consecutive blips.
The rear panel of the transport
holds three audio interfaces.
Options for output connection run
to AES balanced, BNC S/PDIF
and TosLink. An additional
TosLink is available for a Clock
input, effectively synchronising the
transport to the converter to reduce
jitter. This works on a similar
principle to
that of other
proprietary sync-links, for example,
Linn Products' Karik/Numerik,
Arcam's earlier two-box players,
TAG McLaren's newly- revised
CDT20/AV32R
and
DPA's
Deltran link. In each case, the
intention is to reduce timing errors
between the mechanism and the
converter by slaving the mech to
the master crystal clock of the
DAC. The last example is the
telling one, as Fulcrum co-designer
Rob Watts's DPA products use the
system, along with Pulse Array
Modulation conversion technology,
also used here within the Fulcrum.
Where the Fulcrum transport
differs from most is in its wordlength extension: the 16-bit data
extracted from disc is
'filled-out' to 24-bit
before passing

,separate power
suppplies at left and FPGA chips in the centre.
Right: inside the transport, showing Sanyo mechanism
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WHO'S PAM?
Pulse Array Modulation is the name
given to the conversion process
used in the Fulcrum DAC, pioneered
by DPA in its SX Series digital
products.
Unlike most converters bought off the shelf
from the likes of Crystal and Burr- Brown, in
th PAM DAC the oversampled data is
reduced to a5- bit word- length and
converted to avoltage signal by aD/A
created within the FPGA. Voltage pulses are
then summed after conversion.
Each word fed into the DAC undergoes
propietary noise- shaping. This data is then
passed to agenerator which produces the
pulses for each element of the DAC. In the
Fulcrum, this consists of 32 elements per
channel, where asingle element can be

to the converter box. This may be
difficult to justify numerically, as
the sum of useful data remains the
same, but benefits have been
claimed for the technique — see
also the dCS Purcell review feature
in this issue [pages 32-33].
As well as an unusual conversion
processor, the Fulcrum DAC also
exploits a valve output stage, using
two 9622 double triodes as
constant-current source unity gain
buffers. Connection options are
comprehensive: three BNC, one
AES and one TosLink.
Development on the Fulcrum
units is still continuing, with a
slightly revised case and fluorescent
display now being made available.

SOUND QUALITY
In aworld of CD players that share
a broadly similar overall sound —
that is, from outside of the room,
one can safely recognise that it is a
CD player at work, in contrast to,
say, analogue sources which can
differ markedly from one another
— it is mightily refreshing to find a
player that dares to sound different.
Trading in the near- ubiquitous
upfront, ' impressive' and ' detailed'
character of so many players, the
Fulcrum transport and converter
simply has a very smooth and rich
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compared to single DAC. Each element
produces astream of pulses, each stream
slightly different from the next. These small
differences contain low-level information,
often lost to normal DACs. The 32 streams of
pulses are summed together to produce the
final array. Notable by its absence is any
current- to-voltage conversion, normal

sound, showing refinement and
poise in its presentation. The flip
side of this voicing is a withdrawal
of excitement, of slam and pace,
leaving a somewhat MOR balance
even to zestful and pacey music.
How much this would be an issue
to any one listener is of course a
matter of taste.
In comparison to any other
player, the first thing to be mindful
of is the relatively low output level
from the DAC; most players hover
around the 2V standard, but the
sample provided was closer to 0.6V,
OdB FS. So switching from the
usual benchmark players, starting
with an Arcam Alpha 9, the volume
had to be equalised to prevent the
Fulcrum sounding even weaker
than it should. That said, it still
underwhelms initially with its
apparently soft and diffuse
presentation.
Then,
after
acclimatising to the Fulcrum's slant
on CD reproduction, it is possible
to appreciate the easy and relaxed
feel to music. The most immediate
absence is any sting in the high
frequencies — those sensitive to
digital 'bite' will love this one. But
don't confuse tame treble with no
treble. There is detail and insight
here, just relegated to a more
natural place in the mix rather than
overtly forward.
At input rates below 48kHz,
notably while replaying CDs, the
Fulcrum DAC uses the Pacific
Microsonics PMD100
filter.
While
offering
compatibility
with HDCD
discs, this filter
must also be
included in the
list of possible
reasons
for
the
somewhat ' analogue'
quality of the sound; it is

Pulse
—*Analogue Out
Array
Summing

necessary to provide ausable output.
Without this additional stage, unwanted outof- band noise is reduced, claims Tube
Technology, from multi- bit's - 30dB and
bitstream's - 20dB to alevel of - 100dB across
the spectrum.The PAM method also has
claims to reduced inherent jitter as compared
to even multi- bit systems.

With a hybrid
digital filter
(switching
between a
dedicated
HDCD chip and
a FPGA filter,
depending on
input source)
and a discrete
output stage
using triode
valves, the
Fulcrum
promised to be
something a
little out of the
ordinary

113111M141

Tube
Technology
Technology
House,
Station Road,
Addlestone,
Surrey
K7'15 2PH
Tel: 01932

not unknown for designers to select
this chip on the grounds of its
excellent standard CD replay
performance alone. Above 48kHz
input, the DAC switches to a
FPGA filter.
To test the high- resolution
credentials, Iused the Fulcrum
DAC with a Pioneer DV- 505 as
transport, the latter set to provide
full 96kHz output. Chesky and
Classic Records' 24/96 DVD discs
were tried, and the sound still
retained the diffuse and airy qualisy
heard before. If the Fulcrum
sounded laidback before, it was
positively supine with 24/96
material, showing not a hint of
grain or stress, and with a huge
cloud of sound that belied the small
speakers used in the room. One
disc
in
particular
proved
problematic. The Rachmaninov
'Symphonic Dances' highlighted an
intermittent quiet crackling, akin to
a dirty LP, as the disc played, a
phenomenom found to be confined
to the Fulcrum. Other sources tried
with the DAC included the Arcam
Digital tuner, which worked
especially well, replacing some of
the ' thinness' of the DAB radio
sound with FM- like richness. At
the other extreme of resolution, I
was unfortunately unable to test the
Fulcrum's 192kHz facility due to
an absence of commercial material.
This ambituous combination
player showed great promise,
with anatural sound made
possible by allying novel
digital processing with
traditional
valve
electronics. With
its smooth and
airy balance it
should
be
a
product to keep
an eye on.
10-
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In the beginning there was darkness
Then God created Music and it was good

The new Classic series of turntables from Pro-ject
Composer series loudspeakers from Vienna Acoustics
Somehow the world sccms a better place

Stunningly finished in piano lacquer and beautiful veneers
these Austrian creations are as pleasing to the eye as they are to the ear.
Classic turntables frbm £ 360, Composer loudspeakers from £ 650
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CD BURNERS

A

few years ago, if someone
told you they had a CD- R

recorder for their PC, they
were either very rich or in the
business. Since then, technology has
progressed and improved at the
usual supersonic rate we have come
to expect, and now CD-R recorders
are no longer an expensive luxury. In
fact there are a growing number of
PC retailers who now provide CDRW recorders as a standard
component of new computer
systems. The ability for users to
record their data on to CDs was
inevitable. As document and
program sizes increased, the way it
was stored evolved from floppy disk,
through Syquest and Zip disk, and
now to CD- R. Of course DVDRAM is now on the verge of being
an affordable medium for storage,
providing many more Gigabytes of
storage.
This month Iam testing three
CD-RW recorders and their
accompanying software for PC and
Macintosh computers. All three of
these recorders use slightly different
interfaces and recording speeds.
Therefore Iam not matching them
against each other. Iwill simply be
examining their common and
differing features.
Manufacturers generally follow a
standard system for naming CDRW recorders: the first digit to
represent the recording speed; the
second is rewriting speed; and the
read speed last. For example, the
Yamaha drive is a 6416, that is 6-

speed recording, 4-speed rewriting
and 16- speed reader. CD speeds
are often misunderstood. The speed
rating is defined using a base rate
(lx speed) of around 1200 kilobits
per
second ( this
is
the
approximately normal rate at which
an audio CD is played back),
usually rounded to 150kB per
second. Therefore a 2- speed
recorder records at 300kB per
second, a 4- speed at 600kB per
second and so on. Itested all three
drives separately in my PC,
disabling SCSI during the Philips
drive test.

The SCSI
protocol is a
lot faster than
even the
highestspecification
IDE interface.
This means
that SCSI
recorders are
far more
reliable
compared to
their IDE
counterparts

LA CIE 4416 ( EXTERNAL SCSI)

YAMAHA CRVV6416SVK (SCSI)
At present, this CD recorder is the
fastest drive available for your PC.
Its 6x recording speed is very quick
meaning a60-minute audio CD can
be recorded in 10 minutes flat.
There is of course the slightly higher
price tag, mainly due to the fact that
it uses a SCSI interface as opposed
to the standard IDE interface found
in most PCs and modern Macintosh
machines. The SCSI protocol is a
lot faster than even the highest-

recorder even if it means getting an
interface card, as the reliability of
the CD recording process is far
higher (more about this later). On
the whole, the Yamaha 6416 proved
the most reliable drive on my PC
system. The strengths of SCSI
interface connections proved
themselves
yet
again.
The
combination of abig, chunky SCSI
hard disk, 24- or 32- speed CDROM drive and the Yamaha proved
to be agreat combination, providing
fast and reliable copying, even direct
from CD to CD-R.

Philips F'CA460RW
(top) and Yamaha
CDRW6416
(below), priced at
around ‘199 and
‘299.
La Cie 4416 (over)
is priced at around
L239

This is essentially a re-badged
Yamaha 4416 drive (that's 4-speed
recording compared to 6x) in an
external case. The interface is still
SCSI, connecting to a suitable PCI
interface card. The La Cie produced
identical results to the Yamaha
drive. It just took slightly longer than
its faster brother. The usefulness of
an external drive can be abig bonus
for many users and allows

specification IDE interface. This
means that SCSI recorders are far
more reliable compared to their IDE
counterparts. Obviously, if your PC
does not already have a SCSI
interface, a suitable SCSI PCI card
would need to be installed in the
machine,
with
most
CD- R
manufacturers recommending an
Adaptec or compatible card.
However, Irecommend aSCSI CD-

For the computer- literate audiophile,
three CD-RW drives are compared
for PC and Macintosh use
by CHRIS PERCIVAL
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and DVD Video players,
new Meridian 800.
From Meridian
DVD Audio
with an

o, inventors of MLP — the code chosen for
is product combines the perfect disc player

a.ad ophile preamplifier in acard based format

ensur-ifi's future compatibility.
Meridian 800 at Musical Images — afruitfut cciebination.

On permanent demonstration at:
Covent Garden, 18 Monmouth Street, London WC2H 9HB
Tel 0171 497 1346
Branches at:
173 Station Road, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 71X Tel 0181 952 5535
45 High Street, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 1RH Tel 0181 569 5802
126 High Street, Beckenham, Kent BR3 1E8 Tel 0181 663 3777

CD BURNERS
connection to any computer with an
SCSI interface ( including Apple
Macintosh machines, using suitable
software such as Adaptec's Toast:
see Traxdata external CD recorder
for Apple Macintosh, HFNIRR
August).

PHIUPS PCA460RW (IDE)

impressive immediately. This is the
ability to write to a CD at later
stages without losing the original
information. This is described as a
multi-session CD. In days gone
by, it was only possible to
record to a CD once. That is,
the session was created, the
data was recorded, adirectory
index was created and finally
the session was closed
permanently.
With the latest
CD
recording
software it is now
possible
to
record
multiple sessions, almost as if
several smaller capacity CDs were
stored on the one disc. When the

The Philips drive is impressive,
there's no doubt about that. But
limitations often showed on my
machine due to buffer under-runs. It
uses an IDE connection, and even
with the fastest IDE interface and
hard disk, things will never be as
reliable as agood SCSI connection.
I took this into account and
managed (after a great deal of reCD is opened, the data is displayed
cabling and de-fragmenting of hard
as if it is asingle, full-capacity CD.
disk) to get the drive recording at
This means that you can use a CD
the 4x speed claimed. It took a lot
as an archive medium, for instance,
longer to get this drive working
smoothly, but once Imanaged this I and keep going back to it to add
more. It is a godsend, virtually
found no further problems.
removing the need for the use of
rewritable CDs for data storage,
EXTRAS, IEXTRAS
which are more prone to damage
All the drives came packaged with
manuals, cables, installation CDs, a and around ten times the price of
standard recordable CDs.
few CD-Rs and one CD-RW.
The software packages also
Both the Yamaha and La Cie
provide the user with test options to
drives also came packaged with the
check that the computer setup is
most
popular
CD- recording
capable of transferring data from
software: Adaptec's Easy CD
one medium to the CDR. This is
Creator, and Direct CD (Standard
notoriously untrustworthy. Anyone
Editions). This software has
who has fiddled with CD recording
dominated the PC CD- recording
software market for a number of before on a computer will be very
familiar with the fatal message ' A
years and looks set to continue. Its
buffer underun occurred': 99% of
versatility is highlighted by the fact
the time, this renders the CD- R
that it is ageneric piece of software,
useless. It occurs when the memory
that is, it doesn't matter which CDspace used by the CD recorder is
R recorder you own — Adaptec's
empty. In other words the flow of
software will detect it and adjust to
data from the source medium to the
your recorder's limitations.
Adaptec recently released an
upgraded version, providing extra
facilities such as Disk Doctor with
the ability to enhance old or
damaged recordings. It also features
the
familiar
drag- and- drop
capabilities, allowing the user to
drag the files they want to copy
from the source window to the
destination window.
The Philips drive came with
Philips' own custom software. This
in itself is a pretty nifty package,
offering similar facilities. Of course
one could also use the Adaptec
software with the Phillips drive if
required.
Both pieces of software offer a
standard set of tools allowing the
user to copy data or audio direct to a
recordable CD, or alternatively to a
suitable AV hard disk (this allows
you store an ' image' of the CD for
future copies, allowing alterations
and additions to be made before
duplicating again).
Perhaps the smartest feature of all
probably doesn't appear that
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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becomes a necessity for reliable
duplication.

ROUND-UP
On the whole, all the drives
performed well. They did vary in
installation, configuration and
general speed times, But no
Microsoft PC owner can expect a
smooth ride from start to finish.
(Hell! My computer decided to
crash twice during the writing of this
review.) Depending on what you
want to use a CD recorder for, any
of these drives could be suitable. If
you need a fast, reliable copying
facility, allowing you to churn out
CD- Rs ten to the dozen, then I
would recommend the Yamaha —
simply because it is the quickest and
most definitely the easiest to install.
The La Cie comes close for this

SUPPLIER
City House,
42i)-430 London
Road,
Croydon
CR9 3QR
020 8689 4444
La Cie,
46 Gillingham
Street,
London
SWI 1HU
Tel: 020 7872
8000
Yamaha
Sherbourm
Drive,
Tillbrook,
Milton Keynes
MI(7 8BI,
otonS ? 692,59

sort of use. If you are a PC owner
who just wants to back-up data and
'burn' afew CD-Rs once in awhile,
and you don't have a SCSI
interface, then the Philips drive is
perfectly adequate for your needs.
And if you're on a tighter budget
it's the obvious choice.
Most of today's PCs ( plus the
new G3, G4 and iMac Apple
machines)
come
with
IDE
interfaces as standard and you are
looking at about £70 for a decent
SCSI interface card. If your budget
will stretch, I would strongly

recorder is allowed to be interrupted
long enough for the memory buffer
to become empty. It occurs
elsewhere too, where the data•flow
from source to CD- R is too slow.
One way to reduce the chances of
this error is by using space on your
hard disk as a temporary gobetween. So one writes from the
source to hard disk first, creating an
image of the CD, before finally
duplicating the CD image from hard
disk to CDR. Obviously this
means keeping enough space
free on your hard disk to
perform the task. As hard disk
storage becomes ever bigger
and faster, this will become less
of aproblem. SCSI drives are
also the preferred devices,
simply because the transfer
rate over aSCSI connection is
so much faster than even the
quickest IDE connections found in
most PCs and more recent Macs.
Copying from CD to CD-R is the
least reliable method. This is where
creating a hard-disk image almost

recommend it, purely for reliability
and speed. Although, one thing I
will say is that a SCSI interface
often brings about further expenses.
For example a SCSI hard disk can
cost as much as twice the price of a
' similar capacity IDE drive. No
\

Dinzetcce
1
,

doubt, as you read this, USB
(Universal Serial Bus) drives
are becoming more popular.
Again, this is a quicker
interface than IDE and has
around the same transfer rates
as SCSI. If your PC is
equipped with aUSB interface,
as virtually all 1999- bought
PCs and Macs are, this is an
option well worth investigating.
+
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company that has been
around for more years than
a lot of us would care to
remember, Marantz has survived in
an increasingly tough business
environment by producing quality
products at areasonable price.
The two CD players under
review here are both all- new
machines, and there is a good
reason for reviewing them together.
While the CD6000 is a ' standard
model', retailing at £ 249, its
'breathed upon' sibling, the
CD6000 OSE, is £ 50 more at
£299. At these prices, both fall into
a hotly contested part of the
market. Each player is said to be
capable of playing CD-RW discs
without any problem. They also
have the ability to read the text
which is now encoded on some
CDs, via a display which will look
familiar to anyone already used to
MiniDiscs.
Outwardly, the only differences
in the ' Original Special Edition' are
the addition of the letters ' OSE' to
the model number above the CD
drawer, and the ' Original SE' badge
to the right-hand end of the black,
brushed aluminium fascia. The
loading tray, on the left, has a
slightly flimsy feel to it. Below the
central display screen are four
buttons: reading from left to right,
these control the Peak Search,
(useful when setting recording
levels), Open/Close, Scroll and
Edit. Level with these on the far
right is the headphones jack, whose
output is also controlled by the
volume control on the remote,
which also regulates the main
analogue outputs. Above are the
Play, Pause and Stop buttons, the
Track Skip and Edit functions

being activated by three smaller
buttons just to the right of the
display screen. The remote control
is well equipped, and, having
curved sides, fits snugly into the
palm,
button- pushing being
naturally done by the thumb. On
the back of the player, besides the
aforementioned analogue sockets,
are the digital outputs, in both
optical and co-axial form. Another
pair of sockets is labelled ' Remote
Control In/Out'; this is to allow
connection to other Marantz
separates using a D- BUS remote
control cable, enabling all of the
components to be operated as a
single system.

THE DIFFERENCES
Badges apart, then, all the
differences between the two players
are internal. Looking inside, the
obvious ones are the OSE model's
larger capacitors, which form part
of an additional low-pass filter in
the analogue stage, and an extra
circuit board which contains two
extra HDAM units (' Hyper
Dynamic Amplifier Module' to you
and me), all four of which are

Outwardly,
the only
differences in
the ' Original
Special
Edition' are
the addition of
the letters
'OSE' to the
model number
above the CD
drawer, and
the ' Original
SE' badge to
the right

Marantz offers budget CD player
buyers a basic CD6000 model, or for
just £50 more, the much-vaunted
Original Special Edition. So is the
CD6000 OSE really worth the extra?
by TONY BOLTON

copper shielded. Less obvious
changes
include
uprated
transformer windings made with
oxygen-free copper. But both new
models have aVAM 1201 transport
instead of the CDM mechanism
used in previous equipment.
Before any serious listening was
carried out, both players were given
a four-day running-in period. As is
my usual practice, the machines
were then ' lived with' as part of
both the general household system,
currently comprising a Sony TAFE32OR amplifier powering a pair
of Acoustic
Energy AE120
loudspeakers, and my regular setup
of Quad 33/bi-amped 303s/Kelly
KT3 loudspeakers. After afew days
of general acclimatisation the two
players were carefully compared
with each other. A variety of
interconnects were tried including
Chord Company's Chameleon, the
Straight Wire Rhapsody Two and
Symphony Two, and van den Hul's
Thunderline. I also listened
through a pair of Beyerdynamic
DT311 headphones.
The CD6000 was the first to be
put in the hot seat, as it were, and
immediately made an impression
with
its
seemingly
open
presentation. All of the music
played through this machine had an
engaging quality that overrode any
sonic shortcomings, which were
few. There is a slight feeling that
the listener is at adistance from the
performers, as if your seat is in the
upper circle. Mendelssohn's
Hebrides Overture found Herbert
von Karajan and the Berlin
Philharmonic [ EMI] in fine and
lucid form, with the swelling of the
sound successfully simulating the
flow of the sea as it pounded the

is Nil as the Mete?
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rocks at the entrance to Fingal's
Cave. Bass depth was satisfactory,
drums,
and
lower stringed
instruments
maintaining
a
presence, although some definition
seemed to get lost during
crescendos, when there was a
sensation of the music being slightly
compressed. A change to Billie
Holiday [Jazz Greats CD001]
demonstrated the almost forward
presentation of the upper mid
band. Benny Goodman's clarinet,
and Roy Eldridge's trumpet were
spotlit, and at times vied for space
with Billie's vocals during ' Miss
Brown To You'. A surprise awaited
me at the extreme high frequencies,
where the hiss from the master
recording was very clear: almost to
the point of being intrusive. A quick
comparison with a few other older
recordings showed this to be a
characteristic of the player, not the
material. There is a definite
emphasis given to the higher
frequencies, which although not
overpowering, can detract from the
listening pleasure in certain cases.
The tonal balance of the
CD6000 favours more modern
recording techniques. Fatboy
Slim's ` Rockafeller Skank' as mixed
by Boy George in the Minisey Of
Sound Annual IV [
Ministry Of
Sound ANNCD98] sounded very
good. It came across as snappy and
was guaranteed to get the feet
tapping, the rawness and energy of
the music being transmitted intact
to the listener. This same CD,
when played on the OSE model,
revealed even more energy. The
driving rhythm seemed to acquire
more power, and the panned
electronic effects had agreater level
of intensity as they zoomed across
the soundstage. On a less surreal
note, the Berlin Philharmonic
rendition of ' Fingal's Cave'
benefited from the improved
definition of the more expensive
machine. The layout of the
orchestra became more clearly
defined. It stopped being a case of
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the strings being roughly in a
certain place; their seats, in
relation to the other
performers became
more definite. The
listener's
seat
changed
as
well.
Instead of being in the
upper circle, you found
yourself in the stalls, the
feeling of looking down at the
music being replaced by a
sensation of immediacy.
Turning to Billie Holiday Ifound
that Goodman and Eldridge were
still vying for the spotlight, but in a
more harmonious way. The tones
of the instruments were more
detailed and natural, and the
improved circuitry had the effect of
balancing the sounds so that the
orchestra was working with Billie,
and not alongside her. This
machine also transmitted the
emotion inherent in her voice,
catching the gutsiness that made
her songs stand out from so many
others of the period.
Nothing, at least in the world of
hi-fi, is ever perfect, and these two
players are no exception to that
rule. Despite the improvement in
the reproduction of the OSE
model there can still be a
tendency for the sound to get a
little crowded during 'busier'
pieces of music. Anyone
who plays Mahler and
Wagner on aregular basis
may
feel
that
the
Marantz sound is not
quite spacious enough.
Purchasers whose tastes run to
lighter
orchestral,
jazz
or
particularly vocal music, will be
better served. There seems to be a
particular affinity between these
CD players and the human voice. It
is not overemphasised, but is given
a degree of projection that leaves
the listener aware of it, as another
presence in the room.
In comparison with other current
players, such as the £349.95 Arcam
Alpha 7SE reviewed in November

N

km& the Marantz
CD 6000...

SUPPLIER
Marantz Hz-Ft
UK Ltd,
Kingsbridge
House, Padbuty
Oaks, 575-583
Bath Road,
Lengford,
Middlesex
LYB7 OEH.
Td: 01753
680868

[page 53], the sound has a ' hey
look at me' sheen to the
presentation which some will like,
and others may not. These are not
intrusive machines, but neither
do
they fade
into
the
background at low volumes
as easily as some. If the
Arcam 7SE's sound
can be described as
having a ' matt' finish,
then
the
Marantz
sound can be likened to a
'satin' finish. It is not glossy, or
hard-edged in any way, but there's
a certain sheen over the whole
presentation.
Looking at the ergonomics, the
simplicity of the fascia layout, and
the two sizes of buttons (the larger
being for the main function
controls) make these pleasant
machines to use. A negative mark is
scored for the display, where the
script is small enough to be difficult
to read easily from a distance of
more than seven or eight feet away.
This seems to slightly negate the
point of having the CD
Text facility: you have to
get quite close to the
player to be able to read it!
Apart from these minor
complaints, the Marantz
CD6000 and CD60000SE
appear to offer good overall
performance and reasonable
build quality, at an attractive
price. The extra £ 50 required to
purchase the OSE model would
seem to be money well spent,
since it buys noticeably better
performance. While the sound of
the standard machine is a bit
'thicker', and higher frequencies can
be over- emphasised on certain
recordings, the OSE is smoother
and more balanced. But both
players give the listener a good
representation of the music, and at
these prices certainly seem to offer
excellent value for money. The
performance can be bettered
elsewhere, but you have to spend
more to achieve that improvement. it-
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hose decidedly high- end
Nautilus 805s Ipretty much
expected to be something
yummy. But using the same basic
topology for amodel at £299?
The ' 602 may boast such B&W
signature details as a metal dome
tweeter and awoven Kevlar woofer;
its vinyl finish might fool even the
most epicurean termite for a few
seconds; the baffle may be sculpted;
and the enclosure's weight and
solidity may suggest high- end
aspirations. It has the right badge, a
luxurious grille, bi-wiring via some
serious, gilded terminals, even a
flow-port. But is it an escargot to
the 805's, er, nautilus?
First of all, looks can be deceiving.
Despite aconventionally rectangular
enclosure of 490x236x306mm
[hwd] and a passable surrogate
instead of tree wood, the ' 602 does
ooze nautilus-ness. You might
not
see
a module
perched on top, but the
26mm metal dome
tweeter does use the
B&W Nautilus tweeter
tube and flat ring
suspension. The latter
replaces aconventional
roll surround to provide
lower distortion, while it
also offers — along with
a Kapton bobbin —
lower mass for higher
sensitivity. The tube
loads the tweeter ` for
improved absorption of
unwanted radiation from
the
rear
of
the
diaphragm'
while
damping the driver's
fundamental resonance.
Another benefit
is
superior matching to
the
crossover, lowering coloration
below the crossover frequency.
So, too, is the woofer a
beneficiary of B&W's all-in-house
manufacturing capability. Because
the company is not buying-in its
drivers,
an
extra
margin
disappears, and ' 602 owners are
treated to costly woofers not
expected at this price point:
180mm's worth of woven Kevlar
cone, abullet-like dust cap and a
-6dB point of 43Hz. Nice. It
crosses over at 4kHz via a
beautifully-made board fitted with
plastic film capacitors and air-core
inductors,
terminating
in
substantial, gold-plated, multi-way
binding posts — afar cry from the
cheap plastic stuff expected at this
price.
Remove the substantial black cloth
grille, with moulded
frame providing its shar
and you expose abaffle u
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Clearly
designed to
be less
demarnding
tharn its posn
sibings, the
DI11602 S2
is sensitive
enough, at
90dBilW, to
work with
pretty much
every amp on
the rrarket

B&W
Londoeakers
Lia,
Meadow Road,
Wcreing
1?.\-II2RN
Ïct 0190.?
52-18P I
.

and shaped to eliminate refraction
problems. The front-mounted flow
port features the aerodynamic curves
seen in the dearer models, and it is
therefore immune to breathing,
whooshing or pumping. It benefits
from stand-mounting, but the frontfiring port allows you to shelf-mount
without compromising the bass, if
not the imaging.
Clearly designed to be less
demanding than its posh siblings, the
DM602 S2 is sensitive enough, at
90dB/1W, to work with pretty much
every amp on the market, though
single-ended triode users might feel
constrained. Tough — let them use
horns. And with a nominal
impedance of 8 ohms, this speaker
will scare no amp Ican name. B&W
recommends a range of 25-120W,
which covers probably every mid priced amp — je, the type likely to be
partnered to a £ 299- per-pair
speaker — while nearly every
mass- market AN receiver also
falls into that category. Smart
thinking.
Iused the B&Ws with the
Roksan Caspian integrated amp
and CD player, and Linn's
Genki CD player, as well as with
the Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista
pre- amp and Nu- Vista 300
power amp fed by the Marantz
CD- 12 — just to test its highend mettle. Wires were Kimber
throughout. Musical diet? Some
1970s disco (Real Thing, Donna
Summer), new Britpop from
Supergrass and Ocean Colour
Scene, a load of Dino to test
finesse
and the sublime
remastering of Yellow Submarine.
[No Schoenberg quartets then? Mus Ed.]
«44.
What Inever expected from
B&W was so much for so

little. This is not to say that B&W is
overpriced or unreasonable in its
pricing policy. And the company has
always had some form of budget
product, like the Solids. But bargain
mongers? Who'd believe me? The
primary virtue which does expose the
Nautilus DNA is sheer scale. Set up
with just a sliver of toe-in and the
tweeters at ear height, the ' 602s
sound positively huge; you get a
distinct sense of three dimensions.
Special mention goes to the stage
depth, which is slightly greater than
the width; this bodes well for those
with small rooms who crave the
illusion of more space.
Tonally? There's more than ahint
of the true Nautilus to the ' 602, but it
simply cannot match 800- series
models for absolute refinement,
transparency, speed or detail. A
B&W dealer cruel enough to
demonstrate these alongside the
similarly-dimensioned ' 805s would
do himself no favours: the ' 602 S2
customer who cannot stretch to a
Nautilus 805 will feel as humiliated
as a VW Polo customer shown an
Audi A6, and leave the store. What
that dealer must do is compare it to
like- priced rivals. Which probably
won't fare too well. For this little
wonder proves to be acontender for
class leader. It hasn't the punch of
the latest small Tannoys (or ALRs
for that matter), but what it loses in
terms of kick-ass-ness it makes up for
in relative refinement. Where it shows
aspirations above its station is in its
top- to- bottom coherence and its
long-term listenability. At no point
did Isuffer even slight traces of
fatigue, as in six- hour plus
marathons.
Stone me: that's two B&W models
I've coveted in one year. Truly the
ghost of Trunz has vanished.

It's not easy to get this reviewer
excited about a small two-way box,
especially if it isn't Italian. But this little
B&W has got what it takes...
by

KEN
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rofessional audio tends to
avoid domestic loudspeakers,
with their luxurious wood
finishes and limited power ratings,
while pro speakers are often seen as
unsubtle in both sound and
appearance by home users.
Exceptions there are of course.
BBC speakers like the LS5/9 and
5/12 Grade 1 Monitors, or the
LS3/5A Grade 2 Monitor are often
used by audiophiles at home. Quad
Electrostatics have found favour
with discerning recording engineers,
and ATC has based its operation on
high-class drivers and speakers that
appeal to both sides. Among other
British boxes that enjoy lounge and
studio appeal are models from AVI,
Acoustic Energy, Harbeth and
ProAc. But considering the highestfidelity aspirations of both camps, it
is surprising that there is not more
overlap.
Westlake Audio is an American
company specialising in studio
installations and monitoring
hardware, and has speakers that are
now being promoted to both
audiences. Reviewed here are the
Lc 8.1 and Lc 6.75 two-way
monitors, priced respectively at

Professional studio
monitors rarely find
favour in domestic hi-fi,
and vice-versa.
Can Westlake Audio
be added to the short list
that spans both
applications?
by ANDREW HARRISON
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Westlake
Audio is an
American
company
specialising in
studio
installations
and
monitoring
hardware, and
has speakers
that are now
being
promoted to
both
audiences

£970+VAT (£ 1139.75)
and
£7764- VAT (£ 911.80). A wood
veneer option is also made at extra
cost to render the black-painted box
less utilitarian, although this luxury
is not available in the UK. Both
speakers have the same connectors
on the rear — plastic- shrouded
terminals that will accept bare
wires, 4mm plugs or spades. There
is no provision for bi-wiring or biamplification.

WESTLAKE Lc 8.1
The Lc 8.1 is a robust 14kg black
box measuring about 250 x 460 x
295mm (whd), and comprising an
8in polypropylene mid/bass driver
and lin soft-dome tweeter. Between
the drivers are two narrow reflex
ports positioned symmetrically
either side and below the tweeter.
Sensitivity
is
given
as
90.5dB/1W/1m, and impedance as
7ohms nominal with a 5 ohm
minimum.
Drive units are staggered such
that the tweeter unit is mounted
some 20mm behind the mid/bass
driver, thanks to a contoured front
baffle. The principle is typically
designed to overcome some of the

phase differences inherent in using
two drivers of markedly differing
'speeds' — the far higher mass of
the main driver, relative to the
dome tweeter, leaves it with a
slower reaction time and hence a
wavefront marginally behind that of
the higher frequencies. By setting
the HF unit further behind the
mid/bass unit, the composite
wavefront is theoretically better
aligned at the listening position.
Both speakers come fitted with
well- made framed grille covers.
While these are useful for protecting
the drivers and obscuring the
irregular baffle, the speakers
sounded better with grilles
removed. The cabinets themselves
are very solid MDF, with enough
internal bracing to render them
virtually
acoustically
inert.
Certainly, little of the ' sound' of
these speakers seemed to be
originating from the cabinet.
Unusually for a studio monitor,
the 8.1 does not possess the overlybright, forward and analytical sound
often associated with the breed. Far
from it, it strays in a diametrically
opposite direction; it has a warm
rounded character with a truly
smooth treble that may please
many, allowing it to be used within
an average CD playing system, for
example,
without
long-term
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listening fatigue. Bass is unforced
and bountiful, if not the tightest and
most precise you might expect
around this price. From Massive
Attack's second album Protection,
Tracey Thorn could be heard
clearly singing over a velvety deep
bass in ' Better Things'; drive-unit
integration was felt to be very good,
contributing to the believable image
depth behind the plane of the
speakers.
With
oodles
of
atmospheric effects mixed into the
track, an extract like this also
showed the speaker's unfortunate
tendency to smother the finest of
details, replacing them with a rich
wash that nonetheless proved easy
to listen to. Midband also was free
of obvious coloration other than a
minute ' plastic' quality, not
uncommon with the choice of main
driver.
To test their professional
pedigree, the 8.1s were tried at high
volumes with suitable power
amplifiers. They took the challenge
manfully, with no overt signs of
distress or distortion, although the
mildly loose bass and ` slow'
character of the speaker did become
even more apparent here. However,
dynamic realism was very good, the
8.1's able to span transient peaks
comfortably.

WESTLAKE Lc 6.75
Slightly smaller than the 8.1, the Lc
6.75 is another unomamented dark
two-way box, this time with a6.5in
mid/bass and 0.75in tweeter. Its
more compact cabinet measures
about 200 x 405 x 250mm (whd).
Power handling, like the Lc 8.1 is
given
as
around
80
watts
continuous, with sensitivity reduced
to 88dB/W/m. The same impedance

characteristics are given. This
speaker's voicing will be more
familar to British audiences;
compared to its big sister, Elsie 8.1,
it is noticeably tighter and better
focused, with a more informative
midband and revealing top. Bass is
better damped although still
comparatively rich and flowing.
Here though still, the lack of pace
left music with a loose quality that
could let attention wander. And
purity of bass was not perfect —
tracks from Krupa Rocks [
Columbia
33CX10133]
showed
Mort
Herbert's bass too plummy, along
with a thickening in the clarinet's
lower registers. Dynamic range was
excellent, with the sound naturally

The professional side:
inside one of the
Westlake studios in
Los Angeles

GOOD BEHAVIOUR

TOTALLY BAFFLED
Westlake Audio offer these baffle extensions
as an additional slide-on item.
The idea is presumably (and Iuse the word
advisedly since there was scant in-depth
information or prettified manufacturer's claims
to be found) to improve imaging by reducing
hard-edge diffraction effects from around the
cabinet's front edges. Diffraction, the
phenomenom of wave-bending of waves (esp
high frequency sound waves), after
encountering asharp corner, can upset stereo
imaging by diffusing sound outwards
irregularly from an HF-emmanating sound
source. In use, there was found to be little
positive gain using these little big muffs. A
difference certainly, with marginally increased precision of image placement in
the soundfield. Frequency response also seemed to be subtly re- balanced,
perhaps sounding alittle smoother across the midband. But whether there's
enough improvement to justify the £60 or £70 (+VAT) for apair of hese
expanded foam surrounds will be amatter of opinion. The aesthetics alone may
put off some people. The Lc8.1's foam fitted like aglove, but unfortuately the
contours of the Lc 6.75's foam baffle was less well matched.
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opening out in dynamically shaded
peaks. As 'Shine On You Crazy
Diamond' [Pink Floyd, Wish You
Were Here] slides from part II to III
with drum and bass guitar build-up,
the 6.75's followed the contrast in
volume believably and with some
conviction.

SUPPLIER
Westlake
Audio
Larking
Audio Ltd,
14115 Cam
Square,
Hitchin,
Hats,
SG4 OTZ.
Tel: 01234
772 244

In summary, the Lc 8.1 is a very
well-behaved speaker that prefers to
smooth out aberrations in source
material and hardware rather than
confront you with a stark truth. A
Cadillac of aloudspeaker, if you will.
It has plentiful usable power
handling. Some will find it too 'easy
listening' and cuddly. In aworld of
grainy, shouty or peaky monitors that
try too hard to show you everything,
it was somewhat refreshing to hear an
easy-going monitor.
The 6.75 has abetter balance of
qualities. Bass is unsurprisingly a
little lighter than the 8.1, a good
thing here, and the overall effect is
more ' mini-monitor'. Subjectively it
would still seem to go low enough
to
qualify
for
floorstander
surrogacy; manufacturer's specs
suggest 55Hz as the lower - 3dB
point, and in- room it felt lower.
Midrange projection is more foward
than the 8.1.
But like the 8".1, the 6.75 still
retains some of the over-easy sound
that leaves one suspecting that
they've missed some of the finer
points of a performance. It is the
less- than- transparent
overall
character that denies more insight
into the mix, but does make them,
especially the 6.75, musically
engaging.
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Magical results are
promised, but what does
this 'black box' really do?

by MARTIN COLLOMS

W

—

here human perception is
the arbiter, science and
imagination may become
confused. Some gadgets and
treatments, intended to improve
sound quality only manage to alter it.
In such cases, you might like the
difference, but I'd argue that
alterations to signal dynamics,
frequency response, distortion, or
heavy loading in the signal path are
unlikely to offer alegitimate route to
better sound. Yet many devices
exhibiting such variation are on offer.
Some passive audio products, of
which cables represents the largest
group, do meet standards of basic
neutrality, and yet may still influence
sound quality. Cables may represent
aweak link in the system — agood
choice here will seek to minimise the
quality loss. Although not acable, the
Matisse Conductor falls into that
'neutral' group, since it doesn't
influence any audio band parameter;
it isn't even placed in the signal path.
The Conductor is said to be based
on the work of aUS physicist in the
Defence Department, but is built in
the UK. The circuit is fully
encapsulated ( defying
visual
analysis!), but is said to suppress
unwanted Ultra High Frequency
noise resulting from the operation of
digital audio equipment, it has two
user choices — switch settings Fl
and F2 — and is cased in afinned
alloy extrusion. To use it, simply plug
in to a spare phono/RCA socket on
your pre-amp or amplifier.
Undoing the plug revealed that the
cable was aprecision high bandwidth
coax and that the inner shielded
conductor was joined to the shell or
ground of the phono plug. Hence
chassis or earth signals are linked
down to the innards of the
Conductor. Taking Matisse at its
word, Iset my spectrum analyser to a
1000MHz span, turned up the
resolution and minutely examined the
`UHF' noise band for this test,
10MHz-500MHz. Operating as a

receiver, the analyser input was
probed to the pre- amp chassis, with
and without the Matisse Conductor
connected. The analyser traces were
overlaid and in my opinion, there was
no significant difference. Ithen
connected an operational CD player
and again compared the noise
spectrum with and without. The
extra radio noise from the CD player
is easy to see in the lower frequency
range while this time the connection
of the Conductor had the effect of a
small but distinct diminution of a
number of interference signals, right
out to 1GHz. In Fig 1, without the
Matisse Conductor, the larger
frequency components have been
circled; compare with Fig 2, where
the Conductor is connected.
In another test, the effect of the
Conductor was examined for the Fl
and F2 settings. Again, there was a
difference, so die switch itself is not
fake! F2 was not as effective in my
set-up but may be worth trying in
another system.
While remaining rather sceptical of
this sort of gadget, I had more
recently became aware of subtle

Undoing the
plug revealed
that tile
cable as a
precision high
bandwidth
coax and
that the inner
shiellded
conductor
was joined to
the shell or
ground of the
phono plig

Nerage

J,
Fg 1: test system without Matisse Conductor
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Fig I: with Matisse Conductor (see text)
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interactions at high radio frequencies
affecting sound quality; the successful
low band radio terminations of
Transparent cables is acase in point.
The effect of the Conductor is
undoubtedly subtle — so much so
that if you had already decided that it
costs too much (£350, Ihope on a
sale or return basis) or that it
couldn't possibly have an effect, you
might well hear nothing. I had
nothing to lose, except perhaps my
sanity, and in the event was
pleasantly surprised, though Idid
note that the harder you listened the
more elusive the effect became!
Over the review period, Ifound
that there was asensation of greater
spaciousness, clearer transients, a
greater sense of ease. Yet Icouldn't
pick on a single feature or specific
perceptual change that could be
associated with such an effect, other
than atouch of improver sweetness in
the high frequencies. While Icannot
subscribe to the claim in the Matisse
publicity sheet which suggests that
<digital is made comparable with
analogue', it is at least astep in the
right direction.
High-frequency noise from digital
audio equipment gets everywhere, so
who is to say that even a moderate
leakage path for such energy arriving
at a pre- amp ground line isn't
worthwhile in terms of a shift in
sound quality? The Conductor is an
intriguing device which may have a
positive effect an your digitally
equipped audio chain. The only
sensible course of action is to try it
for yourself.
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Definately - The Best Pre-amp in the World
Mark Levinson, Reference 32 Pre-amp
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Perfection Inside

Only at Heatherdale Audio can you audition the complete
Mark Levinson Reference System.
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Opinion by Jonathan Kettle

CE IA at Indianapolis
'Do° de Dome...doo-id-aawl', boomed the Expomeister. No, forget Greenwich
Millennium Dome madness — this was the RCA Dome, Indianapolis, where
CEDIA had laid on wall-to-wall TV promotion to help visitors find their way
around CEDIA Expo ' 99. But taking in the entire Conference Centre and
adjacent RCA Dome, where the Indianapolis football team normally plays,
was afitting test of stamina given the two-and-a-half days available.
all about: Escient's PowerPlay 200-DVD
Think of an exhibition at Earls Court.
Now double it. Treble it, even. That's the
transport can be daisy-chained for instant
access to thousands of DVDs, displaying
scale of Expo '99: seven, vast, interlocking
scrolled titles/graphics on screen. PowerPlay
halls crammed full of cutting-edge A/V
is PC/Mac compatible, Firewire-equipped —
technology, home automation and the
intelligent, networking infrastracture
and, according to Escient, work is underway
to integrate it with set-top box technology.
essential to make it all work. And you
Let's hope for aUK Region 2version soon.
thought CEDIA was simply about fancy
custom installations.In TV interview after
Expo ' 99 certainly expanded the horizons
of custom installation. On one hand, there
TV interview, shown on sets throughout the
were companies like Snell & Wilcox, which
lobby, CEDIA top brass beat the drum,
showcasing how fast-evolving network and
unveiled its latest Interpolator video
home automation technologies are
processor, an extraordinary product capable
transforming homes across America and
of pixel-level resolution, with an
beyond. Never mind waiting for the 21st
appropriately astronomical price tag. On the
other, there was no shortage of affordable,
century. This stuff is happening now.
automated, network technology, reinforcing
There was plenty of hot product news:
the thrust of the breakfast keynote address
progressive-scan DVD players from
Toshiba, CD-R recorders from Harman and by Cees Jan Koomen cif Philips: Local and
Philips, DVD-changers galore, DLP video
Wide Area Networks, LANs and WANs,
driven by digital broadcast and internet
projectors from Runco et al, and digital
video processors/scalers from Faroudja,
technology, will be upon us before we can
Extron and others. And visitors flocked to
say BlueTooth, or the marketeers can invent
see what all the latest converging
yet another new acronym.
multimedia and home automation
In home automation, cross-fertilisation is
rife. Panja, the newly-formed AMX/PHAST
technologies held in store. Devices such as
the Panasonic-branded 'hard disk' recorder
'Medal technology will soon supersede
featuring ReplayTV technology, and a
bar codes, embedding intelligence into
torrent of new touch panel, automation
every aspect of our lives as consumers.
devices, painted avivid picture of the future.
Before long we won'l be able to take the
Running in parallel with the show, and as
frozen peas from the fridge without
atwo-day prelude, aseries of educational
clocking up a new supermarket order'
courses attracted trade visitors keen to learn
how to avoid the pitfalls in advanced home
wiring, and discover breaking news of finure umbrella company, flagged up an impressive
technologies. Manufacturers also took the
array of signatory firms that now use its
opportunity to conduct product training.
software protocol, including hi-fi companies
We're talking Professional with acapital P.
(Linn, Denon, Krell, McIntosh, Madrigal),
At one seminar, Rich Green, aleading
lighting firms (Lutron, LiteTouch, Vantage),
consultant/custom installer, demonstrated
hard disk network server/distribution
live, at the click of amouse, how cuttingcompanies (Arrakis, Auto Patch, Channel
edge webcam technology is able to adjust
Vision, Extron et al) and security specialists
lighting scenes, heating, and blinds at a
such as Europlex. Panja also showed its new
remote venue. It gets even scarier— digital
Encore multi-room, multi-source A/V
technology will soon supersede bar codes,
system, building on PHAST's home
embedding intelligence into every aspect of
automation system. Next year, Panja plans
our lives Before long we won't be able to
to expand its internet horizons, bringing
take the frozen peas from the fridge without
MP3 to homes via set-top boxes.
clocking up anew supermarket order.
Crestron demonstrated anew, low-cost
Turbocharged consumerism, or friendly Big
range of wall control panel system,
Brother? You pays your dollars/Euros and
CrestronHome Smart Touch e-control.
takes your choice. Conspiracy theorists note
ADA showed the colourful new Rapture
— somewhere in Silicon Valley we're all
MC-5000 wall keypad. And Lenbrook
being factored into tomorrow!
Group previewed Home Systems Plus, a
One of the more far-sighted items seen at
low-cost home automation system to
Expo ' 99 sums up what the exhibition was
complement its PSB speakers and NAD
Ill-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SHOW DAILY
CEDL-I news: the Indianapolis Expo 's own tabloid-sr.-,
daily paper was packed with new product launches

electronics. Audio Access, from Madrigal,
showed how its new, eight-source,
expandable, six-room PX-700 multi-room
controller, with drag'n'drop programming.
Linn demonstrated its hard-disk server,
debuted earlier this year at CEDIA Expo
UK, still under development and initially
promising 16 channels of Red Book CD audio.
New loudspeaker designs came in all
shapes and sizes_ Snell, Mission and Thiel
showed dinky, rear channel loudspeakers;
Wraithe demonstrated its innovative flat
panels (patents pending); Sound Advance
unveiled 'invisible' flush wall/ceiling
speakers also featuring patented use of flat
diaphragms. B&W's compact new ' Solid
replacements' lent style and colour; KEF
showed how it has taken the Reference line
into custom installation. Celestion presented
its C-Series and A-Series models. Klipsch
combined Tractrix horn with conventional
main speakers in the 1999 Synergy Series.
Genelec extended its active monitor line,
and M&K added frameless in-wall models,
and THX Plus/THX Ultra certified designs.
Beyond the sheer scale of Expo ' 99, my
abiding memories are the exhilarating
display of constructive, inter-industry cooperation, and the self-evident pace of
technical progress. The hi-fi companies
present, including British firms such as
Linn, Meridian, Arcam and B&W, are
clearly facing the future head-on,
determined not to stay safely cocooned in
perfect cobwebs àla Miss Faversham.
The internet, digital broadcasting, home
networks, home cinema and home
automation technologies are transforming
the scenery of home entertainment. For
better or worse? Many Expo '99 exhibitors
invest alot of effort trying to ensure we get
the best possible deal. Laissez-faire hi-fi
purist firms who insist on muttering, ' Sell
out!', may soon discover that rejecting these
new technologies is no longer an option.
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Music Mill offer the very best
audio and video hi-fi money can buy.
The most valuable product we offer is our advice.
Over the past five years we've worked
hard to build and maintain our
reputation for friendly, approachable
and knowledgeable advice that aims
toward customer- led solutions.

Loewe hi-fi video
from £ 595, interest
free over 12 months!
Whether or not the Music Mill would
progress into the world of hi-fidelity video
equipment to compliment our superb range
of audio equipment, was never in doubt.

This approach, coupled with the

We recommend ...
In this regular spot, we recommend equipment
configurations that will deliver quality and value
across arange of prices.
Here are three possible hi-fi equipment
combinations.
Primare / AVI

-

Our problem was finding the manu-

world's very best in hi-fi equipment
and other services such as delivery
and installation anywhere in the UK

facturer whose company philosophy not
only produced superb aesthetic design, but

4
1k.

was also responsible for matchless, easyto-use technology

Primare D30.2 CD Player

£1500

at competitive prices, has built the

Primare A30.1 Integrated Amplifier

£1500

Music Mill into Scotland's foremost

AVI Nu Neutron Loudspeakers

quality hi-fi outlet.

System total

Innovation and development are

£500
£3500

Marantz / KEF

also part of the unique Music Mill mix.
This year alone we've added new
demo rooms, introduced high fidelity

Our search stopped with Loewe.
Now you can purchase one interest free

video products and are currently

from the Music Mill over 12 months.

developing our presence on the world

www.loewe.de/english to view this stunning

Please visit our showroom or check out
range of German designed and manu-

wide web.

factured video equipment and discuss how
you might best integrate it with your audio

Competition:The winner of the Rotel amp

system.

from the October issue of Hi Fi News was
Mark Eley from Northumberland.

LOEWE.

Marantz PM66K ISignature Amplifier £400
£350

KEF Q35 Loudspeakers
System total

£1150

Krell / DNM / ProAc

From £ 595 to around £ 14000

Check-out one of
only 50 gold Orbe
turntables on Earth
from Mitchell!
Music Mill have one of only 50 limited
edition gold plated Mitchell Orbe
turntables on earth and if you ask us nicely

Price

£400

Marantz CD630K ISignature CD Player

TBA

we might even part with it ( reluctantly).
The turntable comes with agold plated
SMEV arm, power supply and is numbered.
You can even get your name engraved
on it. Music Mill will be happy to advise
on the right cartridge.

Loewe AV / Pro Ac / Krell / ARC / Martin Logan / Primare / Sonus Faber / AVI / JBL
Marantz / DNM / Alchemist / Rotel / Copland / Project / TEAC / JA Michell / Theta

Krell KAY 300CD CD Player

£4190

DNM 3C Pre Amplifier

£2100

DNM PA3 Power Amplifier

£1900

ProAc Response 1.5 Loudspeakers£ 1190
System total

£9980

Watch this ad next month for news about
our full scale hi-fi show in Edinburgh
All sytems available by mail order
Buy now pay later*
Above prices do no: include cable connections or stands
Please contact for advice

den Music Mill

72 Newhaven Road Edinburgh EH6 5QG / Tel: 01 3I555 3963 / Fax: 0131 555 3964 / www.musicmill.co.uk / advice@musicmill.co.uk
*Cash price £ 10000. Deposit £ 1000. No more to pay for 12 months.Then either settle the balance of £9000 before the first due date and incur no interest charges or make 36 monthly
payments of £462..78, 29.8% APR (fixed).Total amount payable £ 17660.08. Interest will be charged from the date of the agreement if the balance is not paid in full before the first payment
date. Credit is subject to status. A written quotation is available on request.
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DG ISSUES LIVE
5.1 CH DISC

NHT ADDS POWERED SUBWOOFER

MARKING the tenth anniversary of
Herbert von Karajan's death, Deutsche
Grammophon has released a5.1
channel live recording of Mozart's
Requiem, Claudio Abbado conducting
the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra and
the Swedish Radio Choir with soloists
Rachel Harnisch, Sara Mingardo,
Karita Mattila, Michael Schade and
Bryn Terfel. The 24-bit, 48 and 96kHz
recording was made by the Universal
Recording Service, capturing the
concert held at Salzburg Cathedral on
16 July. Universal Recording Services,
+49 511 972 1232.

NHT has developed two new powered subwoofers suitable for surround sound home cinema and hi-fi
applications. Both SubOne and SubTwo are designed around a
10 inch long throw polypropylene driver. Retailing for £500,
SubOne contains a250W amplifier. Retailing for £800,
SubTwo contains a500W high current amplifier. Both
subwoofers are supplied with an outboard controller
enabling fine tuning to suit all sorts of applications. The
'Video' setting of SubOne gives a4.5dB boost and rolled
off response below 35Hz, giving 'punch' to the sound. Its
low pass filter is continuously variable, phase is
switchable, and there are three high pass settings. Since
Power from the subwoofer supplies the controller no
extra power supply is required.
SubTwo is fitted with astereo/mono switch, enabling
the addition of asecond SubTwo if required — which
will suit users seeking atwo-channel stereo response
extended to 21Hz. Recoton, 0161 702 5000.

EPOD CONFIRMS DUD GROWTH

THOMSON SETS SCENIUM

EPOD, the European Platform for Optical Discs, reckons that
around one million DVD-Video players will have been shipped
during the year 1999. By September this year, 16 brands selling
atotal of more than 50 models of player were available across
Europe. Following IFA, Berlin, both figures were expected to
rise dramatically. EPOD estimates that nearly 1000 DVD-Video
disc titles will have hit the European market by the end of 1999.
Further information from EPOD, +31 40 2089269.

THOMSON hopes its new Scenium range of CTVs,
DVD-V players, VCRs and tuner-amplifiers will bring
the brand UK success. Key models include 16:9
widescreen and flat screen CTVs, a52in rear
projection 100Hz Wireless Dolby Pro Logic TV, the
DTH 3600 DVD-V player, VPH 7090 VHS recorder
and VMD 3mini DV (Digital Video) camcorder
featuring x320 zoom, IEEE 1394 and RS232
connections. Smart controls on the DVD player and
VHS recorder are designed for maximum ease of use.
The DPL 1000 tuner-amplifier has a250W total power
rating. Anticipated
prices are £ 1000 for
Thomson's 28 in TV
set, £2500 for its rear
projection set, £400
for the DTH 3600
DVD-V player, £ 300
for the VPH 7090
VHS recorder and
£700 for the VMD 3
mini DV camcorder.
No guide price is
available yet for the
tuner amplifier.
Further details from
Thomson (UK),
0181 344 4444

LG LAUNCHES
ENTRY LEVEL
DUD PLAYER
LG ELECTRONICS has launched its First DVD players, the 'entry level'
DVD-2330P and more comprehensively equipped DVD-2280P. Both
are fitted with Dolby Digital and MPEG2 decoders. The DVD-2330P
features twin laser diode for optimised CD and DVD playback, and a
10- bit 27Mhz video processing DAC. The coax digital output will
streams DTS, Dolby Digital or MPEG2 signal as required. The playeE is
fitted with a4x and 16x zoom feature for close-up viewing. Set-up is
assisted by aGUI ( graphical user interface). Fitted with an optical
digital output, two SCART outputs, and Fascia/remote Shuttle and
Direction controls, the DVD-2280P provides increased operational
flexibility. Anticipated prices are £ 249 for the 2330P and £ 325 for the
2280P. Further details From LG Electronics ( UK) Ltd, 01753 500400

NEC DEVELOPS DOLBYIMPEG CHIP
NEC has started shipping its single-chip LSI Dolby Digital encoder, designed for
use in DVD-V recorders, Digital VHS decks and other digital recording devices.
The pPD61003 combines a26-bit DSP with about 1Mb onboard memory for
firmware loading to enable encoder processing. In this way the new NEC LSI
provides for both Dolby Digital Consumer Encoding and MPEG audio layer II
functions on asingle chip. The new LSI may be integrated with NEC's MPEG2
video encoder and 32- bit RISC microcontroller to provide aconvenient, complete
consumer A/V digital recording chipset solution, for manufacturers of DVD video
recorders. Further details from NEC (UK), 01908 691133.

PHILIPS DVD WILL NAY CHW DISCS
LATEST addition to the Philips DVD-Video player range is the DVD750, designed
to play DVD, CD, CD- Rand CD-RW discs. It is fitted with atwo- laser machine
and has three zoom settings, Slow Motion and digitally enhanced Freeze modes
Its 3D Virtual Surround feature derives asurround effect when using atwochannel stereo pair of loudspeakers. Typical retail price is expected to be £385.
More details From Philips Consumer Electronics UK Ltd, 0181 689 4444.
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M&K TAKES
TO REAL
WOOD

CABINET- grade
furniture finishes in
light and dark cherry
wood veneers have
now been added to a
wide range of M&K
professional studio monitor speakers. Satellite models and
subwoofers are now available with the wrap around
veneer covering front and rear baffles as well as the main
exposed surfaces. This option is available on the S150THX, S-125 and S-985 series as well as the MX- 350,
MX- 200, MX- 150 and MX- 125 Mk II powered
subwoofers. Price details are to be announced. Further
details from UK distributor Gecko, 0181 681 1817.

r)5

http://www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

XA RANGE.
M ACHINED, MIL- SPEC ALUMINIUM
FRONT PANEL.

M ILLED METAL KNOBS.

RUGGED, NON- RESONANT
METAL CASEWORK.

JUST IMAGINE HOW GOOD
THE ELECTR ONI CS MUST BE.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
I
NTEGRATED AMPS, PREAMPS, POWER AMPS, TUNER, AND CD PLAYER. FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST RING 0181 900 2866.
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ver since Roksan launched
the Caspian line, I've been a
fan. Nearly 75% of mit
weekly listening time involves a
Caspian integrated amp
and
CD
player,
employed for almost all
of
my
software
reviewing, and I even
feed
my
computer
soundcard into it. Let's
just say that its sound is not
unfamiliar. So it was with
much enthusiasm that Igreeted
the Roksan AV Five- Channel
Amplifier, the first Caspian model
with deliberate home theatre
aspirations.
Roksan has attacked the A/V
issue with total commitment,
betraying none of the half-hearted
nonsense which the wavering,
under-pressure-from-the-market,
two-channel wussies exhibit. The
company has already issued this
amplifier and a complement of
A/V-dedicated speakers [
see box].
To follow in due course are two
units seen in prototype form — a
sub-woofer and an A/V surround
pre- amp with Dolby Digital
circuitry — which Isuspect will
be in the shops by Christmas, if
not, then just in time for the
Winter CES. So are we being abit
premature in reviewing only part
of the package? Perhaps, but it did
make it easier for me to assess the
five- channel power amp on its
own: Imerely slotted it into my
reference system of Pioneer DV414 and DVL-919 DVD players,
Lexicon MC- 1pre-amp processor
and Apogee LCFt/Ribbon Monitor
loudspeakers. What the Roksan
replaced was an Acurus amp with
3x200W and a Marantz with
5x5OW.
Bearing the family look of
natural
metal
fascia
with
chamfered corners and an
elongated oval window, the AV
Five-Channel Amplifier measures
432x430x85mm (wdh), making it
the same width as its Caspian
brethren but taller and
deeper. Like the CD
player, where I could
never understand why
it
sports
two
play/pause
buttons,
the
display on the
AV5 (as I'll call it
for brevity) has an
on/off button at
either end of the
display. Maybe
the Roksan boys
are ambidextrous.
Whatever,
the
buttons take the
AV5
out
of

inside the Roksan
A V5: note the five
separate power
modules

British maker Roksan
launches its attack on the
multi- channel market with
the beefy AV Five- Channel
Amplifier— and some
pedigree speakers to match
•
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standby mode or put it back;
primary on/off is a rocker switch
at thé back.
AV5's array of icons in the
window tells you when the unit is
in power-on mode (the first icon
on the left glows green for on/red
for off), while the remaining icons
indicate overload. As I never
activated them, even when using
Starship Troopers at the
max, Ican't tell you what
the light show looks like
during
naughty- boy
periods. Suffice to say, the
AV5's 80Wx5 proved more
than adequate for either a
quintet of Apogees or Roksans.
The only other externals which
concern us are the substantial
connections at the back, where
Roksan fits sturdy binding posts

san

•
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cooking sounds, sotto voce
for five speakers, five beefy, gilded
whisperings, the smacking of lips.
phono sockets for front L/R, rear
And just in time for the listening
L/R and centre, and a second set
sessions, the remastered, 5.1
of phonos for signal throughput in
channel
version
of
Yellow
case you're bi-amping, running
Submarine hit the shops. To my
two systems or whatever other
everlasting delight, Sam, the heir
combinations the future holds. A
to my record collection, fell in
nice touch is that the legends are
love with it, the Beatles' 31-yearprinted right-side up and upsideold epic cartoon appealing to a
down, so you can read them while
circa 1999 nine- year- old more
leaning over the unit. By the way,
normally amused by Cow &
it runs warm...
Roksan sells this beauty for a Chicken or Johnny Bravo*. (He
watched it twice in succession,
meagre £995 — agenuine bargain
and now goes around singing the
— but Igather that the chassis will
title song... that's my boy. Sigh.)
be available in three- and fourAnd the Roksan showed me that
channel form for a slight saving:
the remastering was not mere
£795 for three, £895 for four.
hype: details aplenty flowed
With the lid removed, you can
through, even on songs I've heard
see that each channel is a selfathousand times.
contained module, powered from
What did it sound like? A
a massive toroidal transformer
Caspian integrated with multiple
power supply front-centre. Given
personalities, pentaphenia as it
that this will appeal to Caspian
were. Assessed first using just the
integrated owners moving from
two main channels and with the
two- to five-channel systems, the
Linn Genki CD player as source,
option is considerate, and you
need never feel locked into a driven by the Caspian integrated as
a pre- amp, Icould detect minor
three- or four- channel version,
improvements over the now twobecause the factory will retrofit
year-old integrated, mainly in the
the extra channel or two needed
area of dynamics. Idon't want to
for afull five-channel array.
attribute this to an extra 10W, but
As for matching, the AV5's
80W/channel is so close to the
the AV5 certainly seemed better
able to deal with fast and/or
Caspian integrated's 70W/ch that
there's little likelihood of a extreme swings from soft to loud,
exhibiting no break-up at levels
mismatch. Worried? Then use the
which would start to worry the
integrated's two channels to drive
the rear speakers. (Note that the
integrated. In real terms, this
manifests itself as apunchier sound.
Caspian integrated, from Day
Conversely, with levels matched
One, has offered pre-out/amp-in
sockets so you can use it just as a precisely, it would be impossible
to mistake the AV5 for anything
pre-amp or stereo power amp.)
other than the product of the
After letting the AV5 idle for 30
same stable as the Caspian
minutes, Iblasted through the
integrated. To further assess the
usual challenges — Starship
relationship, I also used three
Troopers, Dune, Vampires, et al —
channels of the AV5 and the two
but tested its subtlety with Big
of the integrated amp, all driven
Night, afilm in which the dialogue
by the Lexicon, and could
is absolutely crucial, as opposed
to others where the weapons do
all the talking. How clean was it?
Good enough to hear
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If you already
own aCaspian
integrated,
three channels
worth of AV5
are all you
need to go
Rialto

*Note: this
cartoon is
justification
enough for
subscribing to Sky.
Johnny Bravo's
voice is the finest
impression of Elvis
Presley I've ever
heard, and his
every move is in
Elvis's Las
Vegas/karate style.
Or, to use his
parlance, `Oh,
Mamma!'

barely detect a difference worth
noting with tonal sweeps. In other
words, if you already own a
Caspian
integrated,
three
channels worth of AV5 are all you
need to go Rialto.
With a delightful show of
consistency, the AV5 confirmed
the description I made of the
integrated: ' A neutral midband,
leaning toward the dry. Precise
treble, with no excesses — neither
bright nor dull, but fast and crisp
enough to suggest the former.
Extended bass that makes up for a
slight but audible lack of control
and damping... consistent speed
and effortless dynamics'. What's
changed, and what probably can
be attributed to the extra wattage,
is an absence of the reticence
often exhibited by the rather
refined integrated older brother.
This is no shy, too- polite
amplifier but a platform for
cinematic mayhem. And the AV5
absolutely lacks the integrated
amp's facility for being overdriven
during severe head- banging
sessions. Again, Inever tripped
the protection circuitry, nor
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ROKSAN SURROUND SPEAKERS
ALONG WITH THE AMPLIFIER,
Roksan supplied its full five-channel
set of surround- sound speakers: four
AV5 surrounds and an AV5 centre
channel. It's no secret that these are
made exclusively for Roksan by
Spendor — and there is no Spendorbadged equivalent — but some of
you might be wondering how the link
was formed. Oh, ye of short
memories! Not all that long ago,
Roksan was part of the Verity group
(now NXT), the family including
Mission, Cyrus and, not least, Quad.
And if you recall the luscious, sublime
Quad 77-10L, you'll remember that it
was made for Quad by... Spendor.
Given that Roksan and Quad had
desks facing each other in
Huntingdon, the likelihood that
Roksan knew the guys at Spendor is
high. And it's agood thing, because
the Roksan AV5 is akiller.
Each main speaker costs £330,
with the centre-channel model costing
£350. This pays for agrille with a
centrally- located badge with only
20% of the production potential of the
one with the badge at the narrow end
used in the vertical models, as well as
for aneat angled block arrangement
below the cabinet. This fitment allows
the user to place the speaker below a
monitor firing upwards, mount it
upside down on the ceiling, firing
downward, or remove it altogether
for positioning on top of alarge
monitor. Iused it on top of a29in
Panasonic set. That feature aside, all
of the units are rear- ported two-ways
containing two Spendor 130mm filled
homopolymer cone woofers flanking
aVIFA TC20 20mm soft-dome
tweeter; crossover point is 3.3kHz.
The speakers are bi-wirable via multi way binding posts at the back, with
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easily removable plugs put there in
the first place because of some
Belgian bureaucrat.
Finished in 'video grey' with a
gloss black top panel and ablack
grille, each 8.1kg enclosure is made
from damped MDF and measures
480x156x285mm ( hwd), with the
centre channel mounted horizontally
at 480x156 x285mm (whd); the
latter's angle bar adds around 50mm
to the middle dimension. These are
slim, sleek, shielded enclosures, and
— with either stand, shelf or wall mounting — they'll cause no domestic
crises.
As you'd expect, they were
'naturals' for use with the AV5, never
taxing its 80W/ch. They offer
sensitivity of 88dB, an impedance of
6ohms and maximum SPL of 103dB.
Stated frequency range is 65-20kHz
(+/-3dB), but never did I
feel hunger
pangs for more bass. That's because
these speakers kick some serious butt.
Whether using pure music or
video, the AV5s were always exciting
and vivid. Colorations? Who cares?
We're talking home cinema, and
that's awhole ' nuther thing.
Admittedly, their sound — in pure
music terms — favoured hot funk,
'Seventies disco and 'eavy metal, but
so what?
They were more than tolerable with
subtle material, even adiet of Dino.
What makes me overlook any
character flaws are sublime transient
attack and decay, real punch and,
best of all, wall-to-wall-sound
corresponding in no way to their
Jodie Kidd- like frontal area. These
really are optimised for A/V,
unashamedly, unabashedly and
missing only an on-board popcorn
machine. Iloved 'em.

The Roksan
showed me
that the Yellow
Submarine
œmastering
was not mere
hype: details
aplenty flowed
through, even
on songs I've
heard a
thousand
Imes

caused the warning lights to glow.
Not with the thumper in Dune,
not with the explosions in Starship
Troopers, not with the gunplay in
Bullitt.
Quite clearly, Roksan's first A/V
product is a smash hit. For a
British amp, it brazenly, defiantly
embraces the home cinema ethos
by offering guts, set- and- forget
dependability ( or protection
circuitry peace- of- mind), ease- ofuse, dynamic prowess worthy of an
effects- laden blockbuster, and —
for the times when the TV monitor
is off — enough finesse to do
justice to the Beatles. Admittedly,
it was the first time I'd heard ' All
You Need Is Love' and ' Nowhere
Man' as five- channel creations, but
I'm sold: the system sounded just
as

Roksan Audio
Ltd, Unit 6
Northfield

Industrial Estate,

Betv..sforcl Avenue,
Alperton,
Middlesex HAO
1NW. Tel 0208
900 6801

good

when

I fed

it

the

remastered, two-channel- only CD.
We can only wait to see if Roksan
has given us a complete package.
The speakers work beautifully, the
AV5 amp is a delight. So, roll on,
subwoofer and processor/pre-amp.
But please don't take as long as
George Lucas.
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and have 15mm MDF carcasses and
25mm baffles. The subwoofer is
built from 30mm MDF front and
rear panels, the remaining panels
being 18mm thick. All speakers
apart from the subwoofer are
magnetically
shielded.
The
subwoofer is equipped with lineand speaker-level in- and outputs,
with asimple high-pass filter on the
speaker output to exclude bass
signals from the main speakers, a
measure that helps increase power
handling, and potentially reduce
distortion.
The
specifications
are
summarised in the table, and paint a
picture of a package that can cope
with substantial power inputs
(broadly confirmed on test, though
the system tends to change in
performance, becoming uncomfortably 'pushy' when driven very hard)
but which can be used with midprice, mid- power home cinema
amplifiers. This was also confirmed
with a NAD T-750 amplifier, the
main test bed for this system.
Assessed individually, the Aegis
Three main speakers are pretty good
performers in absolute terms, and
rather better once price has been
taken into account. They sound
broadly neutral tonally through the
midband, but have aprogressive, if
gentle, rolloff in treble output. This
helps the speaker sound smooth and
relaxed, but does little to enhance its
ability to resolve fine detail. There is
also what sounds like an upper bass
AEGIS DRIVE-UNITS
Each of the passive speakers uses a prominence which appears to be
soft-dome tweeter from Vifa and a centred on the 200Hz region, which
is probably responsible for the large
130mm anodised pressed-alloy cone
image scale generated by the speaker
bass/midrange unit, though this acts
and, less welcome, aslightly bloated
purely as a midrange unit in the
quality with some material, most
biwirable Aegis Three, where it is
supplemented by a polypropylene
obviously orchestral.
The bass is not remarkably
cone bass driver. The enclosures, all
extended for abox this size, which
rear-vented, are braced as necessary,

coustic Energy scored a
significant hit with the
loudspeakers that preceded
Aegis: the 100 series. They were
popular in part because they offered
tremendous perceived value for
money, with heavy, generouslyproportioned enclosures. But
without putting too fine a point on
it, they were alittle rough and ready
musically, and the introduction of
the Aegis series amounts to a tacit
admission that that was the case.
The range includes a number of
models, of which the Aegis One,
Two and Three are conventional
budget hi-fi loudspeakers. They are
also designed to act as the core of a
home cinema system, with the Aegis
Three as main front speakers and
doubling up as stereo speakers, and
a choice of Aegis Ones or Twos as
rear effects speakers. These two are
almost identical except that the Two
is afloorstanding version, the lower
hollow section of the enclosure
being mass-loaded, just as with the
Aegis Three. The roles of the Aegis
Centre and Sub are self-explanatory,
the latter being a self- powered
subwoofer with a300mm pulp cone
bass driver and a 150 watt amplifier.
The system as tested costs £ 00
with Aegis One, or £ 1000 with
Aegis Two rear effects, and was
finished in Black Ash. Beech and
Rosewood vinyl veneers are also
available.

begs the question why the
complication of a three-way design
was entered into in the first place.
Female vocals and percussion
sounded rather ' sucked- in', and
there was a generalised loss of
clarity, and Iwould speculate that
this may be associated with the
three-way crossover. Stereo imagery
seemed to be impeded by the losses
of clarity, and the Aegis Three
tended to produce ablock of sound
between and around the enclosures,
but without the specific image
placement of individual instruments
that better speakers are able to
achieve.
Yet despite an abundance of
mostly minor failings in this perhaps
over- complex design, the Aegis
Three remains alikeable performer,
perhaps because its failings are
subtractive in nature. It may be
limited in what it does well, but it
doesn't do anything horrid, and the
all-important midband is really
rather sweet and open. At this price
level, such qualities are not to be
sniffed at.
The Aegis One and
Two (the floor standing
version) are not quite
in the same class. The
130mm alloy cone is
forced to cover awider
frequency range, and it
can sound a little
frazzled and — dare I
say —
metallic,
especially at higher
volume levels. These
models sound a little
coarser- textured and
more coloured than the
Three, as though the
sound
was
being
projected through the

The subwoofer
is awelldesigned
medium-sized
unit which
plugs the

Aegis Three's
bass
limitations
nicely, and
helps add a

more

generouslyproportioned,
more
authentically
cinematographic quality
to the listening
experience
with cinema
material

Looking for a multi- channel speaker system
on a budget of £1000? Acoustic Energy's
Aegis range might fit the bill
by ALVIN GOLD
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Surroaded
far end of a short tube, although
(perversely) they also sound more
detailed and at times more dynamic
than the senior model.
Perhaps in mute, or not so mute
confirmation of this fact, the Aegis
Centre speaker (which is similar to
the Two, except that it comes in a
smaller, differently-shaped box, has
the laterally offset tweeter and uses
two bass units rather than one) is
more open and clearly less coloured,
and as it happens, is abetter match
for the Aegis Three: a key
requirement.
The subwoofer is awell-designed
medium-sized unit which plugs the
Aegis Three's bass limitations
nicely, and helps add a more
generously- proportioned, more
authentically cinematographic
quality to the listening experience
with cinema material. In stereo, the
benefits of using asubwoofer can be
less
obvious.
Where
film
soundtracks often revel in the extra
warmth and image scale, subwoofers
can have the effect of causing stereo
music recordings to sound overcooked and poorly controlled. This
all too common problem, which is
certainly not unique to this system,
is addressed by some AV processors
with cinema modes that include the
subwoofer, and two channel
operating modes that don't, or can
be programmed not to use the 0.1
low frequency effects ( LFE)
channel.
In this case the subwoofer's
capabilities are certainly great
enough to do justice to the system as
a whole if (
note the emphasis) it is
appropriately positioned and
adjusted. As with all subwoofers, it
can be a disaster otherwise.
Generally, it is best placed in the
plane of the main speakers, and
when used with the Aegis Three one

should set the low-pass filter close to
50Hz, and wire the subwoofer from
the loudspeaker inputs back to the
amplifier main speaker outputs, in
parallel with the Aegis Three wiring.
This is generally preferable to using
the
loop- through
speaker
connections despite the theoretical
advantages of the high-pass filter in
series with the output (see above),
or the line input, which can be out
of phase with the main outputs, and
which is usually low-pass filtered by
the amplifier, which can combine
unpredictably with the subwoofer's
own low pass filter.
Finally there is the question of
setting the subwoofer volume level,
which is always amatter of trial and
error, the overriding principal being
that it should not be set so loud that
it can be detected separately from
the rest of the system at a normal
listening distance.
The way that the various
loudspeakers combine turns out to
be largely predictable from the
behaviour of the individual models.
The really critical component in any
home cinema system is not the main
speaker pair, but the centre speaker;
and the really critical relationship is
the match that exists between the
centre and main speakers. On both
counts the Aegis system scores well.
The centre speaker is well voiced,
with clear speech articulation and a
midband and treble tonal balance
close to that of the main Aegis
Three speakers. Consequently the
main soundstage, where most of the
action takes place, behaves
consistently, with no obvious
changes of timbre as sounds
pan across from one side to
the other.
Although the rear speakers
do sound alittle different, as
described earlier, in practice

The really
critical
component
in any home
cinema system
is not the
main speaker
pair, but
the centre
speaker; and
the really
critical
relationship
is the match
that exists
between the
centre and
main speakers.
On both counts
the Aegis
system
scores well

SUPPLIER
Acoti,tic
Energy Ltd,
16 Bridge Road,
Cirencester, Glos
GL7 1Nj.
Tel: 01285
654 432

these differences tend to be masked
by the fact that the rear channel is
relatively muted, even with digital
5.1 channel soundtracks, or given
over to special effects or music not
reproduced by the front speakers.
There is also the question of the
different behaviour of the ears when
presented with sounds arriving from
the back of the soundstage, a
phenomenon
well
enough
understood to be addressed by THX
using such measures as timbrematching.
Although the system represents
better value on paper with the Aegis
One rear speakers than the floor
standing but otherwise very similar
sounding Aegis Two, quality stands
will be required to make the best of
the compacts, which can sound
particularly coloured and shut-in
when used on normal shelving.
On the whole, the effect of using
all speakers together is to minimise
the weaknesses apparent when using
them individually, such as they are,
and the system is among the best of
its type at the price, with the most
prominent competition coming from
Mission and Tannoy.
The bottom line here is asystem,
which is, er, functional rather than
lifestyle glamorous in appearance,
and which sounds adequate but not
exceptional in stereo. But it carries
greater conviction as a multichannel home cinema system, be it
Dolby Pro Logic or Dolby Digital
(or DTS), and is bound to be a
popular, full- bandwidth budget
choice — deservedly so.

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Model

Price

Aegis One
Aegis Two
Aegis Three

Position

power handling

£150 pair

shelf- mount/ effects

£250 pair

floorstanding/effects

£350 pair

nominal impedance

Sensitivity for
2.83V 1m

Dimensions
hwd mm

120W

8ohms

88.5dB ( 1W/8 ohms)

362 x192 x235

120W

8ohms

88.5dB

362 x84 x235

main L/R

150W

8ohms

90dB

880 x192 x220

Aegis Centre £ 140 each

centre

175W

6ohms

91dB

Aegis Sub

subwoofer

(with150W amp)

£300 each
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172 x46 x192
380 x500 x380
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KRELL

and

WILSON

THE SHOWSTOPPERS
WOW! The Absolute Sounds room at the Hi Fi Show:

A startling departure for the usual miserable oblong

wasn't it amazing? Like walking into some exotic

box, the WATCH is a multi-faceted sculpture with

Eastern market, with the carpets, the fruit, the palms

adjustable tweeter. It's the darnedest little thing, and

and the flames. You weren't there? Well, where were

you

you? You missed something: it was ariot of colour

either behind ascreen or anything else. It won't cost a

and atmosphere, and all credit must go to Francoise

fortune and it'll be available soon. We'll have the first

and Deborah.

in the UK, so make sure you telephone, eh?

won't want to

hide

one

of these

away,

In that seductive ambiance were some truly exciting

A lot of exciting developments from KRELL, both in

and significant new arrivals - such as the Wilson

two- channel and cinema. In service at the Show was

Watt/Puppy SYSTEM 6. OK, we've raved already, but

the KRELL HIS (
Home Theatre Standard), which costs

we're going to rave again, because this classic is the

less than half the price of the Audio-Video Standard

epitome of ten years of steady development and

(which we have) and does just about everything

ensures that the WATT/Puppy remains aworld refer-

except karaoke. Whether in two- channel or full sur-

ence point for acompact speaker system.

round mode, this gives astellar performance. You can

So why buy from Pinewood out here in Somerset?
Well, Brian Rivas was the first UK dealer to take on the
WATT/Puppy, he has worked with Wilson personnel in
setting up their designs and he has the time, dedication and knowledge to give you the kind of personal
service you need at this level of investment.
Telephone him for adiscussion and ademonstration
of System 6 - or, if your aspirations are boundless,
then the X-1 Grand-SLAMM. Pinewood is the only
dealer to have them.

link it to your computer, run asecond system off it and
select various acoustics - and a lot more besides.
What agem! We've got one of those, too - and you
don't need a degree in thermo-nuclear dynamics to
operate it.
Acouple of pieces Dan D'Agostino brought over from
Connecticut attracted alot of attention. One was the
new line- level KCT ( Krell Current Tunnel) preamplifier,
which looked like a miniature city inside, while the
other was the long-awaited KPS-28 CD player. As a
pair, they looked gorgeous. Available very soon, and

Another killer design from Wilson Audio is the WATCH

we'll have them, so telephone for details.

(Wilson Audio Theatre Comes Home) surround channels.
The centre channel is coming to our home, for sure.

PINEWOOD MUSIC IS AN EXCLUSIVE DEALER FOR ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
KRELL • WILSON AUDIO • SONUS FABER • SILTECH • TRANSPARENT
.
11,e
1
,--tittverrof,Xe;ie, K
M?fifte
Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE

Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone

headroom
orwri-oxammeierenang
gee
lteffiktreitrlite%remme
-- Wer.
eve..

constructs or carpeted cylinders or
wall-mounted diffusers, Iwas quite
taken — before the room was
finished and before Iknew if it would
*b
Int,e101.111,1i9111111 11111•1411,1141"1141..
need ' help' — with Argent's
nnon,111,11111111n
RoomLens system, and for anumber
of reasons: the modules have
.P111111,11ililtr".,
.1111n..étainuimin 1401111/1=1
footprints of only 260x200mm (wd)
,lifutu' Zar txmonuill
etrui
plu,. •u,u'Houu.rnw
.gt8111114
and aheight of 1560mm; they weigh
usna ,
ommumurie
only afew pounds; they're handsome
on l:::=relUre
i,,d1Ino?
and they only cost $ 399 each in black
'1 2114
1,11,1 \..„,/1 111r1111111r r...
am
,,.
or $ 449 in white. Each consists of a
t. , H11\,1111 14114111,11H..
1.
i
.
muninetuull......
..
trio of vertical pipes 70mm in
wont 1,1s,
diameter, mounted to the weighted
base, with screw-in, adjustable feet
for levelling. The base is made from
apolymer the company calls ' Dark
Matter', while each tube contains an
Even in
his could sound unspeakably
amount of carefully-positioned glassarrogant, but there's no other
KK's new
fibre padding. The tops of the tubes
way to say it: my new listening
purposeare open — I suspect that drugroom doesn't need any ` tuning'. By
built
squads will destroy any RoomTunes
sheer accident, it has no sound of its
found in apusher's dwelling because
own about which to fret. You'll learn
listening
the full story in an upcoming special
they're so obviously capable of storing
room
feature, but for the time being Ican
contraband. At, of course, the
there's a
expense of the performance.
tell you that the room is as solid as
Looking like a Swedish radiator,
a vault, with Im deep concrete
place — five
footings and apoured concrete floor,
circa 1985, the RoomLens is
places — for
described as afeedback-controlled,
13in thick walls and massive girders
RoomLens
modified broadband Helmholtz
keeping everything rigid. The 12x18ft
Resonator which damps unwanted
dimensions and pitched roof present
modules
resonance while reinforcing and
no standing wave problems. It's
a system's
imaging
quiet. It's neutr.1 It .,exactly what I focusing
capability.
RoomLens System Set-up Options
Argent's info sheet is quite clear
(using 3 - 6 RoornLens Resonators
about the company's intentions: `The
Argent RoomLens is a reactive
resonator that also disperses and
)rlginal Set of 'Three
elm
refracts sound rather than being
national rear
passively damping or absorptive,
enional Double wing
allowing you to work with your room,
not against it. Therefore, the only
absolute rules governing the set-up
of the RoomLens are those imposed
by your room. You will quickly find
the position and set-up that is ideal
for your room and system with
minimal time and experimentation.
First, in order to fully determine the
effect of the RoomLens, remove all
other treatment devices from the
room. The unique physics of the
RoomLens is such that its full effect
had hoped it would be. So what am
Some setis not possible when most other room
up opeions
Idoing experimenting with roomare SiMnal
treatment devices are present in the
tuning devices?
above_
room.'
Let's just say I'm covering all the
Roond-ens
There were, of course, no major
bases ( and basses) by imagining
is also
issues to deal with chez Kessler
worst-case scenarios like speakers ton
available
big for the room, or with underbecause Ihad no room treatment
in white
devices to remove, and — long before
damped bass or whatever other ills
the room was ready — I had
might be presented by inevitable
described the room in detail to Ultra
mismatches. After all, with aroom
Systems, RoomLens' distributor.
of such small dimensions, there's no
Immediately, Iwas told Ishould try
way I'm going to do justice to Wilson
Uwe Systems,
SLAMMs, Tannoy Churchills or
five — one at the centre (ametre in
One Walters
other speakers behind which one
front of the wall behind the speakers),
Lam, No 57,0,
could hide. And I'll be the first to tell
with aRoomLens to the outside of
Poire Pleasant,
each speaker. I approached the
you that, above acertain woofer size,
PA ' 8950 USA.
the sound improves with the door
listening tests with caution, first using
Tel 001 215 297
022Z, Fa= 00.
open. So, 'perfect' it arn't, but neither
just the centre RoomLens, then one
215 297 4116f 1
is it fatally flawed.
next to each speaker, and finally the
e-mail
remaining pair, precisely as shown in
Having decided that I couldn't
ultrre43..net
the drawing. The most likely ' starter
bear filling the room with foam
.
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system' would be three RoomLenses,
one between the speakers and one on
either side.
Boy, was Ilucky. So neutral is my
room that effects were noted
immediately. Instead of the long
week-end or more which would be
required
to
determine
final
placement, Ihit the right spots in a
day. As fate would have it, the final
positions were almost exactly the
same as those shown in the
instruction sheet. What was so
dramatic was the effect that toein
had
on
the
RoomLenses'
performance, but I'm not at all
surprised: the mere fact that they did
anything in my studio was surprise
enough. Toe-in serves as the final
tuning element, so address this before
forming any opinions.
Whatever gains others have
reported, Iexperienced improvement
in bass control when using larger
speakers: Apogee Scintillas, Wilson
WATT/Puppies, B&W 602s. With
each step down in size and bass
capability, the effect was reduced,
and Ihad to strain to hear benefits
with LS3/5As or Sonus Faber
Guarneris when positioned with the
radical amounts of toe- in they
demand for purist listening. So, if you
accept that the benefits are relative,
Ican quite happily list the broadest
sort of advantages these devices
produce.
'Focus' is as apt aterm as any, and
the company had every right to stress
it in the literature. In systems where
precision in imaging is lacking, and
the room rather than the components
are at fault, the RoomLens helps to
centre images into their own fields.
Isuspect that any clean-up resulting
from ridding asystem of unwanted
resonance must play a role in this
particular effect because it allows the
teensy clues responsible for feeding
spatial information to the ear to be
better conveyed. As far as the bass is
concerned, the RoomLenses seem to
act like schoolmistresses keeping
toddlers under control. Loose edges
disappeared, vagueness in lowfrequency transients vanished, while
decay — especially on large, acoustic
drums — enjoyed a smoother
transition, with both analogue and
digital sources.
Can Irecommend them? Even if
the benefits were marginal, they have
my support for the same reasons as
the Gryphon Gryphusors: they're
handsome enough to keep you from
cursing while achieving something
worthwhile. That they provide easily
tune-able, ultimately reversible gains
is undeniable. As one observer noted,
you won't really know what
housekeeping they perform until you
remove them from the room. Mine
are staying put.
Ken Kessler
73
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Unit 8, Enterprise Park. Slyfield Industrial Estate,
Guildford, Surrey GUI IRIS
Tel: (01252) 702705

Fax: (
01483) 301412
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Audio Note

Newl
You've probably read about the

Audio Note
System Zero

legendary Ongaku.

valve "Midi
System" now
on dem.

Now come and see Audio Note's

Amazon

affordable range and compare
against the cream of the other
best amplifiers in the world.

ARS Acoustica

EAR Yoshino

Final

ATC

Graham

Simon Yorke

Audible Illusions
Helios
Stax

JM Lab
Sugden

Audio Note
Living Voice

Transfiguration

Audio Physic
Morch
Trilogy

Audio Synthesis

Musical Fidelity
Tron

Van den Hul

Walrus Systems
11 New Quebec St, London W1

MVL

0171 724 7224

Avantgarde
NotePerfect
Verdier

CAT
Nordost

Clearaudio

Croft

Ortofon

Plinius

Vienna Acoustics

DNM
Rega

Yamamura Churchill

Interest free
credit on most
items, subject to
status.

fax: 0171 724 4347
e-mail: mail@walrus.co.uk

web: www.walrus.co.uk

DIGITAL RADIO

I

have now had the Arcam tuner
for several weeks, and have tried
it on many visitors to my house,
and have used it to monitor many
of the Proms. It is quite clear to me
that it is the introduction to a
radical
new
era
of sound
broadcasting, and because of this, I
felt it might be useful to detail
rather more than usual the
psychological effects of radio
listening. So it's back to the
beginning!

EARLY DAYS
In my late teens, Ilived with my
parents in a large flat overlooking
Regent's Park in North London. In
those days, most listeners had to
receive the Home service, Light
programme, and the Third
programme on AM sets, having a
response to around 10kHz, if they
were lucky. Very few people had a
high fidelity system, and even fewer
had a tuner such as the Leak, or
Quad AM ones.
Iwas fortunate, as the flats were
equipped with a direct landline
from Broadcasting House, in the
guise of Rediffusion Radio.
Rediffusion's control room, in
George Street near Marble Arch,
was fed directly from Broadcasting
house, and the output fed many
blocks of flats all over London. We
had speakers all over the flat, one of
these being in my bedroom. The
distribution was by means of a 100
volt line, the speaker with its
control unit including atransformer
to bridge the line down to asuitable
level for the 3 ohm speaker. The
quality was much better than AM
radio, but along way short of what
became available in the mid fifties.
Iadded a resistive network across
the line, and an additional
transformer, to connect the output

to my own hi-fi system, one of the
original Leak TL12 amps and RC
PA/u pre- amps. Imonitored with
the Wharfedale 3unit system.
The listening quality of this
system was so much better than the
Rediffusion speakers, and it was
this system that urged me to my
long standing interest in Radio
Broadcasting.
In 1953, Ibecame a student at
City and Guilds, part of Imperial
College, now the University of
South Kensington, and started
getting to grips with audio and
radio. Iwell remember a fellow
student, Richard Grubb, who
encouraged me to build an
experimental FM radio tuner using
an ex-radar RF 27 unit, and all that
was necessary was to fiddle with the
circuits,
and
add
an
FM
Old and new: the massive installation
at Alexandra Palace, where TV
broadcasts began in the 1930s; and
modern dishes used in the BBC's early
DAB demonstrations

Part 1: as we enter the
Digital Radio era, it is instructive
to look back to the beginnings of
FM stereo boadcasting
by ANGUS McKENZIE, MBE
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discriminator, details of which I
obtained from books in the College
library.
At that time, the BBC was
transmitting experimental FM
broadcasts from a new site at
Wrotham, Kent. Iwell remember
the thrill when Ilaid down a long
temporary coaxial cable from my
bedroom to the front of the flat,
where Ihad beamed a 3 element
Yagi on Wrotham. After many
adjustments, I received the
transmissions, but found them
extremely toppy. Ihad forgotten to
add de- emphasis! After this had
been fixed I found the sound
thrilling, and decidedly better than
the Rediffusion signal. Distortion
was lower, and there was no hum.
The initial thrill was immense,
and after a year or two, the home
made front end was replaced by a
tuner made from a kit supplied by
Jason kits of Child's Hill, North

London. This tuner was excellent,
although it drifted somewhat, and
continually needed retuning, having
no AFC built in.

STEREO BROADCASTING
Nearly 40 years ago, the BBC
commenced
their
stereo
experimentation, Dick Gundry and
Eric
Dougharty
being
the

days
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MARANTZ CD 7CD PLAYER - OUTRAGEOUS VALUE FOR MONEY
LEXICON MC1 HOME THEATRE PROCESSOR - SUPERB QUALITY
THETA CASANOVA & DAVID - HOME THEATRE MADE REAL
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE - a sensational world-beating product
from our favourite Italian company - a full-scale floor- standing
GUARNERI that we've prayed for for ages - we've got our
demonstrator's - and - wow!!!
KRELL KPS25 CD PLAYER - THE NEW REFERENCE - we become more
and more impressed as each day goes past; it is just outrageously
good!
B&W NAUTILUS 800 SERIES - WE ARE VERY PROUD TO BE A PREMIER
RETAILER OF THIS MOULD- BREAKING RANGE FROM
£1400 TO £8500
NAIM AUDIO CDS MK 2 - a sensationally good CD PLAYER
for the money - audition an absolute must!
INTEREST
KRELL FPB POWER AMPS - THE NEW RANGE IS OUT
FREE CREDIT
-AUDITION A MUST!
YAMAHA DSP Al - a stunningly good home theatre package
VIDIKRON HELIOS PROJECTOR - Pininfarina looks & picture
DAVIS DL450 LITEBEAM PROJECTOR - FANTASTIC VALUE
FOR MONEY!!!
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA POWER AMP - a perfect match for the
preamp
NAIM 82/250 - top-quality British products BOTH IN TERMS
OF BUILD AND SOUND
SONUS FABER signum - A replacement for the wonderful Minima
amator at £ 1249
MUSICAL FIDELITY X RAY CD, X- Al AMP & ALL OTHER X SERIES
-superb value for money
PIONEER 717 DVD PLAYER - sets the DVD standard at this price point
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD PLAYER - staggering build quality
and unrivalled sound; on dem at last after a long wait cables &
accessories from TRANSPARENT, NORDOST, CABLE TALK, STANDS
UNIQUE, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET, KONTAK, POLSAR POINTS etc
GM AUDIO EQUIPMENT TABLES - THE ELITE - NOW EVEN BETTER
LOOKING AND SUPERB VALUE
PATHOS TWIN TOWERS - outstanding, a dream come true
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EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS
KRELL 250A POWER AMPLIFIER
£ 2495
COPLAND 288 CD PLAYER BLACK
£995
AVI REFERENCE CD PLAYER
£ 595
NAKAMICHI CR5 CASSETTE DECK
£395
KRELL KAV300CD PLAYER
£3295
KRELL FPB300 POWER AMP
£6495
CYRUS DACMASTER CD & DAC
£795
MARTIN LOGAN LOGOS CENTRE SPEAKER
£ 1595
PARASOUND 5CHANNEL POWER AMPLIFIER £ 1995
NAIM CDI CD PLAYER
£ 1295
ATC SCA 2 PREAMPLIFIER
P.O.A
CADENCE VALVE MONOBLOCK POWER AMPS
£650
MARTIN LOGAN SL3 black & light oak
£2395
ROKSAN CASPIAN POWER AMPS
£395
ROKSAN OJAN 3S SPEAKERS WITH SUBWOOFERS £ 1495
GENESIS DIGITAL LENS
£795
B & W P5 LOUDSPEAKERS
£595
KRELL KRC-HR PREAMPLIFIER
£ 4500
KRELL KPS201 DELTA 09
£ 5995
B & W SILVER SIGNATURES BOBINGA WOOD
£2995
SONUS FABER MINIMA AMATORS
£895
WILSON SYSTEM FIVE EX DEM
£9995
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS 3
£ 295
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 - our demonstrators £2495
MICHELL ARGO HR PREAMP
£695
MICROMEGA STAGE 2
£200
KRELL FPB600 POWER AMP
£8995
KRELL REFERENCE 64
£3995
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WE'VE MOVED RIGHT NEXT DOOR TO MUCH BIGGER PREMISES WITH
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engineers responsible. The first
attempts were using the sound
from TV 405 line, and one of the
normal radio networks for the
other channel. Iremember having
to fiddle in order to get the
phasing right.
Iwas once again thrilled, for the
stereo was superb, and it was not
for some years that the BBC
commenced
FM
multiplex
broadcasting on Band II.
Ihad become rather bored with
mono sound from Radio 3, and so
when, in the middle of the 1960s I
started listening and recording from
stereo FM, Iregained enthusiasm
for radio. Ihad been making my
own classical recordings for some
years, owning a West End studio,
and had become so ingrained with

o

?

stereo, that Ifelt that it was not
really worthwhile to listen to mono,
but the stereo radio transformed
my listening habits. My enthusiasm
followed right through the 1960s
and 1970s, and Iam sure that this
enthusiasm was shared by those
who read my column on radio in
HFNIRR, which Iwrote for some
20 years.
Isaw steady improvements in the
quality of broadcasting, some of the
main leaps in quality being the
installation of digital links to the
transmitters, replacing noisy Post
Office landlines, the use of quieter
microphones, better control desks,
and the introduction of digital
recording.
But, in the eighties, along came
Compact Disc. It took a while for
the record industry's balancers to
improve their balancing techniques,
eg, putting the soloists in their
correct perspectives, and decreasing
the
apparent
number
of
microphones in use, so that,
eventually, Ibegan to prefer the
sound of CD over that from radio.
Ithink it was the age of the stereo
car radio that caused the decline of
subjective quality of FM, as
dynamic range had to be reduced to
give amore consistent quality from
the car. Transmitted polarisation
had to be changed from horizontal
to slant, and dreaded limiters and
processors were added to make the
sound more punchy for car
listening.
At least, some of this processing
was kept away from most of Radio
3's output, but the gnashing teeth
syndromic sound bit hard with the
WI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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NI Digital Radió
other networks. Ihave to admit that
I was not happy with the
transmitted dynamic range, and
became, by 12 years ago ahearing
listener rather than a listening one.
By this, Imean one who had a
broadcast on as musical wallpaper
rather than one who became
involved in listening hard to a
broadcast. But, this is where digital
audio broadcasting comes in.

FURTHER PROBLEMS

'icen , ot this page:
the author in the law
1960s; BBC lea/leu
promoting UP FM
in the 1960£ and
DAB, with their
respective

maps

of

coverage

oF FM

It took the BBC a long time to
realise that the installation of avery
high power station covering the SE
parts of the country was not the
optimum choice. There were too
many ' holes' in the coverage
around London, with many areas
screened from Wrotham by hills,
for example, parts of North London
by Hampstead
Heath.
The
European scene was quite different.
They had far more transmitters of
lower power, thus giving better
coverage, especially in cars.
For years, dynamic range had to
be reduced to help the AM
listeners, ihus resulting in the

It took the
BBC atang
time tc realise
that the
installaten of
a very high
power station
covering the
SE parts of

the country
was not
the apthnum
choice

maxim ' keep the peak programme
meter above 1, unless a quiet
passage is less than ppm 1for less
than 30 seconds'. Dynamic range
was also much reduced on
cassettes, and even LPs had less
range, on average, compared with
CDs. Some cable companies added
an FM feed to their TV signais,
requiring asplitter to allow the FM
77
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tuner to be fed with a ' suitable'
signal. Ihad a Cable and Wireless

stations; aMultiplex Ensemble.
The only suitable aerial that I
possessed on my aerial farm which
included an appropriate performance on Band III was an
experimental discone antenna
(vertically polarised), used for both

system put in for TV, but on the
FM feed Ihave to report that the
signal strengths on some stations
were far below what they should be
to give good stereo reception.
Indeed, Radio 4was so hissy, that I transmitting and receiving on
various frequencies from 50MHz to
couldn't bear listening to stereo.
well over 500MHz. It is at about 18
I tried to find engineers to
metres above ground level, and this
discuss the problem, but the help
brought in excellent signals from
services can only be described as
the various transmitters around
appalling, for even the press
London. In fact, it brought in too
relations couldn't find any
technical person to assist. If I many dBs in strength. Ironically, a
higher antenna will favour distant
couldn't resolve this, what hope
stations, as it can see amore distant
has an average radio listener got, if
horizon, whilst an antenna lower
an outside aerial is not permitted
down will have a closer horizon,
for some reason?
and thus pick up nearer stations
more favourably than distant ones.
MY RETURN TO LISTENING
About 8 metres above ground is
It was in the early summer 1999
that the Editor first suggested that I
might like to assess the new Arcam
Alpha 10 tuner, and see if Icould
enjoy sound broadcasting once
again. Richard Trotter of Arcam
brought down one of the tuners and
installed it into my system, first
trying the little simple vertical wire
dipole as supplied by the
manufacturers.
We went through all the controls,

probably optimum in most areas,
but you may still have problems if
there are too many stations being
picked up.
At first, the BBC technical help
department at Broadcasting house
were not able to tell me about the

correct polarisation of the antenna.
They
first
suggested
slant
polarisation, and so Itried asevenelement log yagi by Antiference, the
antenna erector claiming that it
and put the various stations into the
should be mounted horizontally.
presets; there are just seven of
these, and Icommenced to listen. I Signals were no better than the
discones, but error rates were poor
heard blip after blip, and was not
from the commercial digital 1
impressed. All the publicity claimed
network. After finding the right
that a very modest aerial should
departments at Broadcasting
suffice, but this was certainly not so
House, I was told that the
for my location.
polarisation was vertical, so the
I have to admit that the FM
antenna erection firm changed their
signals in my music room are very
antenna to vertical, in the same
poor, but those from an outside
direction as before. The signals
aerial are excellent. So, what should
were still poor. Two engineers from
Ido? Digital Radio in the UK uses
the BBC called in, as a courtesy
the old Band III, the new
visit, and had a look at the roof.
broadcasts being from 217The erection firm, despite my
230MHz. This bandwidth is
request to point the antenna some
capable of holding a total of seven
30° to the left of the bottom of the
different multiplexes or groups of
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Early clzrys of DAB:

garden, copied the direction of

this disc was used by

other antennae, thus the band III
beam was pointing at Wrotham,
some 40° too far round to the East!
Ihad to return to the discone, as
the beam was wrong, and
hopefully, they will return for the
third time to rectify their mistake.
Iwas somewhat surprised to hear
from them that Antiference was the
only manufacturer of Band III
aerials. Isoon found out that this
statement was very wrong. Triax,
0845 6010578 and Blake Aerials,
0114
2759729 ( an Arcamrecommended manufacturer) can
supply two models, an omnidirectional antenna in the tOrm of a
vertical halo type, and a fiveelement yagi.
One friend of mine, Dr Ian Muir,
purchased the Arcam tuner after
hearing acomparison here between
FM and DAB, and his antenna
erector also got the polarisation
wrong, so his Triax halo was
horizontally polarised, and he,Joo,
is waiting for the firm to correct

the BBC to show off
the capabilities of the
system in some of the
first demonstrations

beans
bought down
one of the
titers and

my
feemor

• Next month: lone-ternt listennt£,,
to 1.4rital Radio :cith the An am tuner
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UK
At last... with some trepidation,
our resident American introduces
a carefully- considered selection
representing the 'Best of British'!
by KEN KESSLER

WITH the final instalment of our four-part homage to the
greatest components in the history of audio, we reach what
for readers will be the most personal grouping of all: the
Best of British. As with the US chapter last month, the shortlist ran to 30 or more contenders; the UK is, after all,
second only to the US in producing desirable hardware, its
contribution to audio being greater than the whole of
Europe combined. This list, then, will probably elicit more
hate- mail than any other because of the necessary
omissions, so we anticipate queries of the ' What are you playing
at?' variety, such as, ' Whither Wharfedale?', ' What about Leak?'
'Why no KEF/Celestion/Naim/Jordan/Goldring/Armstrong/
Sugden/fill-in-the-blank?'.
Believe me: it wasn't easy. What we had to do was stick to rigid

criteria, the merits which determined inclusion being global influence,
longevity, popularity or - more often than not - sheer, undeniable
brilliance. In some cases, such as the Quad ESL or the SME arm, it
was acombination of all four.
Still, it was not easy to leave out Rogers' electronics, the Quad II,
33, 303 or ESL63, the Leak TL- series amplifiers, the Rega Planar
turntables, IMF's transmission- line masterpieces, Lowther horns, the
KEF 104AB, the JR149, the Connoisseur BDI turntable, the first
Cambridge integrated amps, the Lecsons - hell, the Editor even had to

force me to forget the Gramdeck, which deserved inclusion
lust for its world-class idiocy. As hard atime as we had with
the Yank offerings, this was far worse, for here we are
dealing with our national pride.
What emerged is that those in certain quarters should stop
worrying about how the Japanese cream us in the mass
market, or how we will never attain the high-end heights of
American exotica. Instead, we should revel in the areas in
which no other country can come close to matching our
expertise: compact loudspeakers, tonearms, turntables and, above all
mid- priced gear unrivalled for cost-effectiveness. The dozen
components below only hint at the greatness of the British when it
comes to hi-fi; France could be around for another millennium and it
sr II wouldn't be able to muster asingle milestone component.
Producing this series was an exercise in nostalgia which we
couldn't resist. Moreover, it is our way of saying 'Thanks' to the
thousands of individuals around the world who have made our
passion for music in the home such acompelling, fascinating,
frustrating, rewarding pursuit.
And for you, our dedicated readers, we can only say thanks to
you by offering to supply one lucky winner with the product which
we've deemed to be the greatest hi-fi component of all time. See
the last page of this feature for details...

fla f160
WHEN the crew which would become A&R
Cambridge (and later Arcam) first mooted this
slim- line integrated amplifier, they planned to
make no more than SO ' for friends'. Word
leaked out, though, and series production began
in earnest in September 1976. And the timing
couldn't have been better, as the A&R A60 launched at £ 112 inc VAT - found instant appeal with
the then- dominant Linn/Naim crazies: it represented
an entry level for those who couldn't stretch to preNAIT Naim electronics.
While its looks now reveal its era, the A60 set the style for
clean, minimalist British amplification: basic controls and no

audiophile's no-nonsense tool yet it possessed asolid dose of
chic. Its life ending in anice round decade, the A&R Cambridge
A60 bowed out in 1985/6 at afinal retail price of £ 230, the

gimmicks, powerful behaviour in denial of seemingly low
wattage, purely functional styling. The A&R A60 was an

company having produced no fewer than 32,000 units, including
2000 built under licence in New Zealand.
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DECCfl LOrlD0r1 CfiRTRIDGES
AN American audiophile once posited that those
bitten by the Decca bug needed three cartridges:
one in the arm, one spare and one in for repair.
It was, from the outset, an ornery beast, an
exception to every rule.
The stereo London was adirect descendant of the
'ffss' series of cartridges, massive lumps which worked
best when fitted to dedicated Decca arms. Appearing
near the end of the 1960s, the Londons were
featherweights in comparison. The most distinctive
feature was an upside-down L-shaped cantilever,
peering through the fixed magnets — but the Decca
wasn't amoving-coil. Available with avariety of styli,
denoted by the colours of the ' tin can' body, the
London was issued in blue, grey, plum and gold, the

GARRFIRD

301 AnD 401

last being the ultimate, ellipticalstylus model. But even as Decca
itself was losing interest in
manufacturing audio
components (see the Kelly
Ribbon, below), acult grew
around the cartridge among
those who could find its
scintillating, sparkling sound in no
other transducer. Nowadays,
collectors cherish those tweaked by the
late Garrott Brothers, while newcomers can
still taste the Decca magic by buying acurrent,
nonDecca London. It's acartridge that, deservedly,
just won't go away.

TURrITF1BLES

IN the audio pantheon, there are only two real contenders for the prebeltdrive turntable
crown. We featured the sublime Thorens TD124 in the first instalment; this month we
acknowledge the British response to the Swiss delegate. The Garrard 301, and its slightly
modernised successor, the 401, represent the best of idler-drive technology, Garrard
having ruled the record-playing roost amongst broadcasters for decades. Massive
construction, nocompromise engineering, this venerable three-speed deck to this
day baffles those who cannot figure how aturntable with its platter driven by a
rubber wheel rubbing against its inner surface can perform so silently. In the 1956
HiFi Yearbook, the 301 was listed at £ 19 plus purchase tax; today, agood secondhand 301 will run you in excess of £250, while its most staunch supporters, the gents at
Loricraft, went so far as to develop the current 501 with the permission of the old Garrard
company's eventual owners, Gradiente of Brazil. And they'll be the first to tell you that - powei
supply aside - it's pretty much the same beast. How Fitting that this deck came from the company
which made bomb-release mechanisms for Lancasters.

KELLY RIBBon
LOUDSPE-AK-ER
STANLEY KELLY holds many
patents, but the one product which
bears his name and which will forever
keep him in the history books is his
horn- loaded ribbon tweeter.
Developed when DIY was still apart of
audio, the Kelly Ribbon Tweeter appealed
to those who couldn't afford, say, Quad's much larger
ribbon, then sold only in afull-range system. The Kelly operated
from 3k-201cHz, and many were sold using the bass unit and
crossover network Stanley developed for the home constructor.

Linn LPI2

TURMABLE

PROBABLY the most ' political' product of all
time, the Linn LP 12earns its place on the list
for all of the wrong reasons. It was divisive,
its adherents held back the development of
CD into something listenable and claims were
made for it that have no bearing on reality.
On the other hand, it transformed the way

we approach LP playback, so it was directly
responsible for the birth of numerous rivals
which exceeded its own capabilities. No 4in
the lineage which goes AR Universal/Thorens
TD150/Ariston RD11, the LP12 arrived in
1972 amidst the worst excesses of Japanese
H1F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

As far as Stanley can tell, he was the
first to put aribbon in ahorn; the
ribbon itself was an aluminium alloy,
while the horn was cast. The price of the
original drive unit was 12 guineas in
1955, which was not very expensive,
even by ' 50s standards, and, during the
peak of production, it sold around 500
drivers per month. Decca became
involved in the early 1960s, using it to
augment their existing line of speakers,
eventually changing the name to the Decca
London from the original DeccaKelly. If
ever avintage product deserved to be revived, it's this fast, clean
tweeter, which just begs to be used with single-ended triodes.

DECEMBER 1999

mass-marketing: directdrive turntables,
aspecifications war, the growth of the
cassette, the lingering stench of early
fourchannel sound. The LP12 served
as Ivor Tiefenbrun's club with which
to beat into us understanding the
need to optimise the source
component above all others
(garbage in, garbage out), to
eschew automation which compromised
performance and, uh, to buy Linn products. It's
still with us after 26 years, and the production
is well into six figures.
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QUAD

ESL

LOUDSPE-AKER

AFTER a spell with a corner ribbon design - one now seen
retrospectively to be as brilliant as what followed - Peter Walker
unleashed on the world the original Quad Electrostatic, arguably
the world's first full- range ESL. ( It's now known unofficially as
the Quad ESL '
57, the number purportedly denoting its birth
year, but this doesn't gel with its appearance in the 1956 Hi-Fi
Yearbook at a princely £35-£40.)
An immediate hit, the ESL established new levels of transient speed,
transparency and openness, the absence of an enclosure and figure-ofeight dispersion offering asound which many believe has yet to be
bettered. Everything about the ESL was and is unique, and yet it became
— despite alack of imitators — the ' norm' for upscale British audio
components. Often mistaken for aradiator, its panel shape made it more
attractive than amere box, while its light weight made it easy to move for
'Hoovering'. Fed by the mains, the ESL only consumed 6W, and the
dedicated left them on at all times. The highly-regarded ESL63 followed in the
early 1980s, but for those who know the original, nothing else in the world will do. Ever.

RflDFORD

ST.f125

AMPLIFIER

IOGERS LS3/511
LOUDSPEflKER
IT never was intended
for the likes of us, this
nearfield monitor
developed by the BBC.
But then, the pre-Birt
Beeb was a fecund
breeding ground for
audio classics, and it
didn't take long for the

RADFORD fanatics are so devoted that, in 1998 - long after the
brand's final demise in the 1980s - an Arthur Radford
Appreciation Society was formed. Why? Because Arthur was
touched by genius, and his work with both amplifiers and
transmission line loudspeakers has had impact far beyond the
actual sales of his products.
For anumber of years, Radford valve amplifiers were among the
most highly regarded of all, and the STA-25 stereo amplifier was
probably the best. Naturally, there will be disputes, and some of the
hard-core will argue in favour of the Radford 15W or 25W
monoblocks, but the STA-25 is the best- remembered and one of the
most successful. The recipe was simple: dependable EL34 output
tubes, no-compromise transformers and classic, ultra- linear push-pull
configuration. The sound? Smooth and powerful. Although the STA25 first appeared in 1965 (at £50) and was out of production by
1971, it was, along with the Quad II, one of the great 'vintage'
amplifiers which the anti-transistor brigade used to prove their point
in the tube revival of the late 1970s. In 1984/5, acommemorative
version was released, alimited run of 100 STA-25 Mk IVs.

kfGfl RE3300

performance genuinely
beyond belief.
So tiny that any bass it
delivered seemed
improbable, the LS3/5A was tweaked to deliver an ear fooling
bump in its frequency response, thus giving the impression of
lower-octave activity. Developed for use in the field (in outside
broadcast vans) and for easy replacement, the LS3/5A was built
under licence, with KEF-made drive units, to atight BBC
specification. Over the years, it wore badges from Goodmans,
Audiomaster, Harbeth, Spendor and others, but the company
with which the LS3/5A is most closely associated is Rogers. Sold
in the tens of thousands, the LS3/5A grew to include arevised
crossover providing bi-wiring, while Rogers eventually developed
adedicated sub-woofer-cum-stand for it. After nearly 25 years in
production, the BBC LS3/5A died last year, when KEF chose to
cease manufacturing the drivers.

T011EflRM

CONSIDERING the isolationist character of Rega, acompany which
eschews publicity, reviews and show appearances, it's intriguing to
note that the company developed one of the most popular OEM arms
of all time; the company's loner status didn't preclude sales of
numerous variants to everyone from Moth Marketing to Basis.
It First appeared in 1984, not long after the birth of CD, retailing
for £90 — not an inconsiderable sum, but neither one beyond the
reach of those buying the more affordable arm- less turntables of the
day. What made it stand out from the rest was its uncompromising
nature: fixed headshell, minimal adjustability and, above all, onepiece cast construction. But although it smacked of hair-shirted audio
masochism, the Rega RB300 sounded terrific and offered build
82

hi-fi community to
discover that this minimonitor had

quality not even approached by anything below SME level. The Rego
RB300 and its variants remain in production to this day, still
affordable, still elegant and still sounding good enough to deserve a
home even on turntables costing over £2000.
DECEMBER 1999
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SME 3009 TOrlE4RRM
TO understand the SME 3009, you have to understand its designer,
Alastair Robertson-Aikman. This is, after all, the man, who had his
Meccano re-plated because it wasn't up to snuff in standard form.
SME stood for Scale Model Engineering, so AR-Aknew athing or two
about micro-engineering; as an audiophile, it was only natural that
he should attack the thorny problem of tonearm design.
The arms'of the day were either too heavy, too crude or too
flawed, so he set about creating adevice which exhibited precision,
lower mass, greater accuracy and consistency. The resulting device
set new standards for tracking and tracing ability; the build quality is,
to this day, without peer, and the sheer intelligence of the design has
influenced every other arm issued since the 3009's birth in 1961.
Available with fixed or removable headshell, and in 9in or 12in

Tflrinou Gle
LOUDSPEAKER
WHAT do you use to represent the only
audio component manufacturer in
history with aname that found aplace
in the Oxford English Dictionary?
What best exemplifies acompany
known for PA systems, dual-concentric
drivers, horn-loading and corner
enclosures? We pondered and
pondered, and narrowed it down very
quickly to the Tannoy GRF Corner Horn,
the initials standing for founder Guy R
Fountain and the design representing for
many the pinnacle of Tannoy
achievement. It was produced from
1967-74, and yet in 1985 the Japanese
gave the Tannoy GRF Stereo Sound's
'State of the Art' award. Why the
worship? In no small part it's due to the
GRF sporting one of the company's two
most coveted drive units - the 15in
Monitor Gold. (This is not the place to
incite debate of Gold vs Red!) Its
complex, 48x38x29in cabinet featured
aconvoluted horn system which enabled
the GRF to deliver 20-20kHz frequency
response, and aprice of £250 per pair
(plus VAT) in the middle of its life
ensured that no hooligan could afford it
Best of British? It should wear a
handlebar, abowler and reek of gin.

(3012) form, the SME 3009 became atruly universal arm; its
mounting arrangement became an industry standard. Still in
production, despite its brilliant successor, the SME V, the SME 3009
is unlikely to become acollector's item. After all, the company has
made more than amillion of them.

SPErIDOR Ba
LOUDSPE-AKER
Although the Spendor company was formed in
February 1969, a few pairs of Spendor BC 1s were
sold prior to that date to some of Spen Hughes's
colleagues at the BBC Research Department and to
Merrow Sound and Audio T.
At the time, they probably didn't know that they were
acquiring afuture classic, one which would come to signify
more than any other speaker both the ' BBC sound' and the
sound most associated with quality British hi-fi for the next
two decades. And although it was designed for professional
purposes, the BC1 — like the LS3/5A — adapted perfectly
to arole in domestic audio. Everything about it oozed
Britishness, from the smooth bass to the vocals- favouring
midband to the clean, non- aggressive treble. A hefty threeway system, it defied the (still- lingering) wife- driven
obsession the UK has with teensy speakers and sold in serious
numbers; apair would have set you back £ 132 plus VAT 25 years cgo.
The last-ever BC1 was serial no 27,024, produced in July 1992, with alimited run
of 75 pairs issued in 1994 as a ' 25th Anniversary' model. Aah, those lucky 75.

The World's Greatest Hi Fi Component
Another chance...

IN case you missed it last month, here's areminder: we're giving away to one lucky winner the
hi-fi component we've deemed to be the single greatest hi-fi design of all time. All you have to do
is guess what it is. The first correct answer out of the mail bag wins - it couldn't be simpler.
But you want some clues, right? Here's how you can increase your chances.
As you know, we've been running aseries listing the greatest components of all-time. And logic
tells you that the single greatest component has to be one of those. So, it the one that you think is
the ultimate hi-fi design is European, then it has to be one of the components in our September
instalment. If you believe it to be Japanese, look to the October issue. And if you think it's from the
USA, see the November issue. But if you think it's British, then see the feature above! But be warned:
you'll only have two weeks after this issue hits the stands because the deadline is 19 November. So
get on your thinking caps if you want to win the greatest component of all-time. And because we're
VERY generous, we'll also tell you that: ( 1) it's not in current production; (
2) it sold in reasonably
large numbers; (3) it stayed in production for along time; (4) and no-one will argue with our
choice.
We've acquired amint example (or examples, if you think we selected aspeaker) which we will
award to the winner in time for him or her to enjoy it over the last New Year's Eve of the century.
Good luck.
Send your answer on apostcard to: 'World's Greatest' Competition,
HiFi News & Record Review, IPC Magazines, Link House, PO Box 531, Croydon CR9 2ZA.
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sthe evening air grew cooler,
the professor began to testify
— concisely reviewing the
spots
amidst
modern
bright
humanity's generally slow progress in
re-understanding reality. As with the
music, there was adistinct thread_ But
with scientific visionaries, far more
nationalities were represented_ He
began 200 years ago with Immanuel
Kant, Blake and Swedenborg., and
their visions, then Maxwell's, and then
to Tesla's and then onwards into the
20th century with Jung and Pauli, and
more latterly Bell, Bohm, Penrose and
Bearden, Leary and Tart, C Wilson
and RA Wilson, Pirsig, and Pribram
— amongst many others'- 4.

NEW REAL: 711' TUNNEL
SHOWER

1. D Bohm,
'Wholeness & the
implicate OrdEr',
Routkdge & Ke.gan
Paul, London.
1980.
2. M Talbot, The
Holographic
Universe', London,
Grafton (1991) and
Harper-Collins
(1996).
3. Robert Amen
Wilson, 'Quantum
psycholagy - how
brain software
programs you and
your world', 1990;
also Pmmetkeus
Rising', 1983.
(New) Falcon
Press, USA.
`Roots of
consciousness'.
Random House.
NYC, USA, P.075.
S. DE Graft,
'Tracks in th.•
psychic wilderness',
Element Books Inr,
Boston, USA
6. Ed. Mary
Bennett, ' The aniv.
planet of choice',
Gateway Books.
Bath, UK 2nd
edition, 1996

The professor explained that while
most people's minds were kept
diverted by the piffle that inundates
anyone unwise enough to switch on a
radio, let alone TV, true science had
solidly reached
some
amazing
conclusions in the final days of the
20th century [
sic]. If reputable books
by top physicists, surgeons, engineers,
Royal Navy commanders, US generals
and brain chemists were anything to
go by, then many axioms of science
and technology were now deeply
undermined.
'Today, certain ancient teachings,
aswell as so called "fringe science"
are vindicated, as many " unscientific
beliefs" have been er, "Tactualised" —
enough to be put to certain use by
"no-nonsense operators".' Examples
were issued: Bio-technology is belittled
by the brain's remarkable powers, and
not just of bodily healing. Reraote
viewing is easily learnt 5,while Near
Death
Experiences (NDs)
demonstrate that inner heating is
perfect however much ' physical'
hearing fails. Superluminal (faster than
light) signalling technology has been
demonstrated, as has 'mass reduction'
(levitation). Motors and portable
power sources with efficiencies in
excess of 99% have been verified by
top test labs, and patented in Britain
and Japan. Travelling across our
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galaxy in amatter of months, rather
than millennia, has been shown to be
possible as the speed of light does not
have to be exceeded, only approached.
And new metals and new ways of
making semiconductors have been
glimpsed by those privy to, er, `foreign
technology'. Of course, blustering
HLOs would be called up to deny all
of this.
'And so, rather than er, muck about
with yesterday's consciousness —
formats and web-land — the first
years of the 21st century should
involve a fadical redesign of music
distribution'. The starting questions
were simple enough. What qualities
are sought of music purveyance? How
would copyright owner rewardance be
handled? And which mistakes and
irritations have all systems hitherto
had? Polylateral thinking would be
required, to seek what made sense,
and locked together, not what was
simplistically possible. That was
because even without the new
knowledge, previously unimaginable
things really were increasingly possible
— if the energy and ecology could be
justified. Therefore inefficient or
unjust schemes just didn't need to be
accepted.

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES
The professor asked the audience to
consider how knowledge of remote
listening alone altered the entire
'reality tunnel' of everyday music
reproduction.
The
internet's
possibilities were trivial and, inevitably,
materialistic by comparison. A
recurring lesson from the realms of
healers and hunters was that technical
equipment was only required as
`starter wheels'. For example, many
humans have dispensed with watches,
having learnt to determine time
without them. If humans could be
guided to be able to receive music
perfectly without any equipment, in
their minds' ear, to personal taste, was
it really necessary to pollute the world
again with abillion more pieces of
plastic bearing mainly the same
classics, in a stream of new, halfhatched formats? Why not just live
with proven formats, LP and CD, and
wait for serious developments?
The Toad, now holding his sword,
took centre stage. Slicing the air, he
issued atrenchant warning about the
digitisation of e
everything
without regard
for fragility or
future recovery.
He asked his
audience
to
imagine the day
when analogue
radio is switched off, and aweek later,
when the EU's waste reductions
directive EE/99/8607/2311 takes effect,

requiring all recording media to be
sent in or recycled. In exchange, all
personal music collections would be
theoretically accessible by ' free'
connections to acentral server located
in Strasbourg. Soon afterwards, EU
officials mumble that due to an ' zis
anput air' [
sic], most of the server's
content including masters of the entire
20th century archive, has been erased.
The Toad then asked his audience to
probe the rubbery guarantees those
lightweights pushing digital media had
offered against fatal viral infections,
the collection and siphoning of
personal information, and a ' pay
before ask questions' climate — not
forgetting the abysmal record of
almost the entire ' digital industry'
since 1945. Already, the Toad's entire
musical
collection ( 1901-99)
transferred experimentally to computer
disks, had been virally destroyed.

VISUALISATIONS FOR C21
The Professor reminded the audience
that it was now established that the
future existed already, but only as an
infinity of faint, ghostly holograms,
still fonning 1,
2.
Like clouds, only some
would gather strength and appear in
the end, and the process was
surprisingly under the control of
human consciousness 2,
6.The Toad
added it could be difficult for many
humans to visualise truly pleasant
future events and positive outcomes,
but that they must. ' The Planetary
Commission' had the right idea. What
had just been warned about was both
highly possible, yet must be visualised
as being flushed away before it took
shape. The Professor lead the way.
He asked the audience to visualise
daily (for example) the toilets of the
BBC overflowing with cleansing foam
which engulfs the offices of the
enemies of music quality.
'Perhaps visualise', roared the Toad,
swaying, ' that the various slack
technology bounders discussed, will
receive acupuncture that enables them
to pre-experience the botherations that
their less wise decisions will otherwise
cause others, as distinct prickling
sensations'. Giant Champagne bottles
were then popped, the Toad bowed,
and there was an appropriate musical
culmination. Picked by Pandora from
the ' vault of handbag', it was the
house mix of the gospel song `There
will come aday' — with the apt line
'we can make our destiny.., this is no
mystery'. Meanwhile, the pumpin'
music and amazingly powerful voice
of Beverly Knight seemed to come
from everywhere yet nowhere in
particular. Holographic ' clairaudience'
was being experienced by everyone.
Boris continued to meditate in his
plunge
bath.
Materialism
was
shattered. The Dalai Lama smiled.
Ben Duncan
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With SACD and DVD-Audio ready
(almost), this year's IFA highlighted
imminent recordable DVD formats

by

BARRY

FOX

N

cid every two years in Berlin,
IFA, the Internationale
Funkausstellung, is now 75
years old and the largest consumer
electronics show in the world. IFA
has been the European launch pad
for crystal- set radios, valve
amplifiers, magnetic tape recording,
colour TV, cassette tape, CD and
DVD-Videa. This year the main
topics were super hi-fi audio on
DVD, and recordable DVD.
Usually the launch messages for
the consumer are clear, hut with
audio and recordable DVD,
confusion and contradictions

e
s
,
à

IFA 'snew icon: this
syberface has helped
update the event's
conservative image

IFA has been
the European
launch pad for
compounded.
crystal set
Sony hired the Philharmonic
radios, valve
Hall, on Herbert von Karajan street,
amplifiers,
and flew in company President
magnetic tape
Nobuyuki Idei to brief the press.
recording,
Paul Russell, Chairman of Sony
colour TV,
Music Entertainment in Europe,
cassette tape,
was on tap too. Idei gave the same
CD and DVDspeech in New York a few days
Video. This
later.
year the main
'I was not satisfied with CD
topics were
quality' explained Idei, ' Frequency
response is limited to 201cHz and I super hi-fi
audio on DVD,
felt we could have better sound'. So
and recordable
Sony's engineers came up with
DVD
Direct Stream Digital Recording
and Super Audio CD.
`SACD is. not a replacement for
CD' says Idei. 'It is an enhancement
Philips CD-RW
which will reactivate the high end
recorder: more
industry. It is for people who
makers now support
appreciate fine wines and like to
this format
drive aFerrari or Porsche. CD is for
everybody. SACD is for those who
understand the difference in quality.
It will not be big business for Sony,
but it will bring happiness and
enjoyment to people who enjoy
music.'
Said Paul Russell, ` SACD is very
important to the music industry. It
will deliver a new impetus. There
will be both visible and audio
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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watermarking to help in the battle
against piracy'.
Russell reminded us that when
CD was launched in 1983 it had a
tough reception'. He did not remind
us that it was CBS ( now Sony
Music) that tried to block the launch
of CD by promoting CX, a noisereduced version of the vinyl LP.
Guitarist John Williams than
appeared on-screen explaining that
when he said SACD was ' just like
analogue' it was intended as ahigh
compliment.
Sony will launch two players in
Europe, the CD- 1in October and
the 777ES in November, with 15
music titles. Paul Russell pledges 10
more amonth.
There was no formal question
and answer session, and no
reference to pricing. Afterwards
Sony quoted 10,000 DM for the
SCD-1 (around £4000) and 6,000
DM for the ` budget' player. Both
players are stereo, with no option to
upgrade to multichannel surround.
The discs are all stereo too, and
there are no prices yet. All Sony's
discs will be be single layer, SACDonly pressings, but the specialist
labels (
.
eg Hyperion) will release six
dual-layer hybrid titles, with a CD
recording in one layer and SACD in
the other. A Yo-Yo Ma sampler
from Sony plays either on a CD or
DVD player; the sound mix is
intended to show off the very wide
dynamic range of SACD; the CD
version of the same mix sounds very
quiet on aconsumer CD system.
Philips is pressing the hybrids on
a pilot line in Eindhoven.
Production cost is on a par with
dual- layer DVD-Video discs
(around £ 2 per hybrid pressing,
compared to around 20p for aCD).
Sony cannot say how long it will
take far the cost to drop far enough

for record shops to sell hybrids at a
price to satisfy people who just want
a CD. Has Sony Music done any
market research to find out whether
the consumer wants a new audio
format? ' No, we left it to the
hardware companies' said Paul
Russell.
So what market research has
Sony done? 'None' says Idei. ' But
we know from reviews in the
Japanese hi-fi press that the pure
high-end market likes SACD.'
Sony took the opportunity to
rebut the suggestion that hybrids
may not play on some older or offspec CD players. The company's
engineers claim that reports of
incompatibility stem from the use of
hybrids which had sub- standard
reflectivity ( around 40 to 45%
instead of the required 70%).
Philips
took IFA as
the
opportunity to say the same thing.
Philips also demonstrated that a
hybrid would play on a cheap CD
player as long as this was Red Book
standard. 'We tested hundreds of
machines; there were only four
failures, and we found the players
were faulty', says Paul Reynolds.
MULT1-CHANNEL SACD
But on other issues Philips and
Sony were singing from different
hymn sheets. Philips' subsidiary
Marantz will launch a high end
stereo SACD player in Japan this
autumn, and in the US and Europe
early next year. But Paul Reynolds
says Philips sees SACD as a ' mass
market' system, and ' it has to be
multichannel — we want multichannel as soon as we can'.
Reynolds also revealed that
Philips will launch a Universal
multichannel player later next year,
that plays SACD, DVD-Video and
DVD-Audio.
Whereas Sony demonstrated only
stereo source material (including an
excellent recording of trumpeter
Wynton Marsalis with piano
accompaniment). Philips also played
5.1 multichannel material (including
a Budapest recording of Sarasate's
Zigeunerweisen). The surround was
impressive, but only for a few seats
in the centre sweet-spot of the room.
`We don't want a format war'
says Reynolds, confirming that
Philips has used ' professional
market researchers in the US and

—
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At the Listening Rooms we won't giveyou across-examination on hoe deerent bits of kit
sound - we'd much ratheryou listen to music... while we listen toyou.
From the momentyou enter our shop you can relax in the knowledge that our success depends on your satisfaction.
We offer two demonstration studios, installation and design service, credit and exportfarilities and the world's
finest audio and AV equipment. Whether you want afien4 little mini esteem, or alid-blown wide screen home
cinema extravaganza, we have the knowledge, e.perience andproducts that will get the best out of your music
and movies.
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three European countries' to prove
that people want a new audio
format. But Philips cannot quantify
the results or say what questions the
researchers asked.
Sony's Paul Russell had said that
SACD discs would catty an audio
watermark, but Philips says: ' We
don't want to touch the signal; we
want to try and stay away from
touching the waveform'.
There will be no audio watermark
sensor in the SACD player. But the
there will be avisible pattern on the
surface and the pit structure is also
invisibly varied, with Pit Signal
Processing, so that the player can
recognise and reject pirate or
counterfeit disc copies.
Panasonic was the only company
to reveal firm plans for a DVDAudio launch. The DVD-A7 will be
the `world's first Audio-Video player
in the next generation audio format'
says Seinosuke Kuraka, Managing
Director of parent company
Matsushita Electric. It will start a
new wave of creativity. DVD-A will
record almost any sound in nature.'
The DVD A- I0 is 'for the hi-fi
maniac', will launch in December
and cost 2500 DM. The A7 will
launch at the same time and cost
2000 DM.
'It is high time to revitalise hi-fi
products' says Eiji Esaki, Manager
of the Audio Division. He predicts
that 150,000 Audio/Video playeres
will sell this year, and by the year
2003, 70% of all DVD players will
be A/V units.
But in a Question and Answer
session (delayed by adisplay of live
Spanish dancing!) there was a clear
lack of hard facts on software
support. No-one from Warner was
present, hardening trade talk that
the US company does not want
Panasonic to confuse the market for
DVD-Video by launching DVDAudio this year. Teldec, an armslength subsidiary of Warner, pledges
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support for DVD-A, but Peter
011iff, ex-Philips/PolyGram ( now
Universal) was the only direct
representative of a large software
company. 011iff could could only
hint at three possible DVD-A titles;
anew Sting album, La Bohème and
Carmina Burana.
Has Panasonic done any market
research to find out whether
consumers want DVD-A? Noting
that the panel of managers had
'fallen silent' the conference
chairman suggested that ' DVDAudio is a vision, a scenario, that
needs entrepreneurship; demand
cannot be calculated'.
'The format will succeeed'
pronounced the Marketing Manager
for Panasonic Germany. ' Come to
our booth and see it.'
DVD-Audio will have audiomarking, using the Ans MusiCode
system. The listening tests were
organised by Ted Abe of Technics
and insiders say that the MusiCode
system was approved only for very
simple ' payloads', eg asimple on/off
digital flag for SDMI control that can
be encoded with very little tampering
of the waveform. The larger payloads
needed for copyright information will
not be encoded, for fear of spoiling
the music. Sony and Philips can
encode a large payload, including
encryption keys, by modulating the
pit structure without touching the
music waveforms. But only the disc is
identified, not the music.

Sony's SCD-I SACD player: a
lower-cost 'ES' model will follow

discs and let people choose which of
a wide range of players to use for
playback. Sony also supports the
+RW format but was too busy with
SACD to push it hard.
The + RW format is not approved
by the DVD Forum, which supports
DVD-RAM. Several manufacturers
(Hitachi, Toshiba, Panasonic)
already sell RAM recorders for
computer use. Hitachi showed a
camcorder that records up to 2
hours of video on an 8cm RAM
disc. There is no guarantee of RAM
playback on existing players. Apart
from optical issues, RAM discs are
housed in protective caddies which
cannot be used in a conventional
DVD player.
Pioneer used IFA as the
launchpad for yet another format,
DIGITAL RECORDING
called DVD-RW. This builds on the
Digital recording quickly became a official DVD-W, write once, format.
DVD-RW is not the same as + RW.
hot potato. JVC, Panasonic,
Thomson and Hitachi are all now
Although write-once DVD-Rs should
play back on an ordinary DVD
launching D- VHS VCRs, which
player, there is a great deal of
record an MPEG-2 audio/video
confusion over - RW playback.
data stream on aVHS cassette. The
Muddled answers at Pioneer's press
44 Gigabyte capacity is equivalent
conference added to the confusion.
to around ten DVDs. This worries
Pioneer admits that existing players
the software industry so much that
will need software modification if
the recorders only have one digital
input which can connect only to a they are to play - RW discs. Pioneer
says that those DVD players which
DV camcorder for dubbing home
can already cope with the low
movies. All other inputs are
reflectivity of dual layer DVD video
analogue, with a built-in MPEG
discs will be easier to modify. But
encoder to deliver the bit-stream to
Pioneer cannot say how the
tape. This defeats the main object of
D- VHS, the ability to record a modification will be handled and by
whom. Also both Philips and Warner
digital broadcast in its orginal
have now confirmed that they have
bitstream format, for decoding later.
already checked all available DVD
But JVC could start a trend
players against their dual layer DVD
towards dual function audio
pressing and found none that are
recorders with aconsumer car audio
unable to play the the discs.
player which plays either MiniDiscs
To skirt copyright concerns,
or CDs, using the same disc
Pioneer's first DVD-R recorders
mechanism.
will be for professional use only.
At IFA Philips proved that
The clear message to emerge
erasable DVDs recorded using its
soon- to- be- launched DVD+RW
from IFA is that DVD+RW from
recorder will play back on all
Philips and Sony looks the best bet
for erasable DVD, regardless of
existing DVD players. To avoid
whether the format has the blessing
copyright issues Philips ' filmed' the
press, recorded the images on + RW
of the DVD Forum or not.

Sony previewed ‘:
family of products
based on us Memory
Stick RAM package

Digital
recording
quickly
becare a het
potato. WC,
Panascnic,
Thomson and
Hitachi are all
now launchiig
D- VHS VCRs,
which record
an MPEG-2
audio/ideo
data stream on
aVHS Da ssette
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Held a little earlier this year,
TOP Audio kept its pure- audio style
while embracing home cinema

by KEN KESSLER

I

fthere were lessons to be learned
at the 1999 TOP Audio show in
Milan, they were so obvious that
only unreconstructed circa- 1983 Flat
Earthers could miss them. While the
show was abit smaller in terms of the
numbers of exhibitors, the crowds
were up by about 30%. And why this
sudden increase? Had the Italians
suddenly found a host of new
audiophiles?
It's down to two things: first, that
home cinema is booming; and
second, that the big Japanese names
attract thousands of people who
otherwise have no inclination
whatsoever to go to a hi-fi show. I

As ever, the
Milanese event
was rich in new
Italian toys,
and host to
some world
scoops.
Without any
doubt, the most
arresting
product Isaw
was the
McIntosh
MC2000

for Italy and probably none for the
UK. Price? Iwas told ` molto', or
anywhere between 30 and 50 million
lire. ( Somewhere in the region of
£15,000, give or take afew grand.)
Another scoop courtesy of the
Americans were two pieces of Krell
hand- carried to Europe by Dan
D'Agostino and Peter McKay. The
KPS28c is anew single-chassis CD
player coming in just below the
flagship ' 25, with CAST technology
used in the output stages, aTEAC
4.2 drive mechanism and new Burrcan hear you gritting your teeth, but
Brown chips. Finish is black rather
tough luck: reality is displacing
than the familiar, non- CAST greywith-black-accents. Matching it was
purism, and Ifor one was glad to see
an injection of new blood. And Ican
the new top-of-the-range KCT preassure you that there was little in the
amp, a menu- driven device with
way of a detrimental effect on the
home theatre throughput, two CAST
pure audio element.
inputs and two CAST outputs, and a
But smaller speakers continue to
new technology called the Krell
dominate — due partly, no doubt, to
Current Tunnel. Which Itrust has
the increase in multi- channel
nothing to do with Eurostar.
awareness and the need to fit five
Marantz, meanwhile, sent Ken
speakers where two had served
Ishiwata over to demonstrate SACD,
before.
and he cooked up a five- channel
As ever, the Milanese event was
demo using multi- channel source
rich in new Italian toys, and host to
material from Philips' catalogue to
some world scoops. Without any
show just how convincing a quintet
doubt, the most arresting product I of speakers can be without DVD
saw was the McIntosh MC2000,
visuals. At the heart of the system,
celebrating not just the Millennium
which used five Tannoy R3s, was the
but also the company's 50th
enormous SR- 14 A/V receiver, good
Anniversary. Sporting eight KT88s
for 140Wx5 and boasting anice retro
and delivering a conservative
detail, the famous horizontal
130W/ch, this beauty boasts
Marantz tuning 'wheel'. The sound,
absolutely pure, unadulterated
especially audience applause, was all`classic'
McIntosh
styling,
enveloping, and proof enough that
bombproof construction and limited
surround-sound has as much value in
edition status: for example, 10 only
music-only situations as it has with

Clockwise from top left: Drontos's luschkis Tunis Class-A ,..alve integrated amp a,th 2x15117 and outboard power; GR/IAF's Omer Malavasi (left) and

&

nil,Fabr

<,, sare

Bevtlacgua; Audio Note's new UK-made high-end all-tube pre-amp, the M8, supplanting the Japanese wares; from Be Yatuamura, the biggest horn at the show; Nightingale's
Concentus Lyra Rat' loudspeaker; and Marantz 's massive new SR- 14 AIV surround-sound receiver — note the flywheel timing!
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wise from lop

so

nalogue Maestro power amp;
TAG McLaren Andromeda; the
eso Audio Frontiers and Pearl's
utrageous, 2.3m tal!
iptica (allow 13Okg floor support
channel!); Oracle CD player
this really is the production
ersion); and AfrIntosh's awesome
C2000 power amphfi'.r.
lebrating the brands 60 years

moving images. This one ranked
with the best sound at the show.
Cyrus is getting into home cinema
in abig way, with a new processor/
pre-amp called the AV- 5. Selling for
£1000, it offers 5.1ch outputs, full
remote control, aneat pictographic
front panel display and 24/96kHz
DACs, but no video switching or onscreen display. To follow will be the
more ' high end' AV- 7 with video
switching at around £ 1500.
Clearaudio produced the neatest
accessory of the decade: the Exact
Stylus Gauge — the first which is
good enough to replace the legendary
Technics of 20 years ago. Designed
along the lines of those amazing
lOmm thick jeweller's scales, the
Exact has a dead- accurate digital
read-out to 1/10th of agram and a
platform which gives a correct
reading no matter where you place
your stylus. The Exact is a
masterpiece.
But, hey, this was an Italian event,
so here's some of what the locals had
on offer:
Audio Analogue displayed a
mouth-watering prototype, which
will probably reach production in
time for the January CES. The
company's forthcoming integrated
amp is tentatively named ' Maestro',
a behemoth delivering 100W/ch.
Looking like some over- the- top
example of high-end Americana, it
sports a motorised volume control,
full-remote control, relay switching,
vast heat-sink acreage and two huge
lkV toroidals. The shocker, though,
is atarget price tag of £2000 in the
UK, or 5m lire in Italy. Also planned
are power-amp-only versions, apreamp and maybe amonoblock.
Chario's Cygnus is a three-way
floorstander with a 38mm ` wave
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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guide' tweeter, 130mm paper
compound mid and 130mm paper
compound woofer. The enclosure
measures 953x200x270mm (hwd),
and it's finished in solid walnut or
solid cherry. Pegasus is its big
brother, with the 130mm drive units
replaced by 170mm units; enclosure
size goes up to 1030x230x370mm.
Lector got around the dearth of
OEM DVD drives by fitting the
SMC100 DVID player with a DVDROM mechanism — just as you'd
buy from PC World or wherever.
The all- black SMC100 features
24'96k DACs, Dolby Digital and
MPEG3, and anovel display.
Nightingale, who launched the
Armonia valve amp last year, is
distributing a new make called
Concentus. It showed, driven by
Armonia, a speaker which was so
shallow Ithought it had to be aflatelement dipole. But no, the Lyra
contained six drivers, including a
quartet of 5in woofers, amid and a
tweeter, with an open back —
effectively abaffle in asolid walnut
frame 600x1000x100mm (whd). The
sound was open and clean, enough
to justify the lack of aconventional
enclosure. Price? 6,900,000 lire.
Opera contributed to the move
toward small speakers with the sweet
little
Mini.
Measuring only
260x160x19Dmm ( hwd), its solid
timber, front-ported, reflex enclosure
houses a 110mm woofer and a
19mm tweeter, fully-shielded. If this
is too small, its floor- standing
equivalents are the 950mm-tall
Pavarotti and Super Pavarotti, the
latter with an extra woofer.
SAP's impressive Anniversary
single-ended OTL amplifier, delivers
18W/ch of pure Class A power from
a quartet of 6AS7G triodes. It

Giovanni Faccendini
of MPI (
and of show
organiser APAF)

Zingali showed
a pair of
sub/sat
systems Minch
probably
qualify as the
smallest hoi -nloaded systems
ever made

features three line inputs and dual
mono construction. Attached to it
was a new modular speaker system
available as either the Trio or
Quartette, consisting of an upper
module housing apair of full-range
130mm drivers, a 200mm passive
unit and a horn- loaded super
tweeter; to convert a Trio into a
Quartette, you add the bass unit
containing a 300mm woofer.
Sensitivity is 94dB for the Trio,
95dB for the Quartette.
Zingali is the brand which made
the concept of downsizing really hit
home. Yes, I'm talking about the
same Zingali known for large horn
systems. At TOP Audio, • Zingali
showed a pair of sub/sat systems
which probably qualify as the
smallest horn-loaded systems ever
made. The Colosseum S and the
Colosseum L — 2.5 million lire and
3.5 million lire respectively — feature
compact subwoofers and exquisitelymade, tiny speakers too pretty for
their own good.
The small system's subwoofer
measures 370x210x420unn ( hwd)
containing two 132mm bass units,
the 160x100x150mm (hwd) satellite
featuring 70mm mid and a 19mm
dome tweeter and a miniature
version of the company's all-wood
Omniray horn. No kidding: this
satellite is only acouple inches taller
than aCD.
This, of course, barely scratches
the surface. Audion had a display of
tasty vintage gear (including apair of
Quad Corner Ribbons!). Sonus
Faber worked miracles with the
Signums, earning my Best Sound At
The Show'.
And how is it that the Linn room
always looks like a haute couture
catwalk?
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Acoustic Arts
STATE OF THE ART

DEALERS IN FINE AUDIO PRODUCTS
We do things differently- so you get something different
to the usual.
Our demonstrations are relaxed and unpressuried. The
presentation is never forward, brash or bright, but will ref ect
your musical taste and budget. We also offer you achoice.
SONUS FABER SIGNUIVI
THE NEW AFFORDABLE MINI- MONITOR
FROM SONUS FABER USING TECHNOLOGY
FROM THE REFERENCE " ARMATI" AT oNE
TENTH THE COST. THESE ARE STUNN 'lG!

COPLAND CSA515
c)PLANDS SWEET AND OPEN SOUND THAT
YOU'RE USED TO FROM YOUR CSA 14/28
HOWEVER THIS HYBRID HAS 175 WATTS OF
POWER. YOU CAN JUST IMAGINE HOW
YOUR LOGANS WILL SOUND!

Canary Audio CA-6o8 valve integrated amplifier - £ 1295
Exceptional build, superb value, needs to be heard to
appreciate the level of sound quality at this price.

B&W NAUTILUS 800 SERIES
WE ARE PROUD TO BE AN AUTHORISED DEALER FOR THIS EXCITING NEW RANGE OF
SPEAKERS. THIS RANGE STARTS AT THE DIMINJTIVE NAUT 905 @ £ 1400.00 AND FINISHES
AS THE FLAG SHIP OF THIS RANGE AT @ CE500.00. THEY PARTNER SPACE AGE
TECHNOLOGY WITH ELEGANT STY_ING, TO CREATE A STUNNING NEW RANGE THAT
SHOULD BE ALDTIONED.

Pathos Twin Towers integrated amplifier - £3250
Remarkable sound quality and transparency. A very real
sound and areal statement in style.
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DENSEN B200 PRE AND
B300 POWER AMP

r-TOOK

DENSENS NEW BABY' PRE & POWE-1,
FEATURING CLASS 'A' REMOTE PRE WHICH
IS AN AND MULTIROOM COMPATIBLE TNE
B300 POWER AMP IS 100W AND DRIVES
THE NAUT 805 AND NAUT 804
BEAUTIFULLY.

DENSEN B40

DENSEN THREE YEARS TO FINISH
THE B400 CD PLAYER. IT WAS WORTH THE
WAIT. THE 13400 HAS THE SAME TECHNICAL
INNOVATION AS SEEN IN OTHER DENSEN
PRODUCTS, LIKE THE ' BUS' LINK FOR
MULTIROOM USE. IT ALSO SOUNDS
WONDERFUL.

A SELECTION OF SECOND-HAND AND
EX-DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT
TAG MCLAREN SPECIAL OFFER
WAS
EX-DENI
Autli”rew.irch 1.515 Prir Amp rxidrin

Luxman SQ-38 Signature valve integrated amplifier - £ 35oc
Retro looks, beautifully made, custom components,
and limited edition.
Amplification Audic Analogue • Canary Audio • conrad-johnson
Ear/Yoshino • Golden Tube • Graaf • Luxman • Muse Electronics
Pathos • Sonographe • Unison Research
Vinyl Replay Nottingham Analogue • Benz- Micro cartridges
Kuzma • Ly -acartridges • McCormack & Trigon phono amplifiers
Digital Replay Audio Analogue • conrad-johnson • DPA • Exposure
Resolution Audio • Vi/adia
Loudspeakers Audiostatic • Avalon Acoustics • Beauhorn Virtuoso
Charlo • Diapason • Musical Technology • Opera. Zingali
Accessories Barnatt & Oswald bespoke furniture • Cardas cables
& power cords • Esopower mains stabilisers • finite elemente pagode
equipment stands • Harmonix • Nordost cables • shun mook
V- Damp isolating system
Tuners Magnum Dynalab

Demonstrations by appointment only, Mondays to Saturday;
10:oci to 18:3o, Camden Town, London NW1
TEL:
FAX

0171 380 o866

0171 383 5028

EMAIL:

Audiolah
ir,, Amp ex/deM...
Audiolah 81101K,) Err Amp cx/dern
Adorn, GEPSSS Pre Amp rx/drm..

stephen@audioc.freeserve.co.LK

& 12 I, 00
A
A - 2,"II

Avon Sprakrrs Nlahogari) .rx/ili•in
krtll EAVNXI/k
Amp rx/dr,
Tag Maaren MI! hug Amp ex/den,
Tag Mr Laren
110' liiig Amp dr/don
SECONDHAND
Audiolah 81 101 1
11M: I) to A VI,
Audiolah 80110Q Pm Amp sill

.

Audio lirwarch 1.).9 Pm Amp ••11) .
Audi" licsrarch SEI IPre Amp sfh .
Acruphasc DP90/91 Tninkport & I) to.% s.'1•1
Angkirom : Motu IKrrrtor k/h
Arrarn 1- 0 xtrin.pint ./h
XVI S2000 Pre: -1- Holm, VI,
li&SX 1.6 Rowing ‘ pt
CrIlo Palloir
(111 on] SI.51 1201 1
11 ISmcr Amp

k

(la.kr 1 ) 11 11. Pre Amp VI)
Ihmirch Margin'c spcakcr, 'c/I,
km. • I- &
Pre Dog r h
ii12 speakers ./1)
(in phon Plimm Magi -../ 1
)141 ii25 Sprxkcr.
Aral KI'S21
I) 110 r • 11
Mow IK sul)Nm der ,A
Mark
) II I +
Theo Mu ML!

Home trial schemes available. All systems installed by us.
Mail order carriage free. Efficient tax-free export.
Ex-demonstration and used equipment always available,
please call for furtFer details.

\OM

A211'1 , 110

A. • •
-1.1 00 .,
.1. I , 1(1

1
, 1 •/ 11

ri./11

AA2911 011

A ON, 01,
A 15,10.'51

* INTEREST FREE CREDIT OR ' BUY NOW PAY LATER' * 4DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
INCLUDING 2 CINEMA ROOMS * MAIL ORDER FACILITY *
AGENCIES INCLUDE:

APOLLO, AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIO ANALOGUE, AUD'OQUES -,B&W ( INC 800 NAUT), BEYER, BOSE,
BOSTON, CASTLE, CELESTION, COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN, OPA, GRADO, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU,
KRELL MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAP.,, MICHELL, MICROMEGA, NORDOST, ORELLE, ORTOFON,
PROJEKT. QUADRASPIRE, QED, REL, ROTEL, RUARK,
SONUS FABER, SOUND STYLE,
SUMIKO, TARGET, TAG McLAREN, THETA. TRANISPARENT AUDIO, VIDIKRON, WILSON

101 St Albars Road, Watford WD1 1RD
Tel: 01923 245250/233011 Fax: 01923 230798
From Tuesday to Saturday 10am-5.30pm ( late on Thursday by appointment)
.
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sidelines

Proàlems in
simulating
live music,
unfolding
the string
quartet,
pursuing
a dynamic
argument

HUI NIAVS .4 RECORD REVIEW
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ast month Iproposed near and
distant placements in relation
to a symphony orchestra as
defining the primary span of seating
options for live music, but noted that
with recorded sound in domestic
circumstances, listeners may neither
wish for nor be able to find the aural
equivalents. For a start, with twochannel stereo (and for that matter
with mono too) the ambient setting
and associated reverberation are
confined to aframe set around and
behind the performers rather than
appearing around, above and behind
the listener. This only occurs in
real life if one is placed in the
choir seats at the orchestra's rear,
when the bulk of the auditorium's
space is out beyond the orchestra
above the audience. Domestically,
this situation can be offset to a
worthwhile degree by feeding a
delayed antiphase signal to side
or rear speakers, which pulls
some of the recorded acoustic
into the listening room; but until
the
universal
advent
of
multichannel recording, the lay
listener will be stuck with the
problem.
Another relevant aspect of much
present-day recording is the practice
of simulating considerable depth
within the orchestra. As noted last
month, at the front of the stalls one
experiences awide range of distances
to the various instrumental groups,
and aural cues echoing this play an
important role in much classical .
recording. A single up-front stereo
microphone or its equivalent can
capture these perspectives directly,
but the effect arises in the main from
multi-miking
supported
by
appropriately graded levels in the
mix,
aided
in
some
ultrasophisticated schemes by matched
time delays. Also, as with any setup using mikes dotted around an
undivided space, the resulting signal
is subject to a quasi-reverberant
phenomenon whereby the sounds of
any one miked instrument or section
also arrive with various delays and
much lower levels at all the
DECEMBER 1111

microphones trained on other
instruments.
Although it is strictly artificial, I've
often thought the enhanced depthperspective obtained with the best
recordings of this type is not far
removed from that witnessed when
sitting close to an orchestra —
notwithstanding the relatively small
angular soundstage dictated by
practical loudspeaker placings. And
when such abalance is supported by
aspacious overall acoustic (Ihate a
dry or seemingly small hall for abig
ensemble), this represents for me an
A* sonic situation.
But this is only one person's
reaction, and others will apply
different priorities. For instance,
those who choose to sit well back in
the concert hall and want neither
great inner detail nor the loudness
of big orchestral fortissimos as heard
at close range, will probably prefer
recordings which suggest arelatively
distant orchestra, with an image
occupying not much more than half
of the available soundstage. Yet even
this modest specification is difficult
to satisfy in naturalistic terms, as the
distance-setting ambience will still
all lie beyond the speakers, whereas

it can be for the eye to aid the ear
when following the interplay between
instruments, with the corollary that
when listening ' blind' it can be a
great help if those instruments are
more easily separated by ear than is
possible with a cramped central
image, especially if second-yin and
viola are transposed from their usual
positions.
As for the ambient setting, Isee
no reason beyond mere custom why
asmall chamber group shouldn't be
recorded
with
a spaciously
reverberant
backing
while
nevertheless being arrayed to occupy
90% of the lateral soundstage, and
recorded so as not to sound
overbright or edgy. One does
occasionally find recordings which
follow this philosophy, to which I
would again grant the proverbial A*
rating.
Reproducing a string quartet or
similar ensemble as if it were
positioned only just beyond the end
of the listening room can involve
surprisingly high peak sound levels
if the local acoustic permits dynamic
realism without discomfort. Also, if
a piano is involved and the music
includes chords which decay into
silence, small-scale ensembles can
be
almost
as
demanding
dynamically as alarge orchestra,
with peaks sometimes nearly as
high and dying chords or
reverberation decending just as
far down the loudness scale
before becoming inaudible.

DYNAMICS RAISED

'I find that losing them helps me to forget
the orchestra and picture the speakers' — we
reproduce one of Anscombe's cartoons first
published in HiFi News

such a remote balance at aconcert
would necessarily present the listener
with alarge quota of multidirectional
reflections from the auditorium.
All these points concern orchestral
music, but there are comparable
problems with small ensembles. Just
five years ago Ihad occasion to offer
some heretical thoughts on the
recording
of string
quartets,
suggesting that despite the medium's
clustered intimacy in performance,
such groups should for recording
purposes be ` unfolded' to occupy
almost the full stereo soundstage.
I'm not arguing that first-violin and
cello should be forced into monolike isolation at the IJR extremes, as
happened with the trio discussed in
August. But having attended agood
many chamber concerts over the
years, Irealised long ago how useful

This brings me to Yuval
Goldstein's letter in the October
'Views', politely challenging some
of my points concerning dynamics
and recording capacity as set out in
June's 'Sidelines'. He was quite right
to emphasize the distinction between
dynamic range and signal-to-noise
ratio, but the fact remains that when
the quietest sounds have ceased to
be audible due to masking by the
noise-floor, this point represents for
practical purposes music's lower
dynamic limit. So while afigure of
120dB may indeed represent the very
rare upper peak in abig symphonic
work, the actual range in need of
accommodation by the recording
medium would be under 90dB, a
fact confirmed on many occasions in
concert halls, recording studios and
hi-fi homes by the late Rex Baldock
and myself — but using a flat
frequency response, not dBA
weighting. However, Mr Goldstein
agreed that despite his criticisms I
was ' quite right in saying that the
dynamic range afforded by CD is
sufficient for the majority of
situations', so I'll say no more.
,John Crabbe
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only a well designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

The IRIQ Intelligent Remote
by Madrigal and Microsoft.
For universal remote controls, higher
intelligence should mean higher performance.
With lRlQ, the intelligence of the remote is
used to organise and simplify its operation.
Control virtually any infrared device you own,
audio, video, lighting, curtains etc. with RIO.
•The programmable, backlit touchscreen
shows only the buttons you need, and
you can name them what you like.
GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17- ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB F oB 33 7dB L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
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The use of
appropriate
sealants for
antenna
connections
and element
joints will
ensure
easier
adjustments
and prolong
performance

sthis was written, the winds
and rain of autumn were
beginning to make themselves
felt, and the assorted antennas at this
establishment were being subjected
to meteorological indignities not
experienced over the summer. Having
recently carried out some preventative
maintenance, this seemed agood time
to say something about an oftenoverlooked area.
Ialso received anote from Dr P
Morris, who offered what he called ' a
small idea with regard to antenna
connections'. He said ' Iput up an
Antiference four-element Yagi for FM
broadcasts some 20 years ago. Having
soldered some tags onto the coaxial
down-lead and screwed down the tags
on to the connectors in the black

Time to consider

plastic box at the antenna, I then
rrwlted some candle wax and filled the
said box with molten wax to immerse
the connectors, and put the lid on.
The coaxial-cable fit was sufficient to
prevent loss of molten wax. Having
examined the antenna recently, the
wax is still intact and Iassume has
protected the connections so inznersed
and potted. Idon't want to patent this
idea, even though it would make me
millions! Someone putting up anew
antenna might find the idea useful.'
Something very similar was in fact
often done during the Second World
War at the connector boxes of the
small dipole and Yagi antennas used
by early airborne-interception radars.
These worked on frequencies in the

aerial maintenance,
perhaps?

E-MAIL
John Nelson
may be contacted
via e-mail john_nelson@
COMpuSerre.com
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200MHz region, at which fatty acids
have not seized internally. A very
such as those in candle wax will
useful substance for protecting
presumably be decidedly lossy: quite
antenna components and their joints
whether this or water ingress was the
(not to mention the exposed heads of
reason for the perennial problems of
expanding bolts and the less than
squinting experienced with these radar
perfect galvanising usually found on
systems is not now clear. Dr Morris's
T and K brackets) is `Waxoy1',
waterproofing technique has probably
manufactured by Hammerite and
cost him a dB or so and probably
available from Halfords, etc.
upset the antenna matching to a
This
is a waxy substance,
minor degree; but in the real world I presumably acompound of medium
should imagine that the benefits of
molecular-weight paraffins, which as
consistently low-resistance nonsupplied is dissolved in what smells
corroded connectors outweigh any RF
rather like white spirit, and applied
loss-related drawbacks!
either as an aerosol or by brush. It
In 1940, few solutions to the
dries to asurprisingly tenacious yellow
problem of how best to protect
film, which appears in my experience
electrical connections (especially those
to be flexible enough not to flake off
carrying radio frequencies) exposed
metal parts as they deflect in the
to
temperature
and
humidity
wind. `Waxoy1' seems tailor-made for
variations were available. The issue
rust and corrosion prevention in
remains an important one today,
antennas. Various parts of alarge HF
although happily there is a much
Yagi
were
treated
to
liberal
wider variety of materials available.
applications of it when the antenna
Most commercially available Band
was first erected some years ago, and
II antennas use aplastic connector
remain in as-new condition.
box with apush-on or clip-on lid and
At some point Ishould write about
an exit hole for the coaxial cable
the very useful properties of ' selfforming the downlead. Within the box
amalgamating' tapes and putties. These
are two terminals. The requirement is
are minor miracles of industrial
twofold: to maintain apermanently
chemistry, and it is difficult to imagine
low-resistance joint between the screen
how the world ever managed without
and inner of the coax and the
them. But two other points ought to
terminals to which each is connected,
claim our attention first. One is that
and to exclude air and moisture from
there is afamily of sealants which must
the assembly. This implies covering
never be used anywhere near electrical
the connections with asealant of some
connections. These are usually
sort, and ideally filling the entire space
marketed as being for bathroom or
with sealant so that air and moisture
similar domestic purposes, and can be
are totally excluded. In particular, the
distinguished by the fact that they all
inevitable gap between the outer sleeve
give off acharacteristically `vinegary'
of the coax and the exit hole — a smell when the top of the tube is
common route for moisture ingress —
removed. The odour is actually that
needs to be sealed.
of acetic anhydride, and acetic acid is
Modern techniques would probably
liberated as part of the curing
involve either asilicone grease such as
mechanism; the consequent effect on
MS4 or an acrylic sealant such as 744,
copper terminals and similar metalwork
both from Dow Corning. Both have
can be all too easily imagined.
very low loss in the VHF region and
Substances safe to use for sealing
have excellent water-repellent and
electronic components are highly
sealing properties. Ihave several Band
unlikely to smell of anything, but
II and TV antennas which were erected
materials with even amild vinegary
in 1987-8 and whose connector boxes
odour should be smartly put back on
were sealed with half atube or so of
the supplier's shelf.
744 (actually its predecessor, 738). In
The other point to be made is that
the case of one which was dismantled
although electrolytic corrosion has
recently following storm damage, the
been well understood for at least 300
connections were found to be in
years, many antenna manufacturers
immaculate condition underneath the
appear not to have grasped the fact
sealant.
that dissimilar metals placed in
It is also agood idea to protect the
contact and exposed to moisture
jointed metal parts of the antennas.
generate an electropotential. This in
This is because the antenna is likely
turn causes corrosion. More on this
to maintain its gain and directivity
next month, but bear in mind that all
performance for much longer if
metals are either anodic or cathodic,
internal corrosion or oxidation are not
and that cathodic metals corrode
taking their toll - aluminium alloys
anodic. For example, brasses are
are
excellent
conductors
but
cathodic, whereas aluminium and its
aluminium oxides are very good
alloys are anodic. So don't use brass
insulators! Additionally, when it
screws to assemble an antenna made
comes to dismantling the antenna, life
from aluminium alloy, as at least one
will be much easier if element joints
antenna manufacturer does!
which were originally meant to slide
John Nelson
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RECORD OF THE MONTH
97 Sixten Ehrling's historic Sibelius cycle
CLASSICAL REVIEWS
97 Kovacevich's Beethoven sonatas; Hausmusik — Brahms
string sextets; AAM/Hogwood — Haydn symphonies,
Kirov The Gamber; Thibaudet tribute to Ellington

98

BAINBRIDGE
Ad Ora incerta, Four Primo Levi
Settings
Bickley/Wather/BBC SO/Brabbins/Nash
Ens

98

BEETHOVEN
Piano Sonatas Opp.10 & 28
Kovacetnch

98

BERG
Pieces from the Lyric Suite, 3
Fragments from Wozeck, Lulu- Suite
Marc/Dresden Staatskapelle/Stnopolt

99

BERNSTEIN
Candide Ovt, Candide Suite. Three
Meditations from Mass, 5 Songs lorch.
Raminl, Divertimento
Clayton/Ross/Monnnesota Orch/Oue

105

BLOCH
Three Nocturnes
Grieg Too

99

BLOW
Venus and Adonis
soloists et al/OAE/Jacobs

100

BRAHMS
String Sextets
Hausinusik
28 Deutsche Volkslieder
Genz/Vignotes

100

BRUCKNER
Symphony 6
Concertgebouw/Chailly

99

DUKE ELLINGTON
Ellington At Newport 1956 ( Complete)

112

WILLIAM HOOKER
The Distance Between Us

112

DEREK BAILEY
IVAN PARKER
Arch Duo

112

THOMAS CNAPIN TRIO
Night Bird Song

112

LEE KONITZ / STE VE
SWALLOW/PAUL PAOT1AN
Three Guys

112

JOE MORRIS
Many Rings

106

SIBELIUS
Symphonies 1-7
Royal Stockholm PO/Ehrling
Karelia Suite, Finlandia, Lemminkainen
Suite
Iceland SO/Sakan

112

BOB BROOKMEYER/
THE NETHERLANDS
METROPOLE ORCHESTRA
Out Of This Vv

113

STANLEY TU RRENT IN E
D,
Have Any Sugar?

106

SMETANA
String Quartets, From the Homeland
Praia Qt/Remes/Kayahara

107

R STRAUSS
Metamorphosen
Norwegian CO/Brown

106

STRAVINSKY
Firebird Suite, Symphony in E- flat.
Fireworks, Scherzo fantastique
St Petersburg PO/Ashkenazy

107

TCNAIKOVSKY
Souveneir de Florence
Norwegian CO/Brown

107

TELEMANN
4 Suites, Overture
Akademie fur 3/te Musik

107

VANHAL
4 Symphonies
Nicolaus Esterhazy Sinfonia/Grodd

105

97

classical
98

112

105

FINALE
146 The Chess Story, by Johnny Blok

CPE BACH
Sonatas foi variUt. instruments,
Pastorale etc
Fidtt con Tasto. Noln

104

SCHUBERT
Piano Trio 2, Arpeggione Sonata etc
Schubert Ens of London

105

ROCK REISSUES
119 reviews by Ken Kessler

INE

RONTGEN
Piano duos
Kalvelage/Krücker

100

JAZZ/ROCK/POP
112 Jazz reissues roundup; Supergrass's Supergrass
is the rock Album in Focus

100

101

101

102

BUSONI
Piano works and transcriptions
Tanski
GLUCK
Alceste
soloists/Drottningholm Theatre Orch &
Ch/Ôstman
HAYDN
Symphonies 53, 54, 61, 66-69
AAN Hogwood
LIGETI
Le Grand Macabre
soloists/London
Voices/Philhannonia/Salonen

jazz

104

110

Ill

SCHUMANN
Liederkreis, 12 Gedichte
Goeme/Schneider
Hyperion Lieder Edition Vol.3
Banse/Johnson
SHOSTAKOVICH
String Quartets 2 & 3
St Petersburg Qt
Piano Trios
Grieg Trio

VARIOUS
AMERICAN DREAMS
Indianapolis SO/Leppard
GERMAN 17TH CENTURY CHURCH
MUSIC
Blaze/The Parley of Instruments
LA FOLIA 1490-1701
Savaii and Ens
REFLECTIONS ON DUNE
Thibaude(

102

MAHLER
Das Lied von der Erde
FinnileSchreier/Berlin SO/Sanderling

Ill

105

MARTIN
Trio on Irish Folktunes
Grieg Trio
MOZART
Symphonies 29, 35. 38
RPO/Beechant
Piano Concertos K466, 459
Lugansky/Netherlands Radio
CO/Markiz

109

109

103

PANDOLFI
Violin Sonatas Opp/3 8, 4
Manze/Egarr

WAGNER
Partita'
soloists/Vienna State Opera/Karajan

104

PISTON
Violin Concertos 1 & 2, Fantasia
Buswell/Ukraine Nat SO/Kuchar

109

WEBERN
lin Sommerwind, Passacaglia,
Orchestral Pieces Opp.6 & 10,
Symphony, Variations Op.30
Dresden Staatskapelle/Sinopoli

103

PROKOFIEV
The Gamber
soloists/Kirov Opera & Orch/Gergiev

100

WOLF
Harlenspieler-Lieder, Anacreons Grab
Goerne/Concertgebouw/Chailly

102
103

Ill

109

The Songs QI Robert Schumann -

VIVALDI
Cantatas RV656-60, 669
Fedi/Modo Antiquo/Sardelli
Violin Concertos Op.4 ' La Stravaganza'
Walkinson/CIty of London
Sint/Kraemer

MAX ROACH/MAL
WALDRON
bploration,... To The Mth Degree
113

VARIOUS
FMP/Eremite Roundup

115

MEREDITH BROOKS
Deconstruction

115

THE CHESTERFIELD RINGS
Where The Action Is!

115

THE CHURCH
A Box Of Birds

116

MACY GRAY
On How Life Is

116

RAY WYLIE HUSSARD
Crusades Of The Restless Knights

116

TOM JONES
Reload

116

BAP KENNEDY
Hillbilly S'

116

MICHAEL NESMITH
Live At The BRITT Festival

116

OCEAN COLOUR SCENE
One From The Modern

117

DIANA ROSS
Every Day Is A New Day

1cl

S
MAuslA
icalig
ity°

1i7

STING
Brand New Day

1,S

SUPERGRASS
Supergrass

rock/pop

VARIOUS
1. 7 Soundtracks

rock reissues
119

LOU CHRISTIE
Lou Christie/Lou Christie Strikes Again
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Classical Reviews

Record

of the Month

119
119

DEEP PURPLE
The House Of Blue Light
Nobody's Perfect

119
119

DOWNLINERS SECT
The Sect/The Rock
Sect's In

119

IT'S A BEAUTIFUL DAY
It's A Beautiful Day/Marrying Maiden

119

THE LUV'D ONES
Truth Gotta Stand

119

FLEETWOOD MAC
The Complete Blue Horizon Sessions
1967-1969

Symphonees I - 7

Royal Slockholm
Ph

harmonIc Orchestra

SIBELIUS:
Symphonies 1-7
Royal Stockholm PO/Erhling

119

THE MAGICIANS
An Invitation To Cry

119

REAL THING
Children Of The Ghetto

Finlandia 3984-22713-2

119

JONATHAN RICHMAN AND
THE MODERN LOVERS
The Best Of

Aset of complete Sibelius symphonies from the early 1950s may not, on the face of it,

119

FREDDY ROBINSON
Bluesology

119

DOUG SAHM
Hell Of A Spell

119
119

THE SHIRELLES
The EP Collection
25 All Eme Greatest Hits

119

ALEXANDER ' SKIP' SPENCE
Oar

119

MINO TEMPO &
APRIL STEVENS
All Strung Out

119
119
119
119

UTOPIA
Todd Rungren's Utopia
Another Lire
Ra
Oops Wrong Planet

119

VARIOUS
The Very Best Of White Whale Records

119

ALBERT WASHINGTON
Blues & Soul Man

(3CDs, 21 7m -Ws) mono rec.1952/3

inspire much enthusiam, but this one, like the LSO/Collins mono set [ Beulah] which it
slightly pre- dates, is an exception to the rule. Erhling, born in Málmo, Sweden, in
1918, is a highly distinguished conductor, studying under Böhm, Ansermet, da
Sabata and Wolff, and he has held posts in Stockholm, Detroit, New York and
Gothenberg. The liner note describes him as ' an artist who cleansed scores from

review ratings
Sound

quality and

performance

are

separately graded at the end of each
review. In ' rock/pop' the numerical rating
also reflects musical content. A few
releases are reviewed from master- tape
copies ( as stated). An additional ' star'
denotes

outstanding quality.

Review

headings show catalogue number and
total playing time. Ratings also show a
CD price coding: • full price; • mid
price; A budget price; • special price,
see ' Compact Disc Service'. Reissues are
shown , with first UK publication date.

Sound quality : Performance
Fine, modern
recording
Good, some
minor reservations
Only moderately
convincing
Poor sound

A:1

Historical source,
eg, 78 rpm

H:H Historical

Very Good

B:2 Good
C:3 Moderate
D:4 Poor

the dust of generations and restored classical music to its original splendour'.
Remembering his marvellous LSO
concert at the Proms in the 1960s, I
would agree with that, so why has
this pioneering ` first ever' complete
edition not seen light of day since the
original Metronome AB releases?
Neither these nor the licensed
Mercury LPs were readily available
here. (Wilma Cozart Fine informed
me that her company wanted a
Sibelius cycle for the American
market but she wouldn't countenance
its continued place in Mercury's
catalogue.)
Unable to transfer from
mastertapes, Finlandia has had to
resort to LP pressings. Although there
are certain inconsistencies —
oscillation (minor tape waverings that
luckily don't affect note-pitch) and
tonal discrepancies (Symphony 2 has
aglossy thickness in upper strings) —
these CDs are in the main successful
in allowing listeners to appreciate
everything the conductor and
orchestra did, even if the sound is in
no way commensurate with modern
technology. This didn't cause me
concern, for this is aset consistent in
inspiration from first bar to last.
Symphony 1, so often cheapened
by exaggeration, is quite magical in
its ever-changing moods, right from
the misterioso solo clarinet opening.
Where Sanderling and the Berlin
Symphony (on Berlin Classics — my
other favourite set) highlights the
counterpoints, Erhling blends them
skilfully into the text. His Second has
asweep and grandeur reminiscent of
Beecham's and Koussevitslcy's, but is
'straighter' than either, perhaps nearer
to Schmidt-Isserstedt's (another
candidate for reissue), consistently
detailed and perfectly paced.
Three (another Sanderling
triumph) finds Erhling as apositive
HUI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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rival. Sibelius's Allegro moderato
crotchet 126 marking at the start
finds many too fast for future
elucidation of detail. Barbirolli and
Segerstam score here, but Erhling at
the correct tempo carries the classical
structure of the work through to a
fitting conclusion. His Fourth is a
miracle of understanding. somewhere
between the Beecham and
Schneevoigt in its febrile,
introspective holding on to life at all
costs, and lightly glosses over the
surface of the finale only to find
sharp wounding pangs at the close.
The Fifth (where Horenstein had a
wonderful way of cutting back strings
to highlight winds) has heroic
proportions, fine dynamic gradations
(listen to the pianissimo. strings at the
key change in the finale) and
unleashes power at the close with
wonderful control. Hardest to balance
musically, 6 has simplicity, fleeting
lightness and childlike joy; and the
mighty Seventh matches
Goldschmann's [Dante-Lys]
wonderful progression of string lines,
wind blendings and brass outbursts.
The reproduced LP covers show
the orchestra as the Stockholm Radio
Symphony. For the 1953 Stockholm
Festival, the Philharmonic and Radio
Symphony combined to form ahuge
orchestra. Although these recordings
were made earlier, there was close
liaison between orchestras in their
undertakings, so perhaps ' Royal
Stockholm Philharmonic' on the
Finlandia liner is permissable.
Bill Newman
H:1-1' 0

On Finlandia:
the very first
Sibelius
symphony
cycle,
recorded in
Stockholm's
Royal
Academy of
Music under
Sixten
Ehrling, in
1952-53

Rnlandia's cover art reproduces
former Mercury sleeve designs for
this Stockholm Sibelius series
97

CPO 999 508-2

(
66m 29s)

Where keyboard is used, the title
always mentions the instrument first,
and this does underline the nature of
the music. The typical CPE Bach
swerves of key in the flute sonatas are
always instigated by the keyboard,
and the wind instrument (which
could alternatively be violin) is
surprisingly often the accompanying
one. The clarinet duos (originally
written for the clarinet stop of a
musical clock) are of no great
consequence — the first, acautious
Adagio, has no sense of forward
movement, but this is no fault of the
accurate performers.
Although the six one-movt sonatas
H 516-521 are brief, they are clearly
mature pieces, and Fiati con Tasto
have concluded that the use of
fortepiano for them rather than
harpsichord is legitimate on the
grounds that the composer used this
instrument agreat deal in later life.
In the event, the balancing of this
unusual group of instruments is
achieved with great success. No
details are given about the fortepiano
which is very well in tune (suggesting
it might be amodern reproduction)
but is rather thin in the bass: an
authentic enough trait. As with other
works, the assurance of fully writtenout keyboard music makes the
ensemble seem tighter-knit. Only in
the two works incorporating oboe is
the keyboard ad-lib. In the oboe
sonata, harpsichord and cello make a
very positive contribution, and in the
Pastorale, the one piece where
fortepiano acts as continuo together
with cello, the timbres still remain
separate. Although the radio studio in
which this disc was made has no
particular acoustic warmth, the
uncoloured sound is very natural; the
flute sparkles without being ' breathy';
there is admirable presence and
excellent balance.
Antony Hodgson

A:1

BAINBRIDGE:
Ad Ora Incerta J Four Primo Levi
Settings
Susan Bickley (mez-sop)/Kim Walker
(bsn)/BBC SO/Brabbins/Nash Ens
NMC D059

(
53m 54s)

The hours-long Shoah, testimony
from Holocaust survivors, suggests
that documentary may described as
art. But dramatisation for film and
television (such as the star-studded
Hermann Wouk adaptations with
their ghoulish imagery, and most
recently adisgraceful episode of
Kavanagh QC) has acontemptible
98

record. Perhaps the spare eloquence
of Primo Levi's poetry deserves most
of all to be left in peace — merely
read. Simon Bainbridge's 1996
settings for the Nash Ensemble, as
recorded here ranges piano (Ian
Brown), viola (Garfield Jackson),
clarinet (Michael Collins) and voice
across the stage, left to right; some
might feel the singer is
underbalanced, but this may be
deliberate. Susan Bicldey intones the
words against the music's muted
textures; tempi are all slow, and in
each setting abrief climax is reached
only for the voice to fall away sharply.
This 24m piece is more
approachable than the 1993 work
with orchestra, Ad Ora Incerta, where
asolo part for bassoon works in
partnership with the mezzo and
represents Levi's black crow coming
'from very far away/To bring bad
news'. The successive movts allude to
the deportation trains, selection and
enforced work — we hear the
repetitive squeak of locomotive piston
rods, the vile reveille whistles of the
factory within Auschwitz
(contrivances Ireacted against!) —
and, explains Paul Griffiths in his
exemplary programme note (all the
NMC documentation is exemplary), a
final `vision of companionship'. The
timing rapport between singer and
bassoon soloist is amazing, and the
quiet (ii) ' Sunset at Fosselli' easy to
relate to the companion piece on the
CD. But in ` Buna' (the last movt) I
can't pretend to grasp the message in
the suffocating filmic morass of
Bainbridge's orchestration: suddenly,
the work is over, but what was there?
Isimply don't know.
Christopher Breunig

'Review
RECOMMENDATION
Henze 'sNinth
Symphony, with
the BPO et all
Metzmacher
(reviewed in June
1998), is on EMI
CDC 556 5132

BEETHOVEN:
Piano Sonatas Op.10:1-3 _IPiano
Sonata Op.28 '
Pastorale'
Stephen Kovaceoch (
pno)
EMI CDC 556 7612

(71m 56s)

Artistic self-expression changes with
age (Beethoven's music is aprime
example), but it need not increase in
value. A timely Philips reissue of
Stephen Kovacevich's 1970 recording
of Op.10:1, the C-minor sonata [456
880-2], shows how his reading (then
'In the
of incredible immediacy) has altered
testing
— has become pared down,
Largo e
distanced. The EMI timings are
shorter for each movt; and
mesto of
predictably he makes much less here
Op.10:3
iii) leading to
of the ritardando in (
Gilels on
Beethoven's magical pedalled Adagio
DG takes US
[bar 113 — 3m 39s], before the
further into
Prestissimo closes. Ialso miss the
the interior
songlike, lyrical character of the
of the
Adagio moho (
ii), for which
writing'
Kovacevich now substitutes amore
formal grandeur. Perhaps the pianist
dismisses his earlier recording as too
indulgent? On this disc, track 4, the
first-movt Allegro of the Sonata in F,
is especially lovely: aworthy
RECOMMENDATION alternative to the mono Kempff
recording, as perhaps is the
Kempff's mono
cycle for DG is
`Pastorale'. In broad terms,
Kovacevich's Beethoven still
on 447 966-2
(8CDs); his 78,pm combines seriousness and brilliance,
recordings of
yet has become relatively tightlipped
Beethoven sonatas
— in the testing Largo emesto of
(incomplete cycle)
Op.10:3 there's more anger than
are on Dante Lys
sadness. Admittedly, he adopts afar
broader timescale ( 3m 10s longer
than Kovacevich's 7m 36s), but
Gilds on DG takes us further into
the interior of the writing.
The 1998 recordings were
produced at Air Studios (two
A:1/1* 0
minutes' walk from the pianist's
Stephen
home) and do not deploy the
Kovacevich's
Sensaura technology which marred
earlier recording
his earlier work in this series. But the
of Beethoven's
pianist's preferred Festival Hall
Sonata Op.10:1
Steinway offers less range of colour
than the instrument heard on
should not be
Philips's analogue recording.
overlooked: it has
Robert Dearling's booklet note
just been reissued
added pleasure and value to the last
in Philips's 'Great
disc: Opp.13, 14 & 22 [CDC 556
Pianists' series
5862]. The pithy essay he has written
for these sonatas so took my attention
— though his EMI editor suffers
from the seemingly endemic hyphenaversion — that for amoment Ifelt
the actual performances might be
incidental!

Review

Christopher Breunig

A(B):1 0

BERG:
3 Pieces from the Lyric Suite
3 Fragments from Wozzeck a
Lulu-Suite
Alessandra Marc (sop)/Staatskapelle
Dresden/Sinopoli
Teldec 3984 22903 2

(79m)

As in his Webern collection (reviewed
elsewhere in this section), Sinopoli
tends to interpret Berg from moment
to moment, rather than bringing out
his long lines, his structural unities,
DEMMER 19911
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CPE BACH:
Sonatas for harpsichord & flute
H504 & H506 J Sonata for oboe &
continuo H549 J Two Clarinet Duos
H636 J Pastorale for oboe, clarinet
& continuo J Six Sonatas for
fortepiano, clarinet & bassoon
H516-521
Fiati con Tasto, KoIn

Classical Reviews
his all-encompassing harmonic
consistency. The results are
characteristically hit-and-miss: the
first of the Lyric Suite pieces is heavy,
lumpish even, but (ii) is better and
(iii) superb. Likewise, the Suite from
Lidu is patchy, but Sinop°li achieves
a really powerful reading of the final
movement, with its sense of
approaching catastrophe. The
Wozzeck pieces work best overall, and
Alessandra Marc, who sounds
distinctly uncomfortable in the ` Lied
der Lulu', here justifies her presence
on the disc in Marie's two numbers.
As with the Webern, the Dresden
Staatskapelle plays extremely well,
and is well recorded. But Karajan
[DG] is still unsurpassed in the
string-orchestra pieces, and Rattle
[EMI] or Masur [Teldec] will give
you abetter Lulu Suite.
Calum MacDonald
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BERNSTEIN:
Candide Overture J Suite from
Candide ( arr. Harmon) J Three
Meditations from Mass J Five
Songs ( orch. Ramin) J Divertimento
Beth Clayton (mez-sop)/Anthony Ross
(y1c)/Minnesota Orch/Oue
Reference Recordings RR-87CD

(
65m 03s)

A Bernstein pupil at Tanglewood and
chief of the Minnesota Orchestra
since 1995, Hiroshima-born Eije Oue
directs aglowing set of performances.
If his Candide Overture marginally
lacks something in sheer unbuttoned
exuberance, there's ample

BRAHMS:
String Sextets 1 & 2
Hausmusik
Signum SIGCD 013

(75m 46s)

We still await adefinitive coupling of
these two most approachable of
Brahms's chamber ensemble works.
The Amadeus Quartet, with regular
guests Cecil Aronowitz and William
Pleeth [DG], are interpretatively
robust if not especially sensitive to
the music's free-flowing emotional
contours, while the less than
technically exacting Yehudi Menuhin
and colleagues [EMI] lay on the
espressivo with atrowel. The ASM
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compensation in the poise and gentle
wit of the orchestral response. This
leads straight into the enjoyable 18m
suite from Candide that Charlie
Harmon ( Bernstein's personal
assistant from 1982) composed for
the present partnership, while Sid
Ramin (who collaborated with Lenny
on West Side Story and who, along
with Irwin Kostal, was co-creator of
the subsequent ` Symphonic Dances')
supplies idiomatic orchestrations of
five of the master's songs, including
the touching ' So Pretty' (composed
for the 1968 anti-Vietnam war rally,
`Broadway for Peace') and the
charming, folksy ' Silhouette' ( 1951: a
birthday gift for Jennie Tourd);
Mezzo Beth Clayton is the appealing
soloist here. The principal cellist,
Anthony Ross, leaves adeeply
eloquent impression in the `Three
Meditations' that Bernstein fashioned
from his Mass for
Mstislav Rostropovich,
and in (iii) Oue draws
some gloriously rapt
sounds from his fine
strings. Again, the
concluding Divertimento,
composed in 1980 for the
Boston Symphony's
centenary, is perhaps
wanting that last ounce of
charismatic ebullience,
but generally speaking,
Oue's strong affinity with
(and supreme affection for) this
attractive repertoire shines through in
every bar.

Chamber Ensemble [Chandos] are
expert enough but sound strangely
disengaged in these wonderful scores,
something Isaac Stern and colleagues
[Sony] could never be accused of,
even if with them the music
occasionally comes close to emotional
suffocation along the way.
Finest of existing couplings comes
from the Raphael Ensemble on
Hyperion, although for sheer
interpretative incandescence (and the
best first fiddle of all) Rodney Friend
and his then LPO colleagues shine
out on CfP in 1, despite the
occasional lapse in ensemble. For 2,
the no-nonsense 1961 account from
Jascha Heifetz and friends [RCA] is
something of amust.
Enter the period-instrument group
Hausmusik. They are at once warmer
both in sound and emotional
response than their ' authentic' rivals
Archibudelli [Sony], whose
refreshingly uncluttered accounts
ultimately encourage more respect
than affection. Hausmusik, on the
other hand, always sound as though
they are reacting spontaneously to the
music's internal discourse rather than
imposing upon it apredetermined
interpretative rationale.
The B-flat Sextet (with Pavlo
Beznosiuk as leader) could arguably
have benefited from amore extended

'If his
Candide
Overture
marginally
lacks
something
in sheer
unbuttoned
exuberance,
there's
ample
compensation in the
poise and
gentle wit
of the
orchestral
response'

Leonard
Bernstein

Tremendous recording, totally
natural in perspective, and boasting
some particularly sumptuous and
subtle bass sonorities. A rewarding
Bernstein compendium.
Andrew Achenbach
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BLOW:
Venus and Adonis
Joshua/Kiehr/Blaze/Josey/Finley/
Chapel Ch of Clare College, Cambridge/
OAE/Jacobs
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901684

(
5Im)

Venus and Adonis was written as ' A
Masque for the Entertainment of the
King' ( Charles II) in or around 1683;
so lively and enjoyable is it that John
Blow's failure to follow it up with
further operas is acause for much
regret. The fact that Charles's former
mistress, Moll Davis, took the role of
Adonis, and their nine- or ten-year
old illegitimate daughter, Lady Mary
Tudor that of Cupid, helps give the
piece aspicy quality that the court
would certainly have savoured. Arioso
and dance lead naturally into or out
of solos and choruses; the listener will
at once perceive how attentively
Blow's pupil and friend, Henry
Purcell, followed this delightful
example in his Dido and Aeneas. The
performance is lively, perceptive and
gripping: Rosemary Joshua and
Gerald Finley are splendid in the title
roles, the other soloists and the
chorus relish their opportunities, and
the orchestral playing is full-toned
and eloquent, with the various

p-pp dynamic range, although the
sensitivity of these players is never in
doubt as one heart-rending phrase
melts into another. The sudden gearchange during the second-subject
group of (i) sounds ashade
unconvincing — or maybe Isimply
haven't had time to get used to it —
and the violin F rather than the
expected high A in the penultimate
chord of (iii) slightly takes the edge
off the work's most uncontainably
exuberant passage. Yet these are
detailed comments in the context of a
most satisfying performance overall,
with cellist Richard Lester on
particularly commanding form.
But the real star performance here
is the G-major, led with the utmost
sensitivity by Monica Hug,gett.
Everything seems to go like adream
here; even such potential minefields
as the octave meanderings of (ii) and
introspective musings of (iii) are
handled with asureness of touch to
make most other recordings seem
heavy-handed in comparison. The
tricky textural juxtapositions of the
finale also emerge with an
inevitability and sheer 'rightness' to
have one singing Brahms's praises to
the skies. Superb annotations from
Robert Pascall and typically alluring
Floating Earth sonics.
Julian Haylock
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thought
Greensleeves
was a
Chinese
tune, but he
knew far
better than
them'

Peter Branscombe
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BRUCIOIER:
Symphony 6/WOLF: HarfenspielerLieder J Anakreons Grab
Matthias Goerne (bar)/Royal
Concertgebouw Orchestra/Chailly
Decca 458 186-2

(70m 31s)

Matthias Goerne's superb diction and
the Wagnerian gorgeousness of Wolf's
orchestration make the group of four
glowing Goethe Lieder (placed first) a
more suitable supplement than one
might suppose.
In Bruckner 6 at the end of (i) the
manic repetition of the opening
rhythm is hammered out on timpani:
first on the higher drum finally on the
lower. This often gives engineering
problems, because the quality of the
two drums is not always recorded
consistently. The new recording
sounds much as usual with the higher

Matthias
Goerne and
Stephan Genz
with Roger
Vignoles

BRAHMS:
28 Deutsche Volkslieder
Stephan Genz (bar)/Roger Vignoles
(pno)
Teldec 3984 23700 2

(59m 10s)

SCHUMANN:
Liederkreis, Op.39 J 12 Gedichte,
Op.35
Matthias Goerne (bar)/Eric Schneider
(pno)
Decca 460 797-2

(
62m 07s)

These fine new releases from two of
the most outstanding German
baritones of the younger generation
could hardly be more contrasted in
tone and mood. Matthias Goerne's
rich, dark voice is used subtly to
detail the ebb and flow of two
outstanding Schumann lieder
100

drum noticeably more ' present'. Of
recent versions, the TintnerfNaxos
achieves much better equality of tone
but there is less definition.
Turning to interpretation, there is
the matter of overall tempo. Fellow
critics seem sensitive about this. For
years writers have suggested that
Jochum was unduly swift (though I
found his tempi acceptable). Chailly's
57m is about average, so Jochum's
55m is only atouch faster.
The Royal Concertgebouw is an
ideal Bruckner orchestra. The horns
sound superb, although they are more
distant than usual, but the rest of the
brass is thrilling when in full cry. In
the grander moments Chailly will
often point aclimax by preceding it
with asubito piano moment to
enhance the subsequent build-up.
This method of emphasising a
Brucknerian climax contrasts with
Wand, Jochum or Furtwangler who
achieve(d) this by bringing forward
the most vital components of achord
— usually featuring atouch more
trombone, horn or timpani in the
texture.
Isuppose the equally vividly
recorded Blomstedt/San Francisco
Sixth, also Decca, is the nearest to
Chailly's eloquent reading. Chailly is
more powerful in the scherzo but a
touch more sedate at the end of (iv).
The notable recent Tintner version
shapes the music superbly but his

recording does not capture the impact
which normally makes that
conductor's Bruckner so gripping. I'm
not sure that lovers of Bruckner 6
will discard their Klemperer or Wand
versions for the sake of Chailly's
golden tones, although the silky
brilliance of the sound is attractive to
the ear.

collections, while Stephen Genz's
lighter baritone and more overtly
lyrical approach is equally well suited
to the delights of Brahrns's
exuberantly inventive folksong
arrangements.
Interestingly, Genz's main
competition comes from two artists
whose voices and interpretative
approaches are so contrasted as to
make comparisons virtually irrelevant.
Dietrich-Fischer Dieskau [EMI] is
typically robust, handling the poetic
detailing in away that some might
feel rather over-eggs the pudding.
Peter Schreier's plangent tenor [DG]
is closer to Genz's soundworld in
certain respects, although at times he
also loses sight of the essential
simplicity of Brahms's consummate
miniatures. It is also worth pointing
out that Fischer-Dieskau and Schreier
provide more extensive, two-disc
summaries of the Wo0.33 Volkslieder
(the latter absolutely complete) and
are partnered respectively by Elizabeth
Schwarzkopf and Edith Mathis.
In many ways Genz provides the
best of all worlds, for while he lacks
nothing in terms of poetic ardour, he
floats each song with asupple and
subtle artistry that never merely draws
attention to itself. The gently swaying
rhythms of ' Da unten im Tale'
(Down in the Valley) can rarely have
been floated with such blissful purity
and supreme dynamic control (Ian
Partridge at his peak, perhaps?), while

the more imposing settings such as
`Es wohnet em n Fiedler' (A Fiddler
lived) amply make the point without
adopting ablustering and forceful
manner. Perhaps Genz doesn't quite
make these songs 'his' yet, but this is
still amost beautifully sung and
sensitively accompanied recital.
Goerne (a Fischer-Dieskau and
Schwarzkopf pupil, incidentally) cuts
afar more imposing figure, as befits
the nature of the repertoire. Normally
one associates adarker-toned voice
with this repertoire (
eg, Hampson or
Bar) with acertain huskiness, yet
even in such imposing numbers as
Waldgesprâch' (Meeting in the
Forest) and ` Frühlingsnache (Spring
Night) Goerne maintains an
extraordinary depth and beauty of
tone. Even the impassioned 'Lust der
Sturmacht' (Stormy Night) that
dramatically opens the Op.35 set is
projected without the slightest hint of
strain. But it is the more selfcontained songs that leave the
strongest impression of all, with such
as the opening phrase of ' Intermezzo'
floated with arare sensitivity. If
Fischer-Dieskau and Eschenbach on
DG remain uniquely insightful in this
repertoire — Op.35 only available as
part of a 6CD set — the Decca team
are still highly compelling; and for
sheer beauty of tone Goerne gives
even his former mentor arun for his
money on several occasions.

Antony Hodgson
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DYSON.:
Elegien 3-6 J Sonatina Seconda J
Toccata/JS BACH—BUSONI: Wachet
auf J Ich rut zu Dir, Herr J
Toccata BWV565
Claudius Tanski (ono)
MD&G MDG 312 0436-2

(
60in 12s)

Some of Tanski's playing is amite
bumpy, the recording is alittle dry,
but otherwise this is awell-planned
and safely recommendable conspectus
of Busoni's piano output, from the
gentlest of the Bach arrangements
('Wachet au?) to the febrile outer
limits of the Sonatina Seconda. It's
good, too, to hear such aspirited
rendering of Busoni's rarelyprogrammed but highly effective
transcription of JSB's famous Dminor Toccata, which makes an
intriguing foil to his own craggy and
ominous Toccata of 1920. Tanski
expounds everything with
considerable empathy, achieving just
the right tone of tremulous ecstasy in

Julian Haylock
DECEMBER 1999
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Busoni had
innocently

continuo instruments, recorders and
bassoon adding atelling contribution.
Jacobs directs with sure hand,
securing pointed rhythms and anice
flow. Robin Blaze and the choristers
make much of Cupid's Lesson; but
there are many highlights here, and
the contrast between glee and grief
(in the tragic ending) is well brought
out. The recording ( Henry Wood
Hall, London) is warm and clear, and
the insert booklet, with text in three
languages, is all one could ask for.

photo: Klaus ThumscrITeldec

'Critics used
to scoff that

Classical fieviews
the sixth elegy, ` Erscheinung'. ( It's
illogical of him, though, to conclude
this piece with the ' alternative ending'
which only makes sense in the
context of acomplete performance of
the Elegien, since it refers back to the
first of them, which he doesn't
include in this recital.) Ithought his
initial tempo in `Turandots
Frauengemach' unwontedly slow, but
it turned out to render his quicksilver
account of the main section all the
more effective, with its ironic
rendition of ` Greensleeves'.
(Unlettered critics used to scoff that
Busoni had innocently thought this
was a Chinese tune, but he knew far
better than them, having copied it
from John Ballett's lute book in
Dublin, and wove the melody into his
Turandot opera because it was played
at public executions — just right for
his bloodthirsty princess.)
Ca/urn MacDonald
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GLUCK:
- Alceste
Ringholz/Treichl/Lavender/Degerfeldt/
Mattinsson/Drottningholm Theatre Ch &
Orch /éistnian
Naxos 8.660066-68

(
3CDs, 146m 55m)

Recordings of the French version of
Gluck's Alceste (1776) have been
comparatively common; the original
version that was staged in Vienna at
Christmas 1767 is ararity on disc as
in the theatre, and Óstman's set
(which derives from a ' production in
the Drottningholm Theatre, where
Alceste was first staged in 1781) is
doubly welcome. Not only is the
Italian version fully worth hearing for
its own sake, this performance is
totally committed and convincing. If
it has no star singers, the cast proves
rounded, reliable and thoroughly
musical.
Teresa Ringholz lacks vocal weight
but more than makes up for that with
her ardent, sensitive immersion in the
character of the wife who is willing to
sacrifice herself to save her sick
husband; she sings beautifully, with
precision, style and purity of tone.
Her husband, Admetus, is taken by
Justin Lavender; he has abig, not
immediately attractive voice, but he
makes much of the scenes in which
he faces up to the meaning of life
without Alcestis. As their confidants,
Jonas Degerfeldt and Miriam Treichl
are fine, and the smaller roles — of
their two children, high priest, oracle,
and Apollo as dens ex machina — are
very well taken.
The orchestra responds deftly, and
with due weight, to Óstman's spirited
and insightful direction; there are
particularly rewarding contributions
from the wind instruments. The clear,
warm recording and the libretto
booklet (helpfully laid out, very
informative) add to one's sense of
gratitude and pleasure. Another
feather for Naxos's already %yelladorned cap.
Peter Branscombe
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HAYDN:
Symphonies 53, 54, 61, 66-69
MM/Hogwood
OiseauLyre 460 776-2

(. CDs, 203m 08s)

Four finales to one symphony?
Unusual, but true; and the recorded
history began with Finale ' C'. Sixty
years ago when HMV France made
the first-ever recording uf 53, the
conductor Edvard Fendler chose this
option. So did Paul Sachet [Philips,
nia] in 1955. The sleeve note to his
recording referred to aFrench text —
probably by Sieber who had also
omitted timpani. Subsequently
Robbins
Landon
dismissed
'C' as
spurious
but
enthused
about
Finale ' D'.
This was
known as
an
Overture
(HIa:4)
and, as it
happened,
had been
truncated
Christopher Hogwoocl
by Haydn.
An Italian edition tagged it on as (iv).
The autograph which surfaced in
1959 showed it originally to have
been an extended piece titled
'Finale'; and led Landon to speculate
that this may have been Haydn's
preferred ending to the symphony.
Understandably, James Webster has
no truck with ' C' but inexplicably
with ' D' as well. His notes to this set
ignore both. Hogwood does likewise.
So all we get are the first two
alternatives 'A' &
However, both Landon and
Webster agree that the timpani part
for (iii) and 'A' is of dubious origin.
Webster states ' the Esterhazy source
is amateurish and is not included in
these recordings'. It is, present
though incorrect. But the bassoon
isn't quite so 'present' and
throughout these performances this
instrument, either singly or in pairs,
is mostly soft-focused.
There is another alternative on
offer — the second version of 54 (the
first appeared in the previous volume)
with alarger orchestra and agrand
Adagio maestoso to start the
proceedings. Dotted quaver/
semiquaver motifs comprise alarge
part of this beginning, and Hogwood
double-dots them consistently.
Tension rises accordingly; but,
curmudgeonly though it may be to
ask, was this practice still prevalent in
the latter half of the 18th-century?
That out of the way, it is enlightening
to hear how Hogwood's conducting
has improved in the 18 months or so
that separate the two recordings. The
Presto marking for the main body of

(i) with its alla breve time signature is
awkward to execute. In version one
there is atendency towards haste,
with ashort-winded regularity that
leaves little room for expressive
gesture; in version two Hogwood sees
alla breve to be as much amatter of
accentuation as pace. The basic
tempo is a fraction slower, but with a
lighter tread and better management
of the rhythm the movement unfolds
without being hustled. Differences are
also heard in the remaining
movements, (ii) slightly swifter and
more yielding — in addition, the
second half is repeated, as it wasn't
in ver.1 — and an easing of drive in
the trio with acorresponding ' give' to
the melodic line. This is atypical of
Hogwood but it doesn't signal a
notable change to the norm. A
chosen tempo for amenuet is
continued into the trio without
significant deviation, but there are
suggestions — trio of 66 is another
example — that Hogwood is trying,
albeit warily, to be flexible. It is a
welcome gain, and one that pays
dividends in other movements too.
Going beyond literalism results in
decisions that are the prerogative of
every performer. Neither the Allegro
con brio of 66(i), nor the Presto of
69(iv) finds Hogwood in the frantic
hurry he might have been some years
ago. Each movement — 69(iv) needs
the kind of momentum that allows
both the lyric and martial elements to
be judiciously balanced — attains its
stature through aspeed that preserves
good articulation and afeel for the
long line. Hogwood isn't always so
succesful, as in 54(iv) which has
ponderous moments, but at least he
hints at an important change in
direction.
There seems to be achange of
direction in production values too.
On the whole, the sound isn't as
good as it has been in earlier
volumes. The stage is pleasingly setback but quality is variable. It is, for
instance, disconcerting to hear how a
realistic full-blooded tone in the
introductions to both 53 and 54
alters to athinner, distant perspective
in the main body of each movement.
In other symphonies, timpani
sometimes lose definition; and many
asequence of scrawny upper string
tone and congestion hint at
compression. There are also periods,
most noticeable in 67(i), when the
violins that are separated appear to
be grouping in the middle. In short,
the level of distinction that we have
come to expect from Decca is absent.
But what is encouraging is that,
contrary to rumour, this series
appears to be progressing. The ' Paris'
symphonies beckon. Will Hogwood
be the first period-instrument
conductor courageous enough to
perform them with the enormous
orchestra for which they were
written?
Na/en Anthom
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LIGETI:
Le Grand Macabre ( 1997 version)
White/Clark/Olsen/Ehlert/Hellekant/
Claycomb/Van Nes/Ragin/Suart/Cole/
London Voices/Philharmonia/ Salonen
Sony S2K 62312

(
2CDs, 102m 27s)

Over two decades on from his first
attempt to end the world, Ligeti's
`Grand Macabre' Nekrotzar has
returned in spruced-up form,
proving that the work has more
than ever to suggest about love,
sex, abuse of power and our
belief (or not) in the end of the
world on the eve of anew
millennium. Iuse the word
'suggest' because although Ligeti
has either removed much of the
spoken dialogue or set more of it
to music (the exchanges of the
two ministers in Scene Three,
for instance), both score and libretto
remain so sketchy that whether the
piece works or not on stage very
much depends on the director's skill
in interpreting and enlarging on a
generous glut of symbols. By all
accounts Peter Sellars made a
typically imaginative job of the 1998
production from which this recording
is taken, as we shall soon be able to
judge for ourselves when it arrives at
the Royal Opera in December (an
inspired choice for the milleniumeve
repertoire of the new house).
The team here is very much one of
the kind of 'singer-actors' Ligeti writes
about as his ideals, with perhaps
greater stress on the acting than the

Esa-Pekka
Salonen

Double Vision

review
MAHLER:
Das Lied von der [rile
Birgit Finnilá (con)/Peter Schreier
(ten)/Berlin SO/Sandening
Berlin Classics 009402 2BC

(
62m Ois)

This remastered 1983 ChristusKirche recording offers extremely
clear sound (though traffic noises
seep in, eg, from 17s to 21s in (1)
and, more damagingly, at 10m 19s
into the `Abschied') and atellingly
prepared orchestral performance.
Sanderling makes the work more like
asymphony with voices than alargescale song-cycle, but underplays
dramatic incident — such as the
plunging horses's hooves in (iv) — in
favour of textural/structural clarity. At
first hearing, and even ultimately, his
contralto is not in the class of Baker,
Ludwig or Ferrier as a Mahler
interpreter (each of whom can chill
with asingle syllable) but Birgit
Firma is technically and musically
unimpeachable. Schreier offers more:
his voice comes closest to Patzak's
102

singing. Although the staging in this
live recording rarely intrudes, a
slightly distanced perspective on the
Chatelet stage does, unfortunately,
mean that only Graham Clark's
predictably over-the-top Piet the Pot
succeeds in giving us an aural
characterisation in the round; Willard
White's showy lord of doomsday
needs the visual dimension to beef up
his ambiguous majesty. As the
soprano/mezzo lovers who find afine
and private place to ignore the
endgame antics of the others, Laura
Claycomb and Charlotte Hellekant
sound less lustrous than their
counterparts on the Wergo recording
of the original version, but they do get
to sing amore attractive revision of
the rather bewitching final Passacaglia.
The virtues of afinely-honed
chorus, the London Voices, are very
apparent in the people's chorales and
riot-music. Salonen and his orchestra
vividly rekindle musical ideas
embedded in the memory from the
ENO production and aFestival Hall
concert performance: the solo-string
chaconne to which Nekrotzar makes
love to the masochistic Mescalina in
the second scene and which returns in
his later drinking bout, his orchestral
cortège, and the last-judgment
fanfares. The rest, mostly mere
illustration to the drama in high
frequency shrieking woodwind and
low rasping brass, comes across with
ample presence. I'm not sure that I'd
now make the claim Idid adecade
ago for Le Grand Macabre as the

opera likeliest to survive from recent
years — it has rather been knocked
off its pedestal by the richer textures,
in every sense, of John Adams — but
it still has the ingredients to haunt
and ahair-raising doomsday-or-not
scene in which the music really does
come to the fore.

(VPO/Walter on Decca), although
without quite the Viennese tenor's
vocal ironies or range. He can ride
over the orchestral forces in (i) and is
not afraid to sacrifice flawlessness for
expression — eg, the gruff edge to the
words `bettunken sein!' at the end of
(v). (German/English texts are not
ranged side-by-side in the booklet.)
The Berlin Symphony Orchestra
hasn't the richness of the
Concertgebouw or VPO, which may
or may not matter. Ultimately, this is
ascrupulously laid-out Das Lied; had
there been alive performance it
might have been inspiring. As it is,
we must make do with arespectable
second-tier version — with
Klemperer/EMI, Bemstein/Decca and
Walter/Music & Arts in the first tier,
and aspecial mention to Haitink and
Baker [Philips] for their Tinsame in
Herbst'.

glove. Schreier — how like the late
Julius Patzak he sounds here —
enters into the full theatrical spirit of
`Das Trinklied'; he is also superb in
his characterization of 'Von der
Jugend' and the intoxicated (v).
Filmilâ's beautiful vocal timbre is
immediately apparent in her opening
falling/rising phrases of ' Der Einsame.
im Herbst', but later she has slight
problems [Fig.18] spanning the forte
utterance ' Sonne der Liebe' where
her low D (inaudible) has to hit high
E-flat above — Agnes Balisa with
Tennstedt on EMI falls into asimilar
trap. Ilike her simple open tones in
`Von der Schónheit', but when the
music surges into bolder pastures
(Immer fliesender-Allegro-Immer noch
drâgender), the conductor keeps his
forces at asteady, moderate pace to
allow for proper enunciation of text.
Finnilâ is at her most glorious in the
final `Abschied' with its poignant mix
of heartfelt, ringing high phrases and
coldly muted mid-range replies. With
Sanderling as 'her guiding light' and
`ewig, ewig' in afloating series of true
pp at the close, this is amost moving
experience. The acoustic is rich,
vibrant, sometimes putting the
emphasis on soloists in tutti passages
with occasional loss of orchestral
detail.

Christopher Breunig
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Now in his 87th year, Sanderling is
still delighting us with his musicmaking — Radio 3 listeners will have
heard his Bruckner 7 recently, as fine
aperformance as you are likely to
hear. In this 1983 Mahler recording
is likewise areading of noble
perceptions, afull-flowing, poetic
account which fits the contrasting
personalties of the singers like a

David Nice

A:1 0

MOZART:
Symphonies 29', 35 ' Haffner' & 38
Prague'
RPO/Beecham
IMG BBCL 4027-2
(67m 13s) mono rec. ,1949/58
Sir Thomas prefaces two of these
BBC studio recordings of Mozart
symphonies with ascripted (29) and
drawling improvised introduction
(38), giving the composer and
Beethoven perfumed French
pronunciations: ` Moz-art', ' Beethoven'. It occurs to me that Beecham's
affectations find their parallels in his
phrasing of Mozart (the tapering
away of dynamics or extreme
rallentandi at transitional points) —
although, happily, by 1949 he'd
adjusted the crawling tempi for 29(i)
and (iii) to be found in the prewar
LPO recording. In the Allegro
moderato he's some 10% faster, and
doesn't pounce so fiercely on main
notes preceded by short grace-notes.
(Karajan's elegant solution was to
take them as half-notes.) It's hard to
think that this now much-recorded
work wasn't that familiar at the time

Bill Newman
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discs of Rachmaninov, Schumann
and Chopin where, for all his
excellent fingerwork and control,
there was an occasional reticence to
give personality to the music. Mozart
more than any other composer
requires that mysterious mix of
subtlety in voicing combined with
extreme clarity of contrasting lines
and phrasing. Touch has to be
perfect and instrumental solos finely
integrated with orchestral forces.
Especially is this so in the D-minor
Concerto. There is just ahint of
delay on leading notes to give a
picture of sustained tragedy. Working
with the 39-strong Netherlands Radio
CO under Moscow-born Lev Markiz
(Artistic Director of Amsterdam's
Nieuw Sinfonietta) must have been
pleasurable. We have adistinct
impression of serious opera
intercourse during the work, with
plangent oboe, flute and bassoon
creating their own dialogue over
restless strings, and the pianist
rightfully asserting himself in the
scheme of things. No wonder
Beethoven admired the piece so
greatly, providing his own cadenzas.
The F-major Concerto by contrast
is opera buffa, with Cherubino's
martial music finding companionship
with Susanna's ` Deh vieni'. Rippling
arpeggios suffuse the atmosphere, and
Lugansky's slightly emphasized bass
line makes amarvellous foil to the
strutting gait of the orchestra, with
subtle traceries in the minor subject
and punctuated winds during the
development section. This is heavensent Mozart playing, admirably
balanced throughout.

PROKOFIEV:
The Gambler
Galuzin/Kazamovskaya/Kirov Opera &
Orch/Gergiev
Philips 454 559-2

(
2CDs, 114m 44s)

The Gambler's relative obscurity is in
no way Prokofiev's fault: the political
upheavals of the two 1917 revolutions
meant that its premiere was cancelled,
and subsequent official disapproval of
radical music put paid to any chance
of aperformance in the Soviet Union
during his lifetime. Now it emerges
once more from the shadows, thanks
to this latest instalment in Gergiev's
ongoing Prokofiev series with the
Kirov, and it is evident that its
importance within the composer's
output is due for re-evaluation.
Based on the short novel by
Dostoyevsky, himself aprolific
gambler, the action is concerned with
the themes of weakness and addiction
both within human relationships and
within the gambler's mind. Aleksey,
the central character, is drawn into a
complex emotional web by his
compulsions; his relationship with
Paulina is one of alternate love and
hatred, both resenting their
dependency on the other but caught
up by the need to gamble and the
desire for success without hard work.
Armed with such seemingly
unsympathetic characters,
Dostoyevsky contrasts the love that
could exist between them with their
constant recourse to mutual
humiliation and self-abasement, and
concludes that the excitement of the
roulette wheel is the ultimate raison
d'être for both.
Like the novel, Prokofiev's own
libretto is set entirely in dialogue
form, and within his four acts a
compelling rhythmic propulsion is
used as ameans to suggest the
underlying psychological tension of
the drama. Much depends on the
ability of the conductor to unify the
work and to maintain its drive; in this
regard Gergiev is ahighly effective
advocate, with asharp sense of the
structure and of its contours. The

— Iremember the ' special pleading'
for the delights of Maag's 1953
Suisse Romande LP version in the
old Record Guide [
SackvilleWest/Shawe-Taylor]. A certain
coarseness of sound cannot spoil the
eloquence and individuality of these
performances (ajarring wrong note at
the start of 29(iii) must be admitted
and dubious horn intonation in the
trio), with the development section of
38(i) especially powerful. Probably
no-one but Beecham would have
thought of making the first-violins'
staccato quavers (over semiquaver
figures in seconds/violas) near the
start of the ` Prague' Andante [
from
bar 10 — 38s] sing out so proudly!
Certainly no conductor today would
essay so utterly bizarre atreatment
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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compressed, intensely emotional Act
4 is evidence of the way in which the
opera gradually increases both in pace
and intensity, with the depiction of
the roulette wheel [CD2 track 7]
powerfully suggesting the frenzy both
of gambling itself and of Aleksey's
state of mind. The climax is reached
as Paulina throws Aleksey's winnings
bark in his face, sending him
inexorably to the tables once more.
Earlier there are also many
moments when the Romantic nature
of Prokofiev's inspiration and the
work's origins in 19th-century social
drama are also evoked, with a
comedic lightness of touch in the
early acts that belies the darkness of
the tone later on. Throughout, an
array of carefully-drawn minor
characters reflect the venalfty of their
concerns through their actions.
Babulenka (Elena Obratszava), a
spirited grandmother-figure wrongly
thought to be at death's door,
squanders her fortune at roulette,
leaving her nephew the General
(Sergei Alexashkin) with no means of
escape from his own crippling debts.
In the principal roles of Aleksey and
Paulina, Vladimir Galuzin and Liubov
Kazarnovskaya are outstandingly
idiomatic, creating aperformance that
is impressive and gripping.
Philips' recording, made in
Holland, is full and rich, and with no
rivals in the current catalogue, this
Kirov version can be warmly
recommended.
John Kersey

Bill Newman

Harmonia Mundi HMU 907241
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MOZART:
Piano Concertos in d K466 -Iin F
K459
Nikolai Lugansky (pno)/Netherlands
Radio CO/Markiz
Vanguard Classics 99145

(
56m 27s)

Lugansky finds his true metier in
these two Mozart masterpieces, more
so than in his previous Vanguard

8

El

PANDOLFI:
Violin Sonatas Op.3:1-6 J
Op.4:1-6
Andrew Manze (vIn)/Rtchard Egarr (hpd)

(beyond description) of the close of
the Menuetto of 29! Again, the
`Haffner' Menuetto is livelier than in
the 1938 LPO recording, whilst the
finale has more spontaneity, accent
and incident, where earlier (albeit at
the same tempo) asmooth fleetness
prevailed.
Christopher Breunig

As:1

Nikolai Lugonsky

(79m 59s)

Giovanni Antonio Pandolfi Mealli,
who worked in the Innsbruck court
during the 1660s, left only these
twelve Sonatas and some Balletti, all
for violin(s) and basso continuo.
They prove beyond doubt that he was
aviolinist for whom the description
'brilliant' is barely adequate. So they
need afiddler of the stature of
Andrew Manze to tackle them.
Indeed, he did so in 1992 (seven of
them, that is) for the Channel label,
when his accompanist there, as here,
was Richard Egarr, together then with
theorbo-player Fred Jacobs. I've not
heard that earlier disc but suspect
that a theorbo would give added
sonority to the accompaniment,
especially where the bass line assumes
added importance.
Each sonata comprises asingle
movt with several internal tempochanges; and each bears the name of
adedicatee, only one of whom was
female, Signora Teodora Vincioli.
I. . ngallantly, she is placed last, in
Op.4:6. Quite aspirited lady, if we
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believe old Giovanni Antonio.
Not for the first time do Istand in
awe of Andrew Manze's handling of
his Baroque violin, which dates
appropriately from shortly after
Pandolfi's period. He surmounts all
the problems the composer hurls at
him, not as if they don't exist but
simply to bring their exotic and
virtuosic qualities to our attention,
apparently without the intention to
impress us with his dexterity. They

easier given

are fearsomely difficult works, and
this, insists Manze, is the way they
should be played if the composer's
own dexterity is to be appreciated. I
find Egarr's harpsichord slightly too
forward in relation to the violin and
the prominence of both instruments
is very real. The recording tends to
glare but reducing the volume helps.
The disc plays perfectly to the very
last of its 4799 seconds.

The earlier Violin Concerto ( 1939),
written 15 years after studies with
Dukas and Boulanger, is already
indicative of what was to come later:
adaring solo violin part full of
divided chords and of-beat accents in
the Allegro energico, then aseries of
vigorous counterpuntal passages
supported by richly-harmonised winds
and strings. The central Andantino
moho tranquillo, beautiful in its
sinuous contemplations, even contains
abrief but dramatic linking episode
for orchestra alone, amomentary
respite before the effervescent final
Allegro con spirito, exuberantly
expressive of wide-open spaces and
exciting achievements.
Concerto 2 ( 1960) is more
plainspoken, simpler in its directions
(Moderato-Adagio-Allegro) with a
contemplative Bartókian opening
quickly dispelled when the violinist
suddenly strides away with high-class
American pyrotechnics punctuated by
aglorious array of instrumental
counterpoint. There's aslow
movement of ultra-serious
development that contains abig
central climax for orchestra alone,
and by this time Piston's finales had
become leaner, more purposeful —
tempered by his worldly experiences.
One senses the change, and this
comes with the 14m Fantasia (1970),
couched in serial terms, a nucleus of
past writings in fragmentary
throwback that embraces manychanging moods, petering out at the
close. James Oliver Buswell is quite
marvellous throughout, and so are the
National SO under Theodore
Kuchar. What aboost for neglected
American classics. Wonderful
recording.

William

Robert Dearling

Bill Newman

'ASV's
balance is
everything
it should be
in a
recording of
a piano trio,
a task made

Howard's
superbly
even
playing'

A- B:1* 0

PISTON:
Violin Concertos 1 & 2 J Fantasia
James Buswell (vIn)/Ukraine Nat SO/
Kuchar
Naxos 8.559003

(
60m 49s)

With few recordings of major works
and live performances even scarcer,
this Naxos disc of Piston's music for
violin and orchestra is to be highly
commended. Concerto 1was
frequently programmed by Hugo
Kolberg, who recorded it for
Electrola [rib], but Concerto 2
(dedicated to Joseph Fuchs) and the
Fantasia (commissioned by Salvatore
Accardo) were both new to me. In a
programme devoted to American
Music some years back, Piston stated
that he even gained inspiration while
carrying out improvements to his
Boston home! His teachings and
books on musical analysis, harmony,
counterpoint and orchestration all
point to amastery and individuality
of style. A balanced three-movement
format for the concertos allows for
free-rein spontaneity in which to
exploit melodic ideas, rhythms and
instrumental combinations, with
clarity of vision throughout.
104
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RONTGEN:
Aus der Jugendzeit Op.4
Introduktion, Scherzo, Intermezzo &
Finale Op.16 j Theme with
Variations Op.17 J Excerpts from
Waltzes - Second Cycle
Elzbieta Kalvelage, Michael Krücker
(pnos)
Koch Schwann 3-1841-2

(73m las)

Readers of Tovey's Essays in Musical
Analysis must often have wondered
about Julius Röntgen ( 1855-1932),
half-German, half-Dutch, whose
Symphony in F-minor and Triple
Concerto Tovey conducted and wrote
about. (Though he might have
aroused our curiosity more if he'd
mentioned that the symphony,
written on the occasion of Edinburgh
University making Röntgen aDMus
in 1930, was the old composer's
22nd or 23rd!) Those who know a
little more will have encountered the
young Röntgen as afavoured member
of the Brahms-Herzogenberg circle in
the 1870s in Leipzig, and perhaps
read of his important position in
Dutch music in the decades
thereafter. They may have shaken
their heads in stupefaction to learn

(though the sources from which this
information can be gleaned are
themselves difficult to find) that
Röntgen is reputed to have written,
among many other things, 25 or more
symphonies, 15 solo concertos, 32 or
more quartets, 14 violin sonatas and
an equal number of cello sonatas.
Surely such ascribbler couldn't have
produced music of consequence?
Well, personally I'd love to hear a
Röntgen symphony, or his two late
piano concertos (there are five earlier
ones) which according to the notes of
this disc are in a ' startlingly modern
idiom'. There's alate-ish oboe sonata
on Etcetera, and ayouthful string
quartet on Olympia, and very good
they are too; but this disc of piano
duet compositions is an absolute,
unalloyed delight: music of utter
technical mastery and unfailingly
civilized values. It's all early stuff,
written between 1871 and 1884, by a
highly precocious Wunderkind — a
kind of Korngold 30 years before
Komgold, Isuppose. Schumann is
the primary influence on Aus der
jugendzeit, Brahms on the rest — but
aSchumann and aBrahms
thoroughly and profoundly digested
by amusical intelligence that never
misses atrick, and seems incapable of
producing ajejune or ungraceful or
merely imitative idea. Not even
Zemlinsky, 20 years later, was a
better student of Brahmsian style.
Here is acomposer for whom the
subtlety and sophistication of
Brahms's rhythmic vocabulary sounds
like second nature. And did Brahms,
in turn, study Röntgen? Listen to the
big, symphonic-scale finale of Op.16:
it's asturdy passacaglia, not at all
unreminiscent of the finale of Brahms
4 — yet Röntgen composed it in the
same year as Brahms 1! And he's
equally at home in producing astring
of tiny, brilliantly-etched miniatures,
as throughout Op.4 or in the Waltzes,
which are clear successors to Brahms
Op.39.
As my frequent citation of other
names will show, he isn't, in the final
analysis, afigure of striking
originality: just of patent, honest,
thoroughly enjoyable quality. Elzbieta
Kalvelage and Michael Krücker
obviously feel him to be eminently
worth the effort of first-rate,
sympathetic performances: the sound
is good, the textures clear and
uncluttered — though this is probably
as much the work of the composer as
the recording engineers. Simply
wonderful stuff.
Calum MacDonald

A:1 0

SCHUBERT:
Piano Trio 2, D929 J Sonata, D821
`Arpeggione' _IDer Jungling an der
Quelle, D300
The Schubert Ensemble of London
ASV CD QS 6232

(73m 09s)

Many years ago, when writing for
another magazine [
Records &
Recording?], Ireviewed month by
DECEMBER 1999
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month aseries of piano trio
recordings by a famous ensemble.
Eventually Ihad to ask the editor not
to send me any more because I
always criticised those discs (LPs) for
the gross over-preponderance of
piano, and Idid not want the
readership to think Ihad afixation
about it. Iwas reminded of this
because here, ASV's balance is
everything it should be in arecording
of apiano trio, atask made easier
given William Howard's superbly
even playing: his piano is lucid and
clear; he yields to his fellow
instrumentalists when required, and
takes his solos with assurance but
without over-imposing.
The extensive (47m) A-flat Trio is
played with calm confidence. The
ultra-Schubertian scherzo is an object
lesson in achieving dramatic
syncopation and sudden dynamic
contrast without spoiling the basic
current of the music (I'm sure this
ensemble would be ideal in the often

String Quartet No2
String Quartet No)
ST PETERSBURG
STRING QUARTET

SHOSTAKOVICH:
String Quartets 2 & 3
St Petersburg Quartet
Hyperion CDA 67153

(
66m 43s)

Shostakovich was nearly 32 when he
wrote his first string quartet.( 1938).
His early career had been arow of
brilliant successes as pianist and
composer until the official attack on
his opera Lady Macbeth in 1936, after
it had achieved an astonishing 180
performances in Russia and had met
with great enthusiasm abroad.
Doubtless it was the musicallyignorant Stalin who applied the brake
so devastatingly on Shostakovich's
run-away success, and it nearly
destroyed the composer. He turned
inward, and much of his desperation,
bitterness — and dazzling imagination
— was committed to the private
world of the string quartet.
Performances of them stand or fall
by the success with which performers
convey these inner thoughts.
Bitterness must be unmistakable,
anger never underplayed, sardonic
humour made obvious without
descending into farce, playfulness
made the powerful contrast
Shostakovich intended it to be to the
overall seriousness, and the delicate

awkwardly rushed scherzo of the
Trout Quintet).
The ` Arpeggione' Sonata always
has the problem of the lack of an
arpeggione to play it on. Usually it is
performed in an arrangement for
cello, but there are afew upper notes
which cannot be reached so the
alternative of aviola arrangement as
played here by Douglas Paterson is
no less convincing. The notes analyse
this friendly music in detail. The
writer has reservations: ' plumbs few
emotional depths' he says; but even if
he were correct, few could fail to
respond to the music's elegant
optimism. Paterson is just as winning
when performing his own
arrangement for viola and piano of
the Lied — amere trifle but a
pleasant supplement.
With such immaculate balancing,
the musicians could hardly fail to
convince, and they do so throughout
this very stylish budget disc.
Antony Hodgson

A*:1*-1 A

moments of whimsy and fantasy
played with the lightest of touch.
Attention-grabbing forte unisons must
be spot-on in balance and attack, and
the breakneck impetus of his fast
movts maintained, with no reduction
at their often extremely abrupt ends.
Great tragic slow movts, often with
long-sustained chords, need special
insight and control, while any Russian
flavour should not be overlooked.
All of which is to say that this
music is intensely demanding and
difficult to bring off. To me, almost
all these aspects are dealt with
successfully by the St Petersburg
Quartet. The group was formed in
1985 (when it was named after
Leningrad), and its 15 years of •
playing Shostakovich has brought it
great acclaim at home and abroad.
This music is truly inside these
players. They have overcome all its
interpretative problems. Perhaps the
Borodin Quartet [Melodiya]
sometimes lets rip even more
frighteningly when the composer's
anger is at its bleakest, but in the
intensity wit> which the slow movts
are projected it would be difficult to
fault the St Petersburgers. This first
in Hyperion's promised complete
cycle gave me much pleasure.
The Music Editor finds the
recording ` claustrophobia-inducing': I
have to agree that much more air in
the sound would be welcome. It is
almost as if each instrument had been
allotted its own close microphone,
though unwanted instrument noise is
almost entirely absent. The sound is
not absolutely 'dead' — there is
reasonable resonance, particularly
from the cello. Perhaps future
volumes might allow us more space,
but one becomes easily wrapped up
in the playing so that the actual
acoustic is forgotten.
Robert Dearling

B(C?): 1 *

SCHUMANN:
Lieder Edition, Vol.3
Frauenliebe und - Leben, Op.42
7 Lieder, Op.104 J 5 Gedichte,
Op.135 J 11 assorted lieder from
Opp.27, 31, 53, 64, 77 & 96
Juliane Banse (sop)/Graham Johnson
(Pno)
Hyperion CD1 33103
This month,
Hyperion
issues the
first CD in a
projected
Shostakovich
String Quartet
cycle —
there's a
similar project
underway
on BIS with
the Yggdrasil
Quartet

(73m 56s)

With Frauenliebe und -Leben,
Hyperion's ongoing edition arrives at
one of the cornerstones of
Schumann's lieder output and one of
the major tests in any female singer's
career. Juliane Banse here shapes this
miraculous score with consummate
skill, alluring tone, ringing intonation,
and rock-solid technique.
Itake Graham Johnson's point in
his outstanding annotations (all 85
pages!) that Schumann's instructions
would seem to suggest in such as ` Er,
der Herrlichste von allen' that most
singers and accompanists tend to
overplay their hands with an
outpouring of uncontainable
euphoria. Yet Iwondered whether his
commendable desire to maintain
chamber-room proportions hadn't in
some way dominished the work's
purely physical impact. Imissed the
(for some, rather calculated)
psychological overview of AnneSophie von Otter's outstanding DG
account, let alone the devastating
emotional range unleashed by
Elizabeth Schwarzkopf in her
benchmark recording with Geoffrey
Parsons [EMI, nia].
Elsewhere, Banse's enchanting
purity of line and ability to shape this
music with the subtlest of tonal and
dynamic inflections are aconstant
source of pleasure, as in, say,
`Geistemâhe' ( Close in Spirit) where
she moves from abeautifully floated
sotto voce to afull-throated climax
with perfect ease. It was adelightful
touch to have Banse introduce each
of the Kulmann Lieder with its
printed introduction, although amore
extrovert rendering might arguably
have helped to create the illusion of a
'live' recital. The five Maria Stuart
Lieder are exquisitely turned, with
Banse and Johnson constantly
revelling in Schumann's poetic flights
of fancy. Hyperion's standards of
presentation are typically faultless.
Julian Haylock

A:1 0

SHOSTAKOVICH:
Piano Trios Opp.8 & 67/BLOCH:
Three Nocturnes/MARTIN: Trio on
Irish Folktunes
Grieg Trio
Simax PSC1147

(
63m 34s) dist. Chandos

Shostakovich's early Piano Trio may
not have the startling impact of his
First Symphony (both 1923) yet it
represents aconscious effort to break
out of its romantic shackles to find
expressionist meaning. Op.67 is an
acknowledged masterpiece, and it is
interesting to compare the Melodiya
recording with Rostropovich, who
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carryies enormous weight over his
colleagues Serebryakov and Vaiman,
with this beautifully balanced account
by the Grieg Trio — Vebjorn Anvik
(pno), Solve Sigeland (yin), Ellen
Margrete Flesjo (vie). To my mind,
the Norwegians win hands down!
Ernest Bloch's big orchestral works
display their Jewish message from
ground level to housetop; but the
chamber works, with the five string
quartets his finest achievement,
contain his deepest thoughts and are
an ardent outburst of artistic
expression. The Three Nocturnes have
those qualities: exquisite miniatures
coming directly from the soul. What
acontrast to Frank Martin's Trio on
Irish Folktunes, with the composer in
satirical vein, spinning asuccession of
interlinked melodies so natural you
might believe he had lived in Ireland,
not Switzerland, all his life! This is
fantastic playing, with first-class
production.
Bill Newman

AM* 0

SIBELIUS:
Finlandia J Karelia Suite J
Lemminkâinen Suite
Iceland SO/Sakan
Naxos 8.554265

(72m 50s)

When reviewing Sibelius Symphonies
1and 3 by these artists Iwas unsure
whether to blame engineers or
musicians for moments of vague
balance, but concluded that some of
the underplayed climactic chords
were part of the interpretation. With
this new disc Iam not aware of the
'pulled punches' which led to my
reservations, especially about
Symphony 3.
This latest issue provides fine
performances, and there is asense of
symphonic progress about the fourmovt Lemminkâinen Suite (
which we
used to call the Four Legends).
Incidentally, the original order is used
here with the ' Swan of Tuonela'
placed third after the extensive
`Lemminküinen and the Maidens of
Saari' and ` Lemminkâinen in
Tuonela'. Later, Sibelius asked that
'The Swan' should be placed second
— and I'm sure he was right. The
two major movements of the Legends
have the greatest sonic impact, but
Sakari also brings an ideal feeling of
wildness to ` LemminkAinen's Return'.
Sakari is very positive in Finlandia,
taking asurprisingly lucid and
lightweight view of the main theme
and reserving power for later on.
Karelia spins forward in gratifying
style with just ahint of indulgence in
the very broad tempo at the close of
both (i) and (iii).
Generally, this is excellent, natural
sound. The gentle bass-drum rolls in
the evocative ' Swan' are beautifully
captured, and trombones are exciting
everywhere. On the other hand, why
is the high percussion so distant and
lacking in impact in Karelia (i), (
iii)
and ` Lemminkáinen's Return'? In
Finlandia the cymbals are amazingly
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modest: using headphones I
persuaded myself that this was still a
very worthy version, but then I
switched to Mackerras on Tring [nia]
and found out how vivid this piece
can really be made to sound! Despite
this, Naxos provides an exceptionally
fine Lemminkâinen which is probably
on apar with Kamu's far from new
but brilliant [ 1976] DG version.
Antony Hodgson

A-B:1 0

SMETANA:
String Quartets 1 & 2 J From the
Homeland
Prazák Qt/Václay Remes (t4n)/Sachiko
Kayahara (pno)
Praga PRD 250 128

A new BIS

Homeland. Remes's vibrato is less
bothersome here, and pianist Sachiko
Four Legends Kayahara lends deftly affectionate
(to be reviewed) support. There's ahint of wiriness in
what is an otherwise extremely vivid
includes
and finely balanced sound-picture.
alternative
To sum up, then: although the
endings and Prazák's intelligent, scrupulously
Sibelius 's prepared pairing remains well worth
original auditioning, Iwould not prefer them
versions: to either The Lindsays [ASV] or the
Osmo Vánska' unmatchable Smetana Quartet —
conducts the now on mid-price Supraphon.
A- B:1-2 0
Lahti SO Andrew Achenbach
recording of the

STRAVINSKY:
The Firebird Suite ( 1911) J
Symphony in E-flat J Scherzo
fantastique J Fireworks
St Petersburg PO/Ashkenazy

(
58m 25s)

As on their previous Praga coupling
of the two Janacek quartets, the
Prazák leave aformidable impression.
They give acommandingly articulate
performance of Smetana's First
Quartet, boldly characterised, full of
high drama and rugged contrast. By
the side of, say, the Lindsay Quartet
on ASV, they perhaps fight just a
little shy of the raw emotion that is
such afeature of this unashamedly
autobiographical music.
Similarly, in the frighteningly
intense and taut Second Quartet
(composed with great difficulty over
the winter of 1882-3, by which time
the syphilis-stricken composer was
completely deaf) the Prazák tend to
blunt the edges of so extraordinarily
knotty, elliptical acreation (much
admired by Schoenberg). There are
times, too, when leader Vacláv
Remes's generous vibrato can be a
touch distracting — as at the start of
the ravishing love-song that is 1(iii).
Sandwiched between the two main
offerings comes asongful reading of
the lovely 1880 diptych, From the

Decca 448 812-2

From Ashkenazy
and the St
Petersburg
Orchestra: early
Stravinsky

(74m 58s)

Following his generally well received
Sibelius/Philharmonia and
Rachmaninov/Concertgebouw
symphony cycles, Vladimir
Ashkenazy's conducting has proved
somewhat variable (at least on disc):
afine Cleveland Prokofiev Cinderella
and an invigorating Borodin
symphony coupling ( 1 & 2) with the
RPO notwithstanding. Sadly, much of
the present disc fails to rise much
above the routine, despite the
sumptuous and detailed engineering.
The performance of the [
curtailed no Lullaby and Finale] Firebird Suite is
largely indicative of the disc as a
whole. The orchestra play efficiently
enough most of the time (given the
occasional lapse in corporate
intonation), yet no one sounds as
though their heart is really in it.
Whereas Dorati's Minneapolis
spellbinder [Mercury, still to arrive on
CD] and Maazel's early Berlin RSO
classic [DG] positively tingle with

next
month
• Matthias Bomert interview
• Bernstein's Wonderful
Town, with Sir Simon Rattle
and the Birmingham
Contemporary Music Group,
Kim Criswell, Audra
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of the 18th Century
Mitropoulos's 1960 Salzburg
Mahler 8
on Orfeo
RCA's ' High
Performance'
audiophile
reissues
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atmosphere and pictorial illusion
(both admittedly of the more often
recorded 1919 Suite), in Ashkenazy's
hands the music fails to get much
beyond the printed page. The
Kashchei's minions were apretty
tame lot if this `Danse infernal' is
anything to go by — normally the
listener is cowed into submission but
the St Petersburgers make it sound
decidedly underwhelming.
Similarly, where the Scherzo
fantastique needs to be freed from the
tyranny of the bar-line, its coruscating
textures allowed to take full flight,
Ashkenazy's remains obstinately
earthbound. Interestingly, these two
performances belong to the same
(Nov ' 94) sessions, whereas the
generally more enthusiastic and
committed performances of the early
Symphony and Fireworks were taped
some 6 months later. Stravinsky
himself, despite the odd ragged patch
of ensemble, remains near-definitive
in the former [Sony], whilst in
Fireworks Ashkenazy whips up afair
head of steam, yet the pyrotechnics of
the title fail to illuminate the
orchestral textures as they might. Not
one of great Russian's better days at
the office.
Julian Haylock

A(*):2/3

TELEMANN:
Suites, TWV55:D22, F9, F11, gl
Ouverture, TWV23:1
Akademie für Alte Musik, Berlin
Hannonia Mandl HMC 90165

(79m 51s)

Telemann was the most prolific
composer in history. His total of
known cantatas alone virtually
doubles in numerical terms the
complete works of Vivaldi. An army
of researchers has tackled the
cataloguing of this musical mountain,
and if reports are to be believed,
literally hundreds more works have
gone astray. Orchestral suites, for
instance, figure in section 55 of the
Telemann-Werke-Verzeichnis (TWV)
and total 137, yet we are told that he
wrote ' at least 600'. Now we learn
from Roman Hinke, writer of the
present booklet note, that there were
over athousand! Presumably this is
an extrapolation from the ' 600' he
quoted in Telemann's autobiography
of 1740, which would have given him
another 27 suite-composing years.
What he actually said in his
autobiography (in Rachel Orr's
translation) was ' six hundred
overtures Lie, Suites], trios, concertos,
pieces for piano [
sic], complete
chorales, fugues, cantatas, etc', thus

TCHAIKOVSKY:
Souvenir de Florence/R STRAUSS:
Metamorphosen
Norwegian CO/Brown

photo: Suzie Maeder

Chandos CHAN 9708

(
62m 09s)

It's seems to be the fate of certain
very popular composers: ahandful of
their scores become such favourites
they completely eclipse sister works
that, on musical merit, deserve to be
heard almost as frequently.
Tchaikovsky's four Suites, for
example, are inexplicably neglected.
So too is the exhilarating Souvenir de
Florence. This new performance, at
once elegant and beautifully phrased,
is also very committed: the playing
has great feeling and passion — the
coda of (i) brings arush of adrenalin
that, were it alive performance,
would inspire spontaneous applause
from even the most staid audience.
Rhythms are taut and springy, and
one senses every player giving his or
her all.
Passion of adifferent kind inhabits
the world of Strauss's Metammphosen.
Here, anger is tinged with remorse
and bitterness as Strauss ruminates
over the destruction of Germany at
the end of the second world war.
This new version from Iona Brown
isn't as dark and angst-ridden as
either of Karajan's last two DG
accounts, but it is solidly played and
the big climaxes later in the work are
powerful — all the more so since the
start is somewhat understated. The
sound is good; crisp, open, and nicely
projected, though climaxes can sound
alittle congested — always difficult
to avoid with massed strings.
James M Hughes
1114I NEWS 1, RECORD REVIEW
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lumping together several genres.
Should we accept that nearly 900
suites of awell-known and popular
composer have gone missing, or that
there was amisreading of his
autobiography?
Four suites and one single-movt
Overture in distinctly Handelian style
are included on this disc. The biggest
suite is the `Alster', featuring four
horns and strings in asequence of
'pictures' of mythological and real life
surrounding Hamburg's famous lake.
Horns figure prominently as they
imitate Hamburg's bells, local
musicians (shades of Mozart's Musical
Joke), nymphs and shepherds, and
even frogs and crows (though in my
experience neither frogs nor crows
ever sounded quite so tortured as do
Telemann's). Sadly, the
characterization is seriously
underplayed here. Much better is
Collegium Musicum 90's Chandos
disc [CHAN 0547] — no wonder,
with Anthony Halstead leading the
horns. And Günter Kehr's Vox LP
allowed modern horns to squeeze and
blast out even more thrillingly, but
the 1964 sound is terribly dated and
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RECOMMENDATION
Rudolf Kempe's
Strauss recordings
with the Dresden
Staatskagelle have
just been reissued
on EMI CZS 573
6452 (9CDs)

one movt is omitted.
To their credit the Akademie für
Alte Musik have unearthed two movts
not even in TWV, to make eleven.
But the lack of insight into the
'Alster' and to alesser extent the
other suites (' La Musette', ` La
Chasse', and `Tragi-comique') is a
handicap. A generous helping of
relaxation and imagination is needed.
Good recording.
Robert Dearling

A:3 0

VANHAL:
Symphonies - A9, C3, D17, C11
Nicolaus Esterházy Sinfonia/Grodd
Naxos 8.554341

(
56m 04s)

'This early

Four sturdy and well-written
symphonies by aHaydn
springs a contemporary at long last receiving
surprise, due attention from the record
for its companies. Each work includes
opening trumpets, and three of them
notes are kettledrums too: I'm sure the odd
identical to man out, C3 (in Paul Bryan's
numbering) would have included
those of
drums: they should have been
Haydn's
provided with apart to support the
Symphony trumpets. That aside, this early work
56 of a of about 1762 (also attributed to
dozen Dittersdorf) springs asurprise, for its
years later' opening notes are identical to those
of Haydn's Symphony 56 of adozen
years later.
But this is not the only surprise.
Symphony A9 of c.1775/8 also
features trumpets and drums, and I
cannot think of another A-major work
of this period or earlier that does so.
None of Mozart's, Dittersdorf's nor
the Haydn brothers' A-major
symphonies feature either trumpets or
drums. Vanhal puts their fanfaring
abilities to good use in awork which
links all three movts and even recalls
lona
the opening one at the end of the
Brown
finale. Could it be that this was an
overture for astage work, written in
such away that the whole might be
played through again if the start of
stage action had been delayed?
Incidentally, not one of these
symphonies includes aminuet,
another surprise in aViennese
composer.
Symphony D17 of c.1779 shows a
serious side of Vanhal's nature. It
opens in a slow and wistful D-minor,
but triumphant gestures sweep this
away until the doubting second
subject. A beautiful oboe and
pizzicato slow movt, taken rather
swiftly for Adagio moho, leads to a
finale with asuperb Mannheim
crescendo (off-limits for Vienna,
perhaps), astomach-churning descent
into the subsidiary subject, and a
false-recapitulation. Symphony C11
of c.1778, called ' Comista', is akind
of precursor of Nielsen's ` Four
Temperaments' Symphony since its
movts represent Hope, Sighing,
Lament and Gaiety. This is the only
work of the four to have been
recorded before, notably by Concerto
Köln on period instruments [Teldec],
so will be familiar to collectors.
work
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Concerto Köln probably approaches
Vanhal's soundworld more closely
than Uwe Grodd's modern forces,
but there is enormous spirit in the
playing; in fact, he makes his
orchestra play like the very devil and
produces exhilarating performances.
The recording is immediate, with
admirable balance even for those
Cinderella instruments, the timpani.
Only the harpsichord is less than
perfectly audible. An unnamed oboist
plays the solo in D17 delightfully.
Track timings of A9 and D17 are
transposed, but this does not affect
my opinion that this is a fine disc,
made all the finer by the legend it
bears: ` Volume 1'.
Robert Dearling

A:1* A

VIVALDI:
Cantatas — RV669 J RV658
RV657 J RV656 J FtV659
RV660
Elena Cecchi Fedi (sop)/Modo
Antiquo/Frederico Maria Sardelli
Tactus IC 672208

(
61m 49s)

This is the second disc of the Tactus
integral recording on eight CDs of
Vivaldi's solo cantatas for female
voice. It presents works for soprano
with splendidly authentic continuo
incorporating cello, theorbo, chitarra,
and cembalo (not necessarily
simultaneously).
The music is often spectacularly
demanding. In RV658 there are
terrifying sudden syncopations in the
final rapid aria, with descending
arpeggios thrown in amid the
flourishes. The sudden shifts of
dynamics demanded by the composer
are encompassed brilliantly by Elena
Fedi who uses her remarkable
technique to dramatic effect. This use
of vocal power can be an engineer's
nightmare, but the quality of the
voice is retained with no sense of
strain, even in the many if moments.
The secret of technical success seems
to be that the soloist is given space
and distance so that there is always
room for her voice to expand.
All the cantatas incorporate two
arias, many of which are very
dramatic: sometimes breathtakingly
so. Don't be fooled by the modest
tempo markings: for example the
opening of the turbulent `Tra l'erbe i
zeffiri' (RV669) is marked Andante,
but with chitarra hammering away at
32 notes to the bar and the rest of
the continuo group causing the music
to surge rhythmically forward, the
effect is as furious as the fastest
allegro.
Fedi provides remarkable virtuosic
singing which still stays within the
bounds of period style. Refreshingly,
she is never allowed to sound too
close, which enables her to caress the
brief gentle recitatives elegantly,
creating ideal contrast with the
intense arias.
The spacious recording, made in
Florence by Maneo Costa, is of
outstanding quality. An ideal balance
M141 NEWS IRECOSO REVIEW
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WEBERN:
Im Sommerwind a Passacaglia Op.1
a 6 Orchestral Pieces Op.6
5 Orchestral Pieces Op.10
Symphony Op.21 a Variations
Op.30
Staatskapelle Dresden/Sinopoli

is obtained: not only is the wide
range of the solo voice captured
realistically, but the continuo group is
beautifully in focus.
Antony Hodgson

A":1* 0

VIVALDI:
Violin Concertos Op.4:1-6 ' La
Stravaganza'
Andrew Watkinson (vin)/City of London
Sinfonia/Kraemer
Naxos 8.553323

(
51m 373)

Chalk and cheese is aphrase that
comes to mind when Icompare
Vivaldi performances by modern
instrument groups such as IMusici
with the players here, in this first
volume of Op.4. On the face of it
they should sound similar, but
Nicholas Kraemer and his Sinfonia
clearly have studied period
performance techniques such as brisk
phrasing and tempi, balance, and the
use of vibrato. The result is quite
remarkable. Using as akind of
'control' the excellent set of Op.4 by
Monica Huggett and the AAM
directed by Christopher Hogwood
[OiseauLyre], the effect is

surprisingly similar, except that
AAM/Huggett tune to alower pitch
and their continuo is more varied.
Kraemer uses harpsichord and lute,
sometimes together, whereas
Hogwood alternates and combines
archlute, theorbo, organ and
harpsichord.
Andrew Watkinson attacks the
solos with flair, maintaining tempo
even through some of Vivaldi's more
tortuous labyrinths of passagework.
His tone, presumably on amodern
instrument (Naxos is silent on the
provenance of instruments used), is
convincingly 'period', and his
phrasing, clipped but not brusque,
reinforces the impression that he
knows all there is to know about
style. He avoids weepy vibrato,
allowing asubtle shake to colour only
an occasional long-held note.
The Naxos recording is fuller and
more emphatic than OiseauLyre's
intimate sound. By anarrow margin I
prefer the latter, but Naxos gives a
forward, bright, impression. It is not
easy to choose between this stylish
version and Huggett's — until you
look at the price.
Robert Dearling

A:1' A

Teldec 3984 22902 2
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RECOMMENDATION
Abbado and the
VP0 recorded
Webern 's
Passacaglia, Six
Pieces, Variations,
and the
Bach/Webern
Musical Offering
arrangement for
DG. The coupling
is Schoenberg's
A Survivor
from Warsaw

Giuseppe
Sinopoli

(
64m 13s)

A longish time ago, everybody used
to perform Webern this way, and we
should rejoice that nowadays very few
do: as constellations of pointillist
events, the individual note more
important than the motif, the motif
more important than the phrase, and
the long line, the animating structure,
definitely taking the hindmost. This is
an early- 1960s view of Expressionism,
updated only in richness of sound —
and thus these interpretations,
however beguiling from instant to
instant, are limp and broken-backed.
Just listen to how Op.6:4's funeral
march fails to build tension or
momentum. Sinopoli's sincerity and
love for the music are not in doubt,
and the playing is, on the whole, very
fine indeed, but he's so immersed in
each moment of it that Webern's
overall intentions go for little.
Sometimes this brings results —
the extraordinary tintinnabular
soundscape of Op.10:3, for example,
pierced by the dogged tone of the
harmonium, or the first movt of the
Symphony, quite the most sheerly
poetic account Ican remember —
but in general one feels Webern being
viewed from apost-war avant-garde
standpoint, aposition he himself
would decisively have rejected in
favour of his rightful place as alink in
the chain of the great AustroGerman
orchestral tradition of organic
symphonic growth.
The recording is excellent, and the
Dresden players impart adark
penumbra to the scoring that rather
suits it. Another plus is the pretty
good account of the early, Straussian,
tone-poem /m Sommerwind which
Sinopoli, unlike some other
conductors of Webern orchestral
collections, has been enterprising
enough to include. But Dohnanyi
[Decca], who is preferable, has done
so; while Abbado [DG], who hasn't,
is yet more preferable in the other
items, as are even Karajan's much
older DG recordings.
Ca/urn MacDonald

A:2/3 0

WAGNER:
Parsifal
Hónngen/Ludwig/Uhl/Waechter/Hotter/
Franc/Berry/Vienna State Opera Ch &
Orch/Karajan
RCA 74321 61950 2
(4CDs, 236m 24s) mono rec. live 1961
This recording has emerged from the
archives of Austrian Radio; it dates
from 1April 1961, the day of the
first postwar Parsifal in Vienna. It
brings anoble performance,
somewhat more flexible and fleet than
Karajan's noble, more statuesque
109

studio recording made 20 years later.
The sound quality varies —
movement on stage is hardly a
problem, but balance often is, and
there are fuzzy moments. My other
grouse, to be disposed of swiftly, is
that the booklet contains no libretto
or translation. The performance is
exciting, with some wonderful
orchestral playing, and singing that is
almost throughdut of the highest
quality. The reason for the listing of
two mezzos is that Karajan could not
find his ideal Kundry, opting for
Elisabeth Flüngen's maturity for most
of the music drama, and Christa
Ludwig's erotic charms for the Act II
seduction scene. Fritz Uhl makes a
fine Parsifal, lacking something in
vocal splendour, but sensitive and
reliable. The chief glory of the cast is
Hans Hotter's Gumemanz: noble,
wise, authoritative — and in grand
voice. He is finely supported by
Eberhard Waechter, who brings
controlled anguish to Amfortas's
music, and by Tugomir Franc as
Titurel. Walter Berry is an incisive,
properly disturbing Klingsor. The
chorus is superb ( though usually set
too far in the background). The
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RECOMMENDATION
Karajan's later
Parsifal, is on DG
413 347-2
(4CDs);
Knappertsbusch's
1951 Bayreuth
recording is on
Teldec 9031 76047
2 (4CDs, mono)

Flower Maidens are led by Gundula
Janowitz, Hilde Güden and Anneliese
Rothenberger, and the other small
roles are also cast from strength.
Despite the benefits no doubt
accruing from the digital remastering,
the recorded quality overall is only
adequate; there is no doubt, though,
that the musical achievement is of the
highest quality.
Peter Branscombe

H:1 El

Decca 458 157-2

Herbert von Karajan: a Vienna

POINT

Parsifal from 1961 on RCA

of view

ALEXANDER WOSSISFACE - you know,
trained at Gnessin, gave his first recital at
twelve. You've seen the publicity shots,
with and without the red Maserati.
Unstructured jacket, black turtleneck,
distinctive falling lock of fair hair. (Don't
let's get into hair stylists again.) Michael
Church has sold him to Independent
readers. A bit taciturn - kept him waiting
and all that. Likes to record in long takes.
(Oh yes, there's a CD.) Does the
Hammerklavier but will wait ayear or two
before the Diabelli. London debut? Oh
that was in '94. (But no-one noticed.)
Alexander... Wossisname? It hardly
matters: the point is, we're sated with
interviews.• Do they really tell us anything
of value? Should we declare a moratorium
at HFN/RR - use the space for a few
more reviews instead? (Which would
disappoint all those charming PR ladies,
whose fee and reputation depends upon
'placements'. PR: a 'phoney profession'
that Hans Keller didn't live long enough to
write about.)
Imust admit, though, that we do like to
know a little more about the
circumstances of a recording than we
were allowed a decade or so ago. Both
the (presumably discontinued) Decca
'Classic Sound' series and DG's
'Originals' have included occasional
producer reminscences about what it was
like to work, with Curzon or
Knappertsbush, Rosbaud or Argenta.
Argenta is given a detailed profile by Alan
110

AMERICAN DREAMS:
Music by Barber, Chadwick, Foote,
Carpenter, Canning, Gershwin and
Carmichael
Indianapolis SO/Leppard

Sanders in the 'Legends' reissue of
España; Sanders has written some
extremely informed Testament booklet
notes. (As to replicated artwork, going one
better than DG, Decca 's new 'Legends'
CDs show a full colour one-third-size
original LP sleeve; and the CD label
smartly scales down a tape-spool.) The
IMG/BBC broadcast tape reissues, too,
have included some highly engaging
essays on the artists involved.
There is, however, a very thin line
between valid background information and
telling listeners what to think about the
actual recorded performances. The
counter-argument might be that this
accelerates appreciation' for those nonversed in classical music, and what's
wrong with the enthusiasms of the expert
writer? But one or two HFN/RR reviewers
have begun to complain, and the trend is
clearly ongoing.
Sheep and goats
No-one could be more admiring of
Stokowski than Edward Johnson, but it
seems to me that, say, his Cala notes
never overstep the mark. Nor does the
excellent writer David Gutman in his notes
to the VPO/Karajan Tchaikovsky ballet
suites reissue on 'Legends': it is
essentially record-criticism, but he's
someone we can trust. Bernard Keeffe
cites two specific music examples, but his
description of the Menuhin-Oistraktr
concert from 1963 (IMG/BBC) is so heart-

(
61m 44s)

Whilst Ives and Cowell forged the
new musical directions that were to
shape the 20th-century, anumber of
their lesser-known compatriots chose
to look back to the established styles
of European late Romanticism. This
disc provides an introduction to these
hitherto neglected composers, taking
as its starting-point Barber's wellknown Adagio and then exploring ' the
romantic and spiritual side of the
traditionally upbeat American
character'. Things are not as soporific
as the booklet notes would suggest,
however, and what emerges is awellvaried and interesting programme.
The most impressive work on the
disc, both in scope and achievement,
is John Alden Carpenter's tone-poem
Sea Drift (1933), inspired by the
same Walt Whitman poem that had
been set by Delius some 30 years
earlier. Permeated by stylistic
recollections of the Impressionist
movement ( including several
moments of La Mer déjà ru) its

felt that he must be exonerated. Yet Ivan
March's puff for the Solti/Decca Schubert
Ninth (' the beautiful second theme has an
elysian sense of repose', etc, etc) is
outrageous! Well over the line, too, is
Chris de Souza, declaring a special
musical affinity between Boulez and
Curzon (Mozart/Beethoven concertos on
IMG/BBC) - the Prom conductor in the
large uncaptioned photo, incidentally, is
surely Basil Cameron!
These are just recent examples. But
how about this, from DG: 1Celibidache's]
knowledge of the Advalta school of
Vedanta philosophy gave him an
orientation towards a Nirvana which, as a
state where spiritual unrest and dialectic
are extingushed, was beyond the
possibility of verbal formulation. This
freedom from conceptuality entailed the
surmounting of dualities and the
enciphering of a high level of
consciousness...'?
Lastly, writing about a Stravinsky
concerto for the Philips Great Pianists'
series, possibly intending 'melting pot',
Bryce Morrison uses the word losspor.
(The French/German translations skirt
round the issue.) Collins Concise admits
no such word, but Iwas disappointed to
find my Cassell Dictionary of Slang merely
gives the bland definition ' fool'!
Christopher Breunig
I'd be interested in readers' reactions: please write to 'Views'
on this and other musical topics.
DECEMBER 1999
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craftsmanship is impressive, and
produces apowerful evocation of
landscape and mood.
The other major composition is the
Fantasy on ahymn tune by Justin
Morgan by Thomas Canning
(1911-59), which has previously
appeared in a 1959 Stokowski
recording [Everest]. Leppard and his
forces shape this ambitious work with
skill, bringing out its concentration
and serious intent whilst allowing it a
commendable breadth and space.
Perhaps it does not quite stand up to
the suggested comparison with
Vaughan Williams's Tallis Fantasia,
since its expressive range is rather
more circumscribed, but nevertheless
it is afine work that is well worth
hearing.
Gershwin and Hoagy Carmichael
represent the more jazz-influenced
side of this American panorama; the
former through his enigmatic early
Lullaby and the latter through his
`Prayer and Cathedral Vision' from
the Johnny Appleseed Suite. Dating
from late in Carmichael's long career,
this charming piece comes from one
of anumber of symphonic works that
the self-taught composer penned in
the wake of his spectacular success in
popular song. Its structure is perhaps
alittle over-extended, but the
dominant melody is inspired and
memorable, and suggests that the rest
of the Suite might well prove
i rewarding.
f,
The other works on the disc are
je never less than tuneful and attractive,
.4 often suggesting Dvorák in their
melodic contours. Like the Barber
Adagio they are extremely well-played
f>. and recorded, with awarm string
sound and resonant acoustic that suit
the music. Perhaps Leppard may be
persuaded to follow up with adisc
exploring Carpenter's music in
greater depth — his suite Adventures
in aPerambulator sounds intriguing!
[This was recorded by Mercury in 1959,
Howard Hanson conducting the Eastman
Rochester SO - Mus Ed.]
John Kersey
A(*):1(*)

'Gershwin
and Hoagy
Carmichael
represent
the more

GERMAN 170-CENTURY
CHURCH MUSIC
Works by H Bach, JC Bach,
JM Bach, Bernhard, Buxtehude,
Geist, M Hofmann, Krieger,
Rosenmüller and Schütz
Robin Blaze (c-ten)/The Parley of
Instruments
Hyperion CDA 67079

(
74m 10s)

This is adelightful recital of music
from mainly north German sources,
even though some of the works
almost vaunt the Italian connection.
The programming presents groups of
vocal pieces with three instrumental
sonatas to separate them. Schütz and
Buxtehude are the best-known of
these composers, but the three Bachs
and indeed all the others included are
well worth hearing and hearing again,
especially in these stylish, dedicated
and warm-hearted performances.
HI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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jazz influenced
side of this
American
panorama...'

Robin Blaze's countertenor is
sensitively deployed, with exemplary
projection and easy command of
idiom, and the varied
accompaniments provided by The
Parley of Instruments lack only the
last degree in refinement; the sonatas
are finely, more extrovertly, played.
The recording (the venue is not
identified) is clear, nicely balanced
and atmospheric, and the notes, texts
and illustrations are all one could
wish for.
Peter Branscombe
A:1 0
LA FOLIA 14904 701
Music by Anon, de Cabezénn,
Corelli, del Enzina, Marais,
Martinn yColl and Ortiz
Jordi Savall and Ensemble
Alla Vox AV 9805

Jordi Savall

(
54m 45s)

This is an attractive recital of mainly
Iberian instrumental music in the
manner of the dance form known as
/a folia (
the Portuguese word
betokening hectic
amusement as well as
insanity). The folia
was popular over
much of Europe from
the late 15th- until
the early 18thcentury; indeed,
examples occur right
into the 20th. It was a
good idea of Jordi
Savall and his
colleagues to record a
varied programme in
which the basic
musical patterns of
the dance recur. The
range of instruments employed here is
wide, covering harpsichords, organs,
harp and other plucked instruments,
as well as viols (Savall's instrument),
castanets and percussion; many of the
instruments are of historic interest,
and are identified in the excellent
folder and notes (spoilt only by
occasionally odd English). The
playing is strong yet sensitive, and the
programme is planned so as to
provide variety both of timbre and
mood. The recording is close and
clear. Very enjoyable.
Peter Branscombe
A:1 0
REFLECTIONS ON DUKE
Arrangements of Duke Ellington by
Hyman, Hochman, Silberman,
Distler and Kellaway
Jean-Yves Thibaudet (pno)
Decca 460 811-2

(
67m 14s)

Duke Ellington's lifelong fascination
with classical music receives arguably
its ultimate response in this album.
Here his best-known melodies,
already the subject of 70 years of jazz
improvisation, are recast as if the
product of aLate Romantic manqué
and spun into intricate versions
whose sophistication leaves their
earthier roots far behind.
As with the earlier Conversations
with Bill Evans [
Decca], Thibaudet's

evident enthusiasm for this repertoire
comes through in the vigour and
commitment that he displays. He
does not improvise or imitate the
mannerisms of jazz players (although
Bill Evans's influence is often in
evidence) but instead has constructed
the major part of this disc by
commissioning aseries of
arrangements from composers au fait
with the jazz tradition. These
composers have largely responded
well to the task of recomposing
Ellington in away that suits
Thibaudet, incorporating avital
element of spontaneity into their work
and replacing the conventional
virtuosity of the swung solo with
discreet ornamentation of amore
classical kind.
In contrast to these free
arrangements there are also several
literal transcriptions of Ellington
performances. `Tonk', from the
improvised duet with Billy Srrayhom,
is abold attempt (using an
overdubbed second piano) to recreate
the quintessential Ellington uptempo
style, but for all Thibaudet's refined
technical mastery his version misses
the sparkiness and cut-and-thrust
between the players in the original.
Here, as in Dick Hyman's rendering
of 'Jubilee stomp', the rhythm is
simply too rigid, suggesting ragtime
rather than the Roaring Twenties,
and mechanistic syncopation makes a
poor substitute for agenuine sense of
swing. Swing is also notably absent
from Roger Kellaway's baffling serial
'Fantasy on Caravan', and the
composer's booklet explanation of his
techniques does little to illuminate
matters.
For the most part, however,
Thibaudet wisely avoids the faster
numbers and presents awell-chosen
selection of the ballads. Here the
sounds and textures of Ravel are
rarely far from the surface. Larry
Hochman's ' Day dream' [track 7]
presents just such apastiche, recalling
'Une barque sur l'ocean' at the
opening, and then developing the
theme with adisarming simplicity of
texture, playing to Thibaudet's
strengths in keyboard colour. ` Lush
life', again arranged by Hochman,
takes this style further in response to
the greater emotional depth of the
melody, with filigree decorations
providing acounterbalance to a
sophisticated treatment of the
harmony. There are rarities here as
well, with an enchanting transcription
of 'A single petal of arose' from the
suite that Ellington wrote for Queen
Elizabeth II in 1959.
Thibaudet's view of Ellington is
not for jazz purists, but at its best it
brings out aspects of the original
compositions that are not always in
evidence elsewhere. Buy this disc for
his sensitive and thoughtful approach
to the ballads; ignore the unsubtle
hagiography that passes for booklet
notes.
John Kersey
A:1-2 0
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playing, but such considerations seem
petty when experiencing this opera
for modem sound. Monumental.
A:1 0

THOMAS CHAPIN TRIO
NIGHT BIRD SONG

DEREK BAILEY & EVAN
PARKER
ARCH DUO

A trio sesssion from 1992 (Mario
Pavone on bass, Michael Sarin on
drums) led by the mercurial altoist
and flautist who died in February last
year of leukemia, aged 40. On the
opening flute piece and `The Roaring
S', the immediacy of his attack and
tone is ravishing. However, unlike his
appearances with the noisecore band
Machine Gun, this jazz context sees
him playing under Eric Dolphy's
shadow. To banish the stale aroma of
repro would require compositional
aforethought (Henry Threadgill's Air)
or punk shove ( Xero Slingsby's
Works). Chapin was alive-wire in
NYC jazz, but this wasn't his finest
hour.
A: 1

RASTASCAN BRD 045
artwork:
The
Distance

Reviews by Ben Watson

Between
Us

WILLIAM HOOKER
THE DISTANCE BETWEEN US
KNITTING FACTORY RECORDS KFR231
(58m 28s)
'Hooka-' s
trenchant
drumming
and
leade*snip
turn mere
boundcrrycrossing
into electric
ritual'

William Hooker really is something
else. He opens with adrum tattoo
and ahummed scat that sets the
stage for something larger-than-life. A
drama unfurls that includes two
versions of Sonic Youth's ' Because
(of You)', swarming ensemble work
with three electric guitars, amazingly
bright and hungry piano from Mark
Hennen (from the Collective 4tet)
and aknockout tenor climax courtesy
Sabir Mateen. When the rock number
comes round the second time, it's
been freed from its three-chord-trick,
4/4 bondage into cascades of colour.
Hooker's trenchant drumming and
leadership turn mere boundarycrossing into electric ritual. On the
way, you'll hear some superlative jazz

DUKE ELLINGTON
ELLINGTON AT NEWPORT 1956
(COMPLETE)
COLUMBIA/LEGACY C2K 64932
(2CDs, 129m 03s)
This release rewrites jazz history.
Duke Eliington's set at the 1956
Newport Festival was designed to
revive his flagging career. He
unleashed tenor man Paul Gonsalves
on 27 choruses of ablues (' Crescendo
and Diminuendo In Blue'), the crowd
was wowed, and Duke Ellington once
more became the toast of the jazz
world. Ellington At Newport — with

NEWPORT -› 90
4- NEW BEDFORD
1- FALL RIVER 8
4-

TIVERTON z

4-SAKOMNET POINT
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fl
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Ellington at Newport
in 1956: first time
stereo transfers plus
new material

(
70m 27s)

On 17 October 1980, two of the
founders of Free Improvisation —
guitarist Derek Bailey and saxist Evan
Parker — performed aduo concert in
Berkeley. Robert Shumaker's
recording is exemplary, and the
unbroken performance has sufficient
thrust and shape to make asatisfying
CD. Bailey begins by meditating on
what constitutes anote, voicing the
same pitch with different fingerings.
This attention to timbre makes the
duet something more than the usual
curlicues of twinned jazz melody
instruments. The players scratch at
each other's lines with the febrile
sensitivity of Paul Klee. In mid-set,
Bailey says some wry nothings like a
character in aSamuel Beckett play,
providing contrast and bringing the
high-flown dialogue to earth. On
'Three', Evan Parker essays some
circular-breathing; Bailey responds
with folkish trills, subverting hornpipe
romanticism by showing how
tremulous digits can be applied all
over his guitar. In ajust world, these
lightning exchanges would be
appreciated as aural Tom & Jerry:
bravura technique delivers surprise
after surprise. A:1 0

photos and notes detailing the 'girl
from the crowd' who danced, and
Count Basie's drummer Jo Jones
leading the rhythm with arolled-up
newspaper — became abest seller.
Actually, the record was afake. The
famous solo was off mie, so
Columbia had Duke re-record
everything the next afternoon, with
bogus applause and Newport
ambience from tape (in the event,
Duke lost his temper at the idea of
Gonsalves recreating his amazing
solo, and it survived). Here, digital
technology has combined two mono
versions of the Newport gig: Voice
Of America's broadcast (long thought
lost) appears on the left channel,
Columbia's recording on the right.
You can listen to them individually,
or mix them via the balance or by
switching to mono. It includes all the
festival banter (you can isolate the
music by programming the right
tracks), plus the studio simulacrum.
There are great photos of the
Ellington band smoking in the
hospitality tent, plus indications that
Jo Jones and his newspaper had
bugger-all to do with the triumph.
This album can occupy one's
curiosity about biz machinations —
and one's ear for great music — for
days on end. A:1* 0

KNITTING FACTORY RECORDS KFR240
(53m 10s)

LEE KONITZ/STEVE
SWALLOW/PAUL MOTIAN
THREE GUYS
ENJA EN1 9351

(
50m 42s)

Lee Konitz (alto) and Paul Motian
(drums) couldn't play badly if they
tried, but they are not served well by
Steve Swallow's electric bass. Whilst
his glowing, supersmooth lines are
terrific when setting up something
strange and sarcastic by Carla Bley,
here they're too broad and blurry to
focus the heartstopping precision
Konitz and Motian excel at.
Disappointing. A:1 0
JOE MORRIS
MANY RINGS
KNITTING FACTORY RECORDS KFR243
(62m 40s)
Guitarist Joe Morris is hounded by
the demon of musical progress. With
this quartet — Rob Brown on alto,
Karen Borca on bassoon, Andrea
Parkins on accordian and sampler —
he emulates Joe Maneri's ensemble.
The musicians play sparsely, listening
intently to the sounds around them.
Some of Morris's writing is brilliant,
and occasionally the notes hover
translucent. However, too often the
microtonal intervals grate during the
improvisations, making the music
grey and constipated. Morris takes
composer credit for every tune:
maybe improv virtues aren't best
achieved by diktat. You long for a
solo, not least from the leader's
wondrous guitar. A Cloud Of
Blackbirds [
AUM Fidelity, reviewed
HFNIRR April 1998] remains the
Morris album to look for. A:1
BOB BROOKMEYER/THE
NETHERLANDS METROPOLE
ORCHESTRA
OUT OF THIS WORLD
KOCH JAll 34913

(
54m I9s)

Born in Kansas City in 1929, Bob
Brookmeyer ended up in the
DECEMBER 1999
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Jazz
Hollywood studios, the West Coast's
coolest trombone. On this set of
standards ( Polkadots & Moonbeams',
'Summertime',
'She's Funny
That Way'), his
understated
eloquence — Mel
Tormé's velvet
fog, Lee Konitz's
canny
intellectualism —
brings the
unworldly glint of
creativity to
Europe's tightest
radio big band.
Banks of strings ( 29 players) and
swinging ' jazz bass' from Rob
Langereis combine with an expensivesounding, compressed mix to make a

classy presentation. Bob Brookmeyer:
aworthy constituent of the universe
of hip. A:1

Stanley
Turrentine

Bussmann's cello — all bowed
harmonics and surreally-nostalgic
ostinati — things become i.tili more
formal (72m is aformidable

HIT' NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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(
61m 27s)

Through the de-gritted, radiofriendly production, there are
glimpses of Turrentine's tenor, but
there are oceans of softsoul gloop to
wade through. A brave producer
would ditch the click-track and
vocals, team Turrentine with
Hammond-organist Jimmy McGriff,
and record them raw and right into
the red. That way they might even
get ahit. Halfhearted, halfbaked and
halfassed: agreat player buried in
commercial strategies. A:1/2 0

He was accompanied by fluid
musicians: Vattel Cherry (bass) and
Michael Wimberley (drums). People's

FREE MUSIC PRODUCTION is
based in Berlin, alabour of love
co-ordinated by social-worker Jost
Gebers. A musicians' co-op since
1969, its releases are marked by
purist acoustic sound, alive vibe, and
musical weight. Although still run by
its original founders, FMP encourages
new voices. The start of Gregor Hotz
- Solo [FMP OWN-90012, 72m 24s]
is arresting, as the 17-year-old blows
assured sound-sculptures on his
various reeds: the gurgling bass sax of
'Mondo Cane' is especially effective.
However, when Hotz plays more
legit, the result — amelancholy
atonalism that splits the difference
between Bird and twelve-tone — is
over-familiar. The CD begins to
sound more like a ( albeit impressive)
demo of chops. Joined by Nicholas

challenge; maybe FMP should initiate
a mini-CD series for budding talent?)
A:I/2 0
FMP also salutes American jazz
which refuses to kowtow to the
neoclassical dogma of the ' 80s. In
April 1998, bassist William Parker's
In Order To Survive quintet played
for FMP in Berlin: Posiimr Pendasem
[FMP CD105, 65m 54s]. The main
event is an exhausting 5tIrn blow-out,
with reedsmen Rob Brown and Assif
Tsahar squealing at the ceiling,
Parker and drummer Susie Ibarra
rumbling up turbulence from the
depths. After 30m, things become
more varied and speculative, but it's a
long haul. 'Another Angel Goes
Home' is ahymnlike dirge, Cooper
Moore's gospel piano to the fore;
music like this has not been heard
since the hey-day of Archie Shepp.
This was doubtless ablast live, but
somewhat monolithic for home
listening. A:1 0
Tenor saxophonist Charles Gayle
was on good form when he played for
FMP in Berlin in 1993: AbidingVariations [
FMP CD100, 71m 29s].

SLAM CD505

STANLEY TURRENTINE
DO YOU HAVE ANY SUGAR?
CONCORD VISTA CCD 4862

tCharles Gayle:
on good form
on Abiding
Variations

MAX ROACH/MAL WALDRON
EXPLORATIONS... TO THE MTH
DEGREE

need to celebrate their love for Albert
Ayler is no bad thing, but the current
enthusiasm for Gayle seems
somewhat sentimental; although he
plays with sincerity, one misses the
large tone and grand concept of a
truly outstanding player. But, given
that Gayle is not capable of the out
fireworks of our first-rank
saxophonists (to name names, players
of the calibre of David Murray, Sabir
Mateen, Daniel Carter, Peter
Brützmann, Alan Wilkinson...), there
are patches of post-climactic
lachrymosity that are rather touching.
His improvisatory range is simply too
limited to bear the expectations aset
of Trane and Ayler invocations places
on asoloist. A:1 0
Creative American
jazz used to rely
almost entirely on
European labels, but
the advent of Eremite
has changed that. The
label stages an annual
festival in Amherst,
Massachusetts, called
Fire In The Valley.
The much-missed
saxophonist Glenn
Spearmann made his
last appearance there
on 25 July 1998, with pianist
Matthew Goodhean and drummer
Rashid Bakr: First And Last [Eremite
MTE015, 43m 09s]. The audience
evidently wanted an ecstatic blow-out,
and they got one: Spearmann's hoarse
yet singing tenor is infectious, and
Bakes beats are both keen and
absorbing. There are just two tunes,
Intertextual Reference' and ' Under
The Incalculable Sky, Listless,
Diseased With Stars', titles which
convey the cosmic vision and
streetwise wit of these musicians.
A:1 0
A solo violin recital sounds austere,
but Malcolm Goldstein makes it a
pleasure on Live At Fire In The Valley

(
2CDs, 120m 18s)

Founding bebop drummer Roach
played this concert of duets with
pianist Waldron (whose CV includes
Mingus, Holiday, Dolphy and Shepp)
on 20 September 1995. Much of the
music was completely improvised,
with tunes surfacing as Waldron
thought fit. A bluesy, out-of-time feel
allows the duo to swap ideas without
resorting to the chirrups of explicit
dialogue. Roach's timbrai palette is so
deft his contributions are practically
orchestral. Having avoided the trap of
self-emulation, these two veterans can
now stretch out and have fun.
Cheering. A:1 0

[Eremite MTE016, 6/m 39s]. His
explosive attack achieves rich and
expressive sonorities, and he enters
into the spirit of each piece, whether
it is something written for him by
Omette Coleman, afolk tune from
Bosnia transcribed by Béla Baru*, or
ablues for Rosa Parks, the woman
who refused to give up her seat for a
white passenger in 1955 and initiated
the move towards desegregation in
the States. Goldstein adds in vocal
exclamations on this last, concluding
amightily effective and affecting
performance. A:1 0
Alan Silva (midi-sampler) and
William Parker (bass) ask fascinating
questions about virtuality on A Hero's
Welcome: Pieces For Rare Occasions
[Eremite MTE017, 45m 51s]. Silva
— since 1970 based in France, after
spells with Sun Ra, Bill Dixon and
Cecil Taylor — plays deft emulations
of orchestral strings, winds and
percussion to indepth accompaniment
by Parker. This improvised symphony
packs amomentum and joy straight
composers rarely achieve today.
Sound is amazingly fresh and
immediate. A:1 0
Saxophonist Peter Bnitzmarm —
one of FMP's founders — plays with
such headlong commitment to
polyrhythmic swing that he has no
problems relating to the Free Jazz
promoted by Eremite. Hence his Die
Like A Dog Quartet appears on both
labels. From Valley To Valley
[Eremite MTE018, 68m 17s]
features trumpeter Roy Campbell;
Little Birds Have Fast Hearts No 1
[FMP CD97, 67m 43s] has the
quartet's regular trumpeter, the wahwah sporting Toshinori Kondo (
No 2
was reviewed in HFN/RR August
1999). Rhythm section is William
Parker (bass) and Hamid Drake
(drums), apairing that was the toast
of Visions ' 99 (the true-jazz fest held
annually at the St Nicholas of Myra
Church in New York). Both albums
have grit and velocity: sections of
gruelling tension suddenly flare into
iridescent shrapnel. Superb. A:1 0
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The Police were always too
cultured to be real punks, as their dc-hut albuir puncd
Interspersing their terse pop with reggae detours, the trio already displayed an
accumen for subtle, shaded pop melodies, although their punk pnnentions still
,i.-casionally shine thmughlhe speedy Next To You, with its the unexpected
harmonic chorus, the lithe, reggae verses and poppy chorus or So Lonely, and of
course, the album's acknowledged clamic. Roxanne, all make this an unusual debut
frum ahand whose first recorded foray was entitled Nothing icbteving!'lhe
album sounds tight and dynamic. with some superb bass and th•urn interplay Stings
inimitable vocals leap out.and them is still arawness and elasticity about the
overall sound that is well captured on this disc 'this release has been postponed
several times due to technical problems, hut we feel the wait lus been worthwhile.
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Rock/pop Reviews
MEREDITH BROOKS
DECONSTRUCTION
Capitol 7243 85620706

(50m 14s)

In the wake of her success with
'Bitch', asingle that clambered to
No.2 in the US charts and then
stayed around somewhere in the Hot
100 for 30 weeks, rock critics went
to town on Brooks. ` MOR in
grunge-angst clothing' assessed one,
while another claimed that her songs
contained ' the ghosts of Journey,
Foreigner and every other Yankee
MOR monstrosity who got swept
away by grunge's tidal wave.' Her
crime, it seemed, was possessing the
ability to fashion something that
appealed to stadium audiences.
Things haven't changed much in the
ensuing couple of years. Material
like the rumbustious lead-off track
'Shout' and the tricky-lyric shuffle
that comprises ' Cosmic Woo Woo'
are the kind of adroitly-fashioned
tracks that ensure huge sales amid
those who profess to love RAWK
but actually play Shania Twain
records at full volume. Admire —
but from a distance.
Fred De/lar

A:2 0

Meredith Brooks
THE CHESTERFIELD KINGS
WHERE THE ACTION IS!
Sundazed/Living Eye LSD13

(
49m 59s)

Sundazed is known as a reissue label
obsessed with the 1960s, so it's no
surprise that one of the label's rare
forays into new music involves the
most retro of bands. The
Chesterfield Kings, named after an
American cigarette, look like the
Illusion crossed with the Shadows of
Knight, and sound like Paul Revere
& The Raiders crossed with the
Standells. Which is probably
deliberate as the CD's title is shared
with aTV show the Raiders
performed on regularly, while the
set's covers include the Standells'
'Sometimes Good Guys Don't Wear
White'. We've been here before, but
the CKs have two things on their
side: total authenticity and sublime
taste. With no concessions to the
years after 1966, the CD sounds like
NISI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Album
in Focus
SUPIRGRASS
SUPERGRASS
Padophone 7243 522056 2

(
45m 43s)

Widely seen as the album which could
eithet plunge Supergrass. into oblivion or
confiim them as Britpop's most lasting
contribution to the wider international rock
arena, this is much better than the
disappointing singles taken from it would
suggest. Frontperson Gaz Coombes has
developed into an engaging songwriter
who, despite apenchant for over-elaborate
musical arrangements, consistently delivers
powerful, intelligent performances of
memorable tunes. He's also come some
considerable distance as aguitarist, but
use this talent,
wisely doesn't overemploying his axe to embellish, rather than
dominate, his songs. Check the powerful but
controlled use of multi-tracked guitars on
'Aeon', the hypnotic slow build-up to 'Born
Again' or the direct assault and lyrical
bitterness of ' Beautiful People' to discover
an artist who's clearly in this for the long
haul. Many of the songs are slow to start,
and the album only reveals its many- layered
delights after several plays. But that's got to
be better than the now standard Britpop
blancmanges that tickle your tastebuds
today, only to leave an unpleasant aftertaste
tomorrow.
Johrmy Black
A:1 • 0
That difficult third album.., hell, this hot little
pop combo had no trouble with their first
two, so why should this eponymous work be
any different? Let's start with the passage of
time: these guys waited two years since the
last, which is an eternity when you're
fashionable. But the wait has added a
further measure of maturity, which the
hardcore might not think is such a good
thing if Supergrass's post- Marriott cheeky
chap-iness was the reason you loved 'em in

a long lost album reissued for
collectors. Even the original tracks
sound hoary. Full marks, then, to
the most Nuggety act I've heard in
30 years, with an extra star for
covering the Hollies' greatest-evertune: ' Look Through Any Window'.
Ken Kessler

A- B:1 •

THE CHURCH
A BOX OF BIRDS
Cooking Vim.' COOKCD183

(61m 59,,

Bowie had Pin- Ups, Lennon had
Rock And Roll, Macca had his
'Russian' album and the Band had
Mmmdog Matinee, so the Church is
in good company in issuing

the first place. They seem to be flirting with
the grandiose, with concepts, with ashade
too much intricacy for aband best known
for punchy singles the likes of which
thought vanished in 1966. But Supergrass
are not precious like Kula Shaker, so leave
your kaftan behind and just enjoy what
strikes me as simply another great attempt
by under30s at reconstructing the ' Sixties.
Ken Kessle ,

A:1

Cor, are we only up to Gaz and Co's third
album? Seems like they've been around, if
not forever, at least since the birth of
Britpop and that was centuries ago. Not
that that's acomplaint. Any band that's
delivered such goodies as in It For The
Money anci I
Should Co Co - both of which
sold over amillion and ahalf - can motor
this way from Oxford any day of the
millennium. So what's this one like?
Sophisticated Garage Pop in the main, the
material ranging from the 'Rebel, Rebel'
rush that is ' Pumping On Your Stereo', and
the daftness of 'Jesus Came From Outer
Space' (and left in asecond-hand car!) to
the Beatlesque harmonies of 'Eon' and the
multi-faceted, string- shot single that was
'Moving'. Gaz Coombes recently claimed
that the trio were making things more
difficult for themselves these days:
'complicated vocals everywhere. Harmonies.
All kinds of different bits'. Long may they
continue to progress.
Fred Dellar

'The
Chesterfield
Kings CD
sounds like
a long lost
album
reissued for
collectors.
Even the
original
tracks
sound hoary'

A:1

something as wholly self-indulgent
as acovers album. Such collections
can, of course, prove either
embarrassing or re-affirming. as they
reveal to one's fans the extent of
one's taste. But the Aussies come up
trumps in the are-weworthy-ofMojostakes with an obscure but
timely Beatles cover (It's All Too
Much' from Yellow Submarine) and
tracks from Neil Young, Kevin
Ayers, Hawkwind, Bowie/Mott and
others. Amusingly, the booklet is
presented in such away tha: you
can choose any one of eight pages to
select the CD's cover, which is, I
suppose, a visual pun of sorts.
Ken Kessler

A- B:1-2 0
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MACY GRAY
ON HOW LIFE IS
Epic 494 423-2

(
45m)

In an era when ' soul sister' has
become a euphemism for ' bland
MOR singer utilising a modicum of
funk as a backdrop', Macy Gray
easily makes it to the top of the
league to stand alongside Aretha
and real royalty. Not that Macy
sounds at all like Queen Re. Hers is
aworld-weary voice, 26 going on
60. In another life she'd probably
be playing the Cotton Club
alongside Duke Ellington. But she's
been born in an era of rap'n'roll
and it really doesn't make any
difference. Given contemporary
teardrops like ' ITry', she can still
fill a room with billowing smoke,
while on deep-groove chorus capers
such as Sex-O-Matic Venus Freak',
she's only a pew or two away from
ye-olde gospel. Macy Gray has
made it out of LA and fashioned a
compelling introduction. Where's
she's heading next is anyone's
guess. The Grammys beckon, for
starters.
Fred Deliar

A-B:le 0

somehow more spiritual if not
exactly numinous. A nod to Robert
Johnsonian concerns with the dark
side, hints at redemption, abrush
with sin — this is honky-tonk music
with an edge, with abit too much
intelligence for it to be mistaken for
redneck drivel and more than
enough variety to prevent thoughts
that you brushed the ' repeat' button.
Gritty stuff which screams
`Americana'.
Ken Kessler

A-A*:1

TOM JONES
RELOAD
Gut Records GUT CD9

(
62m 46s)

Quite why they released the old
Talking Heads chestnut ' Burning
Down The House' as the first single
from this stonking duets mega-fest,
I've no idea. It's OK, but almost
every other cut is much better.
Whoever chose the songs and
decided on the couplings deserves a
huge pat on the back for linking
Tommo up with Stereophonics on
Three Dog Night's party-nightmare
'Mama Told Me Not Come', and
for realising that Robbie Williams
and the boyo are soul brothers all
the way down the line. That's why
they spark so beautifully off each
other on ` Are You Gonna Go My
Way'. Then there's Cerys of
Catatonia, perfectly suited to
vamping her way through ' Baby It's
Cold Outside', and The Manics'
James Dean Bradfield almost
matching Tom tonsil for tonsil on
`Pm Left You're Right She's Gone'.
With just a couple of
disappointments, this is astunningly
conceived and executed album,
easily the best duets set of the
decade. It's also ahell of alot of
fun when you play it loud.
Johnny Black

A:1

raw, vintage
C&W made
for the Jools
Holland
generation

'This is a
stunningly
conceived
album,

(
32m 46,)

easily the
best duets

Macy Gray: heading for a Grammy
RAY WYLIE HUBBARD
CRUSADES OF THE RESTLESS
KNIGHTS
Philo CSCCD 1009

(
44m 21s)

If, deep down inside, you're a total
nut for outlaw/singer-songwriter/
beyond-the-fringe country
troubadors but you worry about
samey-ness, relax. Even if you've got
every Steve Earle/Jerry Jeff Walker/
Townes Vand Zandt/John Prine disc
and you're lost in ahickory-smoked
haze, Hubbard's latest is a tonic.
While oozing cowboy touches, it's
116

We only got our hands on
Kennedy's debut acouple of months set of the
back [
HFN/RR October], and yet
decade. It's
here he is again with a tribute to
also a hell of
Hank Williams. This is not the first
a lot of fun
homage to Hank, nor will it be the
when
you
last, but it is good enough to be
regarded as more than a mere gap
play it loud'
filler between Domestic Blues and
Kennedy's imminent follow-up due
in early 2000. (Geez — three CDs
in four months...) What Kennedy
has avoided are slavish remakes, the
covering of only the hits ( Hooray!
No `Jambalayal) and attempts at
sounding like a cracker, so the
performances here are truly fresh.
Or they would be if the Byrds
hadn't recorded Sweetheart Of The
Rodeo. In other words, this is raw,
vintage C&W made palatable for the
Jools Holland generation. It won't
set Nashville alight. But it should.
Ken Kessler

A:1/2 0

MICHAEL NESMITH
IJVE AT THE BRITT FESTIVAL
Cooking Vinyl COOK CD 129
(2CDs, 84m 03s)

palatable

and executed

BAP KENNEDY
HILLBILLY SHAKESPEARE
Lonely Street Discs/BMG LSD711

Bap Kennedy:

There's aworld of difference, thank
god, between the BRITS and the
Britt Festival. The BRITS is the
UK's annual self-congratulatory flagwaving celebration of the efficiency
of record marketing departments.
The Britt Festival, however, is an
event in Oregon where real people
go to listen to other real people
making real music. Unlikely as it
may seem, former Monkee Michael
Nesmith evolved during the 1970s
and ' 80s into one of the most
innovative and enjoyable countryrockers in America, and this doubleCD captures him and his band in
one of their last, most celebratory
concerts. The recording is beautiful,
the playing exemplary (how could it
be otherwise with the late lamented
OJ ' Red' Rhodes on pedal steel?)
and the songs are an unalloyed
delight. And, hey, the fact that an
artist as inspirational and gifted as
Nesmith could arise from the ashes
of an entity as industry-connived
and cynical as The Monkees
suggests that maybe once in .awhile,
something worthwhile might even
come out of the BRITS. Phew!
Sorry, Igot carried away there.
Blame Papa Nes and the euphoria
that surrounded every gorgeous cut
on that star-kissed night in 1992
when they cut this flawless album.
Johnny Black

A:1C 0

OCEAN COLOUR SCENE
ONE FROM THE MODERN
Universal CID 8090

(
43m 08s)

Kicking off with the hardest hitting
anti-war anthem in years, ` Profit In
Peace', it's obvious that Ocean
DEMMER 199II
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Rock/pop Reviews
Colour Scene have decided that
their sleeves are the right places for
their hearts, and I'm not about to
disagree with them. While their
previous albums have always relied a
little heavily on pastiche, this one
sees them incorporate their ' 60s pop
influences into acoherent sound
that is recognisably their own, while
they tackle not just the vagaries of
life and love, but also issues of the
day that fascinate them. The media,
for example, takes awell-deserved
thumping in ' IAm The News', and
they celebrate the relative
thicknesses of blood and water in
the more-optimistic-than-it-sounds
'Families'. What makes it all so
enjoyable is that the songs seem
completely unforced, as if they wrote
themselves, which is just as it should
be. This one certainly won't
disappoint die-hard fans, but it
could also bring many more into the
fold.
Johnny Black

of mediocrity, but then there's also
'He Lives In You' with its insipid
ethnic chants out of Africa but via
Disney, and the hokey back-porch
philosophising of ' Hope Is An Open
Window', and the suitably
saccharine ' Sugar Free' in which
Diana Ross:
a force
to be
reckoned
with...
shame
about the
music

Fred Deliar

A&M 490 451 2

A:1 0

(
55m IIs)

Diana remains a force to be
reckoned with on the world record
market, but her product is becoming
increasingly irrelevant to anyone who
hopes for any level of genuine
emotional engagement with music.
There are moment, like the slinky,
hypnotic ` Not Over Yet', which
suggest that given ahalf-decent
song, she could still avoid flushing
herself completely round the u-bend

A:1 O

STING
BRAND NEW DAY

DIANA ROSS
EVERY DAY IS A NEW DAY
EMI CURL 012

rehearsing in agreenhouse, while
the insert notes claim, among other
things, that ' The Mongolian diet
contains a higher level of fat and
cholesterol than western bodies
could take'. Hippydom ? Well, yes.
But there's more to Salako than
that. Little things that act as
reminders of acoustic Syd Barrett
and Nick Drake. Rarely does
anyone raise their voice above a
whisper, while, to the rear,
instrumentalists flavour most things
with a hint of jazz. The tunes are
uniformly gorgeous, if pithy, and
all- in-all, Musicality is an album to
fall in love by. Or with. Either way,
Salako are worthy of your
acquaintance.

Diana advises her man that ' without
my love, you'll always be, sugarfree.' Nice voice, shame about the
music.

Johnny Black

A:3 0

SALAKO
MUSICALITY
Jeepster JPRCD 008

(48m 55s)

After the disappointing Mercury
Falling, this is a definite return to
form for the master of marathon
tantric sex sessions. Maybe he's
actually getting out of bed now and
again — a case of less stud, more
studio — but whatever the reasons,
this is easily as good as the

wonderful Ten Summoner's Tales.
The obvious stand-out track is
`Desert Rose', with its soaring
North African vocals and uplifting

(49m 18s)

Pretty sleeve — all flowers, bees and
scenery fit for the Teletubbies.
Inside, there's a picture of the band

Soundtracks
FOLLOWING ON FROM last year's The
Avengers & Other Top Sixties TV Themes,
Sequel has issued another brace of CDs
filled with TV toons. Thunderbirds & Other
Top Sixties TV Themes [
NEBCD 425 B] adds
30 more tracks, while The Persuaders &
Other Top Seventies TV Themes [
NEMCD
424] contains 50 including Agony, The
Goodies and the like, though not all are
original recordings.
Ryko has matched its superb film
soundtracks with apair of Broadway
'original cast' recordings based on Billy
Wilder films, including Sugar [
RCD 10760
II], the rare 1972 stage version of Some
Like It Hot, and the topical Promises,
Promises [
RCD 10750], the 1968 stage
version of The Apartment... with music and
lyrics by Bacharach and David. Also
reaching us from the stage is Disney's The
Lion King [[del 0104552 DNY In with
music by Elton John and Tim Rice.
On the film front, Virtual Sexuality [
EMI
521 8212 •] boasts music by All Saints,
K7, Mandalay and others, while Ravenous
[EMI 522 3702 *] features ascore by

Sting. definite

return to form in
Brand New Day

Michael Nyman and Blur's Damon Albarn.
And lastly, from the cinematic vaults, we
have John Barry's Raise The Titanic [
Silva
Screen FILMCD319 Ill and The Wild West
[FILMXCD 315], both in Dolby Surround
and HDCD and performed by the City of
Prague Philharmonic. EMrs archival
research kas resulted in the delicious 2CD
Jazz On Cinema [
EMI 520 5352 *], with
31 movierelated tracks from Julie London,
Nat 'King( Cole, Chet Baker and other
greats.
Ken Kessler

chorus, but there's nothing wrong at
all with the bossa-nova inflections of
`Big Lie, Small World', the codcountry innuendoes of ' Fill Her
Up', or the smoky French café jazz
of ' Perfect Love — Gone Wrong'.
For a man with avoice that always
seems to be straining, Sting has
evolved into an astonishingly diverse
vocalist, beautifully complemented
by his now long-serving band,
especially guitarist Dominic Millar.
Don't wait any longer. Buy it now.
Johnny Black
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Rock/pop Reissues
FLEETWOOD MAC
THE COMPLETE BLUE
HORIZON SESSIONS
1967-1969

FLEETWOOD MAC
Meer.*
my7 •

Columbia 494641 2
(6CDs, 403m I5s)

Candidate for box set of the
year, this 6CD treasure chest
contains the seminal Britishl
blues band's complete output
for the Blue Horizon label: all
five albums, 33 unreleased
bonus tracks, a32- page
booklet containing Mike
Vernon's detailed notes and
rare photos, miniature card LPs
for each disc - it's almost too
good to be true. While there
are those amongst us who hate
the mere thought of white boys

playing the blues, this stuff is
too respectful and too gutsy to
dismiss; hell, their double LP,
Blues Jam In Chicago provides
credibility enough.
A- B:1-1 • •

JONATHAN RICHMAN
AND THE MODERN
LOVERS
THE BEST OF
Sequel ESDCD 786 (
2CDs, 139m 32s)
This oddball double contains a
'various artists' bonus CD with
22 tracks (Greg Kihn,
Rubinoos, etc) recounting the
Berserkley label story — but
it's the other CD, with 20
from rock's strangest wimp,
which gets the title honours.
Inspired by Richman's current
fame thanks to There's
Something About Mary, but the
bonus disc is the more
interesting. A- B: 1-2 •

FREDDY ROBINSON
BLUESOLOGY
Ace CDCHD 728

LOU CHRISTIE
LOU CHRISTIE/LOU CHRISTIE
STRIKES AGAIN
Collectables COL-CD- 6229

(
57m 06s)

Unusually, two complete LPs
on one CD instead of a ' best
of'. ' Pained falsetto' sums up
this US pop from 1963-6,
thoroughly evocative of the era
and riddled with hooks.
A-B:1-2 •
DEEP PURPLE
THE HOUSE OF BLUE LIGHT
Polydor 546 162-2

(
46m 49s)

NOBODY'S PERFECT
Polydor 546 128-2

(
2CDs, 92m 38s)

From 1987/8 respectively, two
remastered albums, the second
with three bonus live tracks.
Both feature the Lord/Paice/
Glover/Gillan/Blackmore lineup, so grandiose HM is the
order of the day.
A:1 • A- B:2 •
DOWNLINERS SECT
THE SECT/THE ROCK
SECT'S IN
See For Miles SEECD697

(
71m 06s)

Great two-on-one consisting of
this obscure 1960s Beat Boom
outfit's first and third LPs.
Jokey approach to R&B, the
group inspired as much by the
Coasters as by Chuck Berry.
Wouldn't be surprised to find
the current edition on the
working man's club circuit...
B:2 •
IT'S A BEAUTIFUL DAY
IT'S A BEAUTIFUL
DAY/MARRYING MAIDEN
Sony 494893 2

(
2CDs, 78m 29s)

Two-CD set containing both
LPs from this artsy-folkie
1960s cult outfit. Beautiful
stuff, but the package is
111+1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

compromised because the
original artwork was, uh,
borrowed. This reissue is, alas,
all in black à la Spinal Tap.
A-A*11-1* •
THE LUV'D ONUS
TRUTH1 COTTA STAND
Sundazed SC11050

(
57m 08s)

Prior to Fanny, the Runaways
and other all-girl rock bands, a
distaff US garage band from
1966-8 who actually played
their instruments. One could
suppose that this is what the
Bangles might have sounded
like on the first meeting.
Highly collectable ( if mildly
inept), with only seven of the
20 tracks previously issued.
B:2-3 •

THE MAGICIANS

( 77m 33s)

Cool soul/blues from the early
1970s, during Stax's decline.
Eleven tracks from Robinson's
two LPs, plus nine unissued
rarities, including a novel
'answer song' to ' Mr Big Stuff'
called ' Sister Hot Pants'.
Funky fun. A- B: 1 - 2 •

Takoma CDTAK 6507

(37m 27s)

Whatever he owes to ` She's .
About A Mover', Sir Douglas's
heart belongs to raunchy blues.
This 1980 set adds fat horn
arrangements to the otherwise
oversubscribed genre of Texas
bar-band boogie, converting it
into something even more
righteous and, amusingly,
contemporary. Honest grit
from aveteran. A- B: 1 •
THE SHIRELLES
THE EP COLLECTION

For fans of Nuggets, what
seems to be the complete
output — singles and demos —
by this obscure mid- 1960s,
New York pop-rock outfit.
Remembered for the title track,
but note that two of the
Magicians went on to write a
flood of hits, including the
Turtles' Happy Together'.
A-D:1 •

See For Miles SEECD 691

REAL THING
Sequel NECD314

(
2CDs. 159m 08s)

Thirty-six disco-era delights,
each disc commencing with a
smash hit: ' You To Me Are
Everything' and ' Can You Feel
The Force'. Nice remastering,
nice booklet — not quite an
apology for the 1970s, but far
less odious than the genre's
worse excesses. Makes a dandy
demo disc far subwoofers, too
A:I-2 •

DECEMBER 1101

Varese Sarabande VSD-6036

(
42m)

After the huge success of ` Deep
Purple', the duo entered the
less poppy mid- 1960s with an
LP recorded in 1966/67 for
White Whale, expanded here
with rare singles. Their style
didn't quite synch with the
times, but the title track did
give John Travolta aTop 40 hit
adecade later. A - B: 1 - 2
UTOPIA
TODD RUNDGREN'S UTOPIA
Essential ESMCD 755

(
59m ¡ Ss)

ANOTHER LIVE
Essential ESMCD 756

(46m 02s)

Essential ESMCD 757

HELL OF A SPELL

(
34m 267)

CHILDREN OF THE GHETTO

NINO TEMPO & APRIL
STEVENS
ALL STRUNG OUT

RA

DOUG SAHM

AN INVITATION TO CRY
Sundazed 5C6133

not even found on the Sony
set. Inspiration for atribute
album by Beck, Robert Plant,
Tom Waits, Mudhoney and
other devotees, Oar represents
everything Cobain might have
achieved. Stunning, anguished
and frightening. A: 1 * •

OOPS WRONG PLANET
Essential ESMCD 758

(
46m 13s)

Four by Todd's alter ego band,
with three more to follow,
more experimental than his
solo stuff but with aband feel
and less self-indulgence. The
eponymous debut is agood
place to start. A:1 A-B:1-2
A:2 A:1-2 •
VARIOUS
THE VERY BEST OF WHITE
WHALE RECORDS
Varèse Sarabande VSD-6035

(67m 13s)

25 ALL-TIME GREATEST HITS
Varèse Sarabande VSD-6029
(62m 56s)
Luscious Sixties girl-group
harmonies, with See For Miles
providing 28 tracks culled from
eight rare EPs, overlapping
with Varèse's 26 tracks just on
the obvious hits — ' Dedicated
To The One ILove', ' Boys'
etc. Either of these reissues will
serve as a worthy 'best of', but
Varèse's has the better sonics.
A-B:1-2 • A:1-2 •
ALEXANDER 'SKIP'
SPENCE
OAR
Sundazed SC11075

(
53m 02s)

(
65m 25s)

Definitive CD — now a
posthumous homage — of the
ex-Moby Grape eccentric's solo
from ' 69, with five bonus tracks

(56m 43s)
Impressive 21-track study of a
Sixties US label famed for the
Turtles and the Rockets (who
would find fame as Neil
Young's backing band, Crazy
Horse). Pop, rock, folk and
early psychedelia, annotated by
the peerless Alec Palao.
A-B: 1 - 2 •
ALBERT WASHINGTON
BLUES & SOUL MAN
Ace CDCHD 727

(
74m 26s)

Rare late-1960s/early-1970s
funky soul-blues from the
Fraternity and Jewel vaults.
Just when you think it's ripe
for the soul section, out come
some blues licks to die for.
Obscure, but worth finding.
The label affiliation means that
Lonnie Mack guests on guitar.
B-C: 1-2 •
Ken Kessler
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Valve Preamplifier

Mission
Monitor Audio
Musical-Fidellty
Pickering
Pink Triangle
Pioneer
Pnmare
Project

Critically acclaimed for the past 18 years, these preamps have
become the benchmark of class Asingle-ended valve designs.
Stereophile, Feb 1996 - M. Fremer: All this adds up to what
is clearly one of the finest-sounding, best-built, full-function preamps
in the world and reviews from around the world reflect that."
Recommended Component - "Class A" - Tube Preamplifier
Audiophilia Online, June '98 - A. Chasin: "
With affordable
full-function preamps becoming as rare as a '57 Rothschild, Audible
Illusions should be applauded for continuing to develop and market
the Modulus3a, asuperbly musical and highly affordable device
capable of extracting the best from both analogue & digital sources."
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audiophileusa.com
Addictive web site for LP ( D Accessory & DAD fans. We email superb
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much more. Knowledgable, friendls staff. Great service, unbeatable
prices. Free monthly flyers that keep sou

to date wit li

new releases as
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SI8.99

( : ANN( ) NBALL ADDERLEY: I
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BYRDS: All. TITLES ON 180GM LP + BONUS CUTS
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BEM II BOYS: PET SOUNDS ( 180GM TRUE STEREO)

S19.99

DENON Al.M10 CHECK I.P ( 180GM)

Row Technologies proudly introduces the Wizard Single Chassis CD player. Carefully crafted
by hand in Denmark, the Wizard employs only precision engineered mechanical ports and
components specifically selected for their electrical performance, long term thermal stability
and audiophile grade sound quality. For the ultimate in system flexibility, the Wizard
is fitted with single ended RCA and balanced nit analog outputs and three digital outputs.
Its modular mainframe construction lends itself readily to upgrades and ongoing design
improvements. The Wizard is asound investment in every sense of the word.

$14 99

ILLINOIS JACQUET: BIRTHDAY PARTY ( 180GM LP)

$29.99

GE17. GILBERTO ( SPEAKERS CORNER 180GM I.P)

S26.00

DOUG MACLEOD: UNMARKED ROAD ( AUDIOQUEST CD). S5.00!
AI .1
ORBITRAC-GREAT FOR CI.EANING LP •
ZOMBIES: onEssu & ORACLE ( UK LP REISSUE)
RAY BROWN: I'M WALKING ( XRCD2)

$3'3 00
$20.00
$26.99
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Td: 01494 441736 Fox: 01494 440360 Email: prernier@path.co.uk

SUBSCRIBE TODAY FOR
ONLY £1.4.88!
Just fill in the form, put it in an

Mono..
•

envelope, and you can save yourself

Memo

^

£11.22 in less than 2minutes - and

"el

you don't even need astamp!
THERE'S NO CATCH AND NO
HIDDEN EXTRAS.

You'll receive the next SIX issues ••
of Hi Fi News for the special
price of only £ 14.88 - Saving
you £3.72 ( usual price £ 18.60)... and we'll
deliver them to your door absolutely FREE!
AND... you'll receive a FREE Hi Fi News binder
8,, Min ,Peir
leNe -

-- _

.
4"

worth £7.50.
That's atotal saving of £11.22
This tremendous offer is open to everyone, even if
you are already a subscriber. So come on, get that
pen out and start saving.

FREE
binder
worth
£7.50

SAVE £11.22
Send no money now.
Simply complete this form, detach and send it in an
envelope (no stamp required) to:
LINK HOUSE, FREEPOST BS9305, BRISTOL BS32 OZZ

SAVE £ 1.22

Instruction to your Bank or Building
Society to pay Direct Debits

Send no money now. Simply complete

Name and full postal address of your
Bank or Buildrng Society branch

this form, detach and send it in an
envelope ( no stamp required) to:
LINK HOUSE, FREEPOST BS9305,
BRISTOL BS32 OZZ. Do it now!

nOIRECT
j
De bit
Itt 13 10 101 41 5

To: The Manager

of cheque)

Account number

J

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society
Bank / Building Society

Address

Please pay Link House Magazines Ltd. Direct Debits from
the accourt detailed on this instruction subject to the
safeguards assured by The Direct Debit Guarantee

Postcode

Mr/Mrs/Ms
Name(s) of account ho der(s)

Address

Branch sort code (top right comer

Signature
Date
Banks and Budding Societe; may not accept Direct Debit

Link -louse Magazines reference number
Postcode

instruction for some types of account

Office use oney

Tel No.

THE DIRECT DEBIT GUARANTEE

El Yes. Iwould lite to subscribe hj. Direct Debit to
Hi Fi News at theNsecially discounted rate of just
£14.88 ( please net.)
HIFI0910/DD

This Gueanme is offered by all Banks and Building Societies that take part in the Direct Debit Schene The efficiency add security of the
Scheme is monitored and protected by your own Bank or Building Society. If the amounts to tie paid oi the payment : latos change yo Jwill be
told of this in advance by at least 14 days as agreed.lf an error is made by Link House kitagezines Limited or your Bank ci Building Society
you are guaranteed afull and immediate refund from your branch co the amount paid You can cancel aDi•ect Debit at any time by writing to
your Bank or Building Society. Please also send acopy of the letter to us. Direct Debits can ONLY be paid through a bank or building society.

AsseaseriserL12):')
EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS

HFNIRR 001 Fhucdumper: '
Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash £25.00 Eli
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil
step-up transformer
£70.00 D
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber D /steel CI mounting £ 10.50 n
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage
units; satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345mm, h/d)
£70.00 D
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00 El
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£99.00
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720nun x165mm, h/d)
£99.00 D
HFNIRR 017 Wallnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00 D
HFNIRR 026 LP dividers: set of 25, white
plastic with movable filing tabs
£12.00 D
HFNIRR 027 CD dividers: (
25) £12.00 D
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing £ 13.00 D
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 DOM D
per 100 £19.00 ill per 500 £90.00 D
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x150 x3rnm
£13.00 CI
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£15.00 D

VARIOUS

DH ceramic cones: set of three isolation
cones, Large £45.00 D
Jumbo £65.00 O
Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) £8.00 D
large(three) £12.00 D
Little Feet (
Audioquest) Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four
£29.00 D
Big Feet 63mm dia Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four
£60.00 D
Insert Audio 4mm plugs: good quality,
set of four
£8.00 D
Michell 4trun plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£10.00 D
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6mm dia) pair £12.00 O
large ( 12mm) pair £14.00 D
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser
£69.00 Él
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£180.00
Kontak: contact cleaner
£15.00 CI
DeoxIT: de-oxidises and protects electrical
connections, 50oz aerosol can
£14.00
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£14.00
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable
£40.00 D
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit £72.50 D Ready built unit £95.00 D

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION

Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £199.00 D Ready built £370.00 D
Moth RCM Fluid for LP cleaning,
one litre £15.00 D
five litres £35.00 D
Ringmat: 3mm XLR ' Universal' £50.00 D
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x
12th, per 50 £20.00 Ill per 100 £38.00 Ill
per 500 £ 80.00 D
Polythene LP bags: 12 x12th,
sealable tops, per 50 £5.00 D
per 100 £9.00 D per 500 £40.00 D
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£13.00
Zerostat 3: pistol neutralises static charges
£30.00 I:
The Lifter: end-of-side tonearm lift
(black) £40.00 U
(chrome) £70.00 D
Gryphon Black Exorcist: moving-coil
cartridge demagnetizer
£85.00 D
122

HOTLINE NUMBER:

+44 (0)1234 741152

EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit £299.00 CI
Musical Fidelity X-LP phono stage:
X-series RIAA unit
£130.001:
NAD PP- 1phono pre-amplifier:
complete with output leads
£40.001:
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: accurate to
within one-tenth of agramme
£20.00 D
Digital Stylus Force Gauge: accurate to
within 0.02gm
£185.00 111

CD CARE AND PROTECTION

CD jewel cases:
standard 5in, complete, pack of 10 £6.50 ID
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £6.50 CI
slim double
pack of 5 £6.50 El 5in, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £6.50 D
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit £15.00 D
Densen DeMagic: de-magnetising CD
DOM D
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD: subjective
test CD
£13.00 [
I]
XL0 Reference: phase/balance tests and
system de-magnetising CD
£25.00 D
Ringmat Statmat MkII: improved CD
overlay for better sound
£20.00 D
Musical Fidelity X-series: X- 10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage
£120.00 CI
X-CAN valve headphone amp £130.00

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES

Sovtek valves:
300B triode £90.00
6N7GT £6.00 D KT88 (new) £35.00
6550WE £25.00111 EL34WXT £12.00
6L6WXT (new) £ 1.2.00
EF86 £ 12.00 D
5881 (KT66) £8.00
EL84M £12.00 D
EL84 £6.00
ECC81/12AT7 (Yugo) £6.00
ECC82/12AU7 (Yugo)
OM
EC C83/12AX7WA/7025
OM
ECC88/6DJ8WA/6922
£10.00

D
D
D
D
0
D

Pearl valve coolers: output tubes £9.00 D
pre-amp tubes £7.00 D
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE

Acoustical Engineering by Harry F
Olsen. The classic title (h-bk) £40.00
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan. New release! (h-bk) £40.00 CI
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk) £20.00 El
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £ 17.00
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by
Vance Dickason. Fifth Edition (s-bk)
£25.00 I:
The Complete Guide To High End
Audio by Bob Harley (s-bk)
£25.00
(h-bk), signed £45.00 CI
Home Theatre For Everyone by Bob
Harley. New release (s-bk)
£18.00 0
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.00 per setO each £ 17.00
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt (s-bk)
DOM D
Valve Amplifiers Morgan Jones £25.00 CI
Power Amp Projects Domestic and InCar Designs. Audio Amateur (s-bk)
£20.00
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00 D
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk)£25.00
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert
JReich (s-bk)
DOM E
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £25.00 D
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £32.00 D (h-bk) £50.00

Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £12.50 Ill
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM version
£40.00 E
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £18.00 n
Audio & Hi-Fi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk) £30.00
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+)
£125.00 D
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk)
DOM
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £5.00 D
Mini Disc Jan Maes, Sony (s-bk) £15.00
Modern Recording Techniques by
Huber & Runstein (s-bk) £22.50 D
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker
Projects No 119 designs (s-bk)
£7.00 D
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£50.00 D
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.00 ID
Radio Designers Handbook, '
Classic
Edition', F Langford-Smith
£35.00 D
Electronic Classics: Collecting,
Restoration and Repair, Andrew
Emmerson
£20.00
The LP is Back! Audio Amateur
compilation of 35 articles
£8.00 0
Audio Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition) £25.00 0
The Art of Linear Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition) .£25.00 ID

CATALOGUES

Accessories Club full review catalogue D
Book, technical CD and software catalogue
Audiophile LPs/CDs E

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES

Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
5m single length £20.00 I:
Heavy gauge, £6.50 per metre El
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00 D
Extension kit: two 24th sections £40.00 D
Smooth Cooler fan controller kit: PCB,
parts and case plus DIY article/builder's
notes £50.00 ID ready built £75.00
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
Kit of parts
£218.00 D
Built unit
£295.00 0
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.000 per two-pair £110.00 D
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
Kit of parts
£330.00 D
Built unit
£399.00 D
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details
£TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
In-line or switched output use.
230/230V Euro/UK £450.00. D
110/110V USA/etc £500.00. 0
110/240V or 240V/110V £500.00.

BEN DUNCAN'S SUPER SPUR

• Warning! Safety is the responsibility of the
purchaser. All mains power supply installations
must comply with all relevant regulations
Super Spur Distribution Boxes:
6-way £198.00 El 2-way £99.00 D
Lightning protector:
For use with Super Spur £99.00 D
Full installation components listing
will be sent on request (please tick)
D

***

THIS MONTH'S
FEATURED ITEM

Metal clad Mains Distribution Block:
(UK or European)
Four-way £70.00 E
Six-way £85.00
Ten-way £95.00
DECEMBER 1999
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READER SERVICES

how to get around
the block
MAINS DISTRIBUTION blocks have
been the subject of many enquiries,

for good RF screening, has an easily

ever since interest in mains quality

rewirable input lead (with capacity

was spurred ( sorry!) by the

for an extra- large gauge lead),

publication of Ben Duncan's Pure

unswitched, with no neon, and wired

Power and Super Spur articles in

internally with massive 4mm cable. In

HFN/RR.

If you've paid serious

other words, it has the features

attention to

needed to

the quality of

avoid

the mains

dynamic

current

limitations

reaching

caused by

your hi-fi,

mains

you may still

wiring.
On offer

be falling at

for UK

the final
hurdle.

readers is

Unless

afour-way

you're

block at

willing to

£70.00, a
six-way at

install a
whole wall full of new 13A sockets,

£80.00 and a10-way ( six plus four)

you need adistribution block to

at £95. International versions -

provide enough outlets for the hi-fi

French/Swiss/Italian/American - are

system - and ordinary lour-way

available: these come fitted with an

strips' are definitely not up to the job.

illuminated switch and smaller

Even some so-called 'audiophile' units

(2.5mm) internal wiring.

still have extraneous components and

What next? Look out for Ben

niggardly wiring. But we've found

Duncan's 'Pure Power' update,

one that really works.

coming next month.

ACCESSORIES CLUB & CD SERVICE

The CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing, up
to amaximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs. Unless listed
here at aspecial price, sets are priced at the appropriate
multiple of the single CD figure. Musicassettes can also be
supplied for titles where this format is available. Telephone
+441011234 741152 for details and prices. The CD Service
will supply any record generally available in the UK.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 11.99 each
• MID PRICE: £7.99 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £. 99 each
• SPECIAL PRICE : as

listed

below
SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS

Classical - Mozart ( Beecham) £ 10.95
Jazz — Lee Konitz et al £ 12.75; Max Roach/Mal
Waldron £ 18.45
Reissue roundup - all
FMP £ 12.75
Rock/pop — Meredith
Brooks, Macy Gray, Tom
Jones, Diana Ross, Ocean
Colour Scene, Sting,
Supergrass £ 12.75;
Soundtracks — Virtual
Sexuality, Ravenous, Jazz
On Cinema £ 12.75
Rock reissues — Fleetwood Mac £ 25.95; Nino Tempo &
April Stevens, Best Of White Whale £14.95; The Luv'd
Ones, The Magicians, Real Thing, Jonathan Richman,
Alexander Spence £9.99

ORDER FORM

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Name
Address

Postcode

COSeirvice

Our Distribution Block is metal clad

Catalogue number & title

CD/LP/MC

£ price

Tel

Cheque/postal order /draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch*
Card Number *
delete as appropriate
+postage and packing (see text): £
Expiry Date

Issue Number

Signature

To order from the Accessories Club or the Compact Disc Service, post or
fax completed order form ( tear-out sheets or photocopy) to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH,
United Kingdom; Fax: +44 PI 1234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone or e-mail: + 44 ( 011234 741152;
web site address, www.hi-fi-accessories-club.mcmail.com.

Total price: £
UK Sales all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Scies. EEC: all prices include VAT. Please add 10% for additional
shipping costs. Asia, Australasia & Pacific Area (tax free): please add 10%
to UK prices for additional shipping. Rest of World: ( tax free): UK prices
include for shipping costs. Delivery subject to availability E & 0E.
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DEVON ilk CORNWALL

Hearing is Believing

^mans
H 81. W

Clang

Auclsolab
CastIc
Ifflert Alan

Classe
RAW
M & ran ta
Epos

30 years of Excellence

ibeemées

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (
01) 2889449/2888477

Mahn

Open: Tues - Sac 10 am to 6pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9pm

GREATER MANCHESTER

CHESHIRE
'SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN 1
-11-F1

DOUG BRADY HI-FI

•Naim Audio • Audiolab •

Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North

TDL • Mission • Copland •

Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos

(i

•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •

CJ

.
Fd L

; Sin your 4],

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc... etc ... etc

Warrington, WA I3NU
Tel: (01925) 828009

AUDIO COUNSEL

AUDIO COUNSEL

12-14 Shaw Road,

14 Stockport Road,

OLDHAM

Fax: (01925) 825773

CHEADLE

0161 633 2602

I

0161 428 7887

Open Tues.- Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

pre90135/e
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Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"

°eye& •
St°

lee«.?11

Z‘CI‘‘:,AeAS344.1.1.1

NORTHERN IRELAND
TURNTABLES - Moth. Michell, Nottingham Analogue, Roksan. Rockport,
VPI. Wilson Benesch.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES - Baga, SME, Wilson Benesch,
Nott Analogue, VPI. Lyra. Grado, Roksan, Clearaudio, Goring, Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel, Marantz, Harman Kardon, Helios, Trichord,
Roksan, Audiomeca, M.F., Copeland. Krell. BOW Technology, YBA,
Meracus, DAC.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel, Marantz, Harman Kardon, Audio Analogue.
Musical Fidelity, LFD. Roksan. Meracus, YBA, Copeland, Krell. BOW.
Siemel Valve amps from Audion, Unison Research, Graaf,
Audio Research. KR Acoustic.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Apogee, OLN, Triangle. Jamo,
System Audio. JBL. Ruark, Wilson Benesch. Sonos Faber, Cadence.
Martin Logan, Tannoy, Blueprint. Living Voice, Klipsch.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel, Harman Kardon, Proceed, Krell.
Sunlire ( Bob Carver). JBL, Triangle, Ruark. Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES -Insert Audio, Flatline, Kimber, &lier Sounds,
Purest Audio Designs, Yamamura, Frameworks, Partingtcn, Base,
Understands.
7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE, DUNGANNON
8170 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. Dayid@KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk
Web Site. ht1p:/hvww.KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk

A

Fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi -Fi
3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

Krell, Them, Copeland, Mendon, Audm Reward, Audepn, Palk A,
D&M, 88W speakers rn Nautilus 800 Series, Wilson Audio, Mortin Logan,
Soeur Faber, Jorno (inn Concea Series), Epos, Myryad, Creek, CR.D L,
SME, Rel, Rotel, Denon, Rose. Harmon Kordon. 0TProduct,
CHANTRY AUDIO SALE

New

Lumley 120s black/mint Inc all new valves) .15/11)

£3,300

£1,599

(Ex Deer) ...£2,000

£1,499

Copeland 288 CD player

Audio Research 1.58 pre amp, mint condition (Ex Dem)••.£1.449

£999

(5/H)

£3,000

£1,395

ATC SCM 20 speakers in Walnut inc stands .(S/FIl

£ 1,600

£799

Audion Premier valve pre amp Cinc phono) (Ea clern)--£ 1.500

£995

Meridian 506 20 bit CD full guarantee ....(Ex dem) £1,195

£850

keno Concert 8speakers mint condition

124

Call fur lba r:fpnrt exchange hamairm
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5mins from 127 of the M6

£995
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EVENING CALLS WELCOME

Ce1

SOUTH COAST

841. Arll Ea Dan items are mnew unmarked and boxed and include th. lull manuk.c.res
guarantee! Offering anunnen d2rec. and up fo 5yea, depend., upon Me product
, ,, Mail Order Available
Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 0tH
Telephone 1017771 870372 Facsimile 8317771 870437

Choose from the
jitiest
•
•HOME CINEN1A

SURREY

Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

PLEASE MENTION
HI FI NEWS WHEN
REPLYING TO
THESE ADVERTS

•Audiomera • Audio Synthesis • Art Audio • Audio Physic •11.0.• Boulder • Runnier
•(abarre • Wary Audio • (onrod-Johnson • (roll • Doli • Osais Projectors • Denon
•Diapason • DPI • tot. • Ekdrotompaniet • Forsell • Fujitsu Plasma Sckeens
•Golden Tube • Grid • Harmon- Radon • Adios • Horning • Inlinity • 181. • Klipsch
•living Yoke • Lowther Voigi • tyrn • Magnum • Musicol Fidelity • NAD • Dude
•Orlofon • Pathos Acoustics • tulips Projectors • Pink Triangle • Pioneer • Adel
•Rues • Sex • Suntan • Tact Audio • Tear • Technis • Thule Audio • Tovinsbeld Audio
•Iriongk • Trichord Research • Intern • Unison Research • Stoic • RM. • XI(
•Tamura (hurchill and ethers

Now

Rowland Model Ipwr amp (solid state)

£ 1,400

Ok.1>H<V5 AVD10
4
,
4.1
Au ens ' soers or: Acoustic Precision • Acouslic Signature • Aude Analogue

ki.t. tilt 501 .S51 • DI \ hi \ • Il'oh • IINN • IUT T
•SW 011511 1 • \ 51\1 \ I1)11/• \ I \ I • KI t, \ • 8011 I
•KOS I)• II \ INN' \\ • It M. • 1 \ \ I511 \
51001

n idelit Y
indecently good hi-fi

•Tv & VIDEO
•N1L I
II- ROOM

effli-e s

EASTBOURNE GREEN sr 01323 731336
BRIGHTON 69 LONDON RD 01273 609431
PORTSMOUTH 29 LONDON RD 01705 663604
CLOSED MONDAYS

Open Tues - Fri 103000m - 7.00prreat 10am - 6pm

DECEMBER 1999
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LONDON

O'Brien Hi-Fidee
Est. 1966

\I

•AKG • ARCAM • AUDIOGRAM • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALK
• CHORD CABLES • CREEK • DENON • DENSEN • JADIS • JECKLIN • MICHELL • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD
• NAIM • OPERA • PROJECT • OED • ROGERS • ROYO • SENNHEISER • SILTECH CABLES • SME • SONNETEER
•SONUS FABER • SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TOTEM • TRANSPARENT CABLES • UNISON RESEARCH • VIENNA • WILSON

Clearance /

Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details

DIU

\\\ 1 01.1

I

- •

on request

0% Instant Finance Available

COPELAND

Written details on request
Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
•Repair facilities • 5mino walk Raynes Park BR • 20 wins Waterloo • 5wins from A3 ( Rognes Park B282 exit) • 25 mint M25 Junc 10

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat
Tel: ( 0181) 946 1528
Fax: ( 0181) 946 0331
E-mail: obrienhi-fi@iname.com

'GREATER LONDON

KRELL

te

SOUTH EAST LONDON

Front End Problems?
T

—

IIIMUNIIIR111111110.1.1.1111

I

,

then contact:

ORANGES
& LEMONS

"The Cartridge Man !,
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Decca-

J. IU1- 5t ,

eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock.

AAVIK,APOLLO,ASH DESIGN, AUDIO ANALOGUE, BM,
BANG 8, OLUFSEN, CABLE TALK, CHORD CO, COSMIC, CREEK,
DENON, EPOS,HARMAN KARDON, KEF, MARANTZ, MISSION,
MUSICAL FIDEUTY, NAD, ONKYO, OPERA, ORELLE, ORIGIN LIVE,
QUAD, PRIMARE, ROKSAN, ROTEL, RUARK, SENNHEISER,
SONIC LINK, SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, STRAIGHTWIRE,
SUPRA, TAG MCLAREN, TARGET TEAC, THORENS, VAN DEN HUL

E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re- tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

0181-688 6565

studio

O
m
oî
mg
D
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1

a

82

INSTANT 0%

FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.

THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.

HI-FI & TV
82 The High Street
Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP

DENON, EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA
Our

Tel: 01582 764246

fifth flamboyant year

0171-924 2040

Bang & Olufsen Centre
ARCAM, ATACAMA, AVI,

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

BANG & OLUFSEN, BOSE, CHORD CO., DENON,
JBL, KEF, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, PANASONIC,
OED, ROBERTS RADIO, SENNHEISER, SOUNDSTYLE,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TOSHIBA. TDL, TEAC.

1

Sloan., for Lavardin. Profem.ional Monitor Co.. Graham. Tramfigurat i011. Target
Triçhnnl. Clear:Wit, ti ,,vland. Michell. lir,,,ton. Grphim

Andog Audio
(HiFi Specialists)
849 High Road, London N11

think audio think...

Auditorium

Tel: 0181 445 3267
SALE NOW ON

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ
Slot lust of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please. phone for details.

AUDIOJOY LTD.
Specialist audio consultants for North London
For equipment Mar .." 111111Narriteral and 'maul!.
Ring for friendly ad ,ire. demos and price quotes.

Tel/Fax: 0044(01181 363 4963 7days 10am•lOpm
E- Mail doe)"rmarlin,jomle lllll
ia se m.audio,jomlenion co.kik

SUFFOLK

studio

NORFOLK

atc
audio physic
chord company
dessert

The Old School

:t4
-is -a

School Road, Bracon Ash

harbeth
ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA

Near Norwich, Norfolk

BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF

Tel: (01508) 570829

MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Nairn. Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYO
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

lyra
michell
nordost
nva
royd
sumiko

BADA BONDED DEALER
SI FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6
TEL 0171 62414050
FAX .0171 57-1 5,1
,

sugden
totem

si• nais
hi-fi

1 73 622866
fax 01473 631588
em 0,1

:enq@signals.uk.com
.signals.uk.com

martle

ham heath

tnchord
and more

tor grown-ups

Ipswich IP5 3UA
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specialist guide
YORKSHIRE

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION
OF QUALITY HI-FI ON
THE EAST COAST'

hr,ting

rrt
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fi

35 GEORGE STREET HULL
TEL: 01482 587397

Demonstration Facil lies. Home Demonstrations & Free Installais
By Appointment Tel: Wakefield (01924) 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

11!.piloRD406)
.

AVI wei
a

SPEAKERS

WEST SUSSEX

ELECTRONICS

l' hone/F'ax

r,
LEEDS

(0113) 2528850

E-Mail: info@audioreflections.co.uk

THE HI-FI
STUDIOS

e

eewe/five

..t. 4

Musical Fidelity, TAG McLaren. Electrocompaniet. ProAc, Ruark, Castle, TUC, Unison
Research. T & A, Impulse Horns. Mondor Audio. Harbeth, Alchemist, Michell Turntables,
Nottingham Analogue Studios. Blueprint. Audio Analogue. Exposure. Living Voice. Densen,
Celestion (ASeries only). Opera, Audio Physic, Trichord Research. Nordost, Stands Unique,
Stay Electrostatics. Ortoton, Goldring. Yamaha AV. Proceed Digital Cinema Demonstrations.
Listening Room Demonstrations, Home Trial, Free Delivery and Installation.
2years guarantee. Access. Visa. Finance available.

W

TEL: DONCASTER 01302 781387 OR 391193
10am-8pm TueFri, roam-6pm Sat, Closed Monday
BADA & CEDIA

IN aim... mern...Arearn...Tag

At

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP
Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audlonote, Audiolab, Rega.
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATC.
Marantz and other fine equipment.

ould tjou like to hear more")
•

.091.4.-exec.
P ROJ ECTS

6
-11EAC.IP.O.L.EV

0 11 3

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

L.5.6

2 3 0

4 5 6 5

Maetaren...

Teac...Mission...St;inds Unique..

152a High Street,

( Sharing ASDA Car Park) Bloxwich, Walsall,

and much, much more.

«mere,.

PREMIER AUDIO

For friendly ad, it.c 01 lo aitailp: \ our demonstration of some of
the World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY
on LEEDS (01131 252 8850 (
evening calls welcome). Generous
pad exchange allowance alwa) savailable. Agencies include ATC
•AVI • Bryston, • Castle • Chario • Chord • Harbeth • HNE •
Kimber Kahle • Marantz • Primare Systems • Spendor • Sumo
•Teac • The Professional Monitor Co • Wadia and many more.

ZEN AUDIO

Isar IWN•

Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage, Chord Company, Classc
Cable Talk, EAD. Exposure, Kora, Harbeth, Myryad, D.P.A
Orelle, Trichord, Sonic Link, Orelle, Stands Unique,
XTC & many Others.

tte.1,vvA,

41111,11W
•

01922 493499
M. l

ie
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SUTTON
COLDFIEL

3 Hi -Fi Studios Home Trials Home Cinema Theatre

0121 321 2445
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House Service Department Mail order available
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Intent Free Credit creilabl

Birmingham

10n Se4eded Item,, subject to 20°. deposit. WriNen details on recprest)
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS
Our extensive

range of products

includes the

very

finest hi - fi

and home cinema from Arcam, Audioqest,

Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical

Logan,

Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro - Ac. Project, Quad, REL, Rotel,

Ruark, Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha and Wharfedale.

A

wide

range of classic CDs

is available at our Birmingham

branch.

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night (not Stourbridge) Thursday till 7.00
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credd Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

CEDIA

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON COLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, 873 5TD

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 4.44184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL:0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WALSH TEL: 0181 686 2599 EXT 318
I26
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EX/DEMO £800

£400

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE2 blk speakers

S/H £ 1,000

£ 500

AUDIOLAB 8000LX int amp

NEW £450

£250

AUDIOLAB 80000 pre amp

NM/EX DEMO £ 1,250
EX/DEMO £ 1,000

£625
£ 500

CYRUS DAD3 cd player

S/H £800
EX/DEMO £600

£ 550
£400

DEF TECH BP2002

EX/DEMO £2,400

£ 1,200

PRODUCT
ACOUSTIC PRECISION FRI green speakers

CABASSE FARELLA 400 beech speakers
CYRUS A/11Master+ DTS

S/H £800

£450

KEF MODEL 2rosette speakers

EX/DEMO £2,150

£ 1,700

KEF MODEL 3rosette speakers

EX/DEMO £2,750

£2,200

KEF MODEL 4rosette speakers

EX/DEMO £4,250

£3,500

S/H £3,200

£ 750

MICROMEGA TEMPO Ppre amp

EX/DEMO £ 1,250
EX/DEMO £ 1,250

£600
£600

MISSION / SOLE light oak speakers

EX/DEMO £250

£ 175

MONITOR AUDIO MA705PMC blk speakers

EX/DEMO £ 1,150

£650

MUSICAL FIDELITY XA200 power amps

S/H £ 1,000

£ 700

MUSICAL FIDELITY-3B pre amp

S/H £380

£ 150

NAIM CREDO beech speakers

EX/DEMO £ 1,250

£675

NAIM IXO active crossover

EX/DEMO £500

£350

NAIM NASBL speakers

EX/DEMO £2,225
EX/DEMO £ 500

£ 1,200
£250

POLK RT8

EX/DEMO £680
S/H £400

£475
£250

ROGERS GS5 black speakers

EX/DEMO £380

£ 190

ROKSAN L2.5 pre-amp

EX/DEMO £ 1,250

£ 500

NEW £600

£250

EX/DEMO £ 1,495

£900

SONY CDP XA5OES GOLD CD Player

S/H £ 1,000

£ 500

TEA( P100/D700 cd transport/D/A convertor

S/H £ 1,500

£650

TEA( VRDS 10 CD Player

S/H £800

£400

TOTEM MODEL 1Mohogaony speakers
XTC CDT1 LE cd transport

S/H £ 1,000
S/H £ 1,200

£300
£ 500

XTC DA( 1

S/H £ 1,000

£ 500

EX/DEMO £ 1,450

£ 1,000

EXPOSURE 15 amplifier

LA AUDIO A3GOLD integrated valve amp
MICROMEGA AMP power amp

PARASOUND C/DP 1000
PINK TRIANGLE TARATELLA ( no arm) Viable

ROKSAN ROK1 black/r/wood speakers
ROKSAN 51.5 silver power amp

XTC POW 2power amp

PLEASE VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS OR
CALL OUR HOTLINE NUMBER FOR DETAILS.
HURRY, THESE ARE ONE-OFF ITEMS!!

SEE IT! HEAR IT! BUY IT!
HOTLINE NUMBER
TEL: 0171-497 1346
173 Station Road, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 7JX.

E-MAIL: sales@musical-images.co.uk
Beckenham
01 81 633 3777

Edgewcire
0181 952 5635

Houslow
0181 569 5802

ultimate listening pleasure
I

the sense of being there was so
strong that Ineeded to open my eyes
to convince myself that Iwas still in
my living room."

II

the

virtuoso

fully horn loaded speaker

...closer to reality
"such an immense feeling of listening to the real thing.
...able to communkcate what is in the music so clearly,
directly and with steh an emotional response... ... manages
to make the music rear. Real in away that Ihave not
heard from the latest greatest and best high-tech
[speakers] ..." TNT-Audio [
www.TNT Audio corn]

Bectuhorn®
Thomas Transducers
Songlines, Fourteen Acre Lane, Three Oaks,
Hastings, TN35 4NB,, United Kingddm
Tel: 01424 813888 Fax: 01424 812755
eMail: ThomTransgbeauhom.u-net.com
website: www.beauhorn.u-net.corn

b

NOT VALID WITH AAY OTHER OFFERS OR PROMOTIONS. E&OE
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reader sales and wants
Musical Fidelity Electra E200 preamp. E300 amp, E500
tuner. E600 CD player B&W P6 speakers with plinths. all

The Legendary Brook 12A Triode amplifier three available ( one for spares) reputed to be the finest amplifier ever

virtually unused offers around £2000. 01253 884152.

(including Ongakus ) can ship overseas offers. Headphone

(00071)

amplifier Audionote MIO 01642 649702. (00105)

accept £ 1000 the lot phone evenings 01622 737332.

Alon VmklIl speaker ( 5500) £2300 Ruak Crusader II
speaker ( 1600) £850 Mark Levinson 331 pw am ( 5000)

Naim I35's new style updated June 99 (cost £950) new
amplifier and regulator boards PSU capacitors, case

(00057)
Quad 365 mint condition latest spec with Deane stands

£2900 tel 01493 856899.
( 00082)
SME 30 turntable latest mark two version barely used

sleeves XLR's bargain £ 1995. Epos ES 14 with stands
boxed £250 01642 649702.
( G0105)

boxes manual £ 1550 tel 01287 638986.

worlds best perspen cover cost £ 11,000 yours £6,500 rare
chance 0181 325 2585.
( 00083)

Sound Practices SE Baby Ongaku ( Partridge Optx) flesh

FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Marantz CD 10 CD player boxed immaculate £450.
Sennhicser HE60/HEU70 Electrostatic Headphones hardly used £450. Audiolab 8000e preamp as new £25(8).

( 00058)

Naim CD3-5 ( 1050) £650 mission Cyrus DAD 7 ( 900)
£350 Target R2 stands ( 350) £ 175 Apollo 3 Tier rack
(100) £50 VDH source interconnect ( 50) £25 all mint

Beard P100 power amplifier and Beard CA506 pre-amp
£700. Beard C505 pre-amp £200 0181 459 6702. (G(1074)

boxed tel 07967 646089.

Cello Performance 2 amp £6350. Cello Audio Suite 5

(00059)

Spendor SP2 black ash finish good condition lovely

modules plus power supply £5278. Cello Audio palette

speakers upgrading £ 195 ono 01795 410774. (00060)

plus power supply £5200 Avalon Soirees Curry maple
£27.800 Tel 00 31 24825560. (00084)

LFDMC1 phonostage (£999) £375, LFDLS I prcamp
(£999) £275. Proac Studio 100's mahogany (£699) £ 325.
HNE granite cableway stands, stunning (£400) £200,
Thorens TD1601311 Mayware IV ATC5 £ 130 all mint
boxed 01780 764149.

( 00061)

Ruark Rhapsody speakers mint condition 3 years old
walnut sell for £300 01279 303065. (00062)
Opera Callas Gold loudspeakers ( mahogany) £550 24"
Slate Audio stands £250: Radford SC25 value preamp
£275; Linn Klyde £ 165 Linn Asaka £65. Sugden A2 I
a
phono board £45, 01922 640737.

(00063)

Nordost Quattrofil 0.6 RCA £625 Red Dawn I /C and
SPKR cables also available LFD PA2 E550. ( 00064)
Vandertenn Model 3A loudspeakers. A rare chance to

Meridian 508 CD player 18 bit. up-gradable to 24 bit.
pristine £850 ono. Meridian 605 monoblock power amps,
pristine £850 ono. ATC SCA 2pre amp, brand new boxed
£1900 ono. Lexicon DCI digital processor, up-gradable to
DC2 spec £850 ono. call 0370 284294 d/time or 01491
641046 eve.
( 00123)
Yoyo .
5 turntable light oak ref power supply platter and
bearing Cyalene silver wired fitted clear audio gammas
£2550. Acoustic Precision Eikos CD £850 both in first
class condition with boxes regrettable sale emigrating tel
01903 526168 eve.
(00085)
Micromega Duo CD CD Transport and BS DAC excellent condition £900 ono tel 01189 504360 or 01235
773169.

( 00086)

blood 30013 ( Permalloy Optx) Quad II best sounding looking in existence black gates Cerafines etc interested in
exchange for Lowthers 01642 649702.

( 00105)

AVI 52000mm monoblocks 150wpc mint boxed (£ 1400)
3740 ono AV1 52000mp pre amp (£800) £380 ono 01257
415541 ( G0106)Quad original Electostatic speakers
(freds) £375 ono. Wharfedale Lintons £30 Sony Music
center £50 all in good working order and condition for
details tel 01223 411514.
(00107)
Quad FM3 tuner 405 amplifier 33 pre-amp full instructions little used 3500 will consider split Garrard Lab80
turntable instructions £50 0181 657 0206. (00108)
Meridian 601 pre-amp with white remote £475. phono
01483 569814.

(00110)

Townsen Seismic Sink stand, 4 shelf and 50 cm width.
Perfect £400. EAR834P valve phone stage with volume
unused £300. SME series III arm with original packaging,
£150. [el 01159 258581.
(00124)
XTC pre- 1 £650 or with XTC pow- 14 channel £ 1495
Loricraft large plinth with PS for fitted 401 and SME 309
£1495 Celestion 600's £295 100si and stands £495 moth
four 100w amps £550 pair £ 1000 all four MF XLP/PSU

buy this highly acclaimed US model in the UK. 3 way
minimum baffle design with long thrown bass acoustic

B&W 801

toupler. A very open transparent sound, if you hear them
you will buy them. £ 16(X) 01628 483998. ( 00065)

than one year as new offers considered 0780 8728965.

un- opened £ 145.

(00087)
Bang & Olufsen System - Bcomaster 3300 turner,

TAG McLaren 120 tuner with F3-10 Analog
Interconnects (£ 1250 as new) Brand new - boxed and
sealed £900 01384 250670 (evenings). (00112)

Tvvo stands unique sounds towers black ash pillars good
condition. £250 01525 404059.

( 00066)

Leak TL 12 plus mono power amp point one stereo preamp both OK trough line tuner slightly faulty £ 100 call
Tom Griffith eves 0181 651 6298.

( G0067)

Unison Research simply four triode valve amplifier spare
set of marched valve amplifier spare set of matched valves
£1100 Monitor Audio MA703 rose mahogany speakers
with plinths £500 0171 622 2205 or 07808 167532.
(00068)
Audio Note DAC 4high end valve DAC. natural analoguey
pallet gives beauty to every note. Glorious midrange. adaptable to 24/96. (cost £5000) reluctant bargain £ 1975 ono.
icl message 01865 862745. ( John).

(00122)

RH, Stadium 2 sub- woofer ( black) superb upgrade
(boxed) £740 ono. Cyrus 2 /PSX amp combo. Detailed,
powerful. Black late models £ 295 ( may split) Genesis
Digital Lenses. Tightens bass, enhances detail, mint,
boxed ( cost £ 1800) bargain £760 ono 01865 862745.
(00122)
Audiolab 80005 amplifier immaculate condition boxed
with manual £400 ono tel Simon 01889 574618. ( 00072)
Jamo Concert II speakers cherry finish mint £ 1350. Jamo
concert center £250 cherry finish, mint 0113 2402043 or
0385 37867 or both for £ 1500.

( 00073)

Lux amp Luxman 309 also pair mission 7705 speakers
offers 0181 398 1689.

( 00075)

Conrad Johnson MV55 valve power amp and PV 10A
valve pre £ 1500. also Audio Research D240 MKII power
amp £ 1000 Sugden SF100 int, amp cost £850 sell for £400
all boxed, as new 01572 723198.

( 00076)

ACD Headshell plug-in for their ALT- 1arm will consider
complete Arm, please ring 01670 855558 day or evening.
(00077)
Linear tracking direct drive record sleeve sized Technics
SL 10 with MC cartridge £495. Technics SL7 with MM
cartridge boxed instructions £ 195 Revox A76 fm tuner
£175 tel 01202 481386.

(00078)

Whafedale speakers x2 type W4 original units offers
01625 879208.
( 00079)
Quad 405 - 34 FM4 books, Quad walnut mounting rack.
pair Monitor Audio R.352' - stands, Target wall fixing
turntable shelf. Two Marantz CD players the lot £400
Richardson 01323 646056.
( 00080)

MX 3 speakers rosewood £3200. Chord

CPA2800 SPM600 £2600. AV IReference £800 all less

Beomaster 3300 tape deck. Beomater 3300 CD player.
Boegram 3300 turntable ( never used). Pair of Red Line
B&O speakers £995 023 9225 5481. (00088)
Roksan Ojan 3loud speakers black boxed new condition
£275. Roksan bi-wired cables for above cost £ 150 will
accept £50 0777 912727.
( 00089)
Audio Research SP I
0MKI or MKII must be in full working order will also consider SPII call Rob 01922 630818. (00090)
Linn LP 12 black ash. Ekos, Karma Val Halla power supply £ 1000 ono tel Dan 01865 744532 email
Al isonl indenbaum @ hotmail .com
(00092)
Heybrook

Sextet

loudspeakers

mahogany

(00111)

Soundlab Quantum Electrostatics superb transparency
and dynamics.. mint £ 1500 owl°. Muse Model 100 stereo
amp 100w/ch perfect match for speakers mint £850 ovno,
Musical Fidelity CDT valve CD player vgc £250 ono
0181 741 5666.
Quad 22 valve system c/w control and power amps
superb condition working perfectly £400 ono 0118 979
3526. Heybrook TT2 turntable C/W Linn arm package
includes spare arm/carriage/STYL11 excellent condition
working perfectly offers please 01189 793562. ( 00114)

finish

TAG Mclaren PA2OR pre-amp and 2X 125m monoblocks

unmarked boxed £475 ono 0181 578 6059. ( 00093)

£2395 (£3900) also TAG T20 tuner £695 (£ 1100), Epos
Es22 light cherry £799 (£ 1350) Chord Chameleon 2 I/C
£45 (£90) tel 01703 872620.
( 00115)

Jadis JA80 latest £3,750 (£ 10.000) JP80 MC £4,750
(£10.000) 1D3 £3.000 Oracle Premier three with SME345
Oracle arm £ 1700 Nakamichc 1000ZXL £ 1,950 Yamaha
C17000 £650 tel 01566 880025 leave message. ( 00094)
Chord SPMI400b mono power amps X2 black with rods
12 month old 3.10W high current further Chord upgrade
force sale mint condition (£8420) £5500 evening and
week end 01392 670773.
(00095)
Pass Labs Aleph 3 power amp, little use mint original
packing £ 1300 ( list £2300) 01206 241495.. (00096)
Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista pre amp £ 1000 with spare set
of valves, Chord CPA1800 pre-amp £ 1150, Chord
SPM400 power amp £875 01132 886605. ( 00097)
ATC Anniversary amp and speakers for sale SI
A- I50
amp and SCM10 rosewood speakers unused in factory
sealed boxed cost separate £3224 accept offers around
£2(XX) tel 01670 828086.
(00098)
Folded Horn '
Bravura""Golds as new £ 1495 (£3400)
105DB sensitive beautiful sound reason for selling going
even bigger can demonstrate on 3watt valve amp and 28
watt valve amp 01763 260946.
( 00099)
Roksan Xerxes Alphason HR- 100 MCS grace F9E superb
£450 Linn Sara 9s with stands £350 3X sound organization two tier tables £30- £50 0976 695218. (GOMM
Naim System CD305 flatcap NAIT3 amp NATO3 tuner
(all mint boxed) with Harbeth LS5/IZA speakers stands
interconnects, cables £ 1600 call (01293) 881210. ( 00101
Electro EC4.6 balanced remote pre-amp £850 (£ 1750)
AW 120 balanced power amp £ 1250 (£2695) 60 days old

Lumley LM2 signature floor standing speakers - rosewood finish superb sound bi-wirable & adjustable for
room conditions new £5950 mint condition £2600. Cable
talk concert 4speaker cable 2x Ilmtr £ 120 01252 703627
after 7pm.
( 00116)
Clear audio Master ref turntable master TQi. Parallel
tracking toncarm Victoria cartridge new £ 12960 -£3950
01252 703627.

(00116)

Stax Omega headphones MK1 or MK2 Marantz CD94 or
CD95 DR CD players must be mint condition 01780 754694
evenings/weekends 0802 333295 during day. (00117)
Egglestone - works Andra ( immaculate) £7995 AV I
S2000 reference CD player and amp £ 1600 Denon 510
Mk2 amp amd CD £ 1800 (£2700) Mark Levinson no.39
9demo) £3995 01727 855577.
( 00118)
Manaplannar - 1.6 QRSE speakers USA rave reviews
(1950) ( IM), Helios 1new boxed ( 1300) £900, Denson
Beat B100 ( 1650) £400 new boxed. Stax STX Laimbela
nova classic system £400 01902 89213.

(00120)

Croft Series 3OFL mono blocks 65 WPC (£3500) £ 1200,
Arcadia model pre amp (£ 1(100) £700 new boxed. Snell
JR's Pirates 92. DB. perfect for valve amps (£ 12(10) £450.
(00120)
Naim NATO3 tuner as new £350, Sumkio Blue Point special carriage, new unused£170 Stax SR001 headphones
very little use £ 180 01222 761841. (00121)

mint, drop jaw sound, gorgeous! 01308 868044. (00102)

Audio Note P3 30013 single ended valve amplifier, sac-

Magmeplanner MG- 2.5/R speakers excellent condition

Naim HI-CAP old style £425 HI-CAP new style, only

with support feet very little use £700 ono 01505 850651.

three months old £600 ( new £740). Both in good condition selling to upgrade. 01892 750638. (G0(03)

charine- free, naturally musical. House forces sale of this
magnificent pieces of equipment (£2150) £ 1150 01727

(00081)
Audiophile magazines 45 issues from October 1990 till
end of publication the top end magazine featuring Arcam,
Linn, Quad. Meridian, Cyrus. Kef. Krell, Naim etc. excellent condition offers considered 0115 9177823. (00069)
Linn Axis turntable excellent condition, full history know
£250 ono 01675 466215 after 6.00.
128

(00070)

852420 Herts.

(00126)

Radford STA 25 III. SC 22 FMT 1tuner, all valve £965.
Impulse H2 horn loaded speakers, 94 DB, rosewood, £850
Audion 300B monoblocks 15 wpc £875. Fisher 800C

Quad 44/405 pre/power amp, boxed £400, Rega Planar 3

am/fm valve receiver £695. Swiss Ensemble PA reference

Quad 34, 405-2, fully serviced, boxed, one owner, excel-

Silver speakers bi-wire, £950. Macintosh M225 valve
amp II7v £625 Buyers collect. 01202 767873. (00104)

lent £375, also Quad 34. 306 boxed excellent £375, tel:
01904 488266.
( H11036)

£120, Arcam Alpha 5CD £250. Heybrook speakers HBI
£120. tel: 0121 353 6800.
( H11080)
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reader sales and wants
Jadis JD CD player, own volume control, reference sound

Sonus Faber Concertos, plus Ironwood fixed stands, 10

quality £3000 (£3700), manufacturers warranty, Gryphon

hrs use max, mint condition, four weeks old, walnut, save

sell £ 115, also Qavc AV table, 2-tier cost £325 sell £ 160,

S100 power amplifier 100 watts per channel, superb

over £300, transferable guarantee £9200 ono. Musical

all cherry, tel: 01404 822193

sound £2400 (£7000), Professional Monitor Company
AB I speakers, transmission line, excellent sound £800

Fidelity A2 CD player 9 months old. mint £300 ono, tel:
01932 841361.
( H111183)

Krell KBL balanced line preamp and separate PSL. boxed

(£1900). Audio Research BL I Balanced line converter,

Krell KRS six-box pre-amp Dual mono Reference
(£15.000) £3000, Krell KSA 20013 power amp (£6000)

wired with Transparent mains cable £500, tel: 01923
462309 eves.
( H11090)
Krell KRS six- box pre-amp Dual mono Reference
(£15,000) £3000, Krell KSA 200B power amp (£6000)
£2600. Audio Mecca Mephisto CD Transport (£2300)
£1100, Audio Synthesis Dax (£2200) £800, tel: Rob
01789 415765.

( H11093)

Acoustic Energy AE 1
s and stands, bi-wirable model,
black £275. tel: 01934 512440.

( H11096)

Quad 34/405 Mk2 amplifier £390. Quad FM4 tuner £ 150.
both recently serviced by Quad, Spender SP2/2 speakers
with stands £300, tel: 01883 652426.

( H11097)

Unison Research Simply 4P. 24 watt valve amp, 2years
old, excellent condition, boxed with manual, re-valved
with Groove Tubes £795 ono (£ 1595). tel: 0114 2582096.
(H11104)
Krell KSA-Il power amp £ 1600. Sonic Frontiers DAC
£2480, Z- Systems Digital pre- amp £3500. Theta
Universal Transport 2 DAC £ 1600. Lapis £200, Emerald
£150, Midnight £250. tel: 0181 699 2446.0956 805572.
(FI11106)

£2600. Audio Mecca Mephisto CD Transport (£23(X))
£1100, Audio Synthesis Dax (£2200) £800. tel: Rob
01789 415765.
( H11093)
Acoustic Energy AE s and stands, bi-wirable model.
black £275, tel: 01934 512440. ( H 11096)
Class A stereo mobile amp, 200W peak x2 channel, 0.08%
THD, SNR > 90db never used £99. Mosfet amp 300w into
4, Simon. tel: 01223 322588 eves. w/e. ( G0001)
Revox A77 2-track tape recorder. NAB adapters £300,

never been used £23130 ono, or would split. tel: 01491
579434.
( H111123)
Sugden A48 amplifier, 40wpc. Sugden R21 tuner £ 150
pair. Luxman L3 42wpc, Luxman T4 Tuner £ 150 pair,
Ariston RD11 turntable inc SME 3009 II arm £ 100, tel:
01704 576378.

( FI111128)

Linn LPI 2. Lingo, recent Cirkus. Trampoline. look LVII.
almost new Ortofon MC30 Supreme, all mint boxed one
owner from new, absolute gift £ 1000 no offers, tel: 01638
668299.
( H111132)
Krell KPS20i/1 CD player, legendary build-quality, fine
performance, excellent condition. 4years old, comes with
one year guarantee, credit terms available subject to status. £4995.00. te1.018 I943 3530.

( H111148)

Arcam Alpha 6amp, Arcam Alpha 5CD, Arcam Alpha 7
Tuner £550. tel: 01792 280061.

( H111150)

Early hi-11: Quad. Leak, Radford. Tannony, Garrad SME
etc. Modern High end separates. Professional sound
equipment, quality record collection. Musical instruments
and amplification cash waiting 0171 625 8966.
(H111151)

£225, Cardas Crosslink 1m bal £ 165. Cardas Crosslink
I
m bal £ 130. Transparent Music Link cal £ 140, Cardas
Powerchords 1m £ 100, tel: 0181 882 4287. (G0027)
Beatles box set, Mobile Fidelity. mint.£700 ( this time the
price is right. leave your correct number) 0032 27682639.
(G0031)
tion, new £4300 ( 3500), tel: 07971 576734. (00036)

(G0003)
Naim accessories - new ' flash' remote, boxed £ 180
Narcom remotes £20 each, Snoxo supercap interconnect

SME Model 20 Mk2 turntable complete with SME Series

(Snaic-17) £ 1130 all items unused. tel: 0131 538 4861.
(G0009)
ATC SCM50 active speakers. rosewood finish, with
stands £3.500. Audio Research LS1 pre-amp. £800: if sold
together £4000

an

awesome

sonic

combination.

01705 649460 £ 175 ono.

Quad 99 System brand new and still boxed unwanted present, pre/power amps tuner. CD. with Quad IOL speakers,

preamp £2950, Krell KSL preamp £780, Siltech FT 1211
1.5 single pair £425, Siltech BA 688 Gold ic 0.4 m pair

HM203 dual trace 20MHZ £60 each. tel 0181 552 1712.

price, call 0171 715 8374 w/days.

( HI I1122)

Krell MDI Transport + SBP64X DAC £3950, Theta Data
4 + Gen 3DAC + TLC £3650, Audio Research LS5 Mk3

ProAc 3.8, 4 months old, rosewood. immaculate condi-

vgc and at £350 ono better than anything at twice the

Pro-Ac Studio Two speakers, black ash, stand mounted

mint and recently serviced by Absolute Sounds £ 1350, tel:
01899 830573.
(G0026)

IMF Monitor transmission line. flo(wstanding speakers tri wired £250. Oscilloscopes telequipment 0 54 Hameg

Nakamichi 582 cassette deck £250. tel: 01689 831070.
(GOO I())
Mordaunt Short Signifer speakers, large three-way, new
I
2in bass units fitted. vgc, very good sound with stands

(includes Target stands) two-way, approx 75x30x30cm,

Quadraspire Q4 HiFi rack. 5-tier, removable, cost £275

(00011)

5 arm (Gold), both immaculate, original packaging, tel:
£2800 0115 9258581.

(G0037)

ATC 20ASL Tower. active, walnut mint £2700 (£4250).
50 ASL, slate stands. rosewood £3700 (£6500). both guaranteed, boxed, 3KVA isolating transformer £250. Stax
Nova

Basic

as

new £3013,

tel:

0131556

s.hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk.

7545

(00042)

DCS Elgar £4750. dCS 972 up sampler £2200. Basis
Debut Gold standard with vacuum hold down and Graham
2.0 arm £5700, all items have original packing and
instructions, tel: 0181 679 8211

Audio Note Ankoru monoblocks. 44 kgs each, very powerful world-class product (£ 14.500) £6995. Audio Note
M7 silver pre-amp. m-m phono stage (£ 19,600) £6995.

Gyrodec + QC psu. Rega/SME armboards, ProAc
Response 3s ( black), Naim. Nat 01 and NatIO Ituners. Hicap, SBLs ( black), all boxed, Ron Smith Galaxie 23 aeri-

Audio Physic Virgo speakers walnut (£3800) £2200 the
lot. £ 14,00 cables KC Aualiasle. tel: 01992 621908 or

al. Marantz Quadraphonic Demodulator and SQ Decoder,
tel: 01843 593958.
( G0048)

0378 181326.

ARS Acoustic Canadian speakers, two box comprising
max monitors and Gravitas subwoofers 3-way 5 driver

( G0012)

ATC 20ASL Tower, active, walnut mint £2700 (£4250),
50 ASL, slate stands, rosewood £3700 (£6500), both guaranteed. boxed, 3KVA isolating transformer £250. Stax
Nova

Basic

as

new £300.

tel:

0131556

7545

system 92dB sensitivity, immaculate piano black finish.
54kg each, boxed perfect. tel: 01159 258581. (G0051)

s.hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk. ( G0042)
Original pair Tannoy comer GRF Horn 8 with 15in
Monitior Gold 8 mahogany finish, excellent condition

WANTED

£4500, may part exchange for pair of Tannoy I
5in SRM
or SGM, tel: 01837 851454 after 6pm.

(G0020)

AVI S2000 MC CD player £750. AVI S2000MT FM tuner
£4(X), both units hardly used, as new condition with boxes
and receipts, tel: 0181 870 3630.
(G0022)
Ruark Talisman Ils speakers, light oak. 2years old, cherished cost £750 sell £450. subwoofers Mk II stupendous
bass cost £450 sell £ 220. sale due to move, tel: 01404
822193.

( G00251

Wanted Avance Z501 power amplifier or Z504 "The
Power" power amplifier 01204 531016.

(00109)

Wanted EAR 549, valve mono blocks amplifier and
slate/marble base for Thorens 124 turntable (9' arm)
01745 33168.
(00125
Wanted Crayonne storage units for vinylís or cassettes
call Hillary 0161 485 3940 (evenings). (00004)

Wadia 21 Integrated CD player, digital volume control
remote. £ 1795 (£5500 new), Jeff Rowland model 5 ( MK3
latest spec) poweramp, 150wpc, £ 1995, all mint, boxed.
may p/ex. tel: 01449 676335.

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM

( H111152)

u.

VAT) per 30- word insertion for one issue.
three months £ 17.00. Additional words
50p each (
per section). Box numbers £ 3.00 extra

Rates: £ ff.00 ( incl.

For two months £ 14.00;

Naim CD.3. original box, owners manual, excellent condition £500 (£ 1000). tel: 01685 871753. ( H111162)

PRIVATE AD ORDER FORM

Leak Stereo 50 with 2pre-amps and Troughline 2stereo

Private ads only

serviced almost mint £495. Tannoy 639, mint £200.

New section trade only

KW200B amateur TXJRX £ 180, call after 7pm 019723
251917.
( HI11164)

REICO

Pair of IMF TLS 80 H. transmission line speakers in
excellent condition for sale, offers invite. tel: 0191 427
1636.
( H111169)

PLEASE TICK

Rates. £ 3.00 etc as before
Rates: f20 per 30-word insertion. 2months £35;
3months CIS. Additional words 50p each

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word leg Pioneer A400 = two words)

Linn LP12. black ash, Basik Plus arm. KI8. boxed £375.
Target wall mounted turntable shelf £25. Target 5 shelf
separates unit £ 35 any reasonable offers. tel: 0113
2822521.

( HI1173)

Martin Logan Aerius speakers, light oak, mint condition
£1150. Apogee Duetta Signature speakers, very good condition £ 1500. Musical Fidelity MC-4 speakers good condition £ 100 ono, Marantz CD- I0 CD player with Trichord
Clock 3 £650, Audio Synthesis Passion 8M passive preamp mint condition £8130, tel: 0467 247258 anytime or
0121 686 100 ( ask for Jon) daytime.

(
III I1174)

Air Tangent air-bearing arm £ 1100. Burmester 838
phono stage with volume control. own PSU £550, tel:
01923 826830.
( H111175)

Heim. publish the above ultertisenii

I
I

tel: 0141 573 3840.
ellFl NEWS S. RECORD REVIEW

( HI11177)
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Trader
This months previously owned and Ex demo selection

Europe's Nol
commission sale
specialists
Instant ' reserve' valuations
We endeavour to offer you realistic
market values for carefully used
audio components. Helloed by our
unique audio pricing nialrix, we hope
to pleasantly surprise you. Whether
wishing to upgrade to your dream
system or simply engage in our caring
and fair ' commissior sale' scheme, we
will always aim to pleasel

Same day collections
All commission sale agreements
benefit from cur same day collection.
Or drivers and appointed couriers
are on the road natiorwide everyday
and are ready to call. All goods
collected are fully insured in transit.
Oh arrival at our Peterborough depot
the equipment will be physically
checked and fully tested as part of
our pre-sale inspection. The goods
will then be booked onto the Audio
Trader' network website and placed
on display in our prestoious
showrooms. This service is an ihtegral
part of our un que way cf
successfully selling top branded
carefully used audio components

Instantly available - f100
cash upfront for every
caller selling
As é. gesture of our gratitude for your
call to the ' Audio Trader' those who
decide to join the hundreds of
existing customers who have enjoyed
the benefits o ot..r commission sale
agreement will receive apre payment
cheque for f100 by retuiri pos: uoon
receipt of goods
Whether selling or looking
for the best part- exchange allowance
on new or used components,
Call us: 01733 555514
or email us: audiotrader@talk21.com

Marantz Model 7 Pre-Amp As New)

Amplifiers

Muse Model 300 Mono's ( 150 WPC

£3500 £2449
Bal Solid

State Superb)

£4400 £2199

Adcom GP 500 MK 2 + Pre 150wpc

£1200 £499

Musical Fidelity 3aPre Amp

£379

£249

A RCambridge A60 Int Amp (Teak)

£200

Musical Fidelity A100 Int Amp (Class A Classic)

£375

£169

Aragon 24k Pre Amp

£1600 £949

Musical Fidelity F19 Power Amp (Mint)

£4000 £2699

Arcam Alpha 10 lot Amp

£800

£549

Musical Fidelity MVX Pre + PSU

£2200 £899

Arcam Alpha 10 Pre Power Amp

£600

£449

NAD 208 THX Power Amp - Bal ( Ex dom)

£1100 £799

Arcam Zeta One lot Av Amp ( Ex-dem)

£999

£499

Naim 32 Pre Amp

Anon Tych) Power Amp + Passive Pre

£1800 £959

Audiolab 8000 C Pre Amp ( Black)

£79

£199

Naim 32.5 Pre Amp

£229

£299

Naim NAC 72 Pre Amp

£750

£489
£299

Audiolab 8000 LX Int Amp ( Ex-dem)

£469

£329

Nairn NAC 92 Pre-Amp

£499

Audiolab 8000 PPA Phono Stage

£900

£699

Naim NAC 102 + NAPC

£1290 £899

Audiolab 8000 Q Pre Amp

£1200 £799

Naim Nait 3 lot Amp

£608

£399

Audio Note OTTO SE Int Valve Amp

£1200 £799

Nairn Nap 140 Power Amp New Style

£740

£499

Naim Nap 180 Power Amp

£1122 £799

Naim SBL X-Over (Old Style)

£700

Audio Research BL I - SE to
Bal Convertor ( Ex dom)

£799

Audio Research LS3 Pre Amp

£1997 £ 1299

£549

Nakamichi 620 Power Amp

Audio Research LS5 Mk 1Pre- Amp ( Exdom)

£5995 £2999

Nakamichi IA3 lot Amp

£300

£129

Audio Synthesis Passion Passive Pre-Amp (VGC)

£800

NVA A60 Power Amp As New Old Style Case

£495

£329

AVI 2000 MP Pre Amp

£1100 £679

NVA A80 Mono Blocks New 1Pair

£1460 £959

AVI S2000 Monoblocks (VGC)

£1399 £949

NVA AP20 Power Amp As New

£359

£399
£159

£210

£149

Beard BB 100 Int Amp 100wpc

£599

NVA AP30 lot Amp Chrome New

£460

£289

Conrad Johnson PVII Pre Amp

£1299

NVA TSS Second State stereo Power Amp

£3700 £1799

Conrad Johnson Premier 10 Pre Amp

£3500 £2399

Nytech CPA 602 + CP 122 Pre/Power Amp

Counterpoint SAI 2Power Amp

£1600 £799

Onix 0A30 Mk2 lot Amp

Counterpoint Solid One Power Amp

£1495 £599

Papworth M100 Mono Valve Amps 100wpc

£3500 £2199

Croft Serie5 3OIL Power Amp

£300
£239

£799

Pass Aleph 5Power Amp ( Ex-dem)

£3150 £2499

Cyrus 31 Int Amp ( Ex-dew)

£600

£479

Pink Triangle PIP Pre- Amp ( Legendary)

£2400 £1099

Cyrus ACA7 Latest Pre-Amp

£800

£599

Pioneer A400 lot Amp £299 £ 129

Cyrus Pre-Amp

£650

£399

Pioneer C90 Pre-Amp

£549

Denon PMA 450 Int Amp

£350

£ 199

Primare Series 928 Pre

£4700 £1900

DNM Pre 2-PAI Pre- Power

£2800 £ 1099

PS Audio Elite lot Amp

£999

£379

EAR 802 Pre (One owner from new) vgc

£2200 £ 1299

Quad 34 Pre- Amps

from

f1591

EAR 519 Mono Power Amp 100wpc

£4600 £2099

Quad 306 Power Amp

£220

Edison Technology HFA12 Power Amp

fPlease Call

Quad 606 Power Amp

£429

Rotel 935Bx lot Amp

£120

Fisher 440 Solid State Reciever ( 1960's Classic)

£159

£229

Gamma Aeon 20w SE-Triode Monos

£4999 £2899

Sonographe SC1 Pre Amp By Conrad Johnson)

Grant G100 Valve Pre Power 50 w.p.c

£1 149 £649

Thorens UA 2000 Power Amp ( Ex-dem)

£599

Thule PR200 - PA200 Pre/Power

£2700 £1199

Trilogy 902 Pre Amp (Chrome)

£2000 £ 1399

Unison Research Simply 4E Int Amp

£1595 £999

Hailer DH101 Pre Amp
Harmon Kordon AVPI A Processor

£149
£2000 £459

Harmon, Kardon Citation 17 Pre Amp

£199

£399
£499

Kenwood KA3020se Int Amp

£199

£ 119

Unison Research Simply 845 ( Ex-dem)

£3095 £2399

Kinshaw Overture lot Amp

£450

£249

Unison Simply 4 lot Amp ( Ex dom)

£1595 £1299

Krell 300i Int Amp ( Lowest ever price)

£2590 £ 1799

Unison Simply Phono ( Ex-dem)

£510

£419

Krell Kay 250p Pre Current Model'

£2222 £ 1499

Vestax PMC05 Pro DJ Mixer

£550

£379

Krell KBL Pre- Amp + PSU - Bal ( Mint)

£4998 £999

£230

£ 169

£250

£ 149

Leak 1800 Receiver

£99

Leak Do ta 30 Int Amp

£79

leak Delta 70 Int Amp

£99

LFD LSB + PA2 Pre/Power

£3800 £ 1099

Arcam Alpha 5Tuner vg .c boxed

Lindley fipial Edition ¡Quad 2Based)

£3500 £ 1999

Braun 301 Tuner

Linn Kairn Phono Pre

£1850 £999

Harmon Kardon TU 950 Tuner

Linn 1.K2 Power Amp

£650

£99

£249

Luxman 72101 Classic Tuner

£159

Lumley Megavox 75 Valve Monos

£1179

Meridian 104 Tuner

£129

Luxman 3600 Power

£700

Meridian 204 Tuner

£595

Luxman 1X33 Int Valve Amp

£699

Quad AM Tuner

fPlease call
£Please call

£389

Magnum MP250-MF 125 Pre Power

£750

£379

Quad FM2 Tuner

Meridian 201 Pre-Amp

£760

£369

Quad FM3 Tuner

£Please call

Meridian 501 Pre-Amp ( Ex-dem)

£740

£599

Royan 8760 Tuner v.g.c BBC Broadcast Quality

£1200 £649

Meridian 502 Pre-Amp ( Ex dom)

£1385 £1149

Sansui TU 710 Tuner ( Block)

£149

Meridian 518 Processor (Mint)

£985

£699

Sony STE 500 RDS-EON

£99

Meridian 556 Power Amp ( Ex dom)

£950

£799

Tecnics ST101 Tuner

£49

Meridian 605 Mono's ( 150wpc- Bal)

£2850 £ 1149

Trio KT815 Tuner - ( Mint, Last Chance)

£199

Michell Allecto Mono Blocks

£1950 £1349

Yamaha CT 7000 Tuner

£529

Michell Argo HR Pre Amp + Hera PSU

£1340 £795

Yamaha 180 Tuner

£159

Michell ISO HR Phono Stage ( Stunning)

£895

£559

The Hi Fi Company's Trading Station are proud to launch thier new
communications network link 'The Audio Trader' providing instant access
for buyers and sellers of quality secondhand as well as enthusiasts wishing
to part-exchange for new.

www.audiotradenco.uk
CD Players, DAC'S & Transports

Casde : even 2 ( Black) ( Ex-aern)

£579

£429
£379

Celestion 3000 Ribbon Hybrid
Celestion A3 (Cherry)

£2500 £ 1499

Loudspeakers ( New Panels Fitted)

£2250 £ 1649

Spendor Prelude (Teak, Needs Some Mention)

£650

£ 199

Tannoy 638 Plus ( Rosewood)

£750

£499

TDL RTL 3 (Black)

£400

£259

Tangent RS4 (Teak)

£179

Acuphase DP65 CD Player + Digital Volume

£4700 £2399

Celestion CS7

Arcam 70.3 CD Player

£700 £299

Definitive Tech SP2X Surround

£595

Arcam Delta Black Box DAC

£449 £ 149

Diems Solitare

£250 £ 149

Thiel CS 1.5 ( Black) The best compact

Audio Alchemy ACD2 CD Player

£169
£349

Eau, E),22 (Cherry) ( Ex-dem)

£1385 £949

floor stander we've heard!

£2700 £ 1799

(Sealed Bo») ( Ex-dem)

£499 £399

Epos E:.30 ( Rcrewood) ( Ex-dem)

£2550 £ 1699

Triangle Graphite ( Black)

£800

£499

Audio Alchemy DAC in a box

£250 £ 159

Gamma Acoustics Epoch Ref 5Cherry Finish

£3000 £ 1899

Tsunami TS 300 Sub Woofer (As New)

£350

£249

Audiolab DAC 20 bit ( Ex-dem)

£899

Heybrook HB200 (Teak)

AVI 2000 Reference CD Player

£1300 £789

Heybrook Quartet Speaker, + Stands

(Ex-dem)

£18000 £ 12499

Cyrus DADE CD Player ( Ex-dem)

£600

£479

Horning Agathon Bronze Signature

£3499 £ 1400

Wilson Audio Witt Mkt Ex Demo

£8888 £5999

DPA Bigger ¿pit 2DAC 7

£800

£479

Infinity SM152 4way-15"Woofers v.g.c

£900 £599

Special Cable Offer! Van Den Hul Rew,lation

Jarro Surround 200 omni

£200 £ 109

Speaker Coble RRP

DPA Ti (CD Transport)

£800

£499

Kinshaw Overture DAC

£250 £99

Kef 104-2 Speakers (Teak)

LED Minstrel CD Player (Gold & Gloss Black)

£650

Kef Mode) 1 (Santos Rosewood) ( Ex-dem)

£1399 £999

Linn Numerick Dac

£1500 £795

Kef Model 3Speakers ( Blank) ( Ex-dem)

£2250 £ 1699

DPA PDM IDAC

£499

£179

Marantz CD 80 CD Player

£445
£229

£139
£499

Wilson Audio System 5.1(Graphite Firnsh)

£1200 £699

£119

JPW 3Speaker Pro- logic Package

£599

Turntables

Kef Model 308 Subwoofer ( Ex-dem)

£500

£399

Air Tangent 1B Air Bearing Tonearm

£1299

Meridian 206 CD Player

£999

£449

Kef Model 90 Centre

£269

£ 129

FonzCQ30 + Sme 3009 + AT Cart

£189

Meridian 263 DAC

£650

£299

Kef Q 70 ( Blacx)

£750

£429

Goldring Lenco 85 T/Table (White)

Meridian 566 20 bit DAC

£980

£699

Leak 2060 (Teck)

£169

Linn IP12

Meridian 606 DAC

£1500 £559

Leak 3090 Speakers

£399

Linn IP12 Ittok LVII + ATOC9

£2500 £849

Micromegcr Stage 2CD Player

£700 £395

Leak Sandwich 250

£99

Linn I.P12 lttok LVII + Sumiko

£2250 £849

Micromega Stage 5CD Player ( Ex-dent)

£750 £549

Linn Kaber + Kustone Stands ( Black)

£2200 £799

Linn Sondek's Stock changing weekly, please call

Linn Nexus (Grey)

£450 £279

for latest arrivals

(Totally solid, Musical too)

£2800 £ 1159

Magna Planar MG6-se Black Excellent cond

£1370 £899

Luxmon PD 300 T/Table

Pink Triangre Literal CD Player ( Exdemi

£2200 £ 1499

Martin Logan Aerius v.g.c

£2199 £ 1399

Luxrran PD 555 T/Table ( Fully Servicec and Superb)

Pink Triangle Ordinal DAC

£800 £479

Mar

tin Logan CLS-1Iz v.g.c

£4555 £2898

Oracle Alexandra ( Piano Black)

QED Digit reference DAC (chrome)

£450

£ 199

Meridian A500 ( Black)

£895

Pink triangle LPT + Roksan Tabriz + High spec PSU £ 1500 £599

Ratel RCD 965BX CD Player

£250

£99

Meridian DSP 5000 (Black) ( Ex-dem)

£3885 £ 2999

Project 6T/Table

Sony CDP-XA3OES (Gold)

£600

£459

Meridian M10 Active ( Rosewood)

£2500 £ 1399

Oracle Delphi II/Linn Ittock II

£1399

£99

Mission 750 (Black) ( Ex-dem)

£250

£ 199

Pink Triangle PT2 (SME cut)

£299

£59

Mission 751 ( Rosewood)

£330

£ 199

Roksan Radius + Tabriz

£169

Roksan Xerzes 10 Tabriz Chorus Rosewood

Micro Seiki CDM2 CD Player

Technics SLP 200 CD Player
Technics SL' 400 A CD Player
Theta GENS DAC ( Silver)

£4200 £2229

Theta TLC

£400

4

Upgraded PSU

£ 199

Tape Recorders

Mission 770 + Stands

£499

£89

Basic Plus

£ 1600 £499

£.469
£499

M 1< MX150 THX Subwoofer ( Ex-dem)

£1500 £ 1199

As New

Monitor Audio Studio 50 SE ( Piano Black)

£4869 £2999

Roksan Xerzes + Artemiz + AT 0(5

Monitor Audio Studio 20 SE (Cherry) (Ex-dem)

£2500 £ 1749

Roban Xerves RB300 ( Black)

Min.ical Fidelity Ref 2Mini Monitors

£149

£ 1599

£360

£239

£800

£449

£2300 £1399
£ 1700 £699
£529

Roksan Xerzes + RB300 - EMT-Rosewood v.g.c £ 1800 £999

Noim Credo r:herry finish v.g.c

£1250 £849

Ratel RP830 T/Table ( No Cart)

Denon DRM 650's Cassette Deck (With Dolby 's')

£129

Norm SBL Various,

£From £700

Thorens,Gerrard and other Classic Turntables Changing Weekly

Revox G36 Valve Reel to Reel

£399

Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Ex-deen)

Revox PR99 Pro Tape Machine

£999

Opero Platea (Cherry) ( Ex-dem)

£1399
£800

£639

£119

Pro-Ac Resporse 3.5 Walnut Marked ( Ex Demo)

£4250 £2699

Tanberg 3034 Silver Cassette deck

£199

Pro-Ac Response 4Yew Burr ( Ex-dem)

£13000£7999

Yamaha K(5805E Cassette (Modred) Current model £250

£149

Pro-Ac Response 5 ( Rosewood) ( Ex-clem)

£9995 £6999

Pro-Ac Studio 100 ( Ex-dem)

£699

Quad ESL63 ( IEx-dem)

£3500 £ 1999

Quad ESL63 Rosewood Mint

£3500 £ 1849

Ropers 1.533 + Sub- Units ( Mack)

£600

£299

Rotel RD955 Cassette deck

£300

Loudspeakers

£549

Acoustic Eeergy AE520 Cherry Finish-As New

£999

£769

Rogers Studio 1Teak v.g.c

£620

£369

Acoustic Precision Eikos RF1 Mini Mon 'tors

£800

£599

Royd Minstrel ( Black)

£240

£ 169

Apogee Stage Rosewood Trim ' Brand New'

£4700 £2399

Snell J3 High Efficiency Monitors

£770

£449

Spender BC1 Walnut v.g.c

£500

£299

£1890 £949

ARS Reference Monitors
(A High- End Steal, Marked) ( Ex -clern)

£8995 £5795

Sonus Faber Electra Speakers (Walnut)

Audio Statc ES100 Panels

£2400 £ 1699

Sores Faber Grand Piano Gloss Blacki-Plynths

AVI Position Speakers (Cherry)

£950

4nrhs From New

£2020 £ 1499

Sony 776E 90 Watt B1 - Wireable

£300

Soundlab Dynastat Hybrid Panels

£3750 £2349

B+W 2000 IFS Centre

£649
£79

Castle Avon Speakers ( Ex-dem)

£729

Castle Durham Speakers + Stands

£549
£169

Sourlc/Lab Quantum Electrostatic Hybrid

Business Hours: Tues - Sot 10.00am Closed Mondays. Visitors & Demonstrations by appoint-nent
The H - Fi Company Trading' Station, 35 Cowgate,
Peterborough, Combs, PEI 1LZ.

Fax: 01733 358141

All major Credit Cords accepted

t.\

nestercard

£129

Please Call

Te4liFicouteili
Trading Station

Visit the ' Audio Trader' now
for our up to the minute
comprehensive range of
quality previously-owned

£ 149

audio components.
www.audiotrader.co.uk

Buying or selling? Call the Experts!

(01733) 555514
All goods sold include our comprehensive warranty!

cartridges
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headphones
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mom
The UK's

• udspeaker Kit supplier

aselection of high-end drive units and accessories also available
other services include
* Crossover Design - Optimised for your units to your specifications
* Thiele / Small parameters - Actual values for your drive units
* Full loudspeaker testing undertaken - I
w/lm, Phase, Inpedance
* Loudspeaker up- grades - new capacitors, cable & binding posts
Please call for .> our

loudspeaker information pack & price list.

ipswi

Newineaatt,

accessories,
cables, gadgets
and hi-fi by post
STAX SALE!
_ ...(010

on the entire lambda
nova range. call for
details.
phone, fax or write for the
price list / newsletter or
visit the website :
www.signals.uk.com

,
•
•
signals

58 Wilton Rd, Southar:Irtre, Hampshire S015 5SZ

7411
E =
hi-fi for grown-ups
ch ( 01473 ) 622866

Ultimate Sonics

Synergistic Research Cables
YOUR CABLE FOR LIFE
(The one you have been waiting for)

DISTRIBURTORS OF AFFORDABLE HIGH END HI-FI

Fax: 0208 6994232.
E-mail: info@ultimate-sonics.com.
Web: www.ultimate-sonics.com

Now in the UK.

IMPI
I
Fee
i)
"One of the be,I sounding speaker cables Ihave heard" This
interconnect is " wideband" ultradynamic, colourful, detailed, lots
of air in a huge soundstage, deepest bass, beaucoup de midrange
resolution and texture, highs as sweet as your equipment can dish
out -JS (Stereophile Vol. 22. no 4)

VISA

fax ( 0147 ) 631588 email : enq@signals.uk.com
signals ma rtlesham heath Ipswich suffolk ip5 3ua
w
w
w .
sign
a Is.uk .
c o m

or visit our comfortable showroom for ademonstration at:

America's hest -

dramatic reductions

Circes new from
Mon, the much
talked about
speakers.

Call for details, nearest dealer and Price List
(U.S.MRRP)
HOTLINE 07956 805 572.
For literature call: 0207 431 9133 (London)
OFFERS - LIMITED PERIOD
60% trade in allowance on MIT &
Transparent cables.
Alou Circes

The superb sounding Transport and Dac

Find out why they are

Now available - Moon series ( Class A rated) Amplifiers and

class 'A' rated Amplifiers

CD players - featured in Ken Kessler's Las Vegas Show report.
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Chester Hi- Fi Show
11.00am - 5.30pm Sunday 21st November '99

The Queen Hotel, Chester

Tickets £ 2.50
available in advance
from:

First public showing in the North of the
new Naim NAP 500 Power Amplifier
and NBL Loudspeakers

17 Hoole Road CHESTER 01244 344227

Live

music

GT AUDIO

nt

r o rn

GUARANTEED TOP QUALITY REPAIRS AND SERVICING UNDERTAKEN ON ALL VALS F
TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT SYMPATHETIC UPGRADING, VINTAGE AMMETER RESTORX
1FAR TROUGHLINE TUNER SERVICING AND ALIGNMENT ARDOUR SPECIAL/1k

THE

PRE.OWNED EQUIPMENT FOR SOI F
Avantgarde

L1,1E4500

Mr, mcralfic red. ex-demo

Avanraurdt III

AUTHORISED T M
I
MY SPECIALIST

LIA £ 300

Ivor> Imiql
Ortofon SPU Classic . M. 30 hours u.
QUAD Ws in excelleir condition. GEC l(Tbes.
exceptional krond
Joildla 52000
nlegrated ampfifier

DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS

Lot C650

Impulse H2 Hom loudspeaker. > en good sonduerin
GATE 101010 10011 rntmohlock amphfiers

Lot £2750
LIM £3355

Our agencies include:- Audio Analogue. A,antgarde Acoustic. Croft.
1)iapason, GATE. GRAAF, Leak Trouphline Tuners. Matisse, Orlofon.

,n

Platine Verdier Turntable>. SNIE, STARA/Al', TRI/50. EKilOpero,
l'nison Research and 1arnamura
Tel: 01895 833099
Fax: 01895 832594
e-mail gt.audio(0 tescenet
http://unn.gtaudio.com

c

on

e

Lintone Audio
SELECTED USED EOL1PIF \I-% ND SPECIAL Of FEU
Arum Delta 110 Pre-Amplorc,

Inewl

Arcam %era 5Channel Doll, Pro Amp

Arcata Alpha 7CD Player
Amara Della 290 Amplifier

mew,

£ 199 95

Ito.,

£29500

ire turls, £229 95
halm £ 17995

Arcam Alpha 9Amplifier

used,

Audio Alchemy DTI V/2 PS 4 DAC

£320011

o, Jem,

£39995

look

£399 95

Ataholab LX Amphfier

Ataholab 80009 Pre- Amplifier
£699 95
Audrolah MOM Amplifier
a
tool £320 no

Callers welcome by appointment

Cagle Aron Loudspeakers

Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 1WE
Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472 31:i
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

Caarle Severn LO..d.pe.ker

£5,19 00
£ 179 AS

Castle lus Loudspeaker

111.

£29995

ex dent . f..599 95
used,..2203.QI
00011
.
0500,1

Arran. Della 290 Power /umbrae,
Aroma Alpha 7Tuner

SPARES AND REPAIRS

List L5350
LOI (500

or

Aram Alpha 5Flua CD PI.ye

LIM f6700

Y, wtult finish. ex-demo

Nottingham analogue Mentor Reference • Mentor arm.

=

i o

'Lockwood Audio

THE SERVICE AND REPAIR SPECIALIST

Avantgardp 1.4(1% Ahoy finoh. ex-demo

on

reo,

£399 95

toss
.,

. £375 lit

Cyrus Strarght Luse/XPA Amps

gatn

Cyrus Power Amphfier
Cyrus Pre.Amphfiet

.moo:

Densen Elem 100 Amplelier irE MM Module
Expoaure Super XX Amplifier

_

tuseell a
rued,

Limo Concert Centre Speaker

£45011,
0495 ) 111

11.0 L

lamo Conte', II Loudspeaker,
Larno Concen XLoudapeakeo

9991

REF 1.2 Loudspeakers
Linn Kober Laalspeaken

r
toed,

Ivrin !melt Amplifier .

rued, . 11 1.

1mn Powenek Power Amplofier
Marano MANX/ Pourer Amphlrers

or/ .£ 261
[ toed , .£ 350 Oh

Mention 20O CD Player

rated, .£400. ,

f600tro

Mendran 205 Mono Amplrfiers

?Moorman Stage 3CD Player

wed ,

Mormons. Stage ICD Elmer

Mus Fat El Amplifier
Nam SAC 42/90 AmplIfier,

The best mains Pollution Eraser available for

e 180

only.

HF and LF Filtering and Spike Protection.

£250 oo
. uve., ( lano)

n)

Plains Nor 1Amplifier

Iced, .(395
fired,
t150111,

Haim Intro Loudspeaker,
Nairn 62/90 Amplrfices

r
used, .£495 cm,
notedr . 152l0'

Pioneer C73 Refevense IN, Amish,'

toad , , Skora

Rep Ela Loudspeaker.
Revox 877 Open Reel Reorder

wad

Tama* 01191 LoudspeakerOStant,

LOOKING FOR DISTRIBUTORS WHO ARE KEEN TO JOIN
Plosic

Platters

1

fax

+ 3 I 70

42

THE HYPE

79 077

14M%,

WITH

PARTS
L. M.J1,10.01.4

=

rm

PROVIDES

THE

let

TAG 00 Amplifier

oa,k11, £3999 5

TAG CD21,12 CD Pl.,

re, Yrn r

TAG 6010V Ampldier

ies Scmr

Teemc, SLPS70 CD Pia> er

=

Skaaning
Loudspeakers

MAUDIO

DIEFLEM

ACOUSTIC PANELS

ruAL
vi1
jjj

moreC

peals
flatline cable

LEAP

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC.
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN

1' "
le•

P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL: 608-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e-mail: infe@madisound.com
Web Page -httplwww madisound.com
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MATTERS

New, Ex Dem + Part ex equipment FOR SALE

OKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?
Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING

r
f

ihiuctn-sp2Ew

1

f120 ta,

e-mail on. Lintone.audioO IiTRio.00l

on purchases over

•60 brands. 238 cable

:=

MN

£499 95

oa steno £ 79911,
' used, .£ 350 00
in., £ 1099,

7-11 Park lane, Gaiehead, Tone & %% ear NEO 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

4 * ECLIPSE
1

S Solen Indur tors

£629 95

Visit our ueb site at http:llsoot.lintonr.eo.uk

seas

=
==
mr»

1.549 41

STOCKISTS OF SARI, MERIDIAN, TAG MCI. kREN. ((' RI S. KRELL, MARK.
OPERA, R1ARK, MA RA NTZ, MICHELLE, CASTLE, TE
FOIE. SRCAM ETC, ETC.

QUALITY

AND ADVICE.

.. 1.1.1-1..et ! UM

dent I

0-cd'

Yamaha DSP ,A2 Amplther

SPEAKER

HIGHEST

•

res km,

TAG 720 Tuner

Yamaha DSP-02101, ! NAN, Amplifier
Yamaha DSP-Al AmplMer

MADISOUND

,

TAG 100P Power Amphfier

Trahord Pulso One DAC Coot error

BUILDERS

£45000

rused ,

$UM.

products.

• FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
IACCESSORIES
1
11PTUBES

Call, write, fax or emad for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax (215) 297-8661
Visit our website at:
http://www.fatwyre.com
email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com

dir

THE

cam

nuicomPom

P.O. Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

0181 255 0572 / 0973 436135
LIE

SALE

Alchemrst Forsetti pre power
£2398 .
F.O.A.
Alchemist Kraken Anniversary Mk II .
Anthem CD player (5star What HiFi) (ex/d) £1690 ....£1150
Audiomeca Mephisto CD transport . £2403 . .£1050
Audio Research D240 Mk II
£3503 . .£1195
Audion Black Shadows 845 valve monoblocks
Audion Silvernight 300B monoblocks
£2250 ....P.O.A.
Beard P100 pwr. amp
£500
Chario Academy 1solid walnut (ex/d)
£1299
£800
Chario Academy 2solid walnut (ex/d)
£1649 . £1100
Conrad Johnson PV10 AL pre
£995
£650
Dynaudio - Contour 1.3 Mk 11
£1198
£650
Genesis Gen 503 spks in Built Active Bass
(ex/4) RIEF.R1
£1101:0 ....£5499
Krell Kay 3031
£2495 ....P.O.A.
Krell Kay 250A
£3149 ....6Q149
Nairn 72 pre (MC Boards)
£767
£425
Nairn 140 pwr.
£793
£450
Quad 77 et carbon
£700
£400
Quad 66 pre & remote
£897
£450
Quad 66 fm
£350
Quad 606 pwr
£350
Revox H1 cass
£1150
£550
Tube Tech. linen Sig. Int.
£2300 .£1250
Musical Fidelity P270 pwr. amp .... . ,,,,,, £ 1599
£595
A NEW RANGE Of AUDION AMPS ON OEM • THE SLACK
SHADOWS 845 TO THE GOLDEN DREAMS - WITH CADENCE ES MK Ws •
LISTEN S RE PERSUADED.
On Dem • Alcnernut, Anthem, Auchorno. Avalon Valve Amps.
Coclence Spks. Chono. D.P.A. Monarchy. Ortoton. Fink TrIcmgie.
Project T-T Sonic frontiers. Triangle Spks

Trilogy Valve Amps. Van der Hui

—VISA/MASIERCARD ACCEPIED—
133

a fresh
musical perspective

KEVIN

We've always been known for our select range of audio
products from leading manufacturers.

GALLOWAY

AUDIO

For those discriminating audiophiles who are searching
for the very best in sound, or for those who want good
gear, but are on a budget, Kevin Galloway Audio is your
best choice. Scotlands Leader in High Performance
Audio Systems and Installation.
AUDIO PHYSIC

AUDION
ELECTROCOMPANIET

CADENC
TOTEM

'er -

FACSIMILE
01563 573207

NAGRA

SUGDE • TARA LABS
MLA

ELEMENTAL AUDIO

•
I- • DER PATROL

BASIS

TELEPHONE
01563 574185

VOICE

ORACLE
SIRIUS

Demonstration By Appointment

LUMLEY LOUDSPEAKERS

Crystal-Child'

LM2 AND LM2.5 BARGAINS
To make way for the fantastic new Lumley LMS range ( 150, 250, 500 and 1000),
we have afew ex-works LM2 and LM2.5's at over 50% off.
This is direct factory prices and will not be repeated.
All fully guaranteed. Some ex-dem. Some new. All mint.
eg LM2 Mk35.3,600-£1,595

LUMLEY LOUDSPEAKERS LTD
Tel: 01892 616383 Fax: 616517

ISOLA TEO
SYSTEMS

SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS
Conrad- Johnson PV10AL valve line preamplifier
Conrad- Johnson PV10A valve line/phono preamplifier
Conrad-johnson PV12A valve line/phono preamplifier
Conrad-johnson CAV50 valve integrated amplifier ( 2x5OW)
Conrad-johnson Premier 14 remote valve line preamplifier
Conrad-johnson Premier 16LS ( Mini-Art1 remote valve ice preamplifie,
Conrad-johnson MF2500 solid-state ( 250wpc) pewer amplifier ( new)
Conrad-johnson DR- 1CD transport ( new)
Conrad-johnson D/A-2b valse dia proceusor ( new)
Conrad-johnson D/A-3 solid state die processor ( new)
Conrad-johnson DV- 2h valve CD player ( new)
McCormack DNA- 2 DeLuxe stereo ( 2x250W) solid-state power amplifier
BelCanto SETI 40 Class A single-endea remote integrated amplifier ( new)
Resolution Audio CD50 integrated CD player ( balanced) - ( new)
Golden Tube Audio SE- 40 single ended class A valve amplifier ( new)
Golden Tube Audio S1-50Mkil remote valve integrated amplifier ( new)
Golden Tube Audio SE-300BMk11 Limited Edition amplifier 2x8W ( new)
Golden Tube Audio SE- 100 valve stereo amplifier 2x100W ( new)
Audiostatic DCI electrostatic speakers ( black) - ( new)
Melos 202 Gold valve sterec amplifier 2x200W
Sound Lab A3 reference electrostatic loudspeakers ( medium oak)
Avalon Arcus loudspeakers ! piano black - very limited edition!!)
Avalon Eclipse loudspeakers ( cherry)
Muse Model Two balanced día processor ( new)
Muse Model Two Plus balanced d/a processor ( new)
Muse Model Five CD transport ( new)
Muse Model 160 stereo power amplifier ( 2x160W)
Muse Model 300 mono power amplifier 300W - ( pair)
Kuzma turntables and tonearms ( selection)
Power Wedge line conditioners ( selection)
Shun Mook isolation platforms and tuning devices ( selection)
Cardas interconnect, loudspeaker and digital cables ( selection)

AUDICOFREAKS

Distributors Of Fine Audio •
lk Horne Theatre Et'
Tel: 0181-948 4153. Fax: 0181-948 4250

RAP
Special
£1095
£ 850
£1295
£995
£2590
£2000
£2495
£1700
£4500
£3290
£6250
£8000
£3500
£2600
£1795
£1200
£1995
£1400
£1195
£750
£1750
£2495
£5000
£3500
£4500
£2500
£2995
£2100
£1100
£650
£1100
£700
£1950
£1000
£2395
£1250
£1500
£2500
£1500
£4500
£3750
£12000
£4990
• £8000
£4500
£8000
£1150
£2000
£1250
£2500
£1000
£ 8 0
£2395
£ 1250
£3995
£ 2150
please ask for prices
please ask for prices
please ask for prices
please ask for prices

Ill)

FOR MORE INFORM.\110,
IA1 -1IR1,1,1 1ol li
HO, LY HOUSE, Al FX AN'i.R LAM. BR ••11 V.00D All
TEL. 01277 260020
FAX. 0127.15073t.
WWW CRYSTALCLOUD DEMON CO UK

r-TOWNSHEND
AUDIO

GOERTZ

Speaker and interconnect cables

SEISMIC SINK

Air isolation stands und platforms for all source component, and loudspeakers
"2 o'clock in the mornmy sound ali day
httplids.dial.pipex.comitownshend.audiof
7Bridge Rd, Hampton Court, Surrey, KT8 9EU.
Tel: 0181 979 2155 Fax 07070 721 385
townshend.audio@dial.pipex.com

6C33C Russian Military Valve

Single-Ended
Triode
Power Amp.
Audition Welcome
by Appoimment

0181-205-2329
0793-036-0386
6c33c@hanmail.ney

ipine inn
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AU DIOCOM

Tel.
01834 842803

Fax.
01834 842804

SUPERCLOCK ( S- Clock)
The Definitive CD Upgrade
If your CD Player relies on a standard clock,
then it ris limited by inherent problems like
jitter, slow rise time which means timing
errors, and interference with the DAC
conversion process. Low level information
is lost and irretrievable.
These standard clocks do not generate an
initial sine wave for conversion, they just
produce awaveform similar in shape
to a sawtooth.

Now picture this....
High accuracy oscillator ± 2ppm master dock.
Negligible levels of rower supply and data related jitter.
Low distortion sine wave, virtually free of phase noise.

"WC
0MAIM»

Fast rise time resulting in greater data accuracy retrieval.

For further information on S- Clock, other components and upgrades: Tel. 01834 842803 Fax. 01834 842804 EMoi!: audiocomascotnet.co.uk

THE
EMPORIUM

tile'14
110ROUGHBRED

28 ST NICHOLAS ST. DI.SS, NORFOLK IP22 3LB

arble shelves

Tel/Fax +44(0)1379 650744
email: emporium to dirtrin.cie.tils
con

Approximate Original

price

Approximate Original

cost E price E

.uh Nheb.ing
olid aluminium legs

LOUDSPEAKERS

CDS & DACS
• . 800

ALIANTE LINEA(sonus laber dont.)
Alt 91110 ex dem

61300 . .2000

AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPOS with Essex

CYRUS DISCMASTER/DACMASTER transportdac
OPA 1024 three box top rated das.
reveals new layers ist information
WAD1A 6wnh remue volume

160 . .2000

digital equalizer

MERIDIAN 506 20bit 1year old . . .

200 . .800

CADENCE ES mk 1
IMPULSE 112

VALVE AMPS
AUDIO NOTE M2
LUMLEY MIS monoteks 15 watts big

700
.

.

. 1000

MELOS 333 two box line pre

3000 . . 1300

MORE FIDELITY 30011 stereo power amp .

2200 . _150

AUDIO silver night.

100 . . 1300

4000

1500

.3500
2250

1350
1000

2500
2500

1500
1300

UKD CARUSO lid edition four way fliarstanders MOO

1500

JAMO CONCERT 8anniversary
SANAS FABER concertinos . . . . . _

2000
1150
650 .425

600
1350

DENSER DM20/DM30 PRE POWER EX OEM . .2500

mat

DENSER 0200/0000 pre/power

.1200

lAVERDIN IT . . .......... . . .3200
LINN BAIRN PRO .
1500

.1400

900

Distributed by BLUE SOLUTIONS
For more information call
Tel: 07977 483 691 Fax: 07970 720 399

750

600

VINYL
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLE with pavalletarm &
beta cartridge
KOETSU ONYX SIGNATURE perfect. boxed . .

1650
3500

LINN 1P12 valhalla. Imo arni bard

1000
1500
300

PINK TRIANGLE early pr too with hellos arm

350

components hit 250 watts per channel
300 . 1200
PLINIUS SA SO new class alamer amp boxed 280 .2000

ROMAN XERXES .
SOUTHER TRIQUART/ SEA) arrn

.. 1000+

400
350

QUAD 34/306 grey

400

API TNT mk 1
1
Iboxed

4000

2000

QUAD 44/405.2

400

WELL TEMPERED ARM

500

LINK AXIS with Bank plus

250

LINN I
P12 Valhalla with Basil plus

350

700 .300

THRESHOLD S300 150 watts per channel
power amp designed by Nelson Pass stious

3600

1200

VOID THE VOYD black with spfit

Alt SCA2 FM with ;bon° and remote

3030

1750

and Rehm Cyalene mk111 arm

PASS LABS ALE PH 2monoblocks 100 watts
Class ADeltec DSP21:10S pre with 2DPA .100

hase psu

ORACLE DELPHI with oberwired helho onon
1400

3400 . . 1500
700

CLAS9CAL LPS 1001PS FOR ( ION POST FREE

MUSICAL FIDELITY X-! ire and
7D0

450

WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR. PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR WE
CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER. ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

orn

600

OCM SOO power amp stereophde recommended

two 9.050 monoblocks

,olation increasing level by le

MISCELLANEOUS
AVI S2110MT2 FM TUNER
lull service history high speed 2track

9'0

CHORD SPI1800 stereo power amp, boxed . 1240

QUAD 77 int no remote

c
ully deœupled sections -

REVOX 871 one timer tom new with

SOLID STATE AMPS
All S2000MP Kenai,

otally modular

2500 . . 1300
1080
700

KLIPSCH LA SCALPS, black, deluxe, bowed
TANNOV D700

AUDIO NOTE MEISHU 3008 integrated with

black &beautiful

cal wood veneered

poddns âuMAX

Most Major Credit/Debit Cards Accepted

DECEMBER 1999

ESL 57

ESL 63

Fixed prices for
L3 Restoration of
arid
O
Replacemert of Bass-and Treble panels
0 Delivery there and back within the

EC

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de
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Representing Audio Note, Bow Tech and Mark Levinson hardly
puts us in urgent search of new agencies each year, but we
heard some great new products at this year's HiFi News Show.
Unfortunately, our friends at AN were stretched at Milan to show
their new lifestyle" system in London but its value and qualify of
build establish a case for seasoned audiophiles to end their quest
by starting afresh ... a matched system instead of the neverending upgrade path.
Price for the system? CD drive, 24/96 DAC, line pre-amp, mono
blocks and speakers is £2,200 which does not suggest the highend sound; hearing is believing; cables cost extra. Of course
Audio Note is celebrated for its more expensive products, and
the new range has introduced newcomers to the entire vinyl and
digital spectrum of products. Send for the excellent Analogue
Products booklet. Try Audio Note cables, and don't overlook the
MC transformers (from £339) which enhance any MC cartridge, or
the TT-3 (three-motor) turntable at £ 1,995 with split phase external
power supply. It is the finest sounding deck at the price.
"If show reports headline the high density formats, Isuggest
they will only become rational purchases in five years if they
establish a) survival; b) sensible prices; c) third generation
combi-players ( if possible), and d) availability of musical titles.
Until then, surely cash is more wisely spent on buying the best
CD players already available. If you doubt this, listen to some
of today's best with a carefully mastered 16- bit CD."
Bow Technologies launched a 2x75 watt Wazoo-XL at £2,495, a
remarkable bargain in amplification, and a pre- and power
(Warlock/Walrus 2x150 watts). The WIZARD integrated CD player
has really taken off in terms of sales. The price of £3,495 now
includes the WAND - that prince of remote controls. One of my
literary customers, in Edinburgh, says that Ioveruse the word
stunning...
Mark Levinson Audio Systems infrequently replace models
because they get them right and protect your investment, but
one long-awaited new model was announced; the company's
first integrated amp. It too redefines the concept, and don't get
too excited, it is dual monaural, fully differential, unliftable, and
unlikely to cost much under £6,000 but with a No. 39 it will make
a system of, er, stunning, excellence and simplicity.
Still in the Madrigal room Isaw the Revel Performa F-30
loudspeakers. Ican only urge you to shortlist them if you are in the
market for speakers around £2,895. This is a very serious
challenge to the British industry, a case of the Salon/Studio
technology amortised by the accountants. Now on proud and
permanent dem at Madrigals dealer in the North! Don't overlook
the Revel Ultimo series. The Studio, is £7,995 in matte black and I
think you could live with two woofers of this quality (
The Salon has
three!) unless your name is Max Headroom and you play rock in a
room the scale of an auditorium.
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series was launched using a conventional mid-range unit instead
of the very costly compression driver, but still inAth the "Omniray"
horn and a fine new style of cabinet. We have a sample of the
award-winning Zigali 95-112 studio control monitor ex-dem ( List
£4,750) for £3,750; mint crated, as new - send for a brochure.
Using a 12" horn (bigger than the domestic speakers) it exudes
power with poise, a giant among loudspeakers; open yet very
delicate. Amazing with transistor or valve amps.
As agents for ProAC (
and a user who always returns to the brand
since my schoolboy days) we extol the virtues of mini-monitors. I
gave the Tablets their name, but forgot to demand a royally.
Today we have the £649 Tablette 2000 and the incredible ProAc
Response One SC (£ 1,199 per pair standard veneers). We are
proud to announce a parallel range, namely Totem Acoustic
from Canada. The Model One sells for £50 more and gives our
clients a worthy rival; the Arro is a floorstanding mini- monitor which
drew gasps of disbelief from audiences when Iwas present yet it
costs only £959. Per pair? You'd better believe it! As Iwas writing
my order, Ifoolishly said, well if that is the Arro, what can the
£2,675 Forest do? Company founder and president Vincent
Bruzzese was eager to demonstrate, and that cost me more
money. If you like three-dimensional sound and you can believe
what you hear, start saving, they're cheap. Could be the biggest
advance in loudspeakers as their UK distributor claimed. The forest
stands out from the trees, itself invisible, you can't see the wood.
Unique selling points portray poetry in sound.
"... the end of a long and adventurous search."
Iwent to ProAc's room to joke Stewart Tyler that he's finished, the
Canadians were advancing, but my eves popped out to hear
the future ... the Future One and the Future Two. Products of many
years work, they look gorgeous. Here Tyler succeeds in cohering a
ribbon tweeter, glass fibre weave mid-range with rear horn-flared
open air dispersion, and assymetric cabinet handling standing
waves of his famed carbon fibre 7" bass driver (two in the Future
Twos). Ientered the room, saw an entranced audience and
listened for ten seconds. My single word to Mr Tyler was a
spontaneous, "Congratulations" and he smiled. Ileft the room,
juggled my bank balance and ordered a pair of Future Twos from
ProAc's trade room. It isn't difficult to justify £ 10,575 on this
product. It teams up drivers to realise the best qualities of " natural
sound" as never before. Not only is the timbre consistent through
the musical register (so that each voice is convincing not
disconcerting) but its location is stable. You aren't listening to a
loudspeaker artefact, you are listening to a singer, or a piano. It
has all the clarity and detail of the Response Four and Five but
even more finesse and magnificent soundstage. The Future is
now at the Audio Note Salon and worth taking a day off to travel.
For me, Ithink it is the end of a long and adventurous search.

Although Zingall Overture speakers announced a price increase,
always sad, Ihave to say that the old prices were obviously
unrealistic, and they are still outstanding value, especially in the
upgraded "S" versions. Ilove them. Good news: a less costly "B"

So before buying secondhand, always check new products for
value and excellence. You wouldn't buy a two-year old computer,
and hi-fi, at last, is meeting the consumer value challenge. On
the subject of computers, we may have our website this side of
the millennium or send for our dynamic and trusted Used Products
List and be tempted by products that are true classics ... Own a
Nakamichl Dragon for £ 1,250; or a Pink Triangle da Copo with
the 20 bit word ( 1307) filter (upgradeable to 24 bit) and factory renewed DC battery supply (£ 1,600) ... arguably one of the finest
digital convertors in a field where such excellence now costs over
£10,000.

"A pair of Revel F-30$, Zingali Overture 4S, Totem Forest and
ProAc Future Twos played in unison make a room-filling
holographic sound ... and look like a forest as we discovered
breaking ' em all in together. It was the week after the show ...
the company cheque book was much thanks to the clearance
of most of last months used items ... thanks to your

Main Franchises: Audio Note, Advantage, Bow

Our Warranty: second-hand products carry 6- month

Technologies, LFD, Mark Levinson, Michell, MIT, Pass Labs,

parts and labour guarantee including 2-way UK carriage.

ProAc, Revel, Totem, Zingali

Export and home dems by arrangement
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The Audio Note Solon is four dem rooms at 5 Crown Terrace, Hyndland, Glasgow GI 2 9HA, or visit us online a www.audiosource.co.uk
TEL:

(
0)141 357 5700

FAX

(
0)141 339 9762

E-MAIL

Jack@audiosource.co.uk

SCS hand-crafted loodspeakers
ma\ imising your enjoyment of ly-fidelity
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CLASSIC 200
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To arrange aelemonstratïan of these unique hand crafted loudspeakers please contact....

SOUTH COAST SPEAKERS LTD.
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faLP/JORDAN LOUDSPEAKERS
EtSW • HE -CROOK
oCS E_GAR 24BIT/192K-12 DAC
MICHEL._ • TEAC
34.SIS •
tIT
ACOLSTIC
dCS PURCELL UPSAMPLER
.C.CUnHASE • AUDIO ANALOGUE
UNISON RESEARCH • OPERA SPEAKERS
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,
1SON
KAGRA PUP PRE/MPA & VPA PPOWER AMP
EXPOSURE • CREEK • TOWKSHEND AUDIO
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,ROCEED AMPLIFICATION
SONY. 13CF, sELE.:10 PROJECTORS
TEA.: A8X7R 9ALA»ED WOWED 414.'16991%D
£399
EIROOK HEYIERE SFEAKERS12701X0
f15)
TANTEPLaNtA RV
£395
'Jr se'1.-W401GM L.M PFIlEC-OR isaco I'D £399.
YAMAHA CT7 ,03 its86 _
£495
+J• UTL-MCELSV3A PROJECTORI5500 ,90
Elt
-t.L <RS 20 IC PLAYER f6
91/e. »31 P PraECIEP
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AFCEE META II , rgPF .,
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NEW ATC SCM 70 ASL
VISA

ACTIVE

YAASS/IA DEF.A3arrAC.3 Ai. AMP 11 Bill SH
£895
YAKXHA 09>A2OZAV AM, 111031 XD
f495
750 '2AMBRCEE 40X1 N1E0141713 AMR SH
£ 125
FCESTYF
PFEAMP 112COISH
£
595
POWER AMIE19-11 £ 1195

LOUDSPEAKERS NOW ON DEMONSTRATION

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
DEMONSTRATIONS ST APPOINTMENT OPEN MON SAT 10AM TO 7PM

NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

DE CEMBER 9999

It is widely believed bat valves offer the mcst musical performance of all: the technologies available ard that solid state electoorms struggle ir tre musical department This thas beeilrue for alorg time, bUt research amd oevelopment : sgradually narrowi nthe performance gap. InveStagations into be fiell effect transistor
(fet: over the last sikteen yea-shave provee encouraging. Kiary of the devices
tried over ti
-Is period were nct sueable for Ole reason or another One fe. was
outstanding ir offenrg excellent musical peformaice in prean-.plifiers and we now
offer several products using hese fets.
FV1-RIAA equalise c preamplifier] for moviri 'rag let and high output mcving coil
cartridges. Equalisaton for RJAA dinyl recoengs ieeds very careful consideration
and ideally strould he the inverse :of the ()heal recording characteristic in both
amplitude anc phase response. The method that standsou. from the crowd is
passive equal saticn between two linear amplification stsges. Music relies on precise timing so if the bmpo is wrongly portrayed the mus cal message is lost. Phase
coherence is Ida' for musica' acciracy. In !ass reined products with poor phase
response, the fundamental notes are separated fnm their haranonics, confusing
the relationshuo beNteen the narnonic ovedortes - and their fundamental. In this
pro iuct the -two amplification stages have tear carefull> desioned to keep phase
errcrs to an a)solu -e minimum throughout tne aucio bandffldtla so as no: to interfere with the equalisation phase response. "dbise Performance is exempfary with
Inv. root Hz oi ' mu:-noise.
1
-ead amp ifier for ow output moring col carta:dges where noise beconies a major issue If your partridge outpat is in the orler of 50 to 100 microvolts
for 3modulation lenel of 5croiser, then yot rheac amplifier needs to be very quiet
indeed to avoid mareing low leve information in the nanovc It region Wit an input
noise «of itigg C..33r4 root Hz, his Product is excepionally quiet In fact it is probably
the quietee active lead amplifier available at present. It is musical, opera and
trarsparentl

DCMPSU1 -qeplaœment powe supply fcr the CRIG1h LIVE record dmk DC
motor (Airpaxi. — 11E LM317 Lased power st poly used todrire this motor is too
noisy and sufers from poor hansent respaise Te DCMPSU1 is 30 tines quieter
anc 50 times 'astea, offering TIUG1 better performance. This power suppy can be
customised for other DC motors.

Paul Hynes Design Ltd
Held Cottaçe, Askharn, Penrith, Cumbria, CA10 2PG
Phone or Fax 01931 712822 for mcre information
Call if you would like to receive é free catalnue
e mail paullnynes@treezcne.co.uk
Web site paulhynesdesion.comk on line Ncvember
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DISTRIBUTED BY UNIQUE AUDIO TEL/FAX: 0181 450 7384
AGENCIES INCLUDE
Absolute Sounds, ARS, Audio Synthesis, Audio Research, Clearaudio, Graham Engineering, Jadis, Koetsu, LFD,
Mitchell, Rockport Technologies, SME, Transfiguration, Sonus Faber, Wilson Audio, many more brands stocked

loudspeakers to enhance your music, your home and your
t

P4 I'll
let "VP&
Our ART models rand 2 have been carefully ergs eered fonittiw
truly lifelike picture of any musical event to result. This ability to
create aholographic image combined with anaturally accurate
presentation is what high- end audio is all about. Add to this our
extremely elegant cabinets finished in piano lacquer and polished
hardwood and the package becomes even more attractive. Equally
handsome with or without the grills, they are bound to enhance
any home in away few loudspeakers do. Both industry journalists
and visitors to the Hi Fi Show 98199 and International CES 99
awarded top marks for sound quality and appearance.
The most important person is now invited to audition them...you.
A.R.T.

ACOUSTIC REPRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY Ltd.

www.loudspeaker-art.com emailinfo©Ioudspeaker-art.com
Tel: 0044 ( 0)1292 319416 Fax: 0044 ( 0)1292 319417
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CD Players & DAC's
Arcam Alpha One CD player
Audio Note ANCD2 Valve CD Player new boxea
Aura CD 100 CD player
Copland CD266 HDCD CD Player
DPA Renaitsance 24.96 CD Player New style
Meriden 263 DAC
A/fission DAD 4000 CD Player
Primare D2D 24/96 CD Player
Radford/Woodside WS2 CD Player
Roksan Massa DP3P CD Player
Roksan DA1 Converter
Roksan DA2 Converter
Roks.3n DP1 Transport
Sony MDS JE520 Mini Disc Recorder
Theta Progeny DAC

299
1000
399
1295
995
549
599
695
1200
1595
495
595
995
299
1099

149
695
225
950
695
229
125
575
299
995
169
429
399
129
750

Turntables. Toneanns & Cartridges
Aphelion Audio 401 Penths ( New & Various Finishes)
Audio Technica 0C9 1350 hrs)
Decca London Gold ( Podded & Re-built)
Heybrook TT2 Turntable Black
Linn Axis/Basik/K9
Linn Sonde* LP12/Ittok LVII/K9
Lyra Pamatisius 600 Hrs
Rega RB300 Tonearnt
Roksan Artemiz Toneurrn
Roksan 054 Power Supply
Roksan DS5 PSU
Roksan Shr az Cartridge 300hrs (Black Body)
Roksun Radius 3fTabliz/Chorus Black
Roksan Xerxes Black Ash/Tabrizi/XPS3/DSU
Roksan Xerxes RosewoodJXPS2/ Rega Cut
Roksan Xerxes Walnut/XPS2/SME Cut
Roksan Xesxes X Blaek/Artemiz/XPS 3.5

250
299
600
N/A
599
N/A
1895
174
895
495
549
995
1170
1795
895
795
3500

169
199
2512
149
249
495
750
1419
495
279
479
650
499
695
425
325
1799

Preamplifers
Audio Note 1V13 Phone Preamplifier
Conrad Johnson PV10 AL New Style
DPA Enlightenment Preamplifier new style
Electrocompaniet EC 41/2 Preamplifier
Musical Fidelity Pre 3A
Naim Audio-62mm boards
Naim Audio-NAC 32m-n/MC Preamplifier
Onix 0A24/SOAP2 Preamp/PSU
Rega HAL Pre Amp MM/MC Remote
Roksan L2.5 Preamplifier

4650
995
795
1095
N/A
389
N/A
N/A
998
1295

2750
550
599
699
149
195
129
399
459
759

call John Roberts Tel / Fax . 01562 822236
181 Franche Rd • Kidderminster • VVorcs • DY11 5AD
e-mail
Mobile

sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk
0421 605966
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Amplifiers
Audio Innovations 800 Series Ill power amplifier
Audio Note Meishu New Vaic Valves Si ver Wired
Bow Technology Wazoo Amplifier
DPA Enlightenment Poweramplifier New Style
Electrocoorreaniet AW60 Powetanplifier
Musical Fidelity P180 Power amplifier
Onix 100W Monoblocks
Roksan Caspian Integrated
Roksan Caspian Poweramp
Roksan S15 Poweran-plifier
Sugden A21 with Phono Stag. Ex-Demo
Unison Research Simply 845 Valve Integrated
Unison Research Smart 845 mono single ended valve

999
4000
1950
995
lass
N/A
1500
695
599
1495
900
3095
3450

499
1995
1350
599
799
375
499
549
449
999
695
2250
2099

Loudspeakers
Acoustic Energy AE106 Black Ash
Impulse Leh Cherry Loudspeakers
Impulse Maya Loudspeakers
Musical Fidelity MC5 Loudspeakers/stands
Odeon Rigoletto 94dB nom loaded Beech Loudipeakers
Opera Dueto Cherry Loudspeakers
ProAc Response 3.8 Yew Loudspeaker
Rogers Studio 3 Black Ash
Snell JMk2 Loudspealears Black/Huygens Stands
Spendor SP2 Mk3 Black Ash
Totem Tabu Mahogany

350
1750
695
899
1700
425
4500
549
900
950
2300

195
1199
459
379
950
299
2995
299
399
499
1499

Cables & Accessories
Air Sus Table Cherry
Audio Note AN-SPX 2x3m Biwired Speaker Cable
Audio Note AN-Vz 60 strand silver interionnect
DPA The Power/Power Slink
Origin Liv. Skyline Platform Terntable Table
Shun Moak Small Table/Board inc Mypingo Discs
Roksan Turntable Stand/Medinm
Roksan Turntable Stand/Tall

169
5400
1540
199
200
149
129
169

99
1699
750
125
99
79
79
99

Tuners & Tape Decks
Aiwa F55OR Cassette Deck
Arcam Alpha Tuner Oral nal Analogue One
JBL ESC 200 Surround Package
Onix Tuner BDSA1
Revox B77 1/2 Track 31, 772 Mkl Reel t. Reel
Revox B77 12 Track 15 Varispeed Mk2 Reel to Reel
Roksan Caspian Tuner AM/FM
Yamaha DSP E390 3Channe[ Prologic Procetisiir

N/A
99
299
600
1600
2:450
599
399

49
69
179
349
595
795
479
79

Midland Audio X-change are looking for good used British & American Hi Fi. cash paid call
John Roberts on 01562 822236 now!
http:www.midlundaudio-change.co.uk
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Previously Cherished Items, Or something
new from
e
Clearance

Q

Pre

Amplifiers

It E.r-1-1

Descnption

Choice
Price

Exposure VActive xover (3Way)
EAD 7003 Transport
Magnum P200 pre-amp
Gale 401
Micromega amp
Micromega Tempo P
"-Pnces reduced this month

E
£
£
£
£
£

Original
Retail Price

295.03 £
895.00 £
895.00 £
250.03
595.00' £
595.00 £

99500
2485.00
1895.00
£ 1295.00
1250.00

New in
This Month
POWER AMPLIFIERS
Musical Fidelity XAS 100 ( 0- den)
Musical Fidelity A2 Integrated ( X-dem)
LFD " Zero" Integrated
Sugden Sternfoort SF60 Integrated
Audiolab «eh«
Audiolab 8003 M
Sunfire ( LISPA, 300 wpc)
Alchemist Kraken
Quad 405
Counterpoint SA12
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Quad 66 remote
Musical Fidelity X- P100
AVI S2000 MP
Nairn Hi Cap new style)
Nam Hi Cap ( old style)
EAR 802 ( line/photo)

£ 699.00
£ 325.03
£ 350.03
£ 350.03
£ 119503
£ 995.00
1195.00
295.130
£ 225.00
£ 795.00

£ 799.00
£ 499.00
£ 550.00
£ 550.00
£1800.00
£1600.00
£2200.00
£ 580.00
£ £ 1400.00

495.00
699.00
650.00
450.00
350.00
650.00

£ 850.00
£ 799.00
£ 1000.00
£ 650.00
£ 650.00
£1200.00

SPEAKERS
Morel 704
Proac Response 2

£ 650.00 £ 1000.00
£ 1195.00 £ 2000.00

C.D PLAYERS & DACS
Audiolab 8000 CDM Transport
Audiolab 8000 DAX
AVI Reference 2000
Naim 002
Linn Kank 2
Meridian 500 Transport
Musical Fidelity X- Ray (X-Dem)
Musical Fidelity X- 10D (X-Dem)
Musical Fidelity £624 (24 bit)

£ 895.00
£ 595.00
£ 895.00
£ 1195.00
£ 895.00
£ 995.00
£ 699.00
£ 89.00
£ 395.00

TURNTABLES/ANALOGUE/VARIOUS
Seguera Model 1FM Tuner
4250.00
Oracle Delphi mk 111/SMEV
1595.03
SME Series V (Gold print) (Unused)
1250.03
Linn LP12/ Valhala/ Ekos
995.00
Linn Klyde
375.00
Helios Model 1
895.00
Helios Model 2
695.00
Helios Model 3
495.00
Quad FM4
295.00
595.00
Revox 877 (V../
caserreels) like new

£ 1400.00
£ 900.00
£ 1400.00
£2000.00
£1600.00
£1350.00
£ 799.00
£ 119.00
£ 500.00

£8000.00
£ £ 1679.00
£ 500.00
£1350.00
£ 995.00
£ 700.00
£ 500.00
£ -

Power
Amplifiers
Restek Extract Monoblocks (180 watt)
Krell KAS 2Monoblock
Michell Alecto Stereo
Jadis JA503
Boulder 102 AE
Boulder 500 AE
Audio Note P1 SE
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Audion Golden Knights
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated
Krell FPB 600
Krell ( SA 250
Audio Note Ankoru Monoblocks
FM Acoustics 6110 Resolution Power
Lamm M1 Monoblocks (100W)
Quad 77 Integrated (Quadfink)
Audio Note (aguo
Exposure Dual Reg IV
505
Exposure XV integrated
Aura Evolution A103
Exposure XII pou
Musical Fidelity F19
KSA 2008
Audio Research D130
Jeff Rowland Synergie rExternal power supply
NAD C340 Integrated
Lavardin IS Integrated
Audion Silver Knights

' hoiCe
t
, '7e711) )
-

11 1

£ 1995.00
£ 9995.00
£ 995.00
£ 7995.00
£ 2650.03
£ 2995.00
£ 500.00
£ 4995.00
1995.00
£ 3250.00
£ 550.00
£8995.00
£ 2750.00
£8503.03
£14995.00
£ P.O.A.
£ 495.00
£29500.1:0
£ 895.00
£ 2250.130
£ 350.00
£ 195.00
£ 495.00
£ 2250.03
£ 2495.00
£ 1395.00
£3200.00
£ 195.00
£ 1195.00
£ 1295.00

£3500 00
£18000.00
£ 1500.00
£21000.00
£3400.00
£500000
£ 950.00
£1000000
£4000.00
£4790.00
£ 900.00
£12900.00
£6700.00
£14500.00
£2200000
P.O.A.
£ 700.00
£80000.00
£1800.00
£3690.00
£ 750.00
£ 350.00
£ •
£4000.00
£6000.00
£ 1850.00
£5000.00
£ 350.00
£1600.00
£3000.00

Jeff Rowland Consumate oPhono (3box)
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
FM Acoustics 266 Resolution
KRC2
Musical Fidelity F25
CAT. SL1 Signature mk III (new)
Coread Johnson Prem 78
Conrad Johnson PV10A
Croft Super Micro Amk 3
Audio Research LS7
CAT SL1 Sig mk Ill
Jeff Rowland model 2 • battery power supply

£ 3995.00 £ 8000.00
£ 650.00 £ 109500
£10995.03
017000.00
£ 2200.00 £ 4190.00
£ 795.00 £ 1500.00
£4500.00 £ 6900.00
£5995.00 £ 11000.00
£ 895.00 £ 1300.00
£ 495.00 £ 1000.00
£ 995.00 £ 1620.00
£2995.00 £ 69130.00
£3750.00 £ 7603.00

AV COMPONENTS
Onkyo TOO 939 AV Receiver

£ 1495.00

STOCKIST OF
Acoustic Energy
Advantage
Alon
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physics
Boulder
Bryston
C.A.T.
Cary
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Dynavector
Egglaston Works
Graham
Helios
Michell
Musical Fidelity
Nordost
Oracle analogue
and digital

£ 240000

(7--- Quality

Speakers
Wilson 3/2 (Black)
88 W 801 Series 2 ( Black Ash)
Apogee Stage
Sonus Faber Guarneri
Roksan ROK 1
Wilson System V.1 (Black)
Rogers LS3/ 5A Black (NEV
Rogers AB1 Sub (NEW)
Rogers LS55 (NEW)
Aliante Spazio
Martin Logan Stylos
Alon Adriana ( New)
Alon VmklIl
Meridian DSP 5000
Meridian M 2500 Sub
Quad ESL 63
Meridian DSP 5500
A.T.C. SCM 1003 SL Active Speaker
Senos Faber Extreme Stands
JBL Ti 200
Jamo SW3105 active sub
Orelle Swings
Meridian DSP 5000
'Prices reduced this month

£ 5995.00 £ 15000.00
£ 1895.00 £ 4030.00
£ 995.00 £ 3000.00
£4500.00 £ 6500.00
£ 295.00 £ 600.00
£10500.00' £ 18000.00
£ 575.00 £ 798.00
£ 395.00 £ 598813
£ 330.03 £ 430.00
£ 250.03 £ 500.00
£ 1895.03' £ 2900.00
£ Special £ 10000.00
£ Special £ 5500.03
2495.00 £ 3300.00
£ 1095.00 £ 1600.00
£ 1895.00 £ 3600.00
£4300.00 £ 6000.00
£4500.00 £ 7000.00
£ 3995.00 £ 6500.00
£ 1495.00 £ 2250.00
£ 495.00 £ 800.00
£ 795.00 £ 1200.00
£ 1795.130 £ 4000.00

Players

& DACS
Cambridge Dac Magic
Mart Levinson No 39
McCormack DAC-1
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Meridian 566 DAC (20 Bit)
DPA PDM 1mk Ill
Naim CD2
Krell ( PS 25s
(AV 300 CD
Quad 77 CD Player (Quadlink)
Genesis Digital Lens
Meridian 203 dac
Arcam Alpha plus
Naim CDI
Meridian 565 fTHX, Dolby, Prologicir AC3
Meridian 508 24 bit player
Pink Triangle Numeral 24 bit DAC
Pink Triangle Literal transport
Meridian 563 dac 20 bit
Wadia 6CD Player
Meridian 565
Helios Model 1
Helios Model 2 (new)
Helios Model 3
Audio Alchemy DOS 2
'Prices reduced this month

150.00
4250.00£5000.00
£ 450.00 £ 995.00
£4995.00 £ 8000.00
£11500.00
£24000.00
£ 895.00 £ 1095.00
£ 550.00 £ 1000.00
£ 1195.00' £ 2200.00
£13995.00 £ 1999500
£2500.00 £ 3500.00
£ 495.00 £ 700.00
£ 1095.00 £ 1900.00
£ 225.00 £ 500.00
£ 195.00 £ 500.00
£ 1195.00 £ 2000.00
C 1995.00 £ 2500.00
£ 1695.00 £ 2200.00
£ 700.00
01048.00
£ 1495.00 £ 2200.00
£ 495.00 £ 950.00
£ 1995.00 £ 3600.00
£ 1495.00 £ 2500.00
£ 895.00 £ 1300.00
£ 750.00 £ 1000.00
£ 495.00 £ 700.00
£ 450.00 £ 900.00

P. MC.
Plinius
Rockport
Shahinian
SME
Tara Labs
Target
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Trichord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VPI
Wilson Benesch
DVD Players now
available from
Sony, Panasonic,
Pioneer and many
more.

10 In-depth experience on high end

£
C

new and used equipment
*3 Best prices paid for top quality
equipment
10 Generous part exchange
40 Show room/dem room
ID Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading
113 All credit cards inc. Amex
ID Mail order
4E) Export service
1E) Finance arranged subject to status
10 Widest range available
10 Unbiased advice
4E) Unique ' Hi -Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

Voyd Reference/Reference Power
supply/Helios Cyalene/Audio Note 10
limited rp/s
Roksan Xerses/Linn Akito/PSIII/DSU
Piere Lume J1/SL5
Forsell Air Force One
Pink Triangle PT Too Ref Bearing.
platter, clamp
Linn LP12/ARO/Armegeddon/Prefix/
Hi Cap/17 DII
Lyra Parnasos ( NEW)
Clear Audio Master Reference/ Clear
Audio Insider Reference (Wood)
Basis Debut Gold/Graham Model 2.0 (Ceramic)
Linn LP12/LVIII Lingo Cirkus K9
Linn Sondeck LP12 Vallhala/ Basic
Pink Triangle Export (Ref bearing 8Platter)

el 0181

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to fulfil your
£11500.00
£ 650.00
1500.130
£11995.00

£22000.00
£ 1200.00
£ 450000
£25000.00

£ 495.00 £

sonic

dreams.

Quality

hi-fi

expensive brandnames,

is

not just

about

it's about aspiring to

the very best sound, about choosing your ideal
system from the widest selection in the country,

950.00

in a unique no- pressure environment. It's about

£2500.03 £ 4000.00
£ 1200.03 £ 2000.00
£8995.00 £ 16000.00

taking advantage of our unrivalled knowledge

£7500.00 £ 12500.00
£ 1095.00 £ 2000.00
£ 295.00 £ £ 695.00' £ 1050 00

and

being

given the freedom to choose and

upgrade the audio equipment you want, when
you want. Others may sell you hi-fi, Choice hi-fi
will sell you solutions.

392 1959 & 0181

fax 0181 392 1994 e-mail choice_hifi0
.
Pen f
All previously cherished items ire "11 second hand or

10a
new

392 1963
to 8p

appointmen
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Handmade
Adjustable
Shelf
Rotary Unit
can hold:
1536 CDs or
384 Video Tapes
or 575 Penguin
Books
Just one
member
of our enormous
range of units
for CDs, LPs,
HiFis, Books
etc,etc.
Many veneers:
Pine, Teak.
Rosewood. etc.

The BEES
KNEES
IAN EDWARDS
The Old Chapel 282 Skipton Road
Harrogate North Yorkshire HG1 3HB
Tel: (01423) 500442

in record storage

SALE
NOW ON

1979

20 YEARS

1999

STUDIO 2
FILE1 CONSCILANTS.

9 FINCHFIELD ROAD WEST.

FANJTEL: ( 01902) 380083

EINCHEIELD, WOLVERHAMPTON.

V.A.T. Registration No. 333 9324 60

WEST MIDLANDS. WV3 SAY

SECOND HAND & EX DEM

S/H
S/H
S/H
IX DEM

AMPLIFICATION
KRELL KMA 200 MONO (£8.500)
KRELL KRSI PREAMP (£8.350)
ALCHEMIST FORSETI MKII (£995)
ALCHEMIST KRAKEN PRE MKII (£549)
ALCHEMIST KRAKEN PWR APD8
COUNTERPOINT SA3 (£ 1.200)
RADFORD VALVE AMPS. CHOICE
SANSUI CA2000, RARE
TEAC TBXI 0 INT AMP (£995)

S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H

TURNTABLES ARMS STEP UPS
WELL TEMPERED WITH WTT ARM
SYSTEMDEK II MISSION 774
STAND 5 TURNTABLE
GRACE ARMS
12" YES 12 INCH ITTOKS
CHURCHILL AIR BEARING TURNTABLE
SONY HASS ( SOUGHT AFTER)
ORTOFON MCA76 STEP UP

S/H
S/H
LX DEM

DIGITAL
ROKSAN DAC I . SILVER. RARE
DPA LITTLE BIT LITTLE MONEY
TEAC DTI DAC 4 INPUTS (£499)

S/H
S/H

LX

DEM

S/H
S/H
S/H
EX DEM
S/H
1,,X DEM
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H

SPEAKERS
MAGNEPLANER MGI.5. BLACK
TANNOY. RARE
KLIPSCH LA SCALA ORIGINALS, BLACK
APOGEE CENTAURUS. BOXED
WILSON TOTS & PUPPIES (£ 12.000)
CLEMENTS 600. BLACK
CLEMENTS 300)
SEQUERRA MET7 (£695)

£3,500
£3,350
£750
£450
£450
£650
ASK
£495
£775
£950
£200
£595
£299
PHONE
£125
£75

£350
£95
£399

£950
ASK
£1.350
£1.495
£7.500
£625
£395
£425

VINTAGE
GARRARD 301 IN ORIGINAL CARTON
QUAD 33 PREAMP
QUAD FMI TUNER MONO 3
AVO OSCILLATOR
c 1947
VALVE TESTER
J
WORDON ARTICULATED ARM. VERY RARE

£195
£75
£25
£150
4:100

TRADE IN'S A SPECIALITY. MANY MORE ITEMS AVAII.ABI.E.
ASK WE MAN HAVE .
11 .s
.
rWHAT YOU ARE SEA R( HIM

TRY AN £1300 INTERCONNECT IN YOUR SYSTEM
... AND KEEP IT FOR £ 125
Most cables have asonic signature or tonal character to match specific
components in well-matched systems. These cables are often found to be
harsh, and some dull.
Petros cables were designed for AudioSOURCE to complement transparent
components in awell- matched system: the goal was neutrality - musical
flavour transmitted as water flows along asmooth pipe. If our cables sound
bright or blurred, be confident that it is the equipment that you are hearing!
Stratos cables have the greatest differentiation of all interconnects we have
compared, that sto say that different recordings and different components
just yield their own characters, transparently.
The design is the attention to many details, based on simple physics and
many listening tests. We are now so far ahead of the game - and still
moving the goal pouts - that we will disclose the basic principles. The two
major principles are conductivity and contamination. Conductivity: low
resistance, capacitance. etc, using the highest purity copper (silver conten:
acid-free solder) in very fine but many strands. In outer space, such cables
would transmit Nothing But Signal ( hence the esteemed American NBS
brands! Incidenta)ly, we have some of their amazing cables for sale at halfprice). Contamination: since the invention of radio we are aware that your
wires act as aerials. Designers cannot eliminate this in the equipment
without serious degradation of the music signal. Planet Earth is now
contaminated with EMI, RFI, you name it fields from cellular phones to AC
mains. Coming from your neighbours, factories, and your own hi-fi and nonhifi devices. Our cables use twin axial (quasi- balanced) plus and minus
wires, inside atriple-shielded braid earthed at source only and taken
through to the plugs. We also apply Kontak cleaner to greatly reduce RF
rectification and enhance surface conductivity. It lasts for about six months. If
you haven't tried it, you don't know what you are missing. £ 14.95 per bottle.

Stratos Series II (
launched in August) is amajor leap forward in
interconnects which exceed the sonic performance of all but one extremely
expensive (
NBS) digital and stereo interconnects we have tried in awide
variety of equipment. Series two features our own RCA state-of-the-art
phono plugs which use our tried materials (solid phosphor bronze, not bent
copper) for enhanced contact and noise rejection. Do not judge the
performance by the price. Customers are disposing of major brands now
shamed by Stratos II because our cables are sold direct to end- users
without marketing costs. This saves at least 75% when you consider that
packaging and promotion double the cost of cables and dealer margins and
vat double it again. One stereo metre of Stratos ll thus sells for only £ 125.
Stratos II Digital cost £59. Terminations are RCA or Neutrik Black Gold XLR
from stock: other to order.
"These cables are everything you said they were ... this has been
the cheapest and by far and away the most significant upgrade I've
done to my hifi in years. Iordered cables, and when Iopened the
box, the contents looked like cables but these Stratos cables are
much, much more than that.They have made such ahuge
difference to my listening pleasure that it's the equivalent of
replacing one or more of the key items of hardware. At £ 120
[series Il now 125] a1metre pair, they are the cable bargain of the
decade." - Mr EH., Aberdeen, 12/08/99.
Dirty mains has been neglected for too long in the UK but conditioners
can degrade sound by limiting speed and power. The best place to
clean up your mains is between your wall and the equipment. We are at
beta test stage on effective AC mains cords, and can advise you on
high-end products from America before you invest. Advice on speaker
cables freely available.

PHONE 0141-357 5700.
FAX 0141-339 9762.
Email jack@audiosource.co.uk
The web is at www.audiosource.co.uk
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HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

satisfied with your system?

NEW IN THIS MONTH
SALE
Audio Mecca Mente° CD Transport Tnctiord AT&T
£ 1,295
Wade NIT 3200 CD Transport
£999
Perm B226 Signature CD Player, variable peput
£495
Marantz CD 94 Mk2 CD Player Crown 2Chipes,
f595
Maranta CDA 94 DAC, vanable output and balanced
£395
Altis DAP 2Box Reference DAC
Superb
f995
Audio Sythese DAD Decade FUC
Billent £ 1,795
'Mangent 2B full Auto Air Linear TreckIng AMI
£1,895
SME IV Arrn
£495
Michel ISO liera Phono Stage
£395
Mark Levinson 5025 Phono Stage P1.5226 Supply Superb . £ 1,895
Mark Levinson 9026 Idly balanced Pre Amp
Superb . £2,795
Mark Leenson No26S fully balanced Pre Amp .... Briard £3,500
Mark Leveson 9023 Balanced Dual Mono Power Amp £2,995
Mark Levinson 60205 Relerence Class AMono Amps
superb and rare opportundy legends barged
£4,995
Krell PORC HR Pre Amp PIC Bal etc
£3,995
Conrad Johnson Premere 88 Valve Mono Amos, Ihese are
probably the best value Mono Amps anywhere only
6months Use
. Tenir . £8,995
Oued 77 Integraled Amy, 2mores old
£395
Sonos Faber Extrema Speakers and Stands, Walnut
f3,295
Cello Master Stradivan Speakers, Peno Black
AMust £ 12,995

STOP PRESS JUST IN STAR BUY
Gryphon Sonata Reference Pre Amp
£4,995
Gryphon Aride«, Reference Mono Amps
Audionde Ongaku, the one and only yes another one
can you belteve 12 years old. Mie«

£ 15,995

591
SM
SM
SM
SPI
SM
SM
S/H
SM
SPI
SM
SM
SM
SM

UST
£2.500
£1,995
£1,150
£900
£910
£1500
£2,795
£4.000.
£983
£1300
£3,450
£5.450
£7.250
£5,500

S/14 £ 11,000
SM £30,000

,

FACILITIES AVAILABLE

The Russ Andrews catalogue is packed full of
cost-effective products which are guaranteed
to improve the musical performance of your
System - or your money back!

Call now for your free copy
quoting ref:ABHN1299

S/H £16,500
S/H £700
S/H £8.1390
SM £
35,000

WITH GUARANTEE EXPORT

8111RI,

S/H £ 12.500
S/H £8,949

£19,995 OM £59,500

Freephone 0800 373467
411110w« 0«.

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd., FREEPOST NWW881A,Kendal,LA8 900
Tel:v-44(011539 823247

www.russandrews.com

E-mait abhn1299@russandrews.com
Peace of mind with the Russ Andrews Guarantee

MANY SUMMER REDUCTIONS
Checkseer Mono Valve Amps Gold
Possed Albatross Speakers Black
£ 1,395
Cello Serafin Actme Speakers Mished in Piano Black
superb speakers 12808
£4,995
Pere Lume JI Mk2 Turntable wrth 513 Arm
£1,495
Cello Guinde.
£395
Aude Research SP Il P.912 Sdver Preamp
£ 1,995
Audio Research V140 VaNe Mono Amps Balance £1.995
Au& Research 81,1 Bal Convener
£495
&m'ester 828 Alk2 Mono Power Amps, d'oie
these unes are 200 rapo & very rare
£2,995
Counter Point 581000 Valve Preamp, Sleds
£395
Counier Point 0012 Power Arno black
£595
Wilson Watt 3Puppy 2wrth tells & pews,
Piano Black. very sought aller, be que
Superb . £6,000
Cary 5500 Valve Preamp. ove
£495
M'umlaut 2.1 CD Transpon
Reduced .. £995
Hamme& 11 CD Transpon
Reduced £795
Auric (Mecs Virgo Speakers Cherrywood
Reduced £1,995
Pd* (SA 250 Power Arne
Reduced . £
2,700
Krell (SL Une Preamp 0812 Bal
Reduced .. £995
Revu H1 Cassette Deck 3Head
Reduced £595
Cary 293 Valve Power Amp
Reduced £695
Aude Research V70 Valve Arne
Reduced . £1,495
Alon 4Speakers Black Ash
Reduced .. £995
Burmester 850 Mono Power Amps
Reduced . £1,495
S'yourte Speakers Prono Black & Stands
Reduced .. £995
Revus 8261 Tuner Superb
Reduced .. £550
Pesos 86 ADS Tuner. Pana Bue
Reduced £495
Threshold PET 10 Lee Preamp
Reduced .. £
895
Threshold PET 10 Phono Stage
Reduced .. £595
YBA 2Power Arno latest
Reduced .. £
795
Equation 2Speakers, Para Black
Reduced
Aude Sythese mookte Som CDX 333, ex AT 8T
wth DS14 Ultra analogue 20 Mt & stade excellent. Reduced £895
Tm e Loft Tuner Classic Segurre &
saler
Reduced .. £795
Theta DS Pro Basa. 2DAC
Reduced £795
cou° 81DAC 20 bd & supply, stunning
Reduced £1,995
Stan Ouanro 2CD Player, excellent
Reduced £995
Krell KPS 30, CD Player
Reduced f2.295
Kred KRC-2 Preamp Bal R/C
Reduced £ 1.795
Monitor Audio Studio 50 Speakers, Cherrywood
Reduced £1,995
Prose Response 3Speakers VDH Weed, Lied Oak Reduced £1,495
TEAC P30 CD Transpon
£1495
Cyrus Preamp Phono Balanced and Rende
£395
Electro Corder.« Larda Annwersdy Signature Power Arno
£1295
WANTED Sony Espnt SE P900 Stereo Equaliser or BE Module
Oracle Delplk Md Turntable MIssion
just sereced and coludes rond squad supply
£ 95
Vecteur Bloc Source Class APreamp, 2Box Preemp
also includes MC Stage. bargatn
Excedent . £1495
Vecteur Ampli 425 Class APower Mes. Moice of 2
also amiable
Also Excellent.. £ 1195
MUSKAIFKlehly the Preamp 2A
£ 150
Audio Research Classe 150 Valve Mono Power Amps
More cd 2pairs availabte & fully sereced
£4995
JM Labs Grande Utopie Speakers Cherry & Porions Blick

rare chance for these superb Sem beasts £22995
Proac 35 Speakers. Lt Oak
£2295
Amant 1703 CD Transpon
£
325
Arcam Black Box 50 De
£
150
Cyrus DAD30 CD Player and PSXR supply, 3menthe old £895

Cyrus Power Amp. balanced wlyr PSXR
3complete unes available. 3months old
£600
MISSICA 754 Freedom speakers. Pnrnmera. 3months £995
May do acompeite deal on Mission Cyrus system above Ratel price e
comptage and as 3months old
Aude Research VT 50 Valve Amp, 1year old.
£1595
Muse 18 Subwoofer Rosewood
entrent. £ 1995
Cello Duel 350 Power Amps, choice d 2available and
are aso Mono Bridgeable
Brillent 04995
Nakancht 700 2XE Cassette Dads. dus(
£
695
Park Tnengle Decapo DAC 1307 Chipset lem&
£895
Mark Levreon 6039 CD player
Superb. £3995
Liehley ST70 Stereo Valve Amp Tnode SwItchable
£995

(reg KBLACPE Law Pre Arno . Phono Stage £1995
Transliguraran Supreme Cartndge Latest
£795
Meridian 200/203 Trans/DAC Triconl
Pezued .. C695
Meridian 208 CD/Pre Amp Phono MRS Rende
Reduced .. £695
Gryphon XT Pre Amp Glass Ud
Reduced. £1995
Burmeister 838/846 Phono/Une Pm Amp Gold.. Reduced.. £1295
Goldimund Mime 3Power Arrip
Sluming.. £1995
Robenson 4010 Power Arne 2avadable
£495
Michel Argo Hera Late Pre Amp nSupply
£450
Sota Cosmos Turntable Vaccin Hold Granite £1395
Cambridge CO1 CD Player
£
395

Arcam Delta 1100 Pre Arnp/DAC Black Box 50
Amaril Black Box 5DAC
Tannoy 638 Profile Speakers
Acoustat Il Electrostabc Panel Speakers. Stick

1111111

£1,495
S/11 £3,000
S/H
S/H
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM

sni

£12,500
£,330
£1,000
£5,800
£8,960
0888
£9,200
£900
£1,250

SM £13,700
SM £1,200
SM f2,500
2111 £15.000
SM £3.800
SM £6.600
SM £2,298
Soli £1,150
2191 £1,495
Sei £4,400
Sei £3,850
Sei £5350
SM £2,350
SM £1,145
SM £1,£03
SM £2.500
SM £1,800

f2,150
SM £1500
£2,515
Loads
£2,299
£6.000
SM £3,000
SM
SM
SM
SM

Free delivery • Full Refund Upgrade Scheme • 30 Day Home Trial

Absolute Tune-ups
Atix,oligki N'und. qualtlutd , distri jto. u,
II1 tIrsOs eer,,,,
nufullik: or re- align an%

lugh-eml . 10119900

tmdertake rr'lmmrmIul % sol)
componetus
Illillit1111g Nitr% Mi ..I'‘ prit

te*1

tS'e

nul lu,p10 le e, rad,

' d'il' a valve.

onlv the. tre , t

Absolute Sounds
Tel: 0181-971 3909 Fax: 0181-879 7962 IA

atv
ATV SERVICES
LEATHERHEAD
01372 456921

•Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
radios
•HiFi VCR's
•Valves tested

SM

£5,490
SM £4,190
SM £5,000
S'
S £3300
SM £2500
SM
£650
SM £3000

511-1 £2000..
SM £5000
SM £4000
2/11 £300
291 £ 12000

SiN £42000
SA1 £4700
S/H £750
SM

SM

£450
£1229

SM £8.30

SM £ 1498
£6835

291 £2950
SM £4000
SM £ 10,200
SM £1600
E/D
210
SM
SM
SM
SM

SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
S/T1
SM

£250 SM
£200 SM
exias SM
£350 SM

£1600
£4995
£2225
£5326
£1795
£1660
£1665
£5500
£3500
£5150
£995
£885
£4400
£1503
£750
£450
£600
£1095

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS

www.SPEAKERPARTS.com
FIX SPEAKER FOAM ROT

YOURSELF

D.I.Y. NEWFOAMT.SPEAKER FOAM ROT
REPAIR KITS SAVE BIG £f WITH ORIGINAL
STANDARD & DELUXE KITS. STANDARD
($29.96 INCLUDES S + H) TWO FOAM SURROUNDS, ADHESIVE AND INSTRUCTIONS.
DELUXE ($ 34.96 INCLUDES S + H) ALL OF
THE ABOVE PLUS CALIBRATION ALIGNMENT SHIMS AND REPLACEMENT DUST
CAPS. THIS IS THE PROFESSIONAL'S WAY TO
FIX A SPEAKER. IT ALLOWS YOU TO CENTER
THE VOICE COIL MECHANICALLY.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK.
AS SEEN IN:
STEREO REVIEW JUNE 1996
AUDIO MAGAZINE FEBRUARY 1997
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL JANUARY 1998
HAVE MEASUREMENTS, MAKE, AND MODEL

e-mail:
VISA

hifi @ NEWFOAM.com
MC

AMEX

DISC

+800 4639-3626
This is a Free call to the ' S

01438 714038

Replacement Woofers, Grille Cloth, Voice Coils
Custom Cut Foam Grilles, Speaker Wire, Horns
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PRE AMPS
ARAGON Aurium Pre-amp
£
895
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 Pre-amp
£1095
BURMESTER 877 Pre-amp
£1495
ELECTROCOMPANIET EC,4.5 balanced Pre-amp with remote
£795
EXPOSURE 17 Pre-amp
£495
EXPOSURE 21 Pre-amp NEW (With remote)
£890
KRELL KRC2 Pre-amp with Remote
£1995
MARK LEVINSON 28 Pre-amp WITH PHONO
£
1495
PASSLABS ALEPH PPre-amp
£2799
ZSYSTEMS RDP1 Reference Pre-amp LATEST SPEC £3395
AMPLIFIERS
AUDIONOTE P4 Monoblocks
£3395
AUDIONOTE ONGAKU
£34995
CHAMELEON RUBY AMPLIFIER
£795
EXPOSURE 18 STEREO AMP
£495
EXPOSURE 18 STEREO POWER AMP NEW
£720
HARMAN KARDON Integrated valve amp
£125
LUXMAN M2000 Power amp
£495
PRIMARE 201 Pre-amp with 202 monoblocks mint/boxed £4995
QUAD 77 Integrated amplifier with remote - new/sealed box
£495
CD PLAYERS 8, TRANSPORTS
ALTIS CDT III CD TRANSPORT EX OEM l£5000)

£
3500

DAC'S
ARCAM Della Black box DAC
MERIDIAN 203 DAC
VAC DAC 221 (FIDC0)

£50
£195
£895

MISCELLANEOUS
AUDIO RESEARCH 2.5 METRE Litzlink interconnect
£195
MIT Mi5 2metre Interconnect
£
200
MOBILE FIDELITY PINES OF ROME elle Sealed Box
£
200
NAKAMICHI CR7E Cassette deck
£895
NAKAMICHI 80202E Cassette deck
£395
REVOX PROU Mk2 Tapedeck (Trolley mounted)
£ 1495
VANDEN HALL CS122 Hybrid Speaker Cable 2.5 Metre Sets £50/SET
TEAC A-33405 Tape recorder
£595
YAMAHA CT 7000 Tuner
£500
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS
ALPHASON SENATA Turntable with Alphason Tonearm/OC9,
complete with Musical Fidelity XLP Phone Stage
£995
AUDIONOTE M7 Phono (Latest Model) MINT (018500)
£4995
AUDIO TECHNICA 0C9 MC CARTRIDGE NEW/BOXED
£275
CLEAR AUDIO INSIDER
£
1995
GOLDMUND Refence Ffable/T3F Arm
£8995
HELIUS SILVER WIRED TONE ARM
£995
KRELL KPE PHONO STAGE
£695
KOETSU LTD EDITION CARTRIDGE NEW/BOXED
£2995
VPI TNT Turntable
£3495
TUNERS
ROTEL RT850 AL

Tuner

£95

ME ROM OFFEll I% Mn
Pille to statu)
PHONE TO APAUICE AM AUOMON
MAIN O.K. DEALERS OF
MARK LEMS" THIEL, ABSOLUTE $OUMIS
AR MARK LEVOISOK REFERENCE PROIUCTS.

NEWFOAM
3047 West Henrietta Road
Rochester, NY 14623 USA
Tel: (716) 424-3680
Fax: (716) 427-9339

Fax + N0112329-3626

10.011am 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN

PRICE
SPEAKERS
ATC TOWER 7s
£795
AUDIONOTE ANE/SE ( Rosewood) F. veneer
£3995
B&W 802 Matnx
£995
CELESTION Kingston speakers with stands 2years old
£1395
[OTTON 15 Speakers
£195
KEF 103/4
£750
MILLER 8 KREISEL MX100 SUB WOOFER
£
795
MIRAGE M-Isi PIANO BLACK MINT/BOXED
£2995
MISSION 782 USPEAKERS
f250
MONITOR AUDIO SUB WOOFER Rosewood
£295
ORCHID PLL1 with stands 3years old (06000)
£1995
SOLSTICE AAD speakers with stands
£
495
SPENDOR SPI Speakers with stands
£
345
THIEL 7. 2(
Birds Eye Maple) EX OEM
£10995

READY WHEN YOU CALL.

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS ,

HEATHERDALE
PRE- OWNED.
EQUIPMENT

Visit our WChhile Al
http://www.hifi-sterro-com
Empli: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

E31

AVI MAIN DEALERS
AMEX - VISA - SWITCH MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB
WELCOME

VISA

202 FINDON ROAD, FINDON VALLEY, WORTHING
WEST SUSSEX BNI4 OEJ
TEL: 01903 872288

FAX: 01903 872234

MOBILE. 0860 660001

Worldwide Speaker Repair Since 1979
DECEMBER

1999
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PRESTIGE - £2250
Designed by Wilmslow Audio
Immitated by others.
Don't accept second best.

Phone today for your free catalogue giving details
of our full range of loudspeakers and accessories
50 Main Street

Broughton Astley

Tel: +44 01455 286603

Leicester LE9 6RD

Fax: +44 01455 286605

Email: info@wilmslow-audio.co.uk
Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk
Additional Demonstration facilities available in Wigan, Lancs.
Phone to 01942 521771 to book you appointment.

Wilmslow
Audio
A VERY SPECIAL
THANKS TO
MANA ACOUSTICS
FOR THEIR SUPPORTS
OVER THE YEARS
(SIMPLY THE BEST)

SELECT AUDIO

*****************

(LonDon)

A WARM THANKS
TO ALL AT
PEACH AT
CAMDEN PALACE
EVERY FRIDAY
(KEEP IT UP)

0181 986 8788

JEFF ROWLAND ML2 AND BPI BATTERY
£3,750
JEFF ROWLAND CONSUMATE AND
PHONO STAGE MK3, 3 BOX
£3,000
JEFF ROWLAND CONSONANCE INC
PHONO BOARD AND REMOTE
£ 1,300
APOGEE STAGE SPEAKERS
£800
APOGEE DUETTA SIGH AND X/0
£3,000
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1
£300
COUNTERPOINT SA220, 220 WPC
£ 1,200
PASS LABS DIGITAL ONE DAC
£2,700
BAT VK5, VALVE PRE REMOTE
£2,400
EQUINOX BATTERY PHONO STAGE
£450
NAIM IBL BLACK
£350
NAIM 62, HI CAP, 250 NEW STYLE
£ 1,300
ACCUPHASE D450 POWER AMP 200 WPC
£2,000
AUDIOLAB 8000C AND 8000P
£550
MUSICAL FIDELITY Al EX DEM
£300
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 VALVE, PRE REMOTE
£400
MORDAUNT SHORT MS817, CHERRY
£400
*********** 10AM-7PNI CLOSED WED
HI- Fl NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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£7,500
£ 10,000
£3,500
£3,000
£ 10,000
£900
£3,000
£5,000
£4,400
£850
£850
£2,700
£3,750
£ 1,250
£500
£900
£900

sun **********
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SALE
of ex-der-T
1hi-fi

AMPLIFIERS

1.01. DSPEAKERS

Advantage pl pre
AdvantageA300pwr
Arcam Alpha 9
Arcam Alpha 8R
Arcam Alpha 7R
Arcam AV50
Arcam Alpha 9C
Audiolab 8000A
Audiolab 8000S
Audiolab 8000G
Audiolab 8000LX
Alchemist Axiom
Meridian 551
Meridian 501 Pre- amp
hotel RB981
Sugden Audition C
Shearne 2.5
Shearne Phase 2
Shearne Phase 3

1595
2250
499
349
299
699
399
499
699
1275
479
319
800
695
325
799
480
649
549

995
1550
349
249
219
449
299
319
399
649
299
199
499
395
225
599
249
399
299

CD PLAYERS

1

Arcam
Alpha
8
Micromega
Stage
1
TEAC VRDS 8
Yamaha CDX 993
Sony CDP XE900
Musical Fidelity E624
Sugden Audition CD

449
600
599
399
299
499
649

329
295
349
279
199
329
479

ATC SCM10 s/h
8 & W CDM2se
Dynaudio Cont 1.1
Dynaudio Cont 1.8
Impulse Lall
Nairn Intro
ProAc Studio250
Ruark Equinox
Ruark Sceptre
Ruark Talisman
Ruark Prologue
Regs Jura
Rehdeko 125

AL\

1100
399
875
1875
1895
670
2499
1995
599
749
899
449

450
299
675
1475
995
449
1495
1495
429
449
599
329
1500

‘ NIPLIFIERS

Audion Silver nights
Audion Sterling
Conrad Johnson PV10
Golden Tube SISO
Golden Tube SE40
Graff 50/50
Heart Rhythm Stereo
Heart Beat Mono's
TubeTech Genesis
Unison Res.Simply 2
Unison Res.Simply845

2500
600
1095
1200
1100
2100
1250
2250
4200
1095
3095

1650
450
695
749
700
1550
600
1000
1900
745
1895

IAN HARRISON HI-FI

TEL: 01283 702875

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIOWIDE DELIVERY

INCLUDING SUNDAYS

Ram- Rpm

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES & SAVE UP TO 45% OFF THE RRP
- AU

I.. •

II

DENON
SHURE
AUDIO TECHNICA
GOLDRING
AUDIOOUEST
TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON ( DECCA)
ARCAM
GRADO
ROKSAN
VAN DEN HUL
ORTOFON
SONY
OTHERS
AUDIO NOTE
DNM
LOUDSPEAKERS
HARBETH
ATC
SONY
ROYD
HEADPHONES
SENNHEISER
BEYER
SONY
AKG
GRADO
AUDIO-TECHNICA
TEST CASSETTES
TEST CD'S
TEST RECORD
DEMO CD'S

• . .. 1 • •

ROKSAN
SME
MOTH
TURNTABLES

SME
TECHNICS
MICHELL

a

PIONEER
TEAC
SONY
DENON
YAMAHA
MARANTZ
TASCAM
DAT

HIFI
FURNITURE

APOLLO
SOUND STYLE
PROJEKT
SOUND
ORGANISATION
CABLES
SONIC LINK
AUDIOOUEST
AUDIOTECHNICA
VAN DEN HUL

PIONEER
TEAC
TASCAM
so
FOSTEX

TUNERS

MINI DISC
SONY
DENON
CDR

PIONEER
r -I
STUDER
TASCAM

SONY
DENON
PIONEER
YAMAHA
MARANTZ
PHILIPS
AMPLIFIERS
DENON
MARANTZ
PIONEER
YAMAHA
PHILIPS & OTHERS

'ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW di BOXED

GOLDRING
OED

WITH FULL U.K. GUARANTEES.
NO EX/DEM OR EX DISPLAY GOODS.
NO GREY IMPORTS

BLANK TAPES/
DISCS
TDK

PIONEER
TEAC
SONY
DENON
YAMAHA
MARANTZ
PHILIPS
CREEK

AMPEX
JVC

SONY
*PHONE OR WRITE MAXWELL SCOTCH
FOR DETAILS
BASF
FWI

ACCESSORIES
DISCWASHER MAXWELL
MILTY
SONY
OED
ANTIFERENCE
GOLDRING
TDK

MAXVIEW
PIVOTELLI

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE 6. AVAILABILITY PRIOR
TO ORDERING. GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL.
SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES. PLEASE PHONE OR
WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM:
IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GO.
TEL: 01283 702875. 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS

studio

Winter Sale!
81 Fairfax Road, Swiss Cottage

Large Discounts
available

Monday to Saturday
10.00 am to 6.0 pm
Located 2 minutes walk from Swiss
Cottage and Finchley Road tube stations.
Sale on Selected Brands, including
Arcam, ATC, Cyrus, KEF, Meridian,
Mission, and Quad.
Many unrepeatable offers!

Tel: 0171 624 8855
Sale Ends: 23/12/99
SPECIALIST PROVIDERS OF HIGH FIDELITY SOUND, VISION SYSTEMS, HOME CINEMA AND MULTIROOM INSTALLATIONS
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Advertisers Index
A.P. I.
A.R.T
Absolute Sounds
Acoustic Arts
Audio Consultance
Audio Note Salon
Audio Reference
Audio Synthesis
Audio T
Audio Venue
Audiocom
Audiofreaks
Audio Club
Audiophile Int'
Audusa & Co

84
139
6
92
92
136
74
13
86
56
135
10
24
120
15

Choice Hi Fi
Chord Electronics
Connections 90

140
14
94

Doug Brady
Dynamics

40
133

Edwards, Ian

141
86

CT Audio

Harrison, Ian
144
Heatherdale Audio
62
Henley Designs
48
HNE Systems
114

KEF
Kevin Galloway
Lawson, Jack

20 & 22
134
141

Midland Audio X-Change
139
Midland Hi Fi
141
Monitor Audio
OBC
Music Mill of Scotland
64
Musical Fidelity
66
Musical Images
50 & 127
Opal Designs
Oxford Audio

58
76

Path Premier. . IFC, IBC, 94 & 120
Pinewood Music
72
Radlett Audio
78
Readers Sales and Wants 128 & 129
Ringmat Developments
108
Riverside Hi Fi
84
Select Audio

143

Signals
Simetel
Slate Audio
Smith, Ron Aerials
Sony
Sound Connection

132
26
127
94
9
114

Wawa Inmi
We choose 'The Greatest Hi Fi Product Ever!'
Mouthwatering high-end digital machinery features
next month, starting with the Wadia 27/270
transport/DAC combination, and Chord's beautiful
'double DAC', intended as afuture- proof solution and
designed to cope with high- resolution audio. Speaker
reviews include the intriguing BKS from Denmark. We'll
also be reviewing some less financially-challenging
digital hardware in the form of the newly- imported
StarDAC and aUK- made player or two. In the
'Surrounded!' section we'll be featurng ascoop review
of Martin Logan's complete new multi-channel speaker
array. Heading the feature articles there will, of course,

Sound Image
54 & 88
Sound Transparent
120
Sound of Music
60
South Coast Speakers .... 132 & 13
Tagmaclaren
Technics
The Emporium
The Hi Fi Co
The Listening Rooms
The Music Design Co
The Right Note
TLC

16
12
135
130 & 131
88
7
11
78

UKD
Ultimate Sonics
Unique Audio

30
132
138 & 144

Vickers Hi Fi
Virtual Reality
Vivante

120
94 & 114
114

Walrus Systems
Wharfedale
Wilmslow

74
36
143

Zen Audio
Zentek
Zouch Audio

144
108
76

january

2t üü0

be our blow-by-blow report
on The HiFi Show, but as the
culmination of our All Time
Greats series, we'll also be
revealing our definitive nomination of
the Greatest HiFi Product Ever, and, as you'll recall,
picking the lucky winner who will actually receive it as
aprize! January's music section will include as many
CD reviews as we can cram in — so whatever your
musical tastes, there'll be something to catch your ear.
Finally, there's anew £2000 competition, so don't miss
HiFi News & Record Review, January 2000 issue,
which goes on sale Friday, 3December.

A top-of-the-range, noholds-barred high-end
transport/DAG from
Wadia. Could this be the
ultimate CD player?
11141 NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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As Muddy
Waters sang,
'The Blues
had ababy
and they
called it
Rock'n' Roll.'
Chess
Records
was there at
the birth...

L-R: Muddy Waters,
Marshall Chess (son
of co-founder Leonard)
and Otis Spann

elebrating
the record
label that
helped to turn
the
whitedominated
American
music industry
on its head
must surely
involve more
than digitally
re- mastering 15
hours of its finest music, slapping it
all into alavishly-produced slip case
with entertaining, informative sleeve
notes, and then throwing in two
interview CDs with the founders of
the label.
There should be some towering
edifice, maybe a titanic black
marble version of the Chess knight
logo, dominating the Chicago
skyline. There should be block
parties all around the world. There
should be aTV series, amovie and
an all- singing, all-slippin'n'slidin
ice spectacular (with lasers). 'Til we
get round to all that though, this
gorgeous set goes about as far as
anyone can rightly expect a box of
goodies to go.
Admittedly Phil and Leonard
Chess, who bought into their first
label, Aristocrat, in 1947, were not
black and were hardly poor. The
industry would have to wait more
than a decade longer before Berry
Gordy Jr would found Tamla
Motown, the first black music label
run by blacks, but the Chess
Brothers paved the way by
bringing rootsy
blues, jump and
r'n'b to a white
audience that
had previously
been unable to
know the thrill
of blues artists
as diverse as
Muddy Waters,
Howlin' Wolf
Jimmy Rogers,
John Lee Hooker.
On top of that,
Chess handled
some
of
the
greatest doo-wop
harmonisers,
including
The
Moonglows, the
Flamingos and the
Dells, as well as
the twin lynchpins
of the music, who
were to inspire
virtually
every
white rock combo
of
the
1960s:
Chuck Berry and Bo Diddley.
The Chess Brothers, sons of a
Polish immigrant carpenter, just

happened to be in the right place at
the time. The blues was moving out
of Mississippi with the black
immigrants. They were heading
north up Highway 61 to find work
in the major industrial centres, with
Chicago being perhaps the favoured
destination. Around the same time,
electricity was being applied to
guitars, and as with many a
technological innovation, a new
music
evolved to
suit the
machinery.
To give the Polish kids their due,
however, there were hundreds of
thousands of native Chicagoans
who didn't see what was happening
right under their noses, but Phil
and Len Chess did. After doing
stints in the forces, then running
their own liquor store, they moved
into the night club business, where
they found their first artist, Andrew
Tibbs, and recorded his haunting,
piano-led blues ` Bilbo Is Dead'.
In the beautifully bound
hardback book accompanying the
box set, Phil Chess paints an
evocatively colourful
picture of just how
naturally
things
evolved.
`Well, we had the
tavern, and most of
them would come in
there,
like
Albert
Ammons,
Gene
Ammons, Sonny Stitt
— they weren't blues
but they came in and,
gradually, anybody that
came in town, they
would end up in the Mocambo
— We did Sunnyland Slim, and
he says, " Igot a friend that's a
good guitar player that Iwant to
use, so he brought Muddy in".' It
should always be that simple.
Just to list the significant records
that came out of Chess ( and are
included in this set) would fill this
entire page, but consider, for
example, Jackie Brenston's ' Rocket
88', a 1951 r'n'b chart- topper
reckoned by many to have been the
very first record to include all the
necessary ingredients (including a
horrendously distorted guitar), that
would justify calling it rock'n'roll.
Or mull over, for amoment or two,
such titles as 'Johnny B Goode' by
Chuck Berry, ` Hoochie Coochie
Man' by Muddy Waters, ` Suzie Q'
by Dale Hawkins, ' Bo Diddley' by
Bo Diddley, 'Wang Dang Doodle'
by Koko Taylor, ' Rescue Me' by
Fontella Bass and ' Wade In the
Water' by Ramsey Lewis, then
remind yourself that you're barely
scratching the surface of the Chess
Catalogue.
When it comes to the delights of
simple pop music, Chess Records

was there too, with the organ chacha ` Rinky Dink' by Dave ' Baby'
Cortez, The Monotones' Book Of
Love', teen dance craze number
'The Watusi' by The Vibrations
and Clarence ' Frogman' Henry's
'But IDo'.
Dig alittle deeper and there's the
delight of finding obscure gems like
boogie-woogie pianist Forrest
Sykes's ` Tonky Boogie' which
simply barnstorms from start to
finish, or Myles and Dupont's
whimsical ' Loud Mouth Annie'
and, hey, let's face it, everybody
owes it to themselves to own music
by artists masquerading under such
gorgeous noms -de- chanson as St
Louis Jimmy, Robert Nighthawk,
Sax Mallard, Dr Isaiah Ross, TV
Slim and Sugar Pie de Santo. How
can we forgive ourselves for letting
things slip to the point where pop
stars are allowed to call themselves
Gary Barlow or Janet Jackson.
Finally, any box that includes the
ultimate lost treasure of the girl-

Above, L-R: disc jockey Al Benson, blues
harmonica great Little Walter and Leonard
Chess. Top left: Chess Records staff in 1963

group era, the bizarre, ethereal
'Sally Go Round The Roses' by
The Jaynetts, is all right by me. I've
spent 30 years trying to work out
what that song's about, and I'm still
no closer.
To paraphrase several of the
songs in this box: Phil and Len
(ooh- wee- ooh), you're my men
(diddy-wah-diddy).
Ain't it afact?
Johnny Black

The 15CD box set,
The Chess Story 1947-1975
is alimited edition on MCA/
Universal, 380 596 2
DECEMBER 1999
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The new Revel Ultimo Studio breaks
new ground in both transducer
technology and loudspeaker design.
From the inert cabinet designed using
laser interferometry, to the durable
high gloss paint finish, to real wood
veneer or aluminium side panels, to
the proprietary transducers designed
in house, no other loudspeaker can be
placed on an equal plane with the
Revel Studio.
Visit your authorised Revel dealer to
audition them for yourself, to see and
hear the most technically advanced
and musically accurate loudspeaker
system available.

\111111111
.
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0.0/P-1
For full information on Revel loudspeaker systems please contad Path Premier

REVEL

Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desbarough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3RD
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01404 440360 Email: premier@path.co.uk

PATH

ageman - Home Theater magazine, June 1999

"In my opinion, there is no need to even audition
these speakers. Just buy them! Trust me, you won't
be disappointed. Aesthetically, it's hard to get any
better than these speakers.
Available in black oak, rose mahogany or cherry, the
whole Silver Series line features craftsmanship second
to none.
Iwould encourage everyone to take the grilles off
these beauties - nothing will make your friends drool
with envy more than those gorgeous silver drivers
staring back at them..
Everything Ilistened to through the Silver Series
speakers sounded just about as good as I've ever
heard it sound. Why are you still reading this?
Go buy these speakers!"
loe Hagemen, Home Theater Magazine, lune 1999

ÇP
MONITOR AUDIO

Monitor Audio Ltd.
34 Clifton Road, Cambridge CBI

4Z N

Tel: 01223 242898 Fax: 01223 214532
http://www.monitoraudio.com

